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Glossary of Terms 

Australian Construction Industry – The Australian construction industry is defined as those 

businesses mainly engaged in the construction of residential and non-residential buildings 

(including alterations and additions), engineering structures and related trade services classified 

under the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) 2006 division 

E sub-division 30 Building Construction 

Automotive Industry – The automotive industry is primarily concerned with the production of 

vehicles for sale classified under the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial 

Classification (ANZSIC) 2006 division C (manufacturing) sub-division 23 Transport Equipment 

Manufacturing group 231 Motor Vehicle and Motor Vehicle Part Manufacturing 

Co-dependence – Co-dependence is a description of a relationship where one party enables the 

activities of the other party. In the case of staged competition, the organiser is dependent on 

the participation of the teams and the teams are dependent on the competition organisation of 

the organiser 

Competition Decision Model (CDM) - The CDM is to guide an organiser to design a potential 

staged competition in the Australian construction industry 

Competition Environment – The competition environment is the space within which the 

competition occurs, consisting of the rules, time constraints and other factors that dictate the 

activities of the teams within the competition 

Competition Sponsor – A competition sponsor funds or supports the competition which is 

distinct from a team sponsor who has a funding or support agreement with the teams within 

the competition  

Event – a single competition as opposed to a competition series 

Incremental Innovation - Improvements within a given frame of solutions i.e., “doing better 

what we already do”  

Industry – Industry refers to an industry within which innovation occurs, such as the automotive 

industry or construction industry 

Innovation – Innovation is defined by the OECD in 1991 is an “iterative process initiated by the 

perception of a new market and/or service opportunity for a technology-based invention which 

leads to development, production, and marketing tasks striving for the commercial success of 

the invention” 
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Innovation Adoption – Adoption is made up of the decision to adopt, implement and confirm 

use of the innovation  

Innovation Diffusion - Diffusion is related to the communication channels through which an 

innovation is transferred. This is understood as the knowledge of an innovation and the 

persuasion to progress its use 

Innovation Environment – The innovation environment is defined as the space within with 

innovation occurs in the parent industry, defined by industry regulations and other enabling 

contextual criteria and barriers 

Innovation Generation – Generation is the recognition of a problem or need, and the associated 

R&D in attempt to commercialize the innovation 

Innovation Inducement Prize – A cash prize to motivate the attainment of targets, usually 

organised independently from other inducement prizes 

Innovation Mechanism – A regulation, prize, incentive or other method to encourage innovation 

Market Competition – Market competition is the effect of free market economies where firms 

are required to compete for customers 

Organiser – The party responsible for the design and implementation of a competition. The 

organiser may be Government, industry association or private company 

Parent Industry – The parent industry refers to the industry for which a staged competition is 

relevant. For example, motorsport is a competition that is relevant to the parent automotive 

industry 

Prototype – An early sample or model that is used to test a concept or process that can be 

replicated or learned from 

Radical Innovation – A change of frame i.e., “doing what we did not do before”  

Recognition Prize – A recognition prize is the term used in the literature for an ex-post award 

that is given to recognize achievement, such as the Nobel Prize 

Relative Advantage – Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as 

being better than the idea it supersedes. The degree of relative advantage is often expressed in 

economic profitability, in status giving, or in other ways  

Solution Space – The solution space is the space available to teams to explore innovation within 

the boundaries limited by competition rules, materials and the state of knowledge 
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Staged Competition – An artificially created competition in which opponents compete, usually 

for a prize 

Team Sponsor – A team sponsor has a funding or support agreement with the teams within the 

competition, which is distinct from a competition sponsor who funds or supports the 

competition 

Teams – A collective group of people from a single firm or a combination of firms from industry, 

university or individuals 

X-Prize – A competition series that addresses defined global challenges and run by the X-Prize 

foundation 
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Abstract 

Innovation is critical in technological progress and economic development and has a multitude 

of theories to explain its processes. Globally, the construction industry has been shown to be 

lagging in innovation compared to other industries, representing a cause for concern in the face 

of industry wide needs and challenges such as addressing productivity, safety and greenhouse 

gas emissions. Staged Competition is defined as a ‘competition in which teams or individuals 

compete for a prize’ and is shown empirically to provide an alternate pathway for innovation 

outside the parent industry, leading to a demonstrable increase in the rate and radicalness of 

innovation. However, as yet there is no current theory that explains why this occurs. 

Part one of this exploratory research introduces and develops the new Staged Competition 

Innovation (SCI) theory which builds upon existing theories of the processes of innovation within 

industry to explain how decision making and technological, organisational, and environmental 

characteristics of an industry-based competition can drive innovation activity. The theoretical 

framework for this new theory includes the Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory and 

Technology–Organisation–Environment (TOE) framework, both of which are well understood 

theories that explain the processes of innovation in an industry context. The SCI theory adds to 

these two foundational theories to explain how staged competitions provide: 1) a unique 

pathway, separate from the main industry constraints, 2) a unique environment for innovation 

to develop, and 3) a new pathway for adoption by industry. 

Part two of the research is the development of a new Competition Decision Model (CDM) for 

the Australian construction industry, developed from the SCI theory and existing construction 

industry competitions case studies and validated through a Delphi study. The Delphi results 

supported the concept of staged competition for construction innovation, and the decision 

models’ high-level actions proposed for an organiser to hold a staged competition to increase 

innovation in the Australian construction industry. The three CDM actions are to 1) Demonstrate 

the value of the competition to industry and teams, 2) Determine the competition rules to target 

innovation within the brief, and 3) Demonstrate industry relevance of the innovation output. 

The three CDM actions are aligned with the principles of the SCI theory with a focus on assisting 

in practical competition design.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Research Problem 

“Necessity is the mother of invention” (unknown).   

Invention, creativity and innovation are very important for economic growth of society 

(Rosenberg, 1972). ‘Innovation’, as defined by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD) in 1991, is an “iterative process initiated by the perception of a new market 

and/or service opportunity for a technology based invention which leads to development, 

production, and marketing tasks striving for the commercial success of the invention” (OECD, 

1991). A more practical interpretation is the “actual use of a nontrivial change and improvement 

in a process, product or system that is novel to the institution developing the change” (Freeman, 

1989),noting that this is not specific to commercial success.  The Australian construction industry 

is currently facing a number of public good ‘needs’, such as the damaging impact humans are 

having on the planet, with man-made emissions being of the greatest concern (Stocker et al., 

2013). Innovation in building design and construction, specifically radical innovation, is therefore 

mission critical to reduce energy use and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, usually measured as 

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2-e) (IPCC, 2014), one of the common sustainability indicators 

(Shen, Ochoa, Shah, & Zhang, 2011). 

Despite innovation success to address of industry ‘needs’ through technological innovation, 

innovations are not always diffused through industry. Geopolymer concrete is just one example 

of a radical innovation available to reduce emissions in the construction industry but blocked by 

seemingly insurmountable barriers. Concrete alone, and more specifically cement binders such 

as Ordinary Portland Cement (OPC) has been in use virtually unchanged for over 150 years, and 

is responsible for 5-7% of the global CO2-e emissions through its production (Turner & Collins, 

2013). Concrete is the most widely used construction material in the world, with current 

consumption of 1 m3 or more per person per year  (Gartner, 2004), suggesting that business as 

usual concrete construction is unsustainable, and new innovative solutions to these 

environmental issues must be found. Geopolymer concrete provides an estimated 26-45% 

reduction in CO2-e compared with OPC (Turner & Collins, 2013). However, widespread adoption 

of such materials has not occurred due to a combination of financial, technical and institutional 

barriers inherent to the construction industry. In a study on the topic, respondents indicated 

that the dominant barrier for adoption was cost, the lack of standards, guidelines, and 

performance data, all representing a risk averse industry approach (Berndt, Sanjayan, Foster, 

Sagoe-Crentsil, & Heidrich, 2013) 
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As well as individual examples, the construction industry is repeatedly found to have lower 

overall rates of adoption of innovation than other industries (Dibner & Lemer, 1992; Johnson & 

Tatum, 1993; Slaughter, 1993a). So despite being described as “a lively source of new ideas”,  a 

general conclusion is that “the rate of innovation lags behind most other sectors, and appears 

to be falling further and further behind” (Graham, 1998). Industry innovation rates are relative 

of course, with the benchmark for innovation being the automotive industry, despite an ‘apples 

vs oranges’ problem in drawing comparisons (Winch, 2003). Innovation in both industries is 

historically driven by the pursuit of safety and manufacturing efficiency, but more recently also 

by productivity and regulation for emission reduction in light of climate change imperatives 

(Bhattacharyya, 2015). Market demand and market competition is also significant in driving 

innovation and both vary in impact significantly between industries (ERBD, 2014). 

The automotive industry has a distinct advantage with regards to development and 

implementation of innovation. Automotive competitions ‘motorsport’ occur within the industry 

between manufacturers and relies heavily on the involvement of the suppliers within the 

industry. Motorsport provides an excellent platform for marketing, testing, and development of 

innovation within and beyond the parent industry (Delbridge & Mariotti, 2009). The depth of 

this close relationship is captured in Toyota’s founder Kiichiro Toyoda’s final work, entitled 

“Auto-racing and the Japanese Automobile Industry” (Toyota Global, 2016):   

Japan’s auto industry must succeed in building passenger vehicles. To this end, manufacturers 
must participate in auto-racing to test their vehicles’ durability and performance and display 
their utmost performance. With competition comes progress, as well as excitement among 
motoring fans. The aim of racing is not just to satisfy our curiosity, but rather to enable the 
development of the Japanese passenger vehicle industry. 

This link between competition and automotive innovation is also clearly demonstrated in the 

special report on autonomous vehicles published by the Economist magazine (The Economist, 

2018). The report documents the use of three separate competitions, the first in 1894 where a 

French journal challenged entrants to drive 79 miles to determine the best method of 

automobile propulsion, a competition won by Daimler with the combustion engine. A second 

competition in 2004 was held by DARPA for driver-less vehicles to navigate a 150-mile off-road 

course, which was plagued by failures both before and during the competition. Only 1 year later 

DARPA held a similar competition again in which 5 entrants completed the course and all 

competitors beat the 2004 competitions best outcome. Encouraged by this rapid progress, 

Google then set up a self-drive project in 2009. Since this time, the participants of the DARPA 

competitions have gone on to work on autonomous vehicle technology for Google, Uber and 

Tesla. It is examples like this rapid innovation in autonomous driving through staged 
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competitions that demonstrate how the construction industry is being left behind and suffering 

from a lack of innovation, when compared with other highly innovative industries. 

Despite practical examples, existing research related to the advancement of technological 

innovation is predominantly focussed on online innovation competitions that are usually 

Information Technology (IT) or crowd-sourced ‘blue-sky’ ideas.  These examples of prize 

incentivised challenges are for the development of innovation for use by a competition sponsor 

in pursuit of a solution to a particular problem. Knowledge related to the benefits and long-term 

application of innovation competitions as a series within industry is a field of research in its 

infancy and a focus of this research. 

1.2 Aim 

The empirical evidence suggests that industry based staged competition - defined as an 

artificially created competition series in which opponents compete, usually for a prize, can act 

as a pathway to increase the rate and radicalness of an innovation, for many benefits, such as 

cost, productivity or environmental performance. The aim of this exploratory research is to build 

theory to explain why and how the competition pathway provides these innovation benefits. 

The knowledge contribution includes the new SCI theory and the Competition Decision Model 

(CDM) which explain and guide the use of competition series for the Australian construction 

industry, and potentially by other construction industries around the world. 

1.3 Structure of the Report 

This report defines the proposed research related to the use of competitions in the Australian 

construction industry. Chapter 2 presents the relevant existing research on innovation theory, 

processes of innovation and use of industry competitions to date. Chapter 3 outlines the 

theoretical framework and research design. Chapter 4 is a case study of motorsport innovation, 

that is used to understand how the existing theories of innovation processes apply in a 

competition environment. Chapter 5 presents the new Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) 

theory that explains the unique processes of innovation within the competition environment. 

Chapter 6 is a case study of existing construction industry competition formats, to test the 

application of the new theory in a relevant competition environment. Chapter 7 defines the 

development of the Competition Decision Model (CDM). Chapter 8 is the findings of the Delphi 

study including feedback validation of the proposed CDM. Chapter 9 is the discussion of the 

research in context of the existing literature and relevance of the research to the Australian 

construction industry, including further work and limitations. Chapter 10 is the conclusion of the 

research. 
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Figure 1: Thesis Structure 

1.4 Research Significance 

This research has the potential to transform the way innovation is managed by industries 

beyond the typical policy measures such as regulation, incentives, specifically in relation to 

‘public good’ challenges such as safety, productivity or greenhouse gas emissions. The research 

also addresses the benefits to firms within the construction industry, who are challenged by the 

inherent barriers that are currently preventing innovation to occur at a rate that is consistent 

with other industries. 

This exploratory research is focussed on the introduction of a theory that defines a new 

mechanism for the Australian construction industry. It is not attempting to address specific 

market needs or challenges, instead to build theory and provide a practical decision-making 
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model to assist the industry to define its own processes for increased and potentially more 

radical innovations in response to industry challenges.  

How this will be achieved can best be described by the following simplified outcomes: 

1. The new SCI theory has been developed which explains why a competition environment 

provides a new mechanism for innovation through a dynamic competition environment 

and a new pathway for adoption back to the parent industry 

2. The Competition Decision Model will provide a clear structure for the Australian 

construction industry to be used to hold staged competitions for the purposes of 

addressing industry needs or challenges through innovation that occurs outside the 

constraints of the parent industry. 
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2 Literature Review - Innovation and Competition 

“There’s no good idea that cannot be improved on” — Michael Eisner 

The first chapter introduces the lower rates of innovation in the construction industry, and the 

need for a new mechanism to increase the rate and radicalness of innovation. This research 

need is a result of the importance of innovation as a critical step in the generation of new ideas 

and ultimately adoption of new environmental technologies into the construction industry. 

Importantly, the opportunity for innovation through industry competitions is proposed as a 

potential solution to the problem. Chapter 2, this chapter, reviews the current theories of 

innovation and their application to the competition environment. This chapter also reviews the 

current published literature on the processes of industry innovation, innovation within Australia, 

and the state of automotive and construction innovation. The literature review also considers 

other industry-based innovation competitions and how they are used in other industries to 

generate ideas, test prototypes and drive adoption back into the main industry to complete the 

understanding. 

2.1 Innovation 

Innovation leads to macroeconomic growth, a concept first identified by  Schumpeter (1934), 

who defined the concept of “Creative Destruction” to describe the process by which new 

products replace old products.  As a result, innovation has been a field of enquiry for decades 

since, with the majority of the research focusing on the manufacturing sector from which 

products arise (Tushman & Moore, 1988). This view is supported by Pries (1995) stating that 

most construction innovations originate from material and component producers (i.e. 

manufacturers). This study is focussed on technological innovations as opposed to managerial 

innovation and adopts the view that the construction industry represents a large range of firms, 

including manufacturers, each with their own potential impact on construction innovation 

generation, diffusion and adoption. Generation of innovations requires four accepted 

characteristics of a firm (Rogers, 1995): 1) Creating new knowledge by generating technical ideas 

aimed at new and enhanced products, 2) manufacturing processes and services;  3) developing 

those ideas into working prototypes; and 4) transferring them into manufacturing, distribution 

and use (adoption). Innovations are most commonly defined as either radical or incremental 

(Garcia & Calantone, 2002) and simply described by Norman and Verganti (2014): Incremental 

innovation: improvements within a given frame of solutions - “doing better what we already 

do”; and, Radical innovation: a change of frame - “doing what we did not do before”.  
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Dahlin and Behrens (2005) suggest radical innovations are characterised by novelty, uniqueness, 

and degree of adoption.  Slaughter (1998) provided a more elaborate definition, by defining 

radical innovation as a change that “sweeps away much of the firm’s existing investment in 

technical skills and knowledge, and by creating a demand previously unrecognized by the 

consumer, resulting in a new market infrastructure”.  Radical innovations have been described 

as the most powerful type of innovation (Koskela & Vrijhoef, 2001), and although unlikely to 

provide a single magic bullet  radical innovations have more potential for major change within 

an industry (Grubb, 2004). Potential sources of radical innovations are defined by  van den Hoed 

(2007) as: 1) New Entries – entrepreneurs and entrants from other markets; 2) External shock 

or Crisis (occasional events that lead to unorthodox experiments); 3) Performance of the new 

technology; 4) Market changes; and 5) Industry market competition. Radical or incremental, an 

organisation or individual must still decide to adopt the innovation for its ultimate success. 

The literature provides a clear picture of technological innovation as a novel change to an 

existing solution; or a new solution. Innovation in the absence of industry barriers such as in a 

competition environment potentially allows more radical innovation based on the relative 

freedom from industry rules and regulations, although it should not be assumed that this is the 

only or most desirable outcome.  The opportunity provided by the competition environment for 

radical innovation at all stages of the innovation process is therefore a necessary focus of this 

research. 

2.1.1 Existing Theories of Innovation 

Existing theories related to innovation are diverse, and the processes of innovation are already 

well explained for an industry environment. This study expands on these theories by applying 

them to the competition environment, with the intent of exploring the possibilities of radical 

innovation in this setting.  The key existing theories related to this the processes of innovation 

that are relevant include the Diffusion of Innovations (DOI) theory (Internal decision making) 

and the Technology Organisation Environment (TOE) framework (impact of external influences).  

2.1.1.1 The DOI Theory 

Rogers DOI theory addresses many aspects of innovation with the specific emphasis on the 

generation (idea), diffusion (movement) and adoption (uptake) of innovations (Rogers, 1995). 

The generation phase begins with the recognition of a problem or need, leading to research and 

development (R&D) and eventual commercialisation if the innovation is successful. Innovation 

generation does not automatically mean it will be adopted by the market regardless of if it is 

radical or incremental. The generation of innovation is most commonly in response to an 
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identified need, although this is not always the case. Idea generation can be collectively referred 

to as ideas generation, project definition, problem-solving, design and development, production 

and marketing and communication, which describes the various stages of development 

(Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1994). Diffusion is defined as the process by which “an 

innovation is communicated through certain channels over time among the members of a social 

system (Rogers, 2003) and represents the primary mechanism of spreading an innovation for 

adoption or implementation by the end user. Following successful diffusion of an innovation an 

organisation or individual must still decide to adopt it for use. Rogers differentiates the adoption 

process from the diffusion process in that the diffusion process occurs within society, as a group 

process; whereas, the adoption process pertains to an individual. The adoption process is of 

particular relevance in advertising and marketing as they exist to increase sales. The ‘Innovation-

Decision Model’ (IDM) can be used to explain how innovations proceed to adoption within an 

organisation in an industry environment. 

 The five stages of the Innovation Decision Model are as follows:  

Stages of the DOI Innovation Decision Model 

Stage Definition 
Knowledge  The individual is first exposed to an innovation but lacks information about the 

innovation. During this stage the individual has not yet been inspired to find out 
more information about the innovation. 

Persuasion The individual is interested in the innovation and actively seeks related information 
/ details. 

Decision  The individual takes the concept of the change and weighs the advantages / 
disadvantages of using the innovation and decides whether to adopt or reject the 
innovation. Due to the individualistic nature of this stage, Rogers notes that it is the 
most difficult stage on which to acquire empirical evidence. 

Implementation  The individual employs the innovation to a varying degree depending on the 
situation. During this stage the individual also determines the usefulness of the 
innovation and may search for further information about it. 

Confirmation  The individual finalizes his / her decision to continue using the innovation. This 
stage is both intrapersonal (may cause cognitive dissonance) and interpersonal, 
confirmation the group has made the right decision. 

Table 1: Stages of the DOI Innovation Decision Model 

In addition to the knowledge provided about the decision-making process, Rogers also defines 

five attributes of an innovation that helps to decrease uncertainty and increase rate of adoption: 

i) Relative advantage, ii) Compatibility, iii) Complexity, iv) Trialability, v) Observability. 
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Attributes of an Innovation 

Attribute Definition 
Relative Advantage Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as being better 

than the idea it supersedes. The degree of relative advantage is often expressed in 
economic profitability, in status giving, or in other ways. The nature of the 
innovation largely determines what specific type of relative advantage (such as 
economic, social, and the like) is important to adopters, although the characteristics 
of the potential adopters also affect which dimensions of relative advantage are 
most important. 

Compatibility Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent with 
the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential adopters. An idea that 
is more compatible is less uncertain to the potential adopter. An innovation can be 
compatible or incompatible (1) with sociocultural values and beliefs, (2) with 
previously introduced ideas, or (3) with client needs for innovations. 

Complexity Complexity is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to 
understand and use. Any new idea may be classified on the complexity-simplicity 
continuum. Some innovations are clear in their meaning to potential adopters while 
others are not. Although the research evidence is far from conclusive, we suggest 
Generalization 6-3: The complexity of an innovation, as perceived by members of a 
social system, is negatively related to its rate of adoption. 

Trialability Trialability is the degree to which an innovation may be experimented with on a 
limited basis. New ideas that can be tried on the instalment plan will generally be 
adopted more rapidly than innovations that are not divisible. An innovation that is 
trialable is less uncertain for the adopter. Some innovations are more difficult to 
divide for trial than others. Despite the lack of strong evidence, we suggest 
Generalization 6-4: The trialability of an innovation, as perceived by members of a 
social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption.  

Observability 
 

Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation are visible to others. 
The results of some ideas are easily observed and communicated to others, whereas 
some innovations are difficult to describe to others. We suggest Generalization 6-5: 
The observability of an innovation, as perceived by members of a social system, is 
positively related to its rate of adoption. 

Table 2: Perceived attributes of innovations (DOI) 

Both the innovation decision model and the perceived attributes of innovations are relevant to 

the successful adoption of innovations within industry as illustrated in figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of Innovation progression according to DOI theory by Author 

The innovation decision making process described by the DOI theory is very relevant to 

innovation in the construction industry. However there are numerous features unique to the 

construction industry which affect how innovation occurs in comparison to other industries 

which must be accounted for, and attempts have been made to explain how these existing 

innovation theories to fit within this context (Rose & Manley, 2012). These studies emphasise 

the barriers and limitations of this service-based and inherently labour intensive industry, which 
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typically leads to small-scale incremental improvements in services or products (Wipulanusat, 

Panuwatwanich, Stewart, & Sunkpho, 2019). These challenges contrast with manufacturing and 

Information Technology (IT) where innovation studies are often focussed (Thong, 1999). 

Construction innovation can be organisational, or project based, resulting in the service vs 

product innovation division. A study by Davis, Gajendran, Vaughan, and Owi (2016) found that 

the greatest number of innovative ‘improvements’ were inter-organisational, possibly biased by 

the fragmented nature of the industry where many companies operate together during design 

and construction. Where innovation is occurring, there is a preference for the adoption of 

innovation rather than being the first to introduce the innovation (Yusof, Mustafa Kamal, Kong-

Seng, & Iranmanesh, 2014). Despite this relevant research, studies addressing the use of the DOI 

theory to describe technological innovation at the early stages of development in the 

construction industry are infrequent. This is consistent with the risk adverse nature of the 

construction industry, which is instead biased towards organisational innovation (i.e. not 

technological) or innovation by suppliers and manufacturers.  

 

2.1.1.2 The TOE Framework 

Where the DOI theory is primarily concerned with origins, movement and decision making for 

adoption that occurs to progress an innovation from knowledge of an innovation through to 

confirmation, the TOE framework more accurately defines the innovation contextual 

environment, which includes the characteristics of the Technology, Organisation and 

Environment (TOE). Factors affecting the success of an innovation in an industry were first 

defined by Tornatzky, Fleischer, and Chakrabarti (1990) in their seminal work Processes of 

Technological Innovation. Factors are divided into Technological (availability, characteristic), 

Organisational (formal and informal linking structures, communication processes, size, slack), 

Environmental (industry characteristics and market structure, technology support structure, 

Government regulation). This framework provides a clear basis to assess factors pertaining to 

the success of an innovation and is used in this study as a lens with which to understand how 

innovations move through their respective industries. This framework is considered to be more 

complete than the DOI theory as it includes the environmental context (Oliveira & Martins, 

2011) and is suitable for framework development (Bosch-Rekveldt, Jongkind, Mooi, Bakker, & 

Verbraeck, 2011). For this reason, the TOE framework will be used in this research to explain the 

innovation processes and specifically the differences between the automotive industry and 

motorsport to define the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory.  
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Tornatzky, Fleischer, and Chakrabarti (1990) also provide a review on the adoption process 

stating that a staged based model has weaknesses based on the unrealistic expectation that the 

decision-making process is sequential and linear.  

 

 

Figure 3: The TOE Framework as originally defined by Tornatzky and Fleischer 

A number of previous studies have utilised the TOE framework in order to explain findings from 

a case study (refer table 3), where Baker (2012), provides a very comprehensive understand of 

the application of the TOE framework to research, attributing its lack of development to the 

large number of theories around it, as well as the freedom within which researchers can apply 

the framework. The similarity of the TOE categorisation with DOI theory provides strength and 

credibility to the two theories.  Studies that utilise the TOE framework for testing new theoretical 

models include the analysis of the Decision Support System (DSS), such as was studied on Nikes 

adoption of their “Considered Index” green initiative (Angeles, 2014). The study tests the idea 

of using the TOE framework to explain the implementation of Nike’s environmental 

management information system, concluding that the TOE framework assists to clarify why and 

how firms pursue their innovation initiatives. 
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List of previously used TOE criteria (Baker, 2012) 

Reference and innovation   Technological context factors Organizational context factors 
 Environmental context 
factors 

Chau and Tam (1997)  Perceived barriers  Satisfaction with existing 
systems 

 Environmental 
uncertainty 

 Open systems Perceived benefits  Complexity of IT infrastructure   

 
Perceived importance of 
compliance to standards, 
interconnectivity 

Formalization on system 
development and management 

  

Grover (1993)  Compatibility  Size  Role of IT 
  Complexity  Strategic planning  Management risk 

position 
Customer-based IOS Relative advantage  Infrastructure  Adaptable innovations 
  

 
Top management support  Technology policy 

  
 

Championship  Customer interaction 
  

 
Centralization  Competitor scanning 

  
 

Formalization  Competition intensity 
  

 
Integration  Information intensity 

  
 

Implementation planning  Power 
  

  
Generic strategy 

  
  

Maturity 
Kuan and Chau (2001)  Perceived direct benefits  Perceived financial cost  Perceived industry 

pressure 
EDI Perceived  indirect benefits  Perceived technical competence  Perceived government 

pressure 
Lee and Shim (2007)  Perceived benefits  Presence of champions  Performance gap 
RFID  Vendor pressure    Market uncertainty 

Mishra et al. (2007)  Procurement process 
digitization 

 Diversity of organizational 
procurement knowledge 

Suppliers’ sales-process 
digitization 

Internet in procurement    perceptions of    
Ramdani et al. (2009)  Relative advantage  Top management support  Industry 
  Compatibility 

 
Market scope 

  Complexity Organizational readiness Competitive pressure 
Enterprise systems Trialability 

 
  

  Observability  IS experience   
Thong (1999)  Relative advantage of IS Business size  Competition 
  Compatibility of IS Employees’ IS knowledge   
  Complexity of IS IS Information intensity   
  

 
CEO’s innovativeness   

Zhu et al. (2003)  Technology competence 
(second-order construct 
composed of IT infrastructure, 
Internet skills, e-business know-
how) 

Firm size  Competitive Pressure 

E-business 
 

Firm scope  Consumer readiness 
(interactive construct 
composed of consumer 
willingness, Internet 
penetration) 

      Lack of trading partner 
readiness 

Zhu et al. (2004)  Technology readiness  Firm size  Regulatory 
environment 

  
 

Global scope Competition intensity 
e-business    Financial resources   

Zhu and Kraemer (2005)  Technology competence  Size  Regulatory support 
e-business  

 
Financial commitment  Competitive pressure 

    International scope   

(Zhu et al. 2006b)  Technology integration  Firm size   Competition intensity 
e-business  Technology readiness  Global scope  Reg. environment 

Table 3: Previously used TOE criteria  
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2.1.1.3 DOI and TOE combined 

The DOI and TOE frameworks can be used together to describe the processes of innovation, as 

together they represent a complete picture of a firm’s decision-making processes combined with 

influential external factors. Combination of the two theories comes primarily  from the 

information technology sector (Chong, Lin, Ooi, & Raman, 2009; Wang, Wang, & Yang, 2010; 

Zhu, Kraemer, & Xu, 2006). Alkhalil, Sahandi, and John (2017) found that the TOE framework 

helps in identifying relevant categories for determinants while the DOI model helps in identifying 

specific variables within each category. Arpaci, Yardimci, Ozkan, and Turetken (2012) also 

support the use of the two theories in combination, specifically in the explanation of innovation 

adoption of Information Technology (IT). Also in the study of IT innovation adoption Thong 

(1999) demonstrates how the characteristics of the decision maker from Rogers (1995) and the 

technology, organisation, environment characteristics from Tornatzky et al. (1990) work 

together to provide a complete explanation of the innovation process. The two frameworks are 

therefore complementary to each other and can provide better understanding of the adoption 

of innovation, however consideration of previously described construction specific challenges 

must be addressed in the use of the two theories in the context of construction innovation. 

 

Figure 4: DOI and TOE theories combined within Industry environment by Author 

2.1.2 Innovation in Industry 

The National Innovation and Science Agenda released in 2015 demonstrates the Australian 

Governments specific interest in increasing innovation, including collaboration between 

industry and research. This is proposed to be achieved by providing extra funding to research 
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and industry collaborations, as well as R&D tax incentives (Commonwealth of Australia, 2015). 

Innovation measurement within Australia is based on the ANZSIC (Australian and New Zealand 

Standard Industrial Classification) codes which combine industry sectors in some cases making 

actual identification of performance of certain sectors innovation difficult (for example, in the 

case of ANZSIC the automotive industry is aggregated within manufacturing code, while 

construction is coded on its own). Although the construction industry is not specifically targeted, 

it is well placed to take advantage of current funding available, and overturn the scepticism 

about the potential benefits of innovation, particularly among small and medium-sized 

businesses (Manley, Blayse, & McFallan, 2005).  

In the Australian construction industry context, Blayse and Manley (2004) describe a structure 

of six main factors that influence innovation: clients and manufacturers, structure of production, 

relationships between individuals and firms within the industry and between the industry and 

external parties,  procurement systems, regulations/standards and  the nature and quality of 

organisational resources. Also Australian specific, Loosemore (2014) cites: leadership, 

competition, projects, fragmentation, governance and regulation, attitudes, and people as 

important factors. Public good outcomes do not feature within studies of innovation drivers 

however benefits are clear as demonstrated by Nidumolu, Prahalad, and Rangaswami (2009) 

who found in a study of 30 US companies that sustainability provides extensive opportunities 

for organizational and technological innovations that yield both bottom line and top-line 

returns. Winch (1998) claims a highly relevant driver of innovation within the construction 

industry to be clients, described as “one of the most striking themes running through the 

literature”. Despite being hard to measure and highly variable between industries, innovation is 

critical to the advancement of an industry and this is most evident by the focus put on the topic 

by Government, industry and researchers. Although hard to target, radical innovation is the 

most likely source of dramatic change within an industry.  

As is consistent globally, the innovation efforts of Australian companies are primarily addressed 

using the patent system, which awards the inventor or innovator an economic  benefit by 

creating a monopoly on the technology (Scotchmer, 2004). Due to the exclusive rights of the 

patent system, the company benefits economically from obtaining a patent. The reciprocal 

outcome of this is that others are unable to utilise the technology, thus patents are a legal barrier 

to the diffusion and adoption of innovation. Although the patent system protects the firm by 

protecting from commercial losses, it limits the widespread implementation of the innovation 

with a potential loss of public good as a result.   
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Prizes offer an alternative to the patent system as an R&D incentive. Wei (2007) provided a 

review of the problems with prize systems in place of patents citing difficulties determining prize 

value and spending, duplication of resources, loss of commercial market development, 

administrative costs as key issues. Davis (2002) summarised the patents and prize benefits as 

follows:  

Mechanism Description (Davis, 2002) 

Patents The patent system is an indirect stimulation to invention and innovation. The innovator 
identifies the relevant need, bears the costs and risks of R&D, and controls the timing of the 
development process. The innovation is subject to the discipline of the market; if 
commercially unsuccessful, no money can be earned from the idea itself (no matter how 
socially valuable it is).  

Prizes By contrast, the prize system specifically encourages inventive activity in relation to salient 
problems. The prize-giver identifies a need to be fulfilled. The innovator bears the initial costs 
and risks of R&D and controls the timing of the development process (within the deadlines 
imposed by the prize). The award is not based on a commercial test. 

Table 4: Patent versus Prize comparison 

2.1.3 Construction Industry and Innovation 

According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), the construction industry is defined as 

those businesses mainly engaged in the construction of residential and non-residential buildings 

(including alterations and additions), engineering structures and related trade services classified 

under the Australian and New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (ANZSIC) 2006. (ABS, 

2010). Recent data shows that despite opportunities similar to the manufacturing industry, 

construction is underperforming. 

 

Figure 5: Business expenditure of R&D by industry in Australia 

However, R&D expenditure is not the only way to measure innovation. The IBM – Melbourne 

Institutes report “Innovation index of Australia” suggests that the construction industry has 

Business expenditure on R&D (BERD) by industry 
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demonstrated negative innovation across the period 1990 – 2005 (IBM - Melbourne Insistute, 

2007) compared with the benchmark, with IP, R&D and trademark intensity all falling until 2000 

and remaining mostly flat since. 

 

Figure 6: Australian Construction industry innovation intensity 

Although it is well established that  the construction industry needs to increase the rate of 

innovation (Fairclough, 2002), other studies show innovation occurs consistently in the industry 

(Slaughter, 1993b) and is often unseen due to the lack of R&D departments (Gann, 2000). Other 

research shows that there is in fact considerable amount of innovation that is ‘hidden’ from 

national R&D statistics (Barrett, Abbott, Sexton, & Ruddock, 2007; Gambatese & Hallowell, 

2011). Loosemore (2014) suggests this is because it is rarely laboratory based, instead happening 

at the coal-face in response to day to day problems and it is rarely patented. Regardless, the 

industry was once characterised by fast moving innovation for development of the modern 

world during the nineteenth century, but stalled thereafter, grounded by laborious craft 

approaches to construction and ignoring, for example, the component based automated 

processes of other industries such as manufacturing and automotive. Historically the literature 

now refers repeatedly to the same examples of innovation, such as the introduction of structural 

framing (as opposed to load bearing walls) in the UK at the turn of the 20th Century (Bowley, 

1966; Cusack, 1986; Lawrence, 1990). This low rate of innovation affected the productivity, 

quality and ultimately value for money from an efficiency perspective (Winch, 2003). Often used 

explanations for the low innovation found in the industry include fragmentation, institutional 

frameworks and reluctance to invest (Tatum, 1986), although others have identified more 

complex issues to describe this, suggesting it is a more theoretical problem (Koskela & Vrijhoef, 

2001). Locally, research has found that Australia’s construction industry is behind in innovation 

as a  whole and has only approximately 30% of businesses in the industry innovating, which is 
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the lowest in any sector (Loosemore, 2014). A study by Manley (2006) reports on a survey that 

showed obstacles in the Australian construction industry to be: Cost of initiative (33%), 

Insufficient time (29%), Lack of skilled staff (9%), Conservative stakeholders / clients ( 8%), 

Insufficient benefits (6%), Inadequate Government support (5%), Low Volume of available work 

(3%) and Poor staff attitudes (1%), indicating not surprisingly that cost and time are the major 

obstacles (Figure 7). The uniqueness of the industry has resulted in some variations from the 

more common innovation types (Slaughter, 1998), notably modular, architectural (component 

based) and complex products and systems (CoPS) (Hobday, 1998), but none are inducive of 

significant change.  

 

Figure 7: Obstacle to innovation in the Australian Construction Industry  

Amongst the clear issues, considerable research has attempted to identify the recipe for 

innovation within the construction industry. Tatum (1986) best summarised this large collection 

of previous research into strengths and weaknesses. With regards to strengths Tatum highlights 

project organization, necessity and challenge, engineering and construction integration, low 

capital investment, capability and experience of personnel, process emphasis, and variation in 

methods. Highlighted weaknesses include investment reluctance, competitive conditions, 

institutional framework, seasonal and economic cycles, and role of suppliers. Tatum’s summary 

shows clearly the static nature of the construction industry, which is a result of reluctance to 

innovate due to lack of incentive, institutional barriers, competitive conditions and reliance on 

small suppliers within an inflexible environment. 

It is clear in the literature that there are a wide range of views regarding the true rates of 

construction innovation and why innovation intensity is lower than other industries such as 

automotive. Radical innovations are rarely referenced in the construction industry literature, 
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suggestive of a dominance of incremental innovations (Colombo, Franzoni, & Veugelers, 2014).  

The fragmentation of the industry is likely separating innovation out of construction and towards 

the manufacturing sector irrespective of the innovation’s origins or destination. The project-

based nature of the industry and R&D investment reluctance is also contributing to lower rates 

of innovation. Irrespective of these issues the construction industry needs a pathway for 

innovation to increase innovation rates that will likely result in increased productivity, reduced 

costs, and overall efficiency. Figure 8 illustrates the impact of these barriers to construction 

innovation. 

 

Figure 8: Construction industry barriers to innovation by Author 

2.1.4 Automotive Industry and Innovation  

The low innovation rates of the construction industry are determined in comparison to other 

industries, with the benchmark industry to beat being the automotive industry (Miles, 1996). As 

of 2017, Australia does not have an automotive industry with which to draw comparisons on 

innovation. Of the three major manufacturers ceasing production, each have cited the high cost 

of manufacturing, a highly competitive and fragmented domestic market and changing 

consumer preferences as reasons for why they will no longer manufacture vehicles in Australia 

(Department of Innovation Industry and Science, 2016). Contrary to popular belief, the 

automotive industry is highly dependent on a large number of small to medium enterprise (SME) 

suppliers, with around 75% of vehicle production (IHS Global Insight, 2009) and about 50% of 

automotive R&D carried out by suppliers (European Commission, 2004). Christensen (2011) 

studied modularised eco-innovation in the auto industry and found that the high degree of 

component production undertaken by suppliers is a distinct feature of the automotive 
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production system, resulting in the authority and control over the design and production for 

modern mass-market vehicles from vehicle manufacturers being a function of the suppliers. This 

structure indicates the opportunities within the construction industry to draw on suppliers for 

innovations. Like manufacturing, the automotive industry is regarded for its controlled 

standardisation of parts  (Clarke, 2005), and move towards digitisation (Kessler & Buck, 2017), 

none of which has occurred in any significant way in the construction industry. However this is 

attributable to the difference in the structure of the industries, such as reliance of manual 

labour, the ability of manufacturers to achieve economies of scale in automotive manufacturing, 

and the plant based versus site based nature of the two scopes of work (Gann, 1996).  The 

inability of the construction industry to capitalise on modularisation and automation can be 

attributed to the dominance of small specialised sub-contractors who are not technologically 

advanced enough to embrace automation (Neelamkavil, 2009), and the fragmentation of the 

industry which leads to a lack of knowledge by designers about modular design limitations 

(Schoenborn, 2012). Whilst these innovations can lead to productivity and safety benefits the 

industry is yet to widely embrace such process-based innovation. 

The IBM – Melbourne Institutes report “Innovation index of Australia” suggests that the 

automotive industry (within manufacturing classification) has demonstrated positive innovation 

across the period 1990 – 2005 (Figure 9) (IBM - Melbourne Insistute, 2007).  

 

Figure 9: Australian manufacturing (including automotive) innovation intensity 

Simultaneously, emissions from vehicles in operation have reduced through aggressive R&D 

investment to reduce CO2, achieving a 30% reduction since 1970, a 15% reduction since 2002 

(FCAI, 2011). Lifecycle emissions research has shown that when considering the lifecycle of a 

car, between 55 - 79% of emissions is related to fuel combustion (Sharma, Manzie, Bessede, 
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Crawford, & Brear, 2013; Weiss, Heywood, Drake, Schafer, & AuYeung, 2000). Such data is 

representative of the focus within the automotive industry on innovation for public good 

outcomes. 

Globally, the automotive industry has consistently innovated (Abernathy & Clark, 1985), with a 

strong research focus on radical innovations, acknowledging  that incremental innovations 

actually form the majority of innovations in the industry (Banbury & Mitchell, 1995) despite such 

innovations shown to be negligible for firm performance (Sorescu & Spanjol, 2008). The 

automotive industry is often held up as an exemplar of innovation but is also noted that when 

compared on like for like basis with other industries it is not such a high performer  (Winch, 

2003).  Alongside performance and safety requirements, there is growing evidence of  pressure 

from environmental requirements in driving innovation (Nieuwenhuis & Wells, 1997).  Mondal 

et al. (2011) provide a critical review of the global automotive sector and conclude that the 

industry has embraced the challenge of public good issues, delivered significant progress with 

innovation driving cleaner, greener transport. Tightening emissions legislation has been 

responsible for numerous technological innovations, such as turbocharging technology, which 

made its way into the industry via motorsport from the aeronautics industry to increase 

performance.  It is now being proposed as one of several possible solutions to be used to meet 

tightening European Union (EU) emissions regulations. The more widespread adoption of this 

technology  is a good  example of such regulation-induced technology transfer  from the 

motorsport competition (Zapata & Nieuwenhuis, 2010). The automotive industry is consistently 

driving innovation (including radical) through regulation, perceived to be the most likely path 

towards low CO2 from transport, when compared to behavioural modification (van den Hoed, 

2007), with electrification the widely accepted radical technological innovation to impact 

emissions in the automotive industry (Steinhilber, Wells, & Thankappan, 2013). 

Electric propulsion of cars is also considered a luxury item, and this is reflected at car shows and 

in luxury brands such as Tesla. Motorsport further enhances this perception, as is displayed in 

the most prestigious of motorsport events, Formula 1, where hybrid propulsion can deliver fuel 

savings or power boost depending on how it is utilised (Millikin, 2007). This example 

demonstrates the different attitudes found in the automotive industry towards emissions, and 

in many cases such radical innovations are extensively tested in motorsport prior to full scale 

introduction to the mass market. It is clear therefore, that competitive motorsport has 

innovation related benefits to offer – where the automotive industry is characterised by 

efficiency of production, motorsport drives agility, innovation and rapid technology 

development. Innovation  that is tested in this competitive arena filters down first to the low 
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volume, high profit luxury automobile and eventually into the modern day mass produced road 

car (Utterback & Suárez, 1993). For these reasons motorsport represents a benefit to the 

automotive industry in the advancements of innovations into the mainstream industry, 

representing an important part of the fabric of industrialised societies (Dingle, 2009).  

Motorsport is regarded as a major innovation booster by automotive manufacturers, engineers, 

researchers, drivers and the FIA (FIA, 2015; Read, 1997; Renault, 2013; Wright & Matthews, 

2001). Previous studies have shown the high rate of innovation of Formula 1, often linking it to 

the frequent regulatory changes (Jenkins, 2010; Papachristos, 2014), as well as the views of 

automotive heads describing motorsport as a key part of the innovation strategy for the 

company. Consequently motorsport is used by manufacturers as a test platform for 

development of new technologies, representing a ‘live’ form of R&D (Hoisl, Gruber, & Conti, 

2014). Motorsport presents a unique platform to test advanced technologies that are not 

immediately relevant to the production vehicles, and in recent years has become an important 

part of the marketing strategy for some manufacturers, including for example Ferrari, Honda, 

Renault, and Toyota. Additional evidence of the strong innovation platform provided by 

motorsport has been captured by industry leaders as shown in the following statements from 

heads of the industry including Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) (i.e. the car makers): 

The motorsport industry can provide the knowledge and facilities to help the automotive 
industry progress new technology ideas to Technology Readiness Level 6 and Manufacturing 
Readiness Level 5 - Jerry Hardcastle MBE, Former General Manager – Innovation & 
Performance Projects/ Global Marketing & Communications, Nissan Motor Company 

The UK has a great strength in motorsport and high-performance engineering. At JLR, we are 
determined to realise the potential this offers for driving technological innovation in our 
products. - Tony Harper, Head of Research - Jaguar Land Rover 

The mainstream automotive industry is hungry for new ideas, for innovation and for new 
technology and if the motorsport industry can provide some of those ideas, then it will 
undoubtedly benefit - Richard Parry-Jones CBE, Joint Chair of the Automotive Council 

In this way motorsport provides a benefit to the automotive industry, and a unique example of 

a staged competition that benefits the parent industry. 

Motorsport can adapt quickly in response to the need to provide relevance to road going 

vehicles. Embracing the challenge of emissions reductions is coming from the top executives, 

both in response to clients and company ethos, as well as regulation, which illustrates the close 

relationship between motorsport and the automotive industry. To achieve this goal, the 

automotive industry is looking to the motorsport industry for innovative solutions. The 

motorsport industry has the benefit of existing outside of the main industry and its complex 
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constraints, and for this reason is able to generate, source and test innovative products that the 

parent automotive industry cannot. The demonstration of faith the automotive industry has in 

motorsport is evident in the Formula 1 race championship which specifically includes a 

constructor’s championship, demonstrating a focus on the manufacturer technical capabilities, 

independently from an individual driver’s skill. Such focus is a test of reliability, speed; all 

achieved in competitive conditions. The mutually beneficial outcomes between the motorsport 

industry and the mainstream industry are resulting in significant innovation transfer into 

mainstream automobiles.  

2.1.4.1 Radical Innovation in the Automotive Industry 

Motorsport is characterised as an appropriately turbulent context in which to consider the 

changing nature of competitive advantage (Jenkins, 2010), and in the case of radical innovations 

there is a relatively wide range to choose from.  

Across the decades there have been a constant flow of innovations that have been developed 

in motorsport, many of which have been transferred to the main industry; such examples 

include turbocharging, four-wheel drive, aerodynamics, monocoque construction, ground 

effect, and driver aids (Jenkins, 2010; Smith, 2012). The evolutionary path for each innovation 

often begins outside motorsport, such as the development of carbon fibre composites in 

aeronautics, but the innovation of applying it to a car chassis represents a new innovation. A 

benefit of motorsport is the combination of different race series that a single manufacturer can 

participate in, allowing  for innovation transfer between different competition series as well as 

the transfer into the industry, as is commonly seen between production series race cars and high 

end production cars form the same manufacturer (FIA, 2015; Renault, 2006). 

All wheel drive cars are an example of innovation from motorsport to demonstrate the adoption 

pathway that occurs as a result of the relationship between motorsport and production vehicles. 

A number of examples of four-wheel drive Formula 1 cars were produced, beginning in 1961 

and continuing until the early 1970s with an eventual ban in 1982. In the 1981 Rally season, Audi 

debuted its first four-wheel drive rally car. Although, as with Formula 1, early designs were too 

heavy and complex for major success, this system paved the way for all-wheel drive rally and 

road cars. Of interest, at the time of development, International regulations had prohibited four-

wheel drive; but the Fédération Internationale du Sport Automobile (FISA, later amalgamated 

with FIA) accepted that the Audi was a genuine production car and changed the rules to allow it 

to enter. An additional change to the regulations, in this case the group B rules allowed other 

manufacturers to utilise a 4wd system (the change allowing them to produce a race car less like 

their road going models). Audi specifically used the quattro system and the rally series to 
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demonstrate technical prowess, demonstrating through motorsport success how an innovation 

was technically superior. All-wheel is now widely used in production cars. 

There are also examples of innovation that originated in production vehicles that were refined 

through competition application. Traction control was originally developed in American 

production cars and adopted into Formula 1 to assist the drivers control the massive amounts 

of power at launch and in cornering. It is through the application to motorsport that the 

technology has developed to the point of adoption to road cars. Irrespective of the origin it is 

the unique environment of staged competition that provides the technological organisational 

and environmental factors to allow innovation to occur where it would have been blocked by 

main industry constraints. 

2.1.5 Homologation 

Homologation is a competition rule that connects the production class of motorsport to the 

equivalent industries production model. “Homologation’ describes the requirements for a 

certain degree of similarity between the race car and production model. Homologation is 

therefore specific to (certain) production classes and is in contrast to a prototype series where 

racing cars are not required to have any commonality with production models. However rather 

than manufacturers restricting their race cars to existing production models, the homologation 

requirement often resulted in production of road legal cars that were produced purely to allow 

the race car to comply with the homologation rule. The homologation requirements of the 

World Rally Championship (WRC) and Le Mans GTE series racing meant that road going 

production vehicles were made by the manufacturer with the same specifications as the race 

version of the car. Of course, this led to manufacturers producing road cars that were 

dangerously powerful in order to satisfy the homologation requirements.  The progress of the 

turbo innovation made by Renault sport in motorsport eventually resulted in it use production 

cars via the homologation requirement as part of production car racing. In the case of the Rally 

classes, the homologation requirements vary from 200 to 5000. As such numbers represent a 

limited run, these vehicles are compliance for public sale so that the manufacturer can 

legitimately race them in the class. Such cars are commonly called "homologation specials". The 

homologation requirements of the World Rally series have taught manufacturers more about 

their product than motorsport series without a such a requirement (Beck-Burridge & Walton, 

2000).   

Even though homologation requirements were very low volume by production standards, this 

requirement directly resulted in the production of innovations that comply with the 

requirements for a road going vehicle, such as high-performance suspension, heated 
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windscreens and proper windscreen wipers and washers. Homologation requirements in 

motorsport are hugely influential on the adoption of motorsport innovations into the production 

vehicles. In the case of the world rally series, homologation requirements were 5000 for the 

Group N class, 2500 for the Group A class and 200 for the now extinct Group B, with the scaled 

requirement a function of cost to implement in production, with the lower classes of rallying 

(Group N) require a larger number of homologated cars to be manufactured and are therefore 

the race cars are much closer to the normal production models. Conversely the top categories, 

such as Group B, allowed greater experimentation with the cars for rallying by requiring fewer 

homologated production vehicles. The racing and homologation versions must be the same (in 

varying degrees) to allow the racing version to race. I.e. if the racing vehicle has a 4-wheel drive 

transmission so must also have the production vehicle on which homologation is based. The 

exact requirements differ according to class and championship, but the basis of the 

homologation requirement is to restrict cost (of producing a specialised racing car), maintain 

competitiveness of teams (to achieve exciting racing) and to drive the innovations and 

technology into the road going vehicles. These drivers indicate the major significance of the 

homologation requirement in driving innovation in motorsport and adoption by the main 

industry for the production versions.  

As a result of these regulations the manufacturers were required to produce road going vehicles 

with racing car technology. This resulted in highly specialised road going cars, with examples 

such as the Renault R5 turbo, McLaren F1, Porsche 918, as well as many other low volume high 

cost production vehicles. These cars were bred by racing for racing and usually result in very few 

common parts with other models, resulting in homologation specials being almost always 

produced at a loss to the manufacturer, as producing large numbers of road rule compliant race 

cars was cost prohibitive for manufacturers. Such cars are also highly prized by automotive 

enthusiasts due to their rarity. The company selling these road cars (e.g. Renault) is therefore 

responsible for the compliance and safety of the road going vehicle purchased by a member of 

the public. 

 One benefit of the homologation approach to regulating a race series is that it allows relative 

freedom for the manufacturers to pursue innovation in their own way – the only restriction is 

that it must be viable for them to produce the number of cars required for homologation. This 

is in contrast to the prototype classes such as Formula 1 where homologation is irrelevant. 

Instead prototype classes are controlled by relatively fixed rules which are adjusted annually to 

allow for necessary changes to safety, emissions, or outright speed. However, significant change 
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made to Formula 1 in recent years is to reduce costs and to make the series more relevant to 

road going cars.  

Where adoption of innovation into the main industry can be seen in the production classes of 

racing through homologation, the adoption of innovations from the prototype classes is less 

clear. The FIA acts upon Formula 1 (and other prototype classes) with a more dictatorial 

approach where rules are created, and teams must comply. Under this system the FIA needs to 

be sure not to bias the rules towards any manufacturer or create a situation where one or more 

entrants are unable to continue under the structure. As such the prototype classes require 

greater input from the entrants in order to avoid these outcomes. Formula 1 cars have a very 

high marketability, and to some degree the adoption of technology into production cars is likely 

to be market driven (e.g. magnesium wheels, spoilers etc). It is more likely that technology that 

is trialled in prototype classes, and it is more likely that innovations are tested (for production 

purposes) in the production series. 

For a company like Renault, which is involved in both prototype and production series, the 

progression of the innovation like turbocharging began originally in rally and was then 

transferred into the prototype class (Formula 1) where the technology was extensively 

improved, and again transferred to the production class (Rally), which required homologation 

into the production cars. 

As well as the homologation specials allowing the manufacturers to race in production series, 

the turbo era was as much about manufacturer marketing as winning championships. With the 

public witnessing the advantages of turbo technology - in a wonderfully spectacular fashion - 

the consumer market received a sudden influx of production turbo cars. During the early '80s, 

vehicles such as Honda's City Turbo, Renault's Uno Turbo, BMW's 7-series turbo and, of course, 

Porsche's legendary turbos enjoyed terrific sales success - and paved the path for every turbo 

car to date. 

2.2 Competition and Innovation 

Competition is as old as the universe itself, a key attribute of Darwinian evolutionary theory, 

most well understood as “survival of the fittest” (where species compete for survival). This 

phrase was coined by Herbert Spencer when he drew parallels between his economic theories 

and Darwin’s biological theory of “natural selection”, a cornerstone of modern biology, which 

refers to the need for variation (biological innovation) within a species (Claeys, 2000). Darwin’s 

theory states that those organisms best adapted to their environment have a better chance of 
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surviving and reproducing. Biological competition in nature determines natural success as too 

does innovation provide the opportunity for success in the manmade world.  

2.2.1 Market Competition 

The word ‘competition’ as used commonly is most easily defined as ‘competing to win’. ‘Market 

competition’ is the term given to free market economies where firms are required to compete 

for customers. Theory of such economic systems can be traced back to evolutionary theories 

such as Darwin’s pivotal natural selection theory and ‘survival of the fittest’ (Johnson, Price, & 

Van Vugt, 2013). Market competition is well understood to be influential over innovation in 

industries (Schumpeter, 1934), and is captured in the TOE Framework as ‘industry 

characteristic’s and ‘market structure’. Market competition is important when considering the 

sources of innovation generation and can be a driver of change in order to gain benefits as a first 

mover (Hoffman & Ventresca, 2002). However, market competition is not always beneficial to 

innovation, especially in the context of innovation for public good (Davis, 2002). The number of 

competitors is important to innovation intensity (Aghion & Griffith, 2005), with the concept of 

an inverted-U relationship between competition and innovation has been tested in different 

industries, showing that too few or too many competitors impacts negatively on innovation 

intensity within markets (Hashmi, 2013; Polder & Veldhuizen, 2012). Although market 

competition can be manipulated and controlled through regulation and stimulus, it is ultimately 

the markets decisions that determines the fate of an individual innovation. 

Competition psychology provides considerable debate on the benefits of a competitive 

environment on performance and productivity. Johnson and Johnson (2001) found that 

cooperation, compared with competitive and individualistic efforts, tends to result in higher 

achievement and productivity, and more positive interpersonal relationships. Other research 

suggests that creativity is increased in a competitive setting compared with a non-competitive 

one, particularly important if the informational aspect of the competition is greater than the 

controlling aspect (Shalley & Oldham, 1997). Amabile (1996) agrees that a controlling 

environment is counterproductive for creativity while an informational or enabling environment 

is beneficial (Bullinger, Neyer, Rass, & Moeslein, 2010). Baer, Leenders, Oldham, and Vadera 

(2010) studied intergroup creativity and found that an inverted-U shaped relationship with 

creativity was found where the group was open, which represented membership change. Such 

findings indicate that there are similarities between a group’s creativity process in the presence 

of other groups and a firm’s innovation output within a market. 

In his book No Contest: The case against competition, Kohn (1992) presents a compelling 

argument against human competition, which “usually only involves the comparison of 
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individuals in a way that only one of them can be the best”. He defines intentional competition, 

which is a more internal competitive driver or “competitiveness”. Kohn specifically distinguishes 

between competition and cooperation, suggesting that cooperation often leads to the best 

outcome. By contrast, Baer et al. (2010) has suggested that competition has been used 

extensively by organisations trying to motivate creativity and innovation, noting that 

competition adds to the positive tension of challenge in the group (Amabile, 1988). What is clear 

is that each researcher agrees that industry competitions provide a platform that is separate to 

the industry constraints that allows for innovation and creativity that might not be possible in 

the main industry. Baer et al. (2010) research focusses on groups of university students to 

determine the effects of group membership change and degree of difficulty, noting at times an 

inverted-U relationship between creativity and competition, as found previously in a study of 

firms innovation response to market competition (Aghion & Griffith, 2005). 

Strategic Niche Management (SNM) is a relatively new approach to facilitate the introduction 

and diffusion of new technologies (Caniels & Romijn, 2008). SNM seeks to deliberately manage 

‘protected spaces’ within industry with the intent of aligning new technologies with new socio-

technical arrangements, specifically related to sustainable innovations (Schot & Geels, 2008). 

Such management is intended to improve the adoption of technology by addressing both areas 

simultaneously where innovation requires a combination of technological and socio-technical 

development in order to succeed. SNM has a focus on learning and collaboration, and represents 

a collaborative industry approach to increasing innovation; specifically addressing industry 

barriers to the adoption of innovation such as regulation and ensure ongoing development 

(Hoogma, Kemp, Schot, & Truffer, 2005). The concept of providing an environment that is 

protected from the barriers to innovation in the main industry, at the same time as attempting 

to co-ordinate the innovator with the adopter demonstrates similarities to the unique 

competition environment that is physically removed from the industry completely.  

2.2.2 Industry Staged Competition  

In contrast to market competition or strategic niche management, ‘Staged Competition’, is an 

artificially created competition in which opponents compete, usually for a prize. The idea of 

using contests in an industry context to stimulate innovation has a long history (Shavell & Van 

Ypersele, 2001; Wright, 1983), including technological advancements such as the canning of 

food, first trans-Atlantic flight,  and autonomous vehicle races (Adamczyk, Bullinger, & Möslein, 

2012).  These can take the format of a championship, tournament, playoff, league or title match. 

Variations in staged competition include: individuals, individual entrants or teams; prize type 

(including money); amateur vs professional; single match vs many; and a multitude of 
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competition design specifications. Staged and sporting competitions can be against an opponent 

(tennis) where the objective is to beat one’s opponent, or in a way where parties do not directly 

interfere with each other (as in bowling) (Kohn, 1992). Critically, staged competitions are the 

domain of individuals or teams as opposed to economic or market competition which is between 

firms with a financial interest. Staged competition is always governed by rules agreed on by the 

participants or a governing body, usually only associated with one particular sport (e.g. 

Motorsport), and always specific to the event (i.e. as regulation). Staged competitions can be 

industry based and whilst most comparable with sporting events, the focus is based on industry 

challenges, including innovation, construction or design contests. Such competitions are largely 

intellectual pursuits and require creativity, imagination and innovation.  

The development of innovation from this type of competition series within an industry is not 

well understood except for the numerous examples from motorsport.  Motorsport research has 

two general themes within the literature, firstly  the clear innovation benefits to the parent 

automotive industry, and secondly, the success of British motorsport industry, which is big 

enough to be an industry of its own, worth 9 billion pounds with 41,000 jobs, 700 clubs and 

200,000 members in the UK alone (MIA, 2013), with significant sales revenue reinvested in 

research (UK House of Commons, 2010). The size and success of the motorsport industry is not 

due to innovations supplied to the mainstream automotive industry, however the benefit to the 

mainstream industry is clear (UK Trade and Investment, 2015). From a regulatory perspective, 

the strict and agile regulatory environment  of the self-governing system is key to innovation as 

evident in innovations in Formula 1 (Papachristos, 2014). The competition regulatory changes 

operate at a macro level to drive race team engineers at the micro level to innovate to optimise 

the car to the new regulation. The engineers solutions are therefore directly related to the 

regulatory changes (Garud & Karnoe, 2001). The motorsport regulators stimulate innovation as 

well as hold it back, often as a by-product of cost controls. Important new technological 

developments are in some cases made mandatory (e.g. hybrid propulsion in 2014), and in some 

cases technology becomes a standardised fixed requirement (e.g. same engines used by all 

teams due to dominance). Such agility of the competition regulations appears to result in high 

levels of innovation many of which are transferred to the automotive industry. 

A central theme of the literature on industry competitions is that innovation is enhanced by 

staged competitions, when considering a staged competition as an ex ante prize to determine 

the best technological or constructed idea or outcome in response to a specific target. Such 

competitions are referred to in different fields as global challenges (X-prize.org, 2017) 

recognition prizes (Stine, 2009) innovation contests (Kay, 2011a). Competitions of this nature 
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are shown to provide numerous benefits over typical market responses to progressing 

innovation such as reaching a broad range of entrants, pay only for performance, leverage of 

outside resources, creating parallel innovation, and attracting public interest (Wagner, 2011). 

Competitions of this type are broadly categorised as ideas, concept or design competitions 

where individuals or firms are invited to design a response to the competition brief. Such 

competitions often lack the physical dimension however have been shown to be very effective 

in ideas generation and promotion (Carvalho, 2009). The idea competition methodology acts 

like an ‘open-source’ industry tender process but instead results in ideas or design from many 

entrants and does not pay fees to individuals or firms who do not win the competition. As well 

as ideas or design competitions, industry competitions can be designed to address a more 

advanced stage of the innovation development, and individuals or teams are judged on a 

working prototype or market ready outcome.  Ex post competitions are best identified as 

industry awards, where the innovation development decision making and influential factors are 

made independently from the awards judging. The industry awards mechanism therefore tend 

to reward the outcome of innovation which are typically best practice and high achievement 

projects (Khan, 2015). Such ex post competitions have less impact on the innovation process. 

2.2.3 Innovation Contests 

Following definitions of innovation contests given by Bullinger and Moeslein (2010), innovation 

contests generally are defined as “IT-based and time-limited competitions arranged by an 

organization or individual calling on the general public or a specific target group to make use of 

their expertise, skills or creativity in order to submit a solution for a particular task previously 

defined by the organizer who strives for an innovative solution” (Adamczyk et al., 2012). 

Competitions of this type can be one-offs like the Netflix prize, or repeated competitions such 

as those used regularly by the US Government or the X-Prize Foundation, both of which tend to 

focus on development of technological prototypes in response to a challenge or need unmet by 

industry. Such prize incentivised challenges are often in pursuit of a private outcome for a new 

innovation that is not currently available, such as the provision of private space flight, and others 

are in response to a more direct need such as development of autonomous vehicles (Stine, 

2009). Such competitions usually target an issue specific to the competition organiser in isolation 

of other industry goals and although held by a repeat organiser, they are not a repeated 

competition. 

In the last two decades large scale global technology innovation prizes such as the X-Prize series, 

the Netflix prize have become more common, with the rise in success of the format being 

attributed to the use of the internet, allowing a greater global participation. Such contests have 
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large prize money attached, over 20 million dollars (US). These large-scale competitions have 

attracted the attention of policy makers to the point that U.S. government agencies now use 

prizes more commonly (Stine, 2009), additionally there are a large number of smaller prize 

competitions offered by firms privately, such as the General Electric open innovation challenge. 

McKinsey & Co. (Table 5) estimates that that sector may be worth as much as $2 billion if 

rewards offered by all types of prizes are included. Prizes may be more relevant in certain 

industries, with the aviation and aerospace industry being good examples. 

 Knowledge 
Ecology 

International 
(2008) 

Masters & 
Delbecq (2008) 

McKinsey & 
Company (2009) 

Stine 
(2009) 

Dataset content  204 awards and 
prizes  

89 technology prizes  219 prizes worth 
$100,000 or more  

14 U.S. federally-
funded innovation 
inducement prizes  

Coverage (years)  1567-2007  1567-2008  1769-2007  2004-2011  
Rewards 
(cumulative total 
in parentheses) a  

From $2.56 to 
proposal of $80 
billion (>$80 billion)  

From less than 
$50,000 to $53 
million ($400 
million)  

From $100,000 to 
$30 million ($357 
million)  

From $250,000 to 
$10 million ($51 
million)  

Top technology 
areas (share of 
prize 
competitions in 
parentheses)  

Medicine (18%)  
Aerospace (8%)  
Agriculture/food 
(8%)  

Aviation (20%)  
Medicine (11%)  
Transport (10%)  

Climate/Environme
nt (11%)  
Medicine (9%)  
Aerospace (5%) 

Aerospace (43%)  
Energy (29%)  
Defence (14%)  

Table 5: Prize datasets recently compiled by the literature  

Kay (2012b) comprehensively analysed of the prize incentive category with specific focus on how 

prize entrants respond to prize incentives, how they organize R&D activities, and how 

technology advancement takes place in the context of prize competitions. This thorough review 

is based on case studies of aerospace competitions with prize money in the millions of dollars. 

The research findings show that there is a wide range of motivation for an entrant to participate 

and notes the importance of entrants from outside the field, with non-monetary incentives 

shown to have the greatest incentive power. Regarding R&D, Kay shows that R&D efforts are 

impacted by the structure of the competition such as duration, collaboration and simplicity, and 

that prize incentive approaches to R&D can enable the implementation of unorthodox 

approaches, but this cannot be easily anticipated. Technological outputs vary with the type of 

entrant, and incentives induce outputs at a higher maturity level, but only if the challenge 

definitions are very specific. The effect on innovation of the prizes is determined by the prize 

incentive, the gaps in technology and the definition of the challenge, including the openness of 

the rules.  

A key finding of this extensive research on prize incentivised challenges is that they can induce 

innovation over and above what would have occurred anyway, although this depends on the 
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context and entrant specific factors. Breakthrough innovation can be enabled but not directly 

induced. Of particular interest is the research on innovation contests, which is more extensive 

than in another other industry competitions, although is focussed on the outcomes of the 

competing firms rather than any assessment of the competition design by the organiser. 

Bullinger and Moeslein (2010) studied 57 real world innovation contests, to define a series of 

design elements of innovation contests and provide a description of each of the ten elements 

that go into the innovation contest, of particular note is the organisers category, where it was 

found that of the 57 competitions,43 were conducted by firms. 

Design Element Attribute variations 

1 
Media (environment 
of Contest) Online Offline Mixed 

2 Organising Entity Company Public organisation Non-profit Individual 

3 
Task Specificity 
(solution space) Low (open task) Defined High (Specific Task) 

4 Degree of Elaboration Idea Sketch Concept Prototype Solution Evolving 
5 Target Group Specified Unspecified 
6 Participation  Individual Team Both 
7 Contest Period Very Short Term Short Term Long Term Very Long Term 
8 Reward / Motivation Monetary Non-Monetary Mixed 

9 
Community 
Functionality Given Not Given 

10 Evaluation / Ranking Jury Evaluation Peer Review Self-Assessment Mixed 

Table 6: Innovation contest design criteria 

The design elements defined by in table 6 could be applicable to a construction innovation 

contest and with some consideration it is possible to modify the table to account for the 

additional requirements of a construction innovation competition. This is in stark contrast to the 

motorsport environment where all major competitions are conducted by what is effectively a 

single public organisation or body. Additionally the innovation competition element ‘task 

specificity’, defines competitions between blue-sky prizes where the winner is determined by a 

judge or jury and is therefore opinion based (e.g. how to make Londoners walk more) to a more 

targeted task as is found in Motorsport (the first car to complete x laps of a circuit) or the X-Prize 

competition where minimum objectives must be met in order to win the competition. In such a 

targeted competition it is possible that there is no winner as no-one meets the criteria. The two 

options can be applied to a construction competition and are already done so in the form of 

LafargeHolcim Sustainability Awards and the Solar Decathlon competition (targeted criteria to 

be achieved). Haller, Bullinger, and Möslein (2011) suggest that innovation contests can be used 

to trigger research and knowledge creation as well as investment in industry. 
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2.2.3.1 X-Prize 

The X-Prize is organised by the X-Prize foundation, a not-for-profit organisation which is the 

brainchild of Peter Diamantis, an entrepreneur (X-prize.org, 2019b). The X-Prize foundation 

determines, directs and facilitates competitions in response to internally chosen global 

challenges and needs. The X-Prize foundation is of relevance as a purpose made competition 

organiser. X-Prize competitions occur in many different industries and in some cases, the 

organisation of the competition criteria extends up to a year before the competition is opened 

to ensure the criteria is relevant to the industry. Administratively the competitions are relatively 

simple to manage, this being a key strength of the format.  X-Prize participants are usually highly 

specialised teams, however there are examples of all student teams in the competitions.  For 

example, the Ansari X-Prize is necessarily limited to teams that have substantial rocket and space 

capability, with a privately funded prize purse of $10 million dollar (U.S.) which resulted in  

increasing interest as an innovation driver (Kay, 2012a). The competition was won in 2004, and 

the winning flights are considered to be the first privately funded human space flights in history. 

The competition achieved the intention of the prize to demonstrate the feasibility of private 

space flight amongst other goals (Maryniak, 2010). 

The X-Prize competitions are in most cases judged on 'finish line' requirements of the 

competition criteria, rather than a selection committee discussing the relative merits of different 

endeavours, described as ‘best on simultaneous submission’ (Davis, 2002) as is used in awards 

and design competitions that dominate the construction industry. The finish line criteria provide 

a different type of motivation for competing teams to target a final result, with a specific 

emphasis on timeframes. With regards to innovation radicalness, the finish line criteria are 

particularly relevant where the method of achieving the goal is not important, thus creating a 

wide solution space for entrants to operate within. At the time of writing, the only X-Prize 

directly related to construction is the ‘reimagine co2’ prize of $20 million which seeks to discover 

new technology to turn co2 into material products, which specifically includes building products. 

The semi-finalists announced in October (2016) included a team called ‘Carbon Capture 

Machine’ from Scotland who have a method of producing CO2-based minerals for concrete and 

other building materials (x-prize.org, 2019a). Although the X-Prize format has only limited 

application to construction, there are many beneficial lessons from the series; the format is 

highly focussed on innovation development, is cheap and easy to implement, although requires 

a significant amount of funding or sponsorship. A key factor in the open ‘global challenge’ format 

used by X-Prize is of course attracting sponsorship for the prize money. The prize itself is a critical 

factor in such competition design, with 5 key attributes from the launch of $65 million dollars 

(U.S.) of X-Prize competitions being: 1) Use prizes to bring solvers to you, 2) Use prizes when 
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there is value attracting multiple solutions, 3) Define the problem, not the solution (large 

solution space), 4) Set and maintain clear criteria for playing and winning, 5) you get what you 

incentivise; measure and motivate carefully Wagner (2011). Once a competition is determined, 

appropriate sponsorship is sought, although It is not clear how much of an impact the sponsors 

are able to have on the competitions, however typically they are given naming rights. Future 

prizes developed by the X-Prize foundation can also be viewed on the website and allow the 

public to vote on the competitions that are preferred to be pursued.  A sponsor can also propose 

a competition in the X-Prize Visioneers summit, where a proposed competition is reviewed and, 

in some cases, certified as ‘ready for launch’. In order to extend the visionary competition style 

to its own evaluation process, the X-Prize foundation opened a challenge for teams to propose 

the next unique X-Prize competition (x-prize.org, 2019c). Within the nine proposals was one for 

affordable housing, which the goal of “sparking exponential leaps in construction technologies, 

speed and safety – ultimately decreasing both the time and cost it takes to make affordable 

housing available”.  

 

1 
Mission and Scope 

2 
Ecosystem, - Experiment, 

Design, Critique 

3 
Development and 

Execution 

4 
Scale, Optimise, People 

X-Prize Institute Visioneers and 
Visoneering 

X-Prize Competition Global Impacts Initiatives 

• Massive 
Transformative 
Purpose 

• Sponsors and 
Collaborators 

• Prize Prelaunch 
Design 

• Advance Market 
Commitments 

• Impact Roadmaps • Ecosystem of 
Collaborators • Prize Development • Measurement & 

Evaluation 

• Visioneers • Ecosystem of 
Promotors • Prize Execution 

• Community 
Expansion and 
Engagement 

  • Community 
Collaboration 

• Storytelling and 
Educational Media 
Production 

  
• X-Prize Leader Board 

& Bold Epic Failure 
Board 

 

Table 7: X-Prize four pillars of operation 

2.2.4 Construction Industry Competitions 

Competitions do exist already in the construction industry in the form of architectural design 

competitions and more specialist high performance design and technological prototype 

competitions such as the Solar Decathlon. These competitions provide evidence that staged 

competitions are relevant to innovation transfer in the construction industry. When categorised 

formally, architecture and related services including engineering are considered to be separate 

from construction, which is defined as the physical construction of residential and non-
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residential buildings (ABS, 2010). Thus, it could be argued that architectural design competitions 

are not formally part of the construction industry. However, the formal classification of activities 

based on task is not representative of the collective activities that define construction 

innovation. As this research is primarily concerned with innovation and not construction 

activities, and because construction firms are directly or indirectly involved in the outcomes of 

architectural design competitions, this research considers architectural design competitions to 

be part of ‘construction’ innovation.  

Architectural Design Competitions 

The architectural design competition (ADC) is most often an ‘open source’ design competition 

designed to explore design possibilities from a number of different designers, to a single 

functional brief, with approximately 100 competitions organised annually in Scandinavia where 

much research on the topic has occurred (Rönn, 2013). The winning design is subjectively 

selected by an independent jury of design professionals and client representatives. The 

independence of the jury is vital to the fair conduct of a competition  (International Union of 

Architects, 2017). It is common to have a third-party organisation to facilitate the competition 

on behalf of the client, the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) is one example of such an 

organisation with a history of organising competitions as early as 1871, but country specific 

organisations exist in most European countries. ADC’s offer a unique mechanism for 

architectural design procurement which would normally consist of a client tendering a project 

or selecting an architect directly to work with, prior to the commencement of design. Despite 

their long history and increasing interest, research on Architectural Competitions is relatively 

small (Adamczyk, Chupin, Bilodeau, & Cormier, 2004; Volker, 2010; Zettersten G, 2009). 

Research on ADC’s tends to focus on the  history of their use (Andersson, 2013), the make-up of 

the jury, fair and equitable judging and specifics of the competition rules and the responsibility 

of the jury for the interests of the client, teams, society, the winning entry and the organisation 

that the jury represents (Kazemian & Rönn, 2009). Some research also addresses the value of 

the competition itself with emphasis on the importance of a design competition’s ability to 

improve the chance of success and gives the client an opportunity to see a range of designs, and 

acknowledges the valuable public-relations opportunity, which is evidently a strength of the 

competitions (Lewis, 2009). Lewis also acknowledges the risky nature of competitions for firms, 

suggesting that the rewards are not worth the firm’s time and money. In an effort to address 

the issues of fair competition, the EU has imposed strict rules on the public tender of contracts 

for architectural design services (Volker, 2010), however this process is not always used. 
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Established competition organisers include Government, Industry Associations and private 

companies, each who can also act as competition advisors, providing knowledge of competition 

organisation to less capable organisers, such as private developers. The selection decision can 

be based on past work or existing relationships, as well as the capacity of the firm to complete 

the project, representing an inherent bias in the judging process. In contrast, like other 

competitions, the ADC process provides a choice to be made at the completion of the 

competition after all of the competitors have submitted an entry. Given the scale of some 

building projects, a strength of the ADC process is in the provision of transparency to the 

selection process.  In contrast to the normal market approach of a client seeking fee proposals 

from architects for a specific brief, ADC’s are often used for ideas generation, generate publicity 

and debate for the project, and enable new talent the opportunity to gain exposure (Volker, 

2010). Architecture competitions are commonly used for public buildings and in some countries 

architectural competition is mandatory for these projects. Although this can be strictly 

considered to be a design competition only, in many cases teams are formed that consist of 

architects, head contractors, and consultants all providing their individual expertise towards the 

bid. From a research perspective, analysis of the impact of the structure of the competition and 

influence of the different stakeholders is common, specifically the jury (Kazemian & Rönn, 2009; 

Kreiner, Jacobsen, & Jensen, 2011; Rönn, 2013), with research in Scandinavia and the U.S. the 

most prominent. 

Architectural design competitions (ADC’s) are a well-established pathway to generate a large 

number of quality design proposals at relatively low cost (Lipstadt, 1989; Nasar, 1999). The ADC 

as a procurement strategy is therefore well established within the industry and in theory 

provides an excellent case of industry relevant competition, with benefits to architects evident 

from the active marketing of winning competitions entries on their websites (Rönn, 2013). For 

Robert Gutman, the premier sociologist on Architectural practice “the basic intention of the 

design competition method… is to bring architectural markets closer to the condition that 

economic theory calls ‘perfect competition’ (Larson (1994). Architectural design competitions 

are not repeated, despite the multitude of competitions in one geographic location, or 

occasional repetition from a single organiser. Although a single organising body may provide a 

consistent structure for what can be up to 100 competitions annually (Andersson, 2013), they 

do not provide a platform for progressing innovation between competitions, which instead is 

held by the participating firms. The result of this lack of competition ‘series’ structure is that 

there is minimal if any innovation knowledge transferred within the industry from ADC’s. As well 

as the lack of continuity between the organisers, guidelines for the entrants are also highly 

varied and don’t require continuity in targets (such as for example a green building rating). The 
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result of this is a competition class that is well established within the industry, but provides very 

limited ability to adopt or diffuse innovations that are generated. Reference is commonly made 

to a distinction between an ideas competition and a project competition, with the main 

difference being that a project competition is intended to result in a completed project 

According to  Lipstadt (2006) there are two main competition structures  -  open and invited; 

and two main competition populations - national and international. The objectives of the 

competition can be ideas only, or competition ‘tout court’, which is the submission of resolved 

designs. Lipstadt explains that the ideas competitions are typical anonymous and without 

compensation, but design competitions are submitted by named entrants and are partially 

compensated. It is well understood that the typical competition process consists of planning, 

competition announcement, design, receiving and processing, jury assessment design winner 

announcement and a post-completion phase (Spreiregen, 2008). 

Solar Decathlon 

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) runs the Solar Decathlon, which is an international 

competition (the Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition – SDBCC) that challenges 20 

collegiate teams to design, build, and operate the most attractive, effective, and energy- 

efficient solar-powered house. The winner of the competition is the team that best blends 

affordability, consumer appeal, and design excellence with optimal energy production and 

efficiency. Research on the SDBCC is limited to the technology used in the design of the houses 

and the benefits provided to students from the experience of participating. The first SDBCC was 

held in 2002 and has since occurred biennially from 2005 – 2017, however there are now 

licenced versions on other continents. Solar Decathlon Europe was established under a 2007 

agreement between the United States and Spain; Solar Decathlon China was established with 

the signing of a memorandum of understanding between the United States and China’s National 

Energy Administration in 2011. Open to the public and free of charge, the SDBCC allows visitors 

to tour ultra-efficient houses, gather ideas to use in their own homes, and learn how energy-

saving features can help reduce power bills. The decathlon by name consists of ten contests 

governed by detailed rules which are directly measured or juried.  For the 2017 contest, 

Innovation was a new category that joined other contests such as: Architecture, Market 

Potential, Engineering, Communications, Innovation, Water, Health and Comfort,  Appliances, 

Home life  (DOE, 2016b). Despite the built nature of the competition entries, construction is not 

a focus but rather energy and emissions the main focus, representing the primary interest of the 

organising body, the DOE. The competition does include numerous construction specific criteria 

and requirements within the contests. For example, each team is required to comply with the 
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competition’s international building code, which covers structural performance, as well as other 

performance measures including fire and disassembly. In addition, each team is required to 

provide all drawings and project manual including construction specifications, and three 

iterations of the BIM model used for the project (design development, construction 

documentation, and just prior to completion). The innovation contest includes the following 

assessment criteria: 1) How successfully did the team utilize discovery, prototyping, analysis, 

and collaboration in the design process? 2) To what extent does the design utilize innovations 

or innovative approaches to satisfy an existing market need or desire? 3) To what extent do the 

innovations have immediate and long-term environmental, social, cultural, and commercial 

potential? (DOE, 2016a). The inclusion of innovation in a construction related prototype 

competition represents a highly relevant example for this research. 

2.2.4.1 Awards programs 

As outlined in her book ‘Federally Funded Inducement Prizes’, Stine (2009) explains the an award 

of such as the Nobel Prize and other ex-post prizes are limited in their ability to influence 

innovation in a specific direction. Although the term ‘recognition prize’ is common in innovation 

contest literature, the term ‘awards competition’ is more common in the field of construction 

and is used in this research.  An awards competition provides a prize for a project that is 

subjectively judged to be the best according to the specific criteria. Awards vary widely but 

typically comprise a jury and awards criteria, for which projects can be submitted. The awards 

systems are specifically broad allowing a large number of entrants. A key differentiator between 

an architectural design competition and a building design awards competition is the degree of 

direction or regulation provided by the organiser. An architectural design competition is strict 

on specific rules such as site, scale, cost, compliance requirements, end use and other 

performance requirements. In contrast a building design awards competition is open to most 

entrants who demonstrate that their project is consistent with the goals of the competition. 

Research on industry awards is predominantly interested in the value of the awards to both the 

organisers and the entrants. Gemser and Wijnberg (2002) propose that there is a positive 

relationship between winning industrial design awards and the corporate performance of the 

award-winner, with the reputation of the award being dictated primarily by the relevance of the 

award to the industry followed by the monetary value of the award, its age and other 

institutional specific factors. 

LafargeHolcim Sustainable Construction Awards 

The LafargeHolcim awards for sustainable construction provide 2 million dollars U.S. as 

prizemoney for projects in the categories of buildings and civil engineering works; landscape, 
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urban design and infrastructure; and materials, products and construction technologies. The 

awards were first conceived in 2003, and the project includes Australia as a region of the 

competition. The LafargeHolcim awards differs from ADC’s primarily by not having a specific end 

goal of constructing a building. Instead a specific target of  the LafargeHolcim awards is  to create 

awareness of the importance of sustainable construction among professionals and the public. 

(LafargeHolcim Foundation, 2016b) 

The LafargeHolcim awards are a global awards program that runs every three years. The 

competition has five categories (Holcim, 2019) 

• Innovation and transferability – Progress 

• Ethical standards and social inclusion – People 

• Resource and environmental performance – Planet 

• Economic viability and compatibility – Prosperity 

• Contextual and aesthetic impact – Place 

The awards seek leading projects from professionals as well as ideas from the next generation 

that combine sustainable construction solutions with architectural evidence (LafargeHolcim 

Foundation, 2016a) The awards also target young entrepreneurs to submit concepts irrespective 

of actual implementation, and specifically asks for ‘blue sky’ ideas in this category. The awards 

specifically target innovation and transferability in judging category number 1 (innovation and 

transferability – progress), with the latter representing the diffusion potential of the innovation 

developed for the project, thus specifically attempting to overcome the barriers found in the 

architectural design competition format that limits transfer of innovation between competitions 

(LafargeHolcim Foundation, 2016b). The structure of the awards competition is an industry – 

university hybrid, with project entries typically (although not exclusively) coming from the 

private sector. However, juries are formed by leading experts from the University sector. The 

LafargeHolcim Foundation has a strong research component, with a purpose-built research 

centre in Lyon, France. The Foundation also hosts workshops and conferences in sustainable 

construction. Despite this, ex post competitions are not inducive of innovation (Khan, 2015) 

2.2.4.2 Informal construction competitions 

Many other competitions exist beyond the Solar Decathlon, Architectural Design Competitions 

and Awards programs, but do not offer any additional knowledge to this research on a new 

theory for construction competitions for innovation, however contribute to the potential for a 

new competition in the construction industry: 
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• The Petronas Twin Towers are twin high rises located in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. They 

were designed by Argentinean-American architect Cesar Pelli and built by two separate 

construction consortiums headed by Hazama Corp. and Samsung Engineering and 

Construction between the years 1992 and 1997. The use of two separate contractors for 

each tower resulted in an informal competition to see which team could build out their 

tower first, but also whose would be deemed best. In the end, the question of which 

tower was the best may have been a draw, but there’s no question who won on speed. 

Even though the South Korean team had not only a tower, but also the Sky bridge to 

construct, and even started construction a month after the Japanese team, the Koreans 

finished first, about a week before their rivals. This example demonstrates the inherent 

competitive nature of firms within the construction industry. 

• The world’s tallest building race is a result of clients that want to prove what is possible 

in competitions with what has been achieved before, and with their own targets. This 

desire to prove drives innovation in structural design, as well as in other areas of building 

design such as vertical transport (e.g. carbon fibre lift cables, lift speed). This type of 

competition demonstrates the inbuilt human competitive nature to win exists 

regardless of the industry. 

• The earth Hour event is not technically a competition, rather it is more a challenge to 

organisations to reduce their operational energy by turning off lights at night. This 

challenge provides an interesting reference point in the consideration of construction / 

building competitions as it is a ‘volunteer’ entry and relies on the organisations goodwill 

to participate, for a good cause. Such challenges are of more relevance as they indicate 

the potential for a successful end result. In this case the earth hour challenge is 

operational energy and therefore emissions related and receives strong support. This 

‘challenge’ illustrates the interest of facility managers, and end users in achieving 

goals. 

• Televised renovation shows are increasingly popular where the competition requires 

design, construction, interior design and landscape outcomes which are subjectively 

scored judged primarily on market appeal and potential sale prices. The relevance of 

this competition is that it is a televised competition that has a high number of viewers, 

thus generating interest in construction, renovation, and presentation for sale. This 

example illustrates how a practical subject matter like construction can excite end 

users in a competition format.  

Although bespoke, each of these examples contributes to the diverse range of competition that 

already exists within the broader construction industry. The organic origins of these examples 
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of successful competition from within the industry and without formal organisation indicates 

the relevance of competition as a driver for innovation and change for all stakeholders in the 

construction industry.  

2.2.4.3 Summary of industry-based innovation competitions 

The literature on competition shows it to be a powerful driver of innovation, with two distinct 

approaches. The first is a direct head-to-head type of competition series, where entrants 

potentially repeatedly compete directly with each other, usually in either a race or in a measured 

or juried competition. Such examples of this type of competition include motorsport, and the 

SDBCC. The second approach is an indirect competition, with non-repetitive events where 

entrants are aware of their opponents but not of the strategies and solutions that they are using. 

Such examples of this are design competition, industry awards, innovation contests and the X-

Prize. Both types of competition consist of individuals or teams working in isolation either to a 

time or task completion deadline. In all cases, the competitions are led by organisations at the 

industry level and provide the organiser with the opportunity to address needs relevant to the 

industry or public goods. The types of competition differ in their impact on the generation, 

diffusion and adoption of innovation, as well as the radicalness of the solutions found. In 

contrast to the construction industry, which has few staged competitions, the automotive 

industry has the benefit of motorsport, which is a broad platform for competition that has been 

responsible for many innovations that have been used by the parent industry. Motorsport shows 

that staged competitions can lead to radical innovations, whereas ‘market competition’ more 

commonly leads to incremental innovation as is the case in the construction industry, due to the 

inherent barriers to innovation. The construction industry does have examples of staged 

competitions, although these tend to be niche, sporadic and specialised. Within these examples 

there are strengths and weaknesses that have the potential to be combined into a new 

competition that could be used to exploit current systems, audiences, modes of innovation, 

natural competitive tendencies and existing formats. The next step in this research is to analyse 

critical case studies to further understand the processes of innovation in the competition 

environment. 
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2.3 Research Questions 

Innovation in industry is well understood with theories to explain the types, rates, diffusion and 

adoption by organisations and individuals. However, the unique environment of staged 

competition and its impact on innovation is not addressed by these theories.  There is no current 

available theory to link the dynamic environment provided by staged competition to innovation.  

In addition, there is a lack of information for industry to benefit from innovation from the 

competition environment.  

Main Research Question: 

 

How can industry staged competitions drive construction 

innovation? 

 

Sub Questions: 

1. Do existing theories of innovation apply in the competition environment? 

 This question explores the ability of existing theories and research to explain 
innovation in competition environments  

 

2. Can a new theory describe innovation from existing construction competitions that are 
already existing in industry?   
 
 This question addresses the ability of a new theory to explain the processes of 

innovation in existing construction competitions  

 

3. How do the existing construction competitions drive innovation? 
 
 This question seeks to understand the different type of staged competitions already 

in existence and how they benefit innovation  

 

4. What other key information is required for staged competition to work successfully in the 
Australian construction industry? 
 
 This question relates to the creation of the decision model to assist in competition 

design in the Australian construction industry 
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2.4 Summary 

This chapter reviewed the current literature and knowledge on the topic of the processes of 

innovation; innovation within Australia; and the state of innovation within industries. Although 

the dominant theories relating to innovation in industry (TOE and DOI) are often used together 

in innovation studies (Oliveira & Martins, 2011), neither of these theories together or alone can 

explain the unique staged competition environment and its impact on innovation leaving a gap 

in the knowledge. The findings from the literature review highlight the need for new research 

to address the lack of a solution or mechanism to encourage innovation through to adoption in 

the Construction industry. At present, the construction industry lacks innovation, stifling 

productivity and growth. The barriers to innovation within the industry are well understood and 

no solution is clear.  

The literature review demonstrates the extensive existing knowledge on the processes of 

technological innovation within industry, and the lack of knowledge of the processes of 

innovation in a competition environment. Although in other industries, such as the automotive 

industry, competition is embedded as a mechanism that exists outside the constraints of the 

industry barriers (such as regulation and cost pressures) and has consistently over many decades 

delivered innovation to the host industry, this is not occurring in the Australian construction 

industry. Notwithstanding the clear differences between the automotive industry and the 

construction industry, it appears that there is a potential for a construction competition to drive 

innovation for the Australian construction industry. The literature review also shows the 

benefits and disadvantages of existing construction competitions, such as architectural design 

competitions and a unique innovation prototyping competition, the Solar Decathlon. This study 

utilises the dominant existent theories of innovation and consequently defines a gap that exists 

with regards to the processes of innovation in a staged competition environment. 
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3 Research Design 

 “Competition is a good thing, it forces us to do our best” - Nancy Pearcey 

Chapter 2 reviewed the current literature on the topic of the existing theories on innovation, 

processes of innovation, innovation within Australia, and the state of automotive and 

construction industry innovation. The literature review also addressed the use of industry-based 

innovation competitions and how they are used in other industries to generate ideas, test 

prototypes and drive adoption back into the main industry. The findings from the literature 

review presented the case for the potential benefits of an innovation mechanism that sits 

outside the construction industry to avoid the well understood industry barriers to innovation 

to encourage innovation. The automotive industry is identified as an example of the successful 

use of competitions to develop innovation that is beneficial to the parent industry. A range of 

alternate industry-based competition platforms were also reviewed, including construction 

industry competition examples, specifically architectural design competitions and a unique 

innovation prototyping competition the Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC).  

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the structure of this research and theory development that is founded 

upon the existing dominant theories of innovation within an industry context. The Diffusion of 

Innovation (DOI) Theory and the Technology – Organisation - Environment (TOE) Framework 

provide a thorough understanding of the processes of technological innovation, with specific 

regard to the decision making of firms as they are presented with or develop innovations, and 

the contextual factors that contribute to the adoption or rejection of the innovation. As in 

previous research, the two theories are combined in this research to create the theoretical 

framework for the development of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory, which 

compliments the existing theories by explaining the unique competition environment and how 

it can drive innovation that is otherwise blocked by the main industries inherent barriers. 

In addition to a theoretical contribution, this research intends to define a Competition Decision 

Model (CDM) to stimulate innovative practices in the construction industry by providing 

guidance for competition design that will allow innovation to be generated and tested. A Delphi 

study follows the development of the decision model to harness the expertise of relevant 

experts, facilitators and stakeholders to determine the accuracy and relevance of the model, 

including how to capitalise on the existing competition platforms for use in the Australian 

construction industry. The CDM is ultimately intended to be used by the Governments and 
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relevant industry bodies to target innovation and these organisations are represented in the 

Delphi study.  

Table 8 summarises the activities that will form this study. 

Stage Chapter Method Outcome 

 

2 

Literature 
Review 

Theoretical 
Framework 

Achieve understanding of existing explanations of 
innovation in industry 

3 Research 
design Describe methods 

1 

4 Case Study 
Motorsport 

Develop theory based on best practice competition 
environment 

5 Define new Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory which explains how 
the competition environment affects innovation 

6 Test new 
theory 

Determine how the new theory can explain existing 
construction competitions 

2 

7 Define Competition Decision Model (CDM) for Australian construction 
industry to increase innovation via staged competitions 

8 Delphi Method Review and comment on theory and model to improve it 
and then to validate it for construction industry 

9 Discussion Bring together the theory, case study findings, Delphi input 
and discuss the results in context of the existing literature 

 10 Conclusion 

Table 8: Structure based on Research Design 
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3.2 Methods Part 1 – Theory Development and Testing 

This research structure consists of two parts. Part 1 is the development and testing of the new 

Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) Theory and represents the theoretical contribution. Part 2 

is the development and validation of the new Competition Decision Model (CDM), which is 

intended to guide competition design for the Australian construction industry and represents 

the practical contribution of this research.   

3.2.1 Use of Existing Theories 

The DOI theory is used in this research alongside the TOE theory to define the processes of 

technological innovation, as has been successfully done previously in the IT sector. The review 

of previous studies has identified that neither theory alone or combined has been used before 

to describe the unique staged competition environment. As such, a new theory is required to 

explain innovation processes specific to a staged competition environment. 

To achieve this, the theoretical framework is made up of the decision making model of the DOI 

theory - the Innovation-Decision-Model (IDM) (Rogers, 1995, 2003), which explains the decision 

process as innovation progresses from knowledge to adoption, and the Technology-

Organization-Environment (TOE) Framework introduced by Tornatzky et al. (1990) used for 

defining the contextual factors that enable innovation. 

Case study analysis for theory development 

Case studies are appropriate to be used to test or generate theory and are particularly 

appropriate for areas where the research is still in its infancy, or formative stages where there 

are no solid theoretical foundations. It is preferred when “how” or “why” questions are being 

posed (Yin 1994).  According to Eisenhardt (1989), the case study research method represents 

an inductive approach and one that allows the in-depth study of individual cases (or innovations), 

which will provide a detailed understanding that would not be possible using more cross-

sectional methods.  It can include data from direct observation and systematic interviewing as 

well as from public and private archives. Any fact relevant to the stream of events describing the 

phenomenon is a potential datum in a case study, since context is important (Leonard-Barton, 

1990). The case study approach has been used extensively in the analysis of the decision making 

process (Pettigrew, 2014). A critical case is used in order to generalise about other innovations, 

in this case to view how innovations have progressed from generation to adoption in the 

motorsport environment. The case study data in this thesis is collected via content analysis (Bell 

& Bryman, 2007), specifically in context of the TOE framework for innovation factors.  
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Following data collection, innovation factors will be grouped into the TOE contextual themes as 

defined by  Tornatzky et al. (1990). This grouping will highlight where the competition 

environment has strengths and weaknesses related to innovation progression and will identify 

key factors that drive innovation in the motorsport environment. Koza and Lewin (1998) showed 

how longitudinal case studies are unique in their ability to provide for empirical and theoretical 

interpretation. Given the importance of the development of a competition environment for 

innovation over the long term, a longitudinal approach has been taken for the motorsport case 

study. As a longitudinal study, this research draws heavily on archival information that provides 

a detailed, historical case study to derive new insights about the above questions. The historical 

case-based perspective involves matching patterns in the data with theoretical explanations (Yin, 

1981). Eisenhardt (1989) notes that studies that focus on multiple technologies, at multiple levels 

of analysis, over a significant period of time have the advantage of permitting comparisons 

between, as well as within, technological trajectories in the search for patterns.  

The motorsport case studies utilise documents and archival records available in print and on the 

internet (i.e. the public domain) due to the inaccessibility of primary data. As others have noted, 

specialist periodicals are available in this field offering a wealth of valuable behind the scenes 

material (Henry & Pinch, 2000).The first and most important source of material was the Formula 

1 technical specification changes and the Renault annual reports and monthly sales data, which 

cover the period for 2000 – 2015. In addition, specialist periodicals dedicated to the turbo era 

and hybrid engine era of Formula 1 provide an accurate account of the behind the scenes 

activities including interviews with the engineers and drivers. Other key data sources include 

archival records (Renault Annual Reports, Financial figures including sales, detailed race results, 

engine progression, and historical accounts of innovation in motorsport periodicals). Such data 

has been sourced from online databases and sources, including both the Renault, Renault Sport 

and FIA websites, which provide technical data and a comprehensive account of rule changes. 

Documentary sources are limited in quality by authenticity and credibility. Authenticity is a 

matter of genuine information, which ranges from the reliability of the Renault website through 

to general websites. Credibility is primarily related to the author and that the written text is 

credible. The combination of sources with variation in authenticity and credibility allows 

assurance through cross referencing the accuracy of the information. The specialist nature of 

the periodicals, in most cases written by authors who were present at the time of the events, 

provides credibility to the sources.  
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3.2.2 Developing the Theory 

There are two existing theories about innovation that dominate the literature, the TOE 

Framework and DOI theory. These theories are well established from studying innovation in 

industry but are not intended to describe the competition environment. In order to answer 

research question 1, two unique automotive innovations are used as critical case studies. The 

two case studies are examples of technological innovation from the successful automotive 

innovation platform (motorsport) that are used to investigate how the existing theories can be 

used to explain innovation in industry. Motorsport at the industry and firm level provides a 

suitable context for such research, due to the availability of performance data over a long period, 

the continual stream of radical innovations, and the competitive nature of the sport (Jenkins 

2010). 

These cases are radical innovations that have both been developed in Formula 1 racing that are 

separated in time therefore allowing consideration of the impact of a changing organisation 

structure, regulation and format of the sport across time. The use of case study at the innovation 

level specifically allows analysis of the environmental conditions and decision-making processes 

at a resolution that would not be possible at a higher level of analysis. This data will be used to 

define the contextual factors at industry level that are required to create the optimal 

environment for innovation to occur. In order to understand the influential factors on the 

individual case study innovations, consideration of the team’s role in generation and application 

of the innovation, specifically the key events and decisions that allowed the innovation to 

progress through the team is required. Data sources will primarily be archival, with the final 

output being a set of enabling factors focused on the actions across time that enabled the 

technology to be developed and transferred between the motorsport industry and the 

automotive industry (I.e. steps in the development of the innovation from generation to 

adoption). The set of enabling factors will then be assembled to form the new Staged 

Competition Innovation (SCI) theory. The case studies are as follows: 

Turbocharging 

Turbocharging is a forced induction technology introduced into Formula 1 in 1977 that can 

increase power or reduce fuel use. Turbocharging is a historical example of innovation that is 

well documented and has clear links between motorsport development and the mainstream 

industry. Despite being developed in aerospace, this technology was extensively trialled in 

motorsport and was repeatedly subjected to competition regulatory changes. In the case of the 

turbocharger, the introduction to motorsport was through a new entrant, resulting in total 

adoption by the other teams, soon followed by a complete ban. This process advanced the 
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technology that led to widespread use in the main industry. The introduction of Turbocharging 

to motorsport in the 1970’s is a strong example of team led (i.e. innovator) technological 

innovation. It is now widely used for performance and regulatory benefits such as  in the 

European Union to reduce engine sizes in order to reduce their CO2 emissions without loss of 

performance, thus representing the introduction of a motorsport developed technology into the 

automotive industry regulations (Zapata & Nieuwenhuis, 2010). Therefore, this case is well 

suited to capturing how regulation responded to the technology in the staged competition 

environment and how it influenced its development and transfer.  

Electric hybrid propulsion 

Hybrid technology was introduced to Formula 1 in 2014, which uses electric motors to drive the 

wheels in addition to an internal combustion engine (ICE). The concept of electric propulsion is 

not new to the automotive industry, however the slow rate of adoption of the technology is 

representative of a mismatch between the technological readiness and the market perceived 

need. The introduction of hybrid technology as a mandatory requirement by the organiser (FIA) 

into motorsport in 2014 was with the intention of promoting and advancing the use of the 

technology in the parent industry (FIA, 2016a). The introduction of hybrid technology as a 

mandatory requirement is an excellent example of an organiser led innovation. By analysing 

these technologies with their respective differences, it is possible to understand what tools are 

available in developing a competition to maximise the benefit to the parent industry.  Like the 

turbocharger before it, there are numerous examples of intense trialling of the technology in 

motorsport and impact of regulation responses to the technology in the motorsport 

environment as well as the parent automotive industry. (Köhler et al., 2013). Therefore, this case 

is well suited to be used to develop the SCI theory.  

Both cases are chosen for their widespread adoption in the automotive industry as a result of 

their development in the motorsport environment. The cases are further enhanced by their 

difference across time; turbo representing an era of team led exploratory innovation and hybrid 

representing a more recent era of regulator led innovation driven by safety, environmental 

concerns, sponsors and viewers. The contrast between the two technologies also allows an 

understanding of the limiting factors of the 1970’s, where the innovation was limited by 

materials, technology and knowledge, with minimal impact from regulation. Hybrid technology 

provides a more recent example where the innovation is regulation led, thereby contributing an 

important distinction in the current research which is attempting to understand the most 

suitable competition guideline for the construction industry. The two case studies will be used 
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to expose the gaps from the TOE / DOI theory which do not explain the unique staged 

competition environment and processes of decision making in the adoption of an innovation. 

In the case of both innovations, Renault Sport (team) and the FIA (organiser) have been 

instrumental in the progression of the case study innovations; Renault - a key innovator with 

both technologies through their engine technology, and FIA – a considered response from 

industry to the direction of innovation within Formula 1. In addition from the key involvement 

in the innovations, Renault is appropriate for this study as they have been ranked in the Top 100 

innovative companies worldwide; have extensive innovation in turbocharging, electric / hybrid 

drive  and motorsport; have a wide range of passenger vehicle models spanning over 60 years; 

and openly connect motorsport with innovation and sales success (Renault, 2012). Within the 

group, a specialist department, Renault Sport, directs the motorsport activity. The innovation 

progress in the Renault group and Renault Sport, is a potential example of how a firm within 

industry can also incorporate a specialist competition department to direct competition 

activities. An understanding of the FIA will provide insight into how rule changes affect 

innovation and will assist to determine what would be an appropriate organising body in a 

construction competition environment, which is as yet a non-existent entity. 

Case Industry Analysis Firm Analysis 

Turbocharger FIA response to innovation Renault innovation development 

Hybrid Engines FIA direction of innovation Renault Innovation response 

Figure 10: Theory development case studies structure 

3.2.3 Testing the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) Theory  

The new SCI theory builds upon the TOE framework and DOI theory to show how innovation is 

increased in a staged competition environment. It also addresses the benefit of providing a new 

mechanism outside of the industry, and the pathways for adoption back to the industry. Where 

motorsport as a case study is used as a theoretical lighthouse of an existing competition that 

contributes positively to the innovation adoption of its main industry, and is suitable to develop 

the new SCI theory, the existing construction industry competitions represent an opportunity 

put the SCI theory to the test. The testing process for the SCI theory is to see if it can explain any 

lack of innovation generation, diffusion and adoption within and from the case study 

competition environment to the main industry from the construction industry. This will 

determine if the findings of the motorsport case study are applicable to another competition 

format as is used and relevant to the construction industry. 
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Unlike motorsport, there are no obvious ‘lighthouse’ examples of competition in the 

construction industry. The following two competitions have been identified as the most suitable 

competitions for theory testing and subsequent decision model development, based on their 

long running application and relevance to innovation within the construction industry. 

1. Architectural Design Competitions (ADC’s) - an existing ideas generation construction 

competition 

2. The Solar Decathlon Building Challenge Competition (SDBCC) – an existing prototype 

construction competition 

These cases were chosen on the basis that they represent 1) a firmly embedded competition 

structure in the construction industry; and, 2) a unique opportunity for firms to participate in a 

competition environment that encourages innovation. Each competition has strengths and 

weaknesses that are relevant to the testing of the new theory. As per the theory development 

stage, the TOE framework is used again to test if the SCI theory can explain the processes of 

innovation in the ADC’s and SDBCC. 
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3.3 Methods Part 2 - Competition Decision Model (CDM) 

3.3.1  Development of the Competition Decision Model 

Part 1 is of this research was the development and testing of the Staged Competition Innovation 

(SCI) theory, which represents the theoretical contribution. Part 2 (this part) is the development 

and validation of the Competition Decision Model (CDM), which will guide competition design 

for the Australian construction industry and represents the practical contribution.  The CDM will 

combine the SCI theory with the structure and format from the two construction competition 

case studies. The model will be developed and presented to the Delphi expert panel for input 

and validation.  

The CDM is the practical contribution of the research resulting from the development of the SCI 

theory and analysis of the case studies. The CDM has the single objective of being a practical 

guide to competition design for Innovation competitions within the Australian construction 

industry.  The model will be sent to the Delphi expert Panel for comments. This will ensure the 

diverse views provided will be equally covered and will allow the interviewees to understand 

the views of others. The goal of the model being provided to the Delphi participants is for 

validation of the model as well as to determine the appropriate way to adopt the model to the 

Australian construction industry.   

3.3.2 Expert Input and Validation of the Model - Delphi Method 

In their seminal work titled “The Delphi Method: Techniques and Applications” Linstone and 

Turoff (1975) defined the Delphi Method as being “characterized as a method for structuring a 

group communication process so that the process is effective in allowing a group of individuals, 

as a whole, to deal with a complex problem.” The Delphi Method is credited to the U.S. military 

for assessment of cold war strategies in the 1950’s. The technique addresses the difficulties of 

studying such complex problems by seeking the views of experts in an interactive process to 

reach a consensus amongst them using a series of questionnaires interspersed with feedback. 

Such a  method is required where there is insufficient information or contradictory information 

(Hasson, Keeney, & McKenna, 2000).  Such problem solving occurs frequently when strategizing 

and looking to the future. Bias is minimised by separating the participant from each other and 

the administrator by using an online questionnaire. This gives the participant the freedom to 

answer the questions free of bias from rank or the organisation they represent. The Delphi 

Method systematically draws on the wider knowledge experience and expertise rather than 

relying on ad hoc individual communications. 
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Adler and Ziglio (1996) determined there were three important considerations for the 

application of the Delphi Method, in their case specifically to social policy and public health, 

although also widely used in other fields: 1) The problem itself does not lend itself to precise 

analytical techniques but benefits from subjective judgements on a collective basis, 2) The 

problem at hand has no monitored history, nor adequate information on its present and future 

development, 3) Addressing the problem requires the exploration and assessment of numerous 

issues connected with various policy options where the need for pooled judgement can be 

facilitated by judgemental techniques. The flexibility of the Delphi method is shown by the 

variety of research uses. The research is well suited to the Delphi method when the only or best 

option is to rely on the opinion of experts for data collection. Of equal importance is the 

relevance of the Delphi Method to research future outcomes, which presently do not exist 

(Czinkota & Ronkainen, 1997; Halal, Kull, & Leffmann, 1997; Skulmoski & Hartman, 2002). 

The Delphi Method is now widely used for research that require foresight in business, 

engineering, education, social and cultural studies as well as validation of methods and 

instruments (Colton & Hatcher, 2004).  It is usually applied to problems that don’t suit precise 

analytical approaches, and instead would benefit from subjective views of a group of experts. 

The application of administrator interpretation and unique participants means that the results 

cannot be replicated which is a limitation of the method. The questionnaires that form the main 

part of the method are designed to focus on problems, opportunities, solutions, or forecasts for 

the benefit of  judgment, decision-aiding or forecasting tool (Rowe & Wright, 1999). Each 

subsequent questionnaire is developed based on the results of the previous questionnaire, with 

the intention of ultimately reaching consensus between the participants on the outcome.  

3.3.2.1 Why Delphi for this project 

As with the case study method, the Delphi Method is well suited where the research is in its 

infancy. But rather than providing assistance to solve the how and why questions from the 

researcher perspective, it utilises expert opinion to draw results. Adler and Ziglio (1996) provide 

the following advantages of the Delphi Method that are relevant to the current project.  

• It focusses directly on the issue under investigation 

• It provides a framework within which individuals with diverse backgrounds or in remote 

locations can work together on the same problem 

• It minimises the tendency to follow the leader and other psychological and professional 

barriers to communications 

• It provides an equal opportunity for all experts involved in the process 
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• It produces precise documented records of the distillation process through which an 

informed judgement has been achieved 

The Delphi Method is similar in ways to the cross-impact analysis method (Rowe & Wright, 

2011). Cross impact analysis works on the probability of interactions between future events. The 

technique is typically based on mathematics and is similar to the Delphi Method due to its 

reliance on a group of experts. In contrast the Delphi Method tends to treat each component of 

the analysis as a separate variable, where Cross impact analysis minimises this drawback. The 

typical criticism of the Delphi Method is that it does not use scientific procedures in terms of 

sampling and testing of results through conventional experimental control Adler and Ziglio 

(1996), with criticism extending to the analysis being for fortune tellers looking at a crystal ball 

(Sackman, 1974). 

3.3.2.2 Delphi for validation 

Evidence that an instrument "Measures what it intends to" is a commonly accepted definition 

of validity, and one of the best ways to validate content is to consult experts (Slocumb & Cole, 

1991). As such it is evident that the Delphi Method which relies on expert opinion is also effective 

as a method for content validation, a key goal of this thesis. The Delphi Method is not primarily 

used for validation although a number of other studies have done so. The most relevant of which 

is the research by Hagen et al. (2008), who utilise the Delphi Method to validate a pain 

assessment tool for Cancer patients. In this study the appropriateness of the tool was 

interrogated by the expert panel and the tool was revised following each feedback round. The 

authors made the special note, “One striking observation of this Delphi process experience was 

the way in which the tool promoted a wide range of constructive, unsolicited descriptive 

comments from the reviewers”. The findings of this study support the use of the Delphi Method 

and expert panel in the validation of the proposed construction competition design guideline. A 

similar validation study was conducted by Colton and Hatcher (2004) who utilised an online 

Delphi study for validating HRD related content. Findings of the study showed that the online 

format was able to expand the qualitative aspects of the Delphi study to a great extent and 

consequently this resulted in a more in-depth content validation. 

3.3.2.3 Delphi process  

The actual process of a Delphi study is characterised by a back and forth process between the 

researcher and the participants, who in the case of this research remain anonymous. Delbecq, 

Van de Ven, and Gustafson (1975) describe a set of ten key steps to a successful Delphi as 

follows: 
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1. Develop a set of questionnaires. Typically, three or four questionnaires mailed to the 

respondents are used to obtain the required data.  

2. Identify, select, and contact the respondents. Frequently a nominating process is used 

whereby key individuals may nominate someone with the expertise to participate in the 

study.  

3. Select a sample size. Thirty is frequently used as an upper bound due to limited numbers 

of new ideas, three or four people is probably too few, and usually between ten and 

twenty people is reasonable.  

4. Develop the first questionnaire, mail it to the respondents, and obtain the responses. 

For example, the questionnaire could contain ten to fifteen open-ended questions.  

5. Analyse the data. Responses to questions could be grouped or categorized by frequency 

or other criteria.  

6. Develop the second questionnaire, mail it to the respondents, and obtain the responses. 

This questionnaire is developed from the first questionnaire responses. It might request 

the respondents to review responses that have been categorized and rate them 

according to a scale.  

7. Analyse the data. This analysis should tally the votes for each of the responses; 

determine various statistics such as mean, mode, standard deviation, and so on for each 

response; and finally, summarize additional responses for the next round.  

8. Develop the third questionnaire, mail it to the respondents, and obtain the responses. 

Provide the respondents with the outcome of the second round and ask them if they 

would like to reconsider their own second round responses.  

9. Analyse the data. Determine if there is a consensus.  

10. Complete the final report 

The process used in this research closely followed the steps above, with the exception of the use 

of the Qualtrics online survey software for the distribution and collection of questionnaires and 

responses. 
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Figure 11: Delphi Workflow 

The completed questionnaires are returned to the researchers who summarise the responses 

and return them back to the participants, allowing the participants to review their own answers 

with the other participants. Except for the unlikely situation where a consensus is reached in the 

first round, the participants are allowed to review their own responses based on the responses 

of the others, which might range from no consensus, to partial consensus. The process of 

questionnaires / feedback / revision is repeated until a consensus is achieved, which can require 

between 1 and 6 rounds, with 3 being the most common. The number of rounds are determined 

by the research question being answered; when consensus is reached; when theoretical 

saturation is achieved, or when sufficient information has been exchanged. The first stage of the 

Delphi process is of critical importance. If the respondents do not understand the aim of the 

Delphi exercise, they may answer inappropriately or become frustrated and lose interested 

(Delbecq et al., 1975). 

3.3.2.4 Selection of Panellists  

The relevance of panel size is important to the accuracy of the Delphi study due to the diversity 

of the responses provided. The highly specialised and novel nature of the research topic 

significantly limits the number of potential panellists, specifically within the ‘expert’ category, 

which is potentially the most important. In both the facilitator category and the stakeholder 

category, there is a wider range of potential panellists however even so only a relatively small 

number have experience and knowledge of the topic, especially in the local context (Australia). 
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The panel selection for this study begins by identifying experts in the field, and previous studies 

suggest it is not a requirement to have a large number of participants, as few as eight can be 

sufficient to develop a consensus view (Wilson and Jones 1996). A reduction in error has been 

shown to correlate with group size (Delbecq, 1968; Linstone & Turoff, 1975). In Brockhoff’s study 

of Delphi performance (1975), he suggested that for forecasting questions, groups with eleven 

participants were more accurate in their predictions than larger groups. Dalkey (1969) showed 

that accuracy will increase linearly with panel size to 11 members, and further research showed 

that 15 – 20 members might be optimal (Dalkey, Brown, & Cochran, 1970) 

Of equal importance is the mixture of panellists, with stakeholders, experts and facilitators all 

represented, with the mixture modified depending on the application (Linstone & Turoff, 1975). 

In context of this study the stakeholders will be the groups or individuals that will be involved in 

the competition including facilitators, entrants, sponsors, judges, end users, and Interested 

parties.  Experts will be those who have prior experience with competitions that can guide the 

competition guideline past pitfalls and towards successful outcomes based on previous 

competitions. Equally important is the group of people including potential facilitators who are 

likely to be involved as the regulators and/or organisers of the competition but may not yet have 

any experience with competitions. In most cases, people who have no prior experience with 

industry competitions have knowledge of the Australian construction industry, and therefore 

have an important perspective of what would work in this context. This group is likely also to be 

responsible for setting the nature of the ‘challenge’ and the specification of the competition to 

direct the innovation efforts. As such this group with have a particular interest in the 

Competition Decision Model (CDM), and will be required to make it accessible, stimulating and 

interesting. 

3.3.2.5 Participants (Panel) 

The Delphi panel of experts for this research will consist of experts in the field of the construction 

industry, construction innovation, innovation, and/or competition, from the background of 

academia, industry, and government. Panel members will be invited with an explanation of the 

process and the intended outcomes, although panel experts are independent and anonymous 

to each other. 

Panellist Categories 

1) Experts  

Experts in this case consist of the participants who have run or participated in a relevant 

competition. The expert’s input will be relied on to advise on what works and what does not 
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work with regards to competitions within the respective competitions and will be reliant on 

the participants experience with the competition process. For example, it might be found 

that certain competitions have funding support for competition entrants. It might also be 

found that different events have a different amount of support from the mainstream 

industry and/ or suppliers.  

2) Organisers 

The organiser group is the participants who are from a Government or industry association, 

who would most likely facilitate or organise the competition. These experts will be most 

important for their experience in deciding what types of competition are reasonable and 

realistic. This group is important from the perspective of supporting (financially and 

otherwise) the event(s), as well as potentially acting as the organiser of any proposed 

competition. In this case the intention would be to determine what sort of competition 

format would be considered acceptable by the potential organisers, such as for example, 

large scale national competitions or local smaller scale competitions. It is equally important 

to establish the level of support for the whole concept of staged competition in the 

construction industry as an innovation mechanism. 

3) Teams 

The teams are the group of people that would be entrants, participants or are otherwise 

affected by the competition. The mainstream construction industry stakeholders represent 

the group that are required to be involved in a potential staged competition as entrants and 

supporters of the event (e.g. product sponsors). The survey design will attempt to determine 

what format a competition could be successful and what order of prize or prize-money 

would be the most appropriate incentive. It is of specific interest to determine the most 

preferred incentive for this group (as this is likely to impact the buy-in of the organisations), 

and thus the questions will be to determine what incentive would be most beneficial (e.g. 

award ceremonies, publicity, prestige). 

The 15 participants of the Delphi study were recruited using purposive sampling based on the 

expert status in the field of competitions (experts), industry leaders (organisers) or industry 

representatives (teams) for their knowledge of competitions, innovation or construction Table 

9).  
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Experts Stakeholders (Organisers) Stakeholders (Teams) 

Past competition experience (Int’l) (1) Victorian State Government (1) Commercial developer (1) 

Past competition experience (AUS) 
(1) 

Federal Government (1) Residential developer (1) 

Current competition participant (2) Academic (building expert) (1) Home builder (1) 

Design competition judge (1) Competition organiser (1) Product manufacturers (1) 

Int’l competition designer (2)   

Table 9: Participant backgrounds – Delphi study 

It is often not possible to determine the panel using typical statistical analysis, but rather the 

field of enquiry and number of available participants. At the same time participants must not be 

sought based on personal preference, but rather should follow a specific criterion. Of course, 

expertise is the primary consideration, and willingness to participate is the second most 

important criteria. In the case of this study the abstract nature of the research inquiry makes 

each participant equally impartial, compared to a study on a more tangible topic. This fact will 

limit the bias from the researcher and participant. Recruitment will be conducted personally by 

the researcher via phone and or email based on existing contacts in the industry as well as select 

targeting of particular expertise. Due to the requirement for multiple rounds of input a gift up 

to $50 AUD per participant will be offered to incentivise and / or reward their participation. As 

per the prescribed Delphi process, participants will be asked to anonymously complete a 

questionnaire, with two follow up questionnaires that will be based on the opinions of the entire 

group. This method allows for the consensus of the group as a final result. The data will be all 

completed anonymously via webform, in order to achieve the benefits of the Delphi method 

and to comply with the ethics requirements. 

Therefore, as the Delphi is heavily dependent upon the sample having the time to commit to the 

process, it is also important that those who have agreed to participate, maintain involvement 

until the process is completed (Buck, Gross, Hakim, & Weinblatt, 1993). 

Informing the participants 

 Participants who accept the invitation to participate will be prescribed clear instructions as to 

the process, including how much time they will be expected to contribute and how the collected 

information will be used. This will be done via written instruction sent in advance of the first 

questionnaire, despite the potential to provide the information verbally (Whitman, 1990). The 

provision of written information leads to accuracy, consistency and efficient use of time. 

Importantly, the professional nature of the study will influence the likelihood of the ongoing 
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participation that is a requirement of the Delphi Method. As required, reminder letters and 

email may be used to ensure a timely response from all participants (Hasson et al., 2000). 

Reliability of outcome 

There is a basic theoretical assumption that the Delphi Method provides an informed group 

judgement that are more reliable than individual judgement(Dalkey & Helmer, 1963). Clear 

instruction to experts responding to a Delphi questionnaire can help increase the reliability of 

their responses. It is important to balance the length of the responses, so they are brief enough 

but also deep enough to provide the shared message amongst the group. 

Consensus level 

There is no single determination of what constitutes a consensus form a Delphi study, with some 

suggesting a percentage of agreement and others focussing on the stability of the responses. 

Hasson et al. (2000) found in a review of the topic a range of 51% to 80% as recommended by 

other researchers. Crisp, Pelletier, Duffield, Adams, and Nagy (1997) suggest that the stability of 

the responses is of more importance than the measurement of percentage, although It would 

be assumed that a minimum level would be required. For this study, 51% consensus level was 

adopted for the quantitative answers and stability in the qualitative answers was sought. 

The researcher’s role 

The very involvement of a human in research generates a researcher bias, including during the 

recruitment phase, question phase and analysis of the data. The primary method of addressing 

this bias is through the use of the Delphi Method, in which any bias from the researcher will be 

either removed or agreed with by the expert panel. Essentially, consensus of the expert panel is 

an antidote to the original research bias. 

3.3.2.6 Data collection design, procedure and analysis 

Data collection from the participants in the panel is anonymous and is collected via individual 

response into a webform, which was particularly well suited to the geographically dispersed 

participants. The collection procedure was competed using the Qualtrics Research Core online 

survey software which is widely used for Delphi based research. The Qualtrics software allows 

for a large number of question formats, data collation and analysis. The surveys were generated 

within the software, and a link to the software was provided to the participant. 

The 15-member expert panel was asked to respond to a survey with a two-week interval 

between rounds 1 and 2, and a longer interval between rounds 2 and 3. Keeney, Hasson, and 

McKenna (2001) consider that after two to four rounds consensus is usually achieved. In this 
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case there was strong support for the concept and any changes to the proposed model (in round 

2) were incorporated and reissued. It was assumed that if a change was incorporated and then 

reviewed by the other expert panel with no comment it was considered as accepted. In between 

the issue of surveys in the rounds, the responses were analysed using content analysis and 

summarised for the participants so that they could make changes to their own responses and/or 

general comments on the results. At no time were any comments made on the responses in 

isolation, instead comments were held to the next round of the survey (at which point the panel 

addressed changes or made comment on the feedback of the previous round). This was assumed 

to be a way of simplifying the process from a time perspective. 

The expert panel members as part of the preliminary information were given a timeframe to 

work to. This was provided predominantly to reassure the expert panel members that the time 

commitment was realistic, with a total involvement estimated at 1.5 hours. It was estimated 

afterwards that in fact most expert panel members would have spent more time than this, with 

on some occasions a single survey taking a participant 1.5 hour alone (as recorded by the 

Qualtrics survey software). However, it could not be determined if in this case the survey was 

left uncompleted while the expert panel member completed other tasks. Even so the expert 

panel members for the most part provided detailed and thoughtful responses. 

3.3.2.7 Structure of the Delphi rounds 

The following objectives are set for the Delphi rounds. It is acknowledged that the flow of the 

Delphi might adjust the objectives as the research is in progress. Regardless, the following 

objectives are used for the 3 rounds of the research. 

Round 1 – The objective of round 1 is to establish the baseline level of understanding of industry 

experts in; innovation, industry competitions, and then construction industry competitions. This 

introduces the three participant types, experts, facilitators and stakeholders. Broadly, the focus 

of the questions is introductory in nature, and provides an understanding of the level of 

knowledge of the expert panel. Round 1 questions also ask for the expert panels opinion of the 

type of innovation, benefits to construction industry, barriers to competition in the construction 

industry, appropriate building classes, appropriate stakeholders to target, appropriate 

incentives, and the best market sector.  As per the Delphi protocol, the results of round one was 

summarised and feedback to the participants for revision of their views as required. 

Round 2 – Prior to the issue of the round 2 questionnaire, the participants were issued with the 

draft Competition Decision Model (CDM) for review.  A critical part of round 2 is to provide 

expert input into the draft CDM, to ensure it comprehensively captures the complete picture of 
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innovation competition application to the construction Industry. It is expected that the provision 

of the draft CDM will significantly narrow the focus of the responses to the research, which will 

be directed towards comments about the structure and content of the draft CDM. As well as the 

ability to comment on the proposed guideline, the round 2 questionnaire will be organised to 

elicit views about thematic areas of the topic, with specific questions about Industry innovation 

processes, identification of market failures, competition decision point, competition scope, 

radicalness, stakeholder structure, and common specifications. Each of these thematic areas are 

addressed with a rearward perspective on the accuracy of the model to existing construction 

competitions, and a forward perspective looking at the relevance of the model to Australian 

Construction industry. With all of the above enquiry, round 2 is the longest and most important 

survey. Round 2 is critical to the research to utilise the experts to determine the ability of the 

model to connect the knowledge of existing construction competitions to the future potential 

for a competition in the Australian construction industry. 

Round 3 – The final planned round (there may be others, as required) of the Delphi study is to 

cover any key issues in greater detail. This for example might include the focus on which 

organisation is best placed to run a construction competition in Australia. The Round 3 focus 

and survey questions were developed at the conclusion of Round 2. 

Additional Rounds – If the panel does not reach consensus on the validity of the guideline and 

a recommendation for adaptation to the Australian Construction industry, the Delphi rounds will 

continue until this is achieved. 

3.3.2.8 Pre-testing 

As with all good surveys, pilot testing with a small group of individuals should precede 

implementation. An early version of Round 1 survey was provided to 15 University academics 

who tested the software (online survey), and research method in concept. The responses 

provided in the test phase were not considered important, although comments by the testers 

on the structure and style of the questions was received as worthwhile feedback and 

incorporated into the Round 1 questions. One academic in particular had extensive experience 

in both survey design and the Qualtrics software and provided invaluable advice prior to the 

final design of the Round 1 Survey. 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter outlined the structure of the research design that is founded upon the existing 

dominant theories of innovation within an industry context. The Diffusion of Innovation (DOI) 

theory and the Technology, Organisation, Environment (TOE) framework provide a thorough 
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understanding of the processes of technological innovation, with specific regard to the decision 

making of firms as they are presented with or develop innovations and address contextual 

factors that contribute to the adoption or rejection of the innovation. Both theories define the 

theoretical framework for the development of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory, 

which compliments the existing theories by explaining the unique competition environment and 

how it can drive innovation that is otherwise blocked by the main industries inherent barriers. 

This is achieved by studying cases with specific relevance, firstly case study innovations from the 

pinnacle of motorsport racing, Formula 1, which is considered to be a theoretical ‘lighthouse’ 

best practice example of competition within industry that benefits the parent automotive 

industry by providing innovation generation, diffusion and adoption. Following development, 

the theory is tested through case study analysis of two existing competitions based in the 

construction industry. The development and testing of the SCI theory represents the theoretical 

contribution of this PhD. 

Part 2 of the methodology is the development and validation of a Competition Decision Model 

(CDM). The model is developed based on the SCI theory and the case studies that were used in 

testing the SCI theory, both of which are successful industry competitions in the construction 

industry.  The model is then presented along with a series of exploratory questions in a survey 

format as part of a Delphi study that seeks consensus from 15 international experts on the topic 

of industry competitions and the Australian construction industry. The input and final validation 

of the CDM for the construction industry represent the practical contribution of this PhD. 
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4 Theory Development - Motorsport, a model innovation 

competition  

“A horse never runs so fast as when he has other horses to catch up and outpace.” - Ovid 

This chapter investigates in detail two technological innovation cases within the motorsport 

industry that represent a radical innovation each at different times through the history of 

motorsport. In both cases, these innovations are influenced by rule changes by the FIA and are 

adopted by Renault as an early adopter of the technology. Each case considers both the industry 

and firm level impacts within the Formula 1 series using the Technology Organisation 

Environment (TOE) Framework. The case study analysis demonstrates how elements of the TOE 

Framework can be used to describe the innovation processes within the competition 

environment, also highlighting the differences from the parent industry environment. The case 

studies also demonstrate the relevance of the DOI Innovation Decision model, which guides the 

progression of innovations from inception to adoption in both the race cars and ultimately into 

the main industry passenger vehicles.  

The motorsport case studies are used to develop the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) 

theory. Despite the differences between motorsport and other industry competitions, the 

motorsport competition environment, the specific decision-making process and environmental 

context surrounding the two cases are relevant to develop the theory of how a competition 

environment can increase the generation, diffusion and adoption of innovation for application 

to the construction industry.  

The analysis of these case studies will highlight the relevant TOE factors that define the 

competition innovation environment, and the decision process for innovation development (DOI 

theory), and the uniqueness of the competition environment, including how the environment 

differs from the main industry. Finally, the case studies will be used to identify the pathway for 

an innovation to adoption back into the main automotive industry. The case study analysis 

utilises the TOE Framework to provide the structure for the analysis. The TOE Framework is well 

defined as a theory that describes the processes of technological innovation in a normal industry 

environment. However, the TOE Framework has not been shown to describe the processes of 

technological innovation in a competition environment. It is the difference between these two 

environments that is explained by a new theory, the Staged Construction Innovation (SCI) 

theory. 
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4.1 The Motorsport Environment – An opportunity to innovate 

Motorsport is defined as the racing of vehicles, an activity nearly as old as automobiles 

themselves. Importantly, motorsport is unofficially separated into two distinct classes; 

prototype, and production (FIA WEC, 2016b). A prototype race series (e.g. Formula 1) does not 

require the use of vehicles that are based on road going models, but a production race series 

(e.g. Rally, or Le Mans GTE) is restricted to use of vehicles based on a production car. Both classes 

are subject to rules and regulations of the organiser, however the application of the rules differs 

between classes to restrict or allow development of technology (e.g. innovation). The distinction 

is important in the context of the competition as a prototype race is an opportunity to develop 

and test a car that is unique and new, which pushes the boundaries of engineering and vehicle 

development without industry restriction. A production series focusses on a test of existing 

technology, often improved with innovative solutions, but ultimately a race between cars that 

exist in some degree as a production model from the marque (Beck-Burridge & Walton, 2000). 

Innovation benefits are found in both classes; and each represents a potential pathway for a 

competition in construction. A prototype competition is likely to advance the development of 

new radical technologies that are not usually applied to production vehicles. A production 

competition has more relevance to current technologies and methods and is more likely to be 

adopted to the parent industry in the short term, likely as incremental innovations. Therefore, 

the choice between a prototype or production competition is a useful tool for the organiser to 

direct the type of innovation in a future construction competition. 

The automotive manufacturers take motorsport seriously with regards to innovation 

development and testing, as well as marketing and promotion of motorsport successes. There 

are many different types of competition such as road or circuit racing, on or off road, and type 

of vehicle which means the interests of most manufacturers are accommodated. Such diversity 

of competition provides relevance to all stakeholders. Almost all motorsport events are a test of 

overall speed across a fixed course, thus representing a ‘finish line’ competition outcome, as is 

common in some industry innovation competition formats. Arguably the most global of 

motorsport events post 1970 is the Formula 1 circuit race series, World Rally Championship 

(WRC) off-road racing series and the Le Mans endurance race series. All three events present a 

different challenge to solve, and are heavily supported by the major manufacturers, in the case 

of Formula 1, Ferrari, McLaren, Mercedes, Renault, Honda, and Toyota have been involved over 

a long period. In the case of WRC, Volkswagen, Citroen, Subaru, Mitsubishi and Peugeot were 

regular entrants. Le Mans entrants include Porsche, Ferrari, Audi, Toyota, Aston Martin, and 

Ford.   
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4.1.1 Formula 1 – A prototype class 

Formula 1 is considered to be the pinnacle of motorsport development (Jenkins & Floyd, 2001; 

Smith, 2012). Formula 1 is raced on closed circuits with strict regulations, designed in order to 

provide close and exciting racing. Even from the very early history, engine performance and 

development was critical to success, and this was reflected in the regulations for the series. Early 

examples of the variation to engine regulations were seen in the early World Drivers 

Championship (WDC was the precursor series to Formula 1), which used pre-war voiturette 

engine regulations, which prominently featured choice between forced induction, with a 3x 

displacement penalty where 1.5L supercharged engines raced against 4.5L atmospheric engines. 

The Indianapolis 500 (which was a round of the World Drivers' Championship from 1950 

onwards) used pre-war Grand Prix regulations, which allowed 4.5L atmospheric and 3.0L 

supercharged engines. In 1952 a Cummins turbocharged diesel represented a disruptive 

innovation when it held pole position, the first time for a forced induction engine. Between 1954 

– 1960 regulations dictated that engine size must reduce to 2.5L aspirated or 750 cc forced 

induction. Despite the allowance, no forced induction engines raced for the during this period. 

Following 1960 there was a total ban on forced induction engines until 1966, when the FIA again 

modified engine capacity to allow 3.0L atmospheric and 1.5L forced induction engines, but it 

was not until 1977 that an entrant (Renault) entered a turbocharged car into the race (FIA, 

2016b). The continued modification to the allowance for forced induction engines over a long 

period provides an interesting opportunity to study the development of this radical technology 

in response to a changing rule / regulation in a prototype motorsport context. 

4.1.2 World Rally – A production class 

Rally presented a very different challenge to Formula 1, as it is held on public roads (often dirt) 

using modified production cars. As a test of production vehicles, rally has a strong involvement 

from manufacturers, as well as a loyal following from the public, despite the difficulty in viewing 

the events. Rally events held before 1973 were of the long-distance type, with famous routes 

such as the Monte Carlo rally in 1911, and then many more individual Rally events across most 

of Europe. In 1973 the World Rally Championship (WRC) united the races and included for the 

first time a Championship for Manufacturers (WMC) which determined the most successful 

manufacturer over a complete season, creating a need for a new competition strategy from 

manufacturers.  The first official champion constructor was Alpine – Renault with the A110 

model. As a production car race, innovation was restricted to ‘off the shelf’ parts, including 

engines, as specialised engines and components were too costly or quickly banned for 

competitive balance. Significant innovations have come from rally cars to production cars, as 
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technology developed in the racing version is transferred to the higher end production models. 

A well-known innovation from the rally series arrived with relative sudden dominance of the 

rally world with a four-wheel drive turbocharged saloon car – the Audi Quattro. International 

regulations had prohibited four-wheel drive; but FISA (the precursor to FIA) accepted that the 

Quattro was a genuine production car and changed the rules – rule changes again seen to be a 

powerful driver of innovation in production car motorsport. The Quattro became the car to beat 

in any conditions, and ultimately resulted in a World Rally Championship title. Other 

manufacturers had no production four-wheel drive car on which to base their response, so FISA 

was persuaded to change the rules and open the Championship to cars allow higher 

performance cars from group B. Such rapid changes and flexibility of the rules are indicative of 

the impact the organiser can have on the direction of innovation (in this case, spurring 

manufacturers to produce four-wheel drive variants of their existing production cars). The 

outcome of this was a period of rally super cars such as the Peugeot 205 T16, Renault 5 Turbo 

and the Lancia Delta S4, with representative bodies attached to a lightweight space-frame 

chassis, four-wheel drive, and power outputs reportedly as high as 600 hp (450 kW).  

This simple rule change to the homologation requirements resulted in major innovations by all 

manufacturers involved in the rallying to remain competitive. Such dramatic spurring of 

innovation is simply unheard of in the parent industry due to the slow-moving regulation 

changes. This group B era did not last long as these wild cars resulted in the death of spectators 

and drivers. The carnage resulted in another change in rules from a safety perspective, in this 

case effectively banning the group B class and returning to the group A class of cars which were 

required to be much more representative of the production models, and therefore slower. It is 

without doubt, however, that the group B era of experimentation and huge horsepower was 

beneficial to those who innovated to remain competitive. Unlike Formula 1, the rally series did 

not completely ban turbochargers, instead limits are applied to the diameter of the intake tube 

which acts to restrict power, again representing the ability of the competition environment to 

drive or stall innovation. The Rally series demonstrates the power of the homologation 

requirement and its direct effect on the vehicles available for sale to the general public. 

Homologation requirements therefore have a significant role in the transfer of innovation to the 

parent industry. 

4.1.3 24 Hours of Le Mans – both prototype and production 

The Le Mans race is the oldest sports car endurance race since 1923 and has its own unique 

categories as a result of its regulations being under the control of the Automobile Club de l'Ouest 

(English: Automobile Club of the West), as opposed to the FIA. It also has unique rules due to its 
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race length such as requiring a minimum number of drivers per team, who must rotate. The Le 

Mans race series has both production and prototype classes, including a hybrid prototype class, 

all in the one race, all on the one track at the one time. Le Mans therefore provides an interesting 

ability to observe the prototype and production car innovations and control the rules 

simultaneously, including the effect of homologation. At a time when Grand Prix racing was the 

dominant form of motorsport throughout Europe, the 24 Hours of Le Mans required a different 

test. Instead of competing to build the outright fastest cars, Le Mans concentrated on the ability 

of manufacturers to build fast and reliable cars. From a competition perspective, this represents 

a different need for innovation to address. The different need drove innovations in reliability 

and fuel efficiency, because endurance racing requires cars that last, and spend as little time in 

the pits as possible. The Le Mans race is now a part of the World Endurance Championship (WEC) 

which features seven endurance races across the world (FIA WEC, 2016a). As well as including 

24 hour Le Mans race, the calendar includes shorter races in Europe, America, Asia and the 

Middle East. All races are at least six hours in duration. Although the series is nothing like as 

popular as Formula 1, the Le Mans / WEC series is arguably a greater test for the manufacturers 

and due to this it is a hotly contested endurance series. 

Originally, the Le Mans cars were similar to the cars available to the general public (i.e. 

production cars) unlike the prototype nature of the Formula 1 cars. There are now four 

categories in a Le Mans race: The ‘top’ class consists of the Le Mans Prototypes (LMP) which is 

divided into LMP1 and LMP2 primarily differing by LMP1 requiring an enclosed cockpit. LMP1 is 

currently designed to encourage hybrid engines by allowing unlimited displacement engines 

(rules that encourage use of this innovation) where hybrid is used. LMP2 is reserved for private 

teams who would typically buy a race car from a supplier and is cost sensitive. Both LMP 

categories require all mechanical components to be covered by bodywork – this is a notable 

different to Formula 1 (also a prototype class). Such entrants in the LMP1 category include 

Toyota, Porsche and Audi. The GTE category is divided into GTE Pro for teams with professional 

driver line-ups, and GTE Am for teams featuring a mixture of amateur drivers (FIA WEC, 2016b). 

Both of these classes utilize the LM GTE, or "Le Mans Grand Touring Endurance" regulations. 

GTE cars must be completely legal on the road, for sale through a dealer network of an approved 

manufacturer. Such entrants in the GTE category utilise cars made by Ford, Porsche, Chevrolet, 

Aston Martin. Le Mans is regarded as having driven innovation in aerodynamics due to the top 

speeds achieved on the long straights in the course – and this is particularly evident in the 

prototype classes. Innovation in engine technology is biased towards fuel efficiency due to the 

longer duration of the race.  
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Like Formula 1 and Rally, the Le Mans series provides a clear demonstration of how the rules of 

the competition can direct innovation and encourage participation. In this case, the distance and 

longer duration of the race requires a focus on durability and fuel efficiency of the cars. This 

translates into the experimentation and development of specific innovations, which is at the 

discretion of the competition organiser. The uncontrolled displacement allowance for the hybrid 

cars encourages experimentation and innovation with this technology. And lastly, separating the 

competitors into categories encourages involvement, specifically for private entrants to be 

competitive. Formula 1, Le Mans and Rally all share a distinct ‘turbo era’, between 1977 and 

1988 where the use and power of turbocharged cars increased dramatically in response to 

technological advances resulting in diffusion and adoption of the technology. As such this period 

is the focus of the turbo case study data analysis. More recently, the Le Mans series has 

encouraged hybrid engines in the cars racing and the Formula 1 series hybrid development 

began in 2008 and has made it compulsory in 2014. To provide a developmental contrast, the 

first mass production hybrid (the Prius) was launched in 1997 (Toyota USA, 2019). The event 

organisers specifically refer to the need to keep the racing cars current and relevant to the main 

industry and use this to justify the regulation changes. There are also hybrid rally cars, but its 

application to Rally cars is more ad hoc and as a result of individual manufacturers initiatives. 

Formula 1 is the focus of the case studies in the development of the SCI theory due to the larger 

amount of easily attainable data. However, the relevance of Le Mans for its integration of 

prototype and production classes, as well as the direct relevance of rally to road cars make these 

two classes relevant to the contextual factors and decision-making process that increased 

progression of motorsport innovations. 

4.2 Motorsport Industry Stakeholders   

There are five common stakeholders in any competition. The organiser, teams, sponsors, end 

users (e.g. the public) and judges. In some cases, the roles are combined, such as for example in 

some competitions the organisers are also the judges. Depending on the industry and 

competition structure, the client is aligned with the organiser, sponsors or teams. Amongst the 

stakeholders, the organiser and teams are the most important, and are highly reliant on each 

other, a unique feature of the competition environment. This co-dependency is evident in the 

close relationship during rule change decision making shared between the team representatives 

and the FIA.  By way of example of the co-dependency, for the proposition of mandatory hybrid 

power in formula 1, only Renault (of Formula 1's current engine manufacturers) were supportive 

of the rule changes, and a period of negotiations began. The engine format was proposed to 

switch and Ferrari, the sport's longest-serving, and most powerful team had objected because 
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the proposed changes had no relevance to any of their road cars, thus demonstrating the 

importance of the link between the marque’s motorsport and production cars. The debate was 

made more difficult because Renault made it clear that it would consider quitting Formula 1 

unless the new (hybrid) rules were introduced, as the French company was planning for three-

quarters of its road-car engines to be small-capacity turbo-hybrids by 2015 (BBC Sport, 2016). 

This example shows how the teams influence the regulations and maintain a co-dependent 

relationship with the FIA. 

4.2.1 Organiser: the FIA  

If motorsport is the lighthouse example of industry competition for innovation, the Fédération 

Internationale de l'Automobile (FIA) is the pinnacle organisation at the industry level, originally 

established as the Association Internationale des Automobile Clubs Reconnus (AIACR, English: 

'International Association of Recognized Automobile Clubs') on 20 June 1904 to represent the 

interests of motoring organisations and motor car users (FIA, 2016c). To the general public, the 

FIA is mostly known as the governing body for many auto racing events, which includes Formula 

1, Rally and the World Endurance Championship (WEC, which includes the Le Mans race). FIA 

has been responsible for the development and control of the technical and sporting rules of 

many major racing codes since the 1950’s, with these regulations playing a critical part in 

determining the technological innovation in the cars participating (Foxall & Johnston, 1991). 

Although originally primarily concerned with safety, the FIA has more recently focussed on cost 

and fuel reductions in order to provide relevancy to the major manufacturers and the 

automotive market. The FIA has a unique role as it is not an official regulation body in the 

automotive industry but dominates the regulations that drive innovation for the participating 

manufacturers in the motorsport industry. This leaves the FIA in the position of substantial 

independence, even proclaiming on its own website that it is a “global motorsport force” (FIA, 

2016c). The underlining goal of the FIA is to maintain competitiveness of the teams, as this 

results in exciting racing. It also has a duty of care to be responsible for public good issues such 

safety, and more recently environmental issues such as fuel consumption and emissions. As the 

pre-eminent organisation for motorsport globally, the FIA represents the Industry level 

organiser of the competition platform. 

4.2.1.1 FIA and reactive rule changes 

In order to achieve their goals, the FIA creates rules by which entrants must abide by when 

developing and entering a car, and also whilst racing. Given the relative freedom the FIA has, 

the development of innovations, the trialling and testing, and the adoption of the technology 

are largely at the discretion of the FIA rules. For example, in 1989, the use of turbochargers was 
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banned completely from Formula 1 thereby dictating that no further investment is made in the 

technology by the manufacturers in the competition environment. In contrast, turbocharging 

continued to be allowed in rally but with intake restrictions thus controlling the power. The 

simple result here is that manufacturers involved in rally would continue to develop their turbo 

engines whilst those in Formula 1 would not. The FIA is compelled to make constant, rapid and 

in some cases dramatic changes to the regulations that influence (often significantly) the 

direction of an innovation effort, something which cannot be achieved in the parent automotive 

industry.  A clear example is shown by how the FIA has restricted the development of 

innovations and technological improvements, primarily to slow the cars down for safety. If the 

FIA did not take these actions the cars today could be capable of cornering speeds in excess of 

300 km/h. The result of an accident at this speed whilst negotiating a bend in the track would 

almost certainly be the death of the driver and create a negative impact on the sport. 

The FIA also has the important role as the co-ordinator of the commercial efforts, which includes 

managing race tracks, clubs, teams and sponsors, (Foxall & Johnston, 1991), as well as publicity, 

including control over the commercial television and media rights. Simply put, the FIA is 

responsible for the success of the competition series, including the incentive to participate, and 

also directs the innovation efforts of the teams. The automotive industry is represented by the 

manufacturers who participate are also responsible for the success of the competition, and also 

have a developmental role for the innovations. 

Table 10 below shows the significant input that the FIA has had on the development of Renault 

engines and forced induction in Formula 1 for the last 50 years (Formula 1 Dictionary, 2016). The 

displacement requirements are a feature of the changes across the earlier years and are of 

particular relevance to the development of the turbo engine both within motorsport and in 

passenger cars. For most of the early years the displacement multiplier for a compressed engine 

varied between 2 or 3. If, for example, the multiplier used by Formula 1 was 1.4 (as it was in rally 

cars) in place of 3, it may have resulted in manufacturers choosing to develop a turbo engine 

earlier. This example illustrates how the rules set by the FIA influence the direction of 

motorsport engine innovation. In a more dramatic decision to determine the fate of the turbo 

engine in Formula 1, the FIA decided to completely ban non-turbo engines in the 1986 season. 

Not only did this penalise the manufacturers who were maintaining a 3.0L displacement engine, 

it sent a message to the motorsport industry that turbos would be the path forward in Formula 

1. A further dramatic move resulted in the FIA overturning the decision the following year along 

with a maximum pressure restriction, with an eventual competed ban on turbos for the 1989 

season. Across this short 3 years the FIA went from mandatory turbo engines to a complete ban 
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on turbos.  Such volatility in the regulations must have been expensive to the manufacturers, 

but none the less it would also have forced the various manufacturers’ engineers to innovate 

quickly, in a way that is not experienced from the parent industry, where buyer expectations 

and budgets are limited and based on previous models. 

Year Type Atmospheric Super / 
Turbo 

Rev Limit Cylinders 

2014 4 stroke 
piston 

1.6L Hybrid 
electric 
turbo 

15,000 90° V6 

2013  2.4L Prohibited 18,000  
2008    19,000 90° V6 
2007    unrestricted  
2006      
2000 – 2005  3.0L   V10 
1999     Up to 12 
1995 – 1998      
1992 – 1994  3.5L    
1989 – 1991      
1987 – 1988   1.5L 4 bar  Unrestricted 
1986  Prohibited 1.5L   
1981 – 1985  3.0L    
1966 – 1980 Unspecified     
1963 – 1965  1.5L Prohibited   
1961 -1962      
1958 – 1960  2.5L 0.75L   
1954 – 1957      
1947 – 1953  4.5L 1.5L   

Table 10: FIA engine specification rule changes 1966 - 2014 

Safety concerns began in 1948 but were only really addressed in the 60’s and more so in the 

70’s, the general mentality was that death was an acceptable risk for winning races, and as a 

result very few regulations were created relating to safety during this period. Despite the 

improvements made from a safety perspective, the volatile regulatory decisions during the 

turbo period were in response to the exponential power increase coming from the turbo 

engines.  The Group B rally cars were in a similar position, with power output increasing from 

250 hp in 1981 (one year prior to the Group B rules), to engines with in excess of 500hp by 1986 

(the final year of Group B). Unlike the response in Formula 1, for Rally the FIA acted to restrict 

the turbo intake diameter to 34mm instead of banning them completely. Although reason for 

the different treatment in the two series is unknown, it clearly illustrates the power of the 

competition organiser in determining the fate of individual innovations. Since the controls on 

turbo, there were fewer major revisions to the innovation of engines (with exception to rev 

limits, displacement number of cylinders, and fuel type), until the mandatory requirements for 
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energy recovery and hybrid engines.  Since 2000, the FIA has prioritised changes that limit the 

cost of the sport, as the costs of Formula 1 has increased dramatically in prior years creating 

problems for the manufacturers. 

4.2.1.2 The FIA and business decisions 

As illustrated by the mandatory introduction of the hybrid engine, the FIA also is shown to 

proactively drive innovation. The FIA originally existed to facilitate the events, maintain safety, 

equity and excitement from the racing, but additional goals have been added in more recent 

times. These goals include relevancy (to road cars), including fuel consumption and efficiency, 

as well as financial gain for the FIA and associated entities. Such financial gains for the FIA occur 

primarily through television rights and merchandise sales, with gains to other entities through 

income for the track and car associations and benefits to sponsors. Financial outcomes are 

positively correlated with patronage to the events, and television viewer numbers 

(Mastromarco & Runkel, 2009). Formula 1 has become big business; in 1995, the FIA granted 

the commercial rights of Formula 1 to Formula One Administration for a 14-year period. 

Comprehensive analysis by Papachristos (2014) clearly demonstrates the convergence of team 

performance and reduction in team numbers at the very time that the commercial rights were 

sold to FOM in 1995.  

 

 

Figure 12:  Average race finishing difference in seconds from winner (1970 – 2012)  

Figure 12 shows the effect of the change of structure to the competition organisation and 

subsequent driver of innovation. After 1995, races were closer and more consistent, with fewer 

new teams or exit of old teams. The new directed approach was rooted in the desire to become 

a big business that was profitable and popular with both viewers and industry. Big business 

Formula 1 as the organiser has competing goals to the individual manufacturer’s relative 
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advantage benefits of performance based innovation by the teams. Mastromarco and Runkel 

(2009) show that annual changes to regulation post commercialisation (defined as the point at 

which Formula 1 became a profit-making venture, primarily through sale of television rights in 

1995) are partially to optimise financial outcomes, balancing competitive balance with team 

performance. This new business model has impacted the FIA’s independent dynamic rule 

flexibility and justification in regulation, which has impacted the space available to teams to 

provide exploratory radical innovation. In place of traditional exploratory innovation by teams 

that included new entrants, the stricter modern Formula 1 regulations result in fewer team led 

exploratory innovations and more regulator led directed innovation (e.g. mandatory hybrid 

engines with specific power output targets). However the FIA also learned to be careful with this 

model, when former Ferrari driver Michael Schumacher dominated the early 2000’s winning five 

consecutive championships, resulting in plummeting viewer numbers (Digital Trends, 2016). 

In addition to business goals, the FIA was also trying to remain relevant to road cars, and 

consequently the introduction of hybrid engines was an example of the use of the popularity of 

Formula 1 to drive acceptance of the technology in the main industry by making it more 

desirable to consumers (the interaction between the parent automotive industry and the FIA is 

outside the scope of this research but presents an equally interesting and important study of 

automotive innovation directions).  

The hybrid engine example of FIA directed innovation that was regulated in 2014, resulted in a 

narrowing of the field of engine suppliers, with only four engine manufacturers pursuing the 

new format; this includes teams that are not ‘works’ teams (i.e. Red bull and other teams that 

are not directly supported by a major manufacturer and are reliant on other manufacturers for 

equipment). Although dominance by engine manufacturers is not unusual (e.g. Cosworth and 

Ford DFV in the past), in the case of the hybrid engine it has occurred as a result of rule changes 

rather than as a result of the most superior engine technology available at the time. 

To illustrate this example, the FIA could have chosen a team-led exploratory approach which 

restricted fuel consumption to the point that hybrid engine technology the only option, instead 

of prescribing hybrid technology by itself.  A flow on effect of the organiser directed rule 

approach is that teams are reconsidering their position in the Formula 1 industry; for example 

1) Renault, who has been an engine supplier in Formula 1 for over 40 years (Renault, 2017) 

decided there were only limited benefits to the company in being an engine manufacturer alone 

and has now gone back to be a full race team (as well as an engine supplier) for the 2016 season; 

and 2) Ferrari, a works team that does not supply engines yet but at the same time does not 
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have any production cars that use a v6 turbo hybrid engine, creating a divergence within the 

marque from previous values. 

4.2.2 Motorsport teams: Renault Sport 

Groupe Renault (here after Renault) was founded in 1899 by Louis Renault. The company 

produces a range of cars and vans, and in the past has manufactured trucks, tractors, tanks, 

buses/coaches and auto rail vehicles.   Renaults alliance with Nissan make it the current  largest 

automobile manufacturer globally (Fortune, 2017). Renault’s Motorsport department, Renault 

Sport, came into existence with the merger of Renault-Gordini and Alpine in September 1976 

under the control of former racing driver Gerard Larrousse (Smith, 2008).  Renault Sport was 

established in 1976 as a result of the Alpine and Gordini competition departments which Renault 

acquired. From 1976 – 1986 and 1989 – 1997 Renault Sport ran the Renault Formula 1 program, 

as well as other racing efforts. Success has been found in Rally, Endurance, Production car series, 

and Formula 1. Renault was the first company to win a formula 1 race with a turbo engine (Smith, 

2008). More recently the Renault E.Dams team finished 1st and 3rd in the 2015- 2016 Formula E 

series, a race between electric cars, for which Renault is a technical partner (Renault edams, 

2016). Renault has clearly made a name for itself in motorsport, and closely links the 

experimental technology applied to motorsport in their road cars, with clear links between the 

experimental nature of motorsport and the technology applied to Renault productions cars. 

Within motorsport, the evolution of Renault engines defined by the assignment of a new engine 

type designation demonstrates the high pace of development in table 11 (Formula 1 Dictionary, 

2016). 

Renault Engine Progress 

Type: EF1, Year: 1977-1983 
Type: EF4, Year: 1984 

Type: EF4B, Year: 1984-1986 
Type: EF15, Year: 1985-1986 

Type: EF15B, Year: 1986 
Type: RS01, Year: 1989 
Type: RS02, Year: 1990 
Type: RS3, Year: 1991 

Type: RS3B, Year: 1991 
Type: RS3C, Year: 1992 
Type: RS4, Year: 1992 
Type: RS5, Year: 1993 
Type: RS6, Year: 1994 

Type: RS6B, Year: 1994 
Type: RS7, Year: 1995 

Type: RS7B, Year: 1995 
Type: RS7C, Year: 1995 
Type: RS8, Year: 1996 

Type: RS8B, Year: 1996 

Type: RS9, Year: 1997 
Type: RS9B, Year: 1997, 1998 

Type: RS21, Year: 2001 
Type: RS22, Year: 2002 
Type: RS23, Year: 2003 
Type: RS24, Year: 2004 

Type: RS24B, Year: 2004 
Type: RS25, Year: 2005 

Type: RS25B, Year: 2005 
Type: RS25C, Year: 2005 
Type: RS25D, Year: 2005 
Type: RS25E, Year: 2005 
Type: RS26, Year: 2006 

Type: RS26B, Year: 2006 
Type: RS26C, Year: 2006 
Type: RS26D, Year: 2006 
Type: RS26E, Year: 2006 

Type: RS27, Year: 2007-2012 
Type: Energy F1, Year: 2014 

Table 11: Renault engine progress in motorsport 
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Renault also supplied engines to other teams, including Red Bull Racing (2007–2015), Benetton 

Formula (1995–1997, 2001) and Williams (1989–1997, 2012–13) (Renault, 2014). In addition to 

its two own team Formula 1 World Constructors' Championships (2005, 2006) and two Drivers' 

Championships. As an engine supplier, Renault has contributed to nine other World Drivers' 

Championships.  

Renault as a marquee is a long-term motorsport competitor and values its success in multiple 

events beyond clear technical dominance. The Renault mantra claims the use of competition as 

a mechanism of performance, innovation and development, and proudly links the motorsport 

endeavours with the production models. In more recent times, promotion of the brand has 

equalled or surpassed the benefits of motorsport for technological innovation alone. Renault 

was selected as the firm in the relevant case study to develop the SCI theory, due to its iconic 

example of competition driven success in innovation in technology that has also been adopted 

in road car production. 
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4.3 Case Studies 

4.3.1 Case Study 1 - Turbocharging 

A normally aspirated engine is limited in the intake of oxygen for combustion by atmospheric 

pressure (14.7 psi). A forced induction engine utilises a compressor to compress air prior to 

intake by the engine and can significantly increase the available oxygen resulting in increased 

power and/or efficiency of the engine. A compressor can be mechanically driven (supercharger) 

or exhaust pressure driven (turbocharger). Both types have their strengths and weaknesses but 

ultimately the turbocharger has become the dominant forced induction technology as it does 

not take power from the engine to run the compressor. A turbocharger turbine can spin up to 

100,000 rpm and this requires very specific materials in order to be durable; this was a significant 

limiting factor for early turbocharger development. Historically a turbocharger was used on an 

engine to increase power; beneficial in planes and race cars, however turbocharger technology 

is more recently widely applied to production vehicles in the pursuit of efficiency and reduction 

of emissions (Artyomenko & Aronova, 2011) 

4.3.1.1 Early development – (1880 – 1960) 

A gear driven compressor for an engine was first developed and patented by Daimler in 1885 

and the turbo subsequently patented in 1905 by Albert Buchi. Although the technology was 

proven, it took until the 1920’s where the technology found its first home in aeroplanes, ships 

and industrial engines.  One of the earliest triggers for success of the turbo was the superiority 

of turbo plane engines at altitude which resulted in the technology advancing relatively rapidly 

in aviation. As the actual turbochargers reduced in size they were applied to smaller engines 

including automobiles. In 1925 Major Frank Halford, closely associated with both the aero-

engine and racing-car scenes, designed from scratch a 1.5 Litre engine with turbocharging for a 

racing car. Presumably the engine was intended to compete under the 1926-1927 1.5 L Grand 

Prix but never did. The 1930s saw car racing transform from high-priced road cars into 

specialised racers, with Alfa Romeo, Auto Union, Bugatti, Delage, Delahaye, and Mercedes-Benz 

constructing streamlined vehicles with engines producing up to 450 kW (603 hp), aided by 

multiple-stage supercharging. 

In the 1950’s turbochargers were used in trucks by Cummins, Scania, and Volvo, triggered by the 

development of the first compact turbocharger by Kurt Beirer. In 1962 the first production 

passenger cars with turbos were produced (in the US), the Oldsmobile Jetfire and the Chevrolet 

Corvair. During the 70’s many manufacturers experimented and produced turbo equipped cars, 

including Audi, Porsche, and SAAB (in many cases purely for motorsport homologation). In the 
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early 80’s the Mercedes 300 and the VW Golf were early production turbo diesel cars. It took 

until 1977 for a turbocharged car to enter the Formula 1 race, which seemed unusual as the 

American IndyCar series had turbo race cars since the early 70’s. The difference between the 

two series being the fact that Formula 1 involved much more acceleration and deceleration, 

which accentuated the effect of the turbo lag of the turbo engines of the time (Foxall & Johnston, 

1991).  

4.3.1.2 The turbocharging gamble – Renault perspective 

The introduction of the turbocharger to motorsport by Renault is an example of a new entrant 

with new technology displacing incumbents. Renault provides a transparent historical account 

of a competition-based innovation that was ultimately adopted into production cars. In the 

case of Renault, the turbo technology was in development in endurance racing (Le Mans), Rally 

and Formula 1 concurrently in the late 1970’s (Smith, 2010), and this is reflected in the 

numerous different engines Renault produced for each series that were experimentally 

turbocharged. Formula 1 was the most sought-after trophy and therefore highly desirable, 

consequently Renault focussed most of its efforts on this series at this time. Renault continues 

to consider Formula 1 as the most prestigious of motorsport with substantial marketing 

benefits (Forbes, 2018). 

 Renault’s application of the turbo technology in the Rally series is also of interest. As rally is 

based on a production car, Renault elected to use one of the existing common models, the R5, 

which had been available since 1972. For Rally the R5 was significantly revised including a mid-

mount location of the engine. Although there were other engine choices, the FIA rules about 

turbo engines dictated that it needed to be a small displacement engine to qualify for the chosen 

class. That led Renault to use one of the already existing 1397cc unit from the Renault 5 Alpine, 

but with output increased from a normally aspirated 93bhp to a turbocharged 162bhp, utilising 

equipment and knowledge developed in Le Mans and Formula 1. The R5 Turbo competed in the 

famed Group B class of World Rally which had fewer restrictions on engine power (it also 

resulted in numerous driver and spectator fatalities). Due to the homologation requirements of 

the Rally series, the little R5 turbo rally car would go on to be responsible for the adoption of 

the turbo into the first production turbo Renault road cars available, albeit produced only in 

small numbers. 

Like both Le Mans and Formula 1, this was a period of experimentation in Rally with turbo’s that 

would later become common in road going vehicles. Fast forward to 2014, and the turbo (twin 

turbo) is features in the new Renault 2014 V6 hybrid Formula 1 engines. The twin turbo provides 
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both a power and efficiency improvement of the internal combustion engine (ICE) to 

compliment the new hybrid electric power units. 

4.3.1.3 Turbo adoption in Formula 1 

The turbo displacement rule originally used in Formula 1 in 1966 was determined by the FIA 

using a theoretical calculation, and for 11 years it resulted in no entries racing with a turbo as it 

was believed by the teams that the power could not be achieved with such a small engine. The 

displacement rule was based on a simply mathematical formula of potential power from the 

engine and did not allow for weight savings, altitude racing or other externalities of the 

technology (such as its ongoing development across the period). The incumbent teams did not 

make any effort to adopt the technology across the 11-year period for these reasons, yet 

innovation by a new entrant proved successful, suggesting that disruptive innovation in 

motorsport occurs as previously described for the parent industry (Christensen, 2013; Smith, 

2012).  

Renault was specifically interested in using the smaller engine displacement option in 

combination with a turbo in Formula 1 as they had been successful with it in the other series, 

representing a benefit of prior experience (Smith, 2008). This was at a time when other 

manufacturers were familiar with and focussed on their higher displacement engines and most 

likely they found the displacement penalty too restrictive. It took Renault three years to prove 

the success of their turbocharged combination in Formula 1, with the first GP win in 1979, and 

this relatively sudden dominance resulted in Ferrari and then other manufacturers seeing the 

competitive advantage of the turbo and developing their own engines to match or beat the 

Renault (Foxall & Johnston, 1991). Ferrari, shown to be ambidextrous with innovation (Jenkins, 

2010), introduced their new turbo engine very swiftly for the 1981 season.  As the turbo’s 

improved and performance benefits became clear, by 1983 more than half of the field used 

turbocharged engines. Turbo proved the way to go from this point and from 1985, 8 years after 

the initial introduction, every entrant in Formula 1 had a turbocharged car. The turbo 

represented a disruptive innovation, which drove a rule change due to the power increase from 

285bhp in 1966 (pre-turbo) to 1300bhp in qualifying in 1986 (in conjunction with other 

innovations also, such as water injection and electronic ignition).  In response to safety and cost 

concerns the FIA progressively restricted turbo boost pressure in order to try to control the cars. 

In 1986 FIA even changed the rules to ban non-turbo engines, overturning the ban in 1987 by 

implementing fuel maximums, eliminating pitstops, reducing rev counts, boost pressure and 

finally a total ban of turbocharging due to safety concerns over the speeds being reached. The 

ban was also designed to control spiralling costs of R&D being carried out by companies such as 
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Honda and Ferrari. The exciting developmental period from 1977 to the 1988 is consequently 

described as the ‘turbo era’ in Formula 1. 

Data of the performance of the turbo engines has been collected using pole position rather than 

race wins, which would introduce a complex array of other factors such as unrelated mechanical 

failure. This variable shows that it was in 1982 that Renault demonstrated command of the 

technology, with 10 pole positions across the season, this result is supported by a low standard 

deviation, representing performance consistency. This coincided with a performance 

breakthrough with the engine design, with electronic injection and two-flap air intake boosting 

the power output by 10%. At the same time race finishes increased from 0% to 43% across the 

6-year effort. Unfortunately, Renault was never able to take the constructors championship 

during this time, despite leading the way with the new technology. The adoption of the 

technology by other teams is evident in Renault’s pole position average which slipped from 3 to 

nearly 12 in the following 3 years (1983 – 1985). 

 

Figure 13: Renault pole position across turbo period 
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Figure 14: Turbo entrant starts and finishes across turbo period 

4.3.2 Case Study 2 - Hybrid Engine  

A Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV, or Hybrid) utilises a conventional internal combustion engine 

(ICE) in conjunction with one or more electric motors. The benefit of the hybrid engine is that 

the fuel efficiency benefits of the electric drive component are combined with the range of the 

internal combustion component. Key to hybrids performance is the use of regenerative braking, 

which utilises the vehicle kinetic energy and converts it into electrical energy stored in the 

battery for later use (FIA, 2015). 

4.3.2.1 Hybrid history  

For the first time in history, the 2014 Formula 1 season required all of the cars to be fitted with 

a hybrid engine, supplied to all teams exclusively by Ferrari, Mercedes and Renault (later others) 

(Renault, 2014). It is worth noting that previous years had used similar technology, specifically 

the Kinetic Energy Recovery System (KERS). The 2014 engine is referred to as a ‘power unit’ as 

the internal combustion engine (ICE) works in conjunction with two electric motors (one on the 

turbo and one on the driveline) The result is similar power to the previous non-hybrid engines 

but with 35% less fuel consumption. The capacity of the engine is not more than 1600cc, only 

slightly bigger than the 1500cc of the turbo era.  

The FIA is committed to improving fuel efficiency (FIA, 2015) of the race cars in order to remain 

relevant to road cars, most evident by the mandatory requirement of Formula 1 engines and the 

hybrid category in the prototype class of Le Mans racing. In response to the introduction of the 

hybrid requirement into Formula 1, only Mercedes, Ferrari and Renault produced engines to the 
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new hybrid requirements in 2014, with Cosworth ceasing to supply engines. Honda returned in 

2015 with their own compliant hybrid engine, partnering McLaren who had used Mercedes 

power for the 2014 season. At the time of writing, all of the Formula 1 engine suppliers do not 

make a hybrid road car, although both Renault and Honda make a fully electric car. Despite this 

they are still a leading engine manufacturer of hybrid engines for Formula 1. 

A critical component of the hybrid power unit is the battery, which has a minimum weight of 

20kg, to power the 120kW motor. There is limited flexibility in the rules, with flywheel and 

capacitor storage both allowed options. The modern version of the hybrid Formula 1 engine 

combines twice the power with a performance effect around ten times greater compared to 

previous generations. It comprises two motor generator units (MGU-K and MGU-H), plus an 

Energy Store and associated control electronics. The motor generator units convert mechanical 

and heat energy to electrical energy and vice versa (FIA, 2014).  The MGU-K (where the ‘K’ stands 

for kinetic) converts kinetic energy generated under braking into electricity (rather than it 

escaping as heat). It also acts as a motor under acceleration, returning up to 120kW 

(approximately 160bhp) power to the drivetrain from the Energy Store.  MGU-H (where the ‘h’ 

stands for heat) is an energy recovery system connected to the turbocharger of the engine and 

converts heat energy from exhaust gases into electrical energy. The energy can then be used to 

power the MGU-K (and thus returned to the drivetrain) or be retained in the Energy Store for 

subsequent use. Unlike the MGU-K which is limited to recovering 2MJ of energy per lap, the 

MGU-H is unlimited. The MGU-H also controls the speed of the turbo, speeding it up (to prevent 

turbo lag) or slowing it down in place of a more traditional wastegate. A maximum of 4MJ per 

lap can be returned to the MGU-K and from there to the drivetrain - that’s ten times more than 

was possible with previous generation engines. That means drivers have access to an additional 

160bhp or so for approximately 33 seconds per lap (Formula1.com, 2019). This innovative 

application has a direct relevance to the manufacturers production vehicle despite being tested 

in a prototype series. 

24 Hours of Le Mans 

Hybrid technology is not unique to Formula 1. Within the LMP1 category at Le Mans, the class is 

separated into hybrid and non-hybrid cars. This is specifically to encourage the development of 

hybrid engine technology amongst the manufacturers. Such example cars include the Audi R18, 

the Porsche 919 and the Toyota.  By way of example both the Audi and Porsche cars separate 

the drive into front and rear, with the rear wheels driven by the internal combustion engine (ICE) 

and the front wheels driven by a 200 – 300kW electric motor. Unlike in Formula 1, Le Mans 
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drivers have no control of the hybrid boost, instead it is preprogramed, and boost buttons are 

banned. 

The FIA governed rules for Le Mans allow significant freedom in the hybrid engine category, 

primarily to do with the mode of energy storage (flywheel, capacitor, battery). As of 2016, only 

Audi, Porsche, and Toyota have a hybrid entry in the P1 category (prototype). This is 

representative of a fundamental difference in the Le Mans racing – endurance. As FIA ‘Head of 

Powertrain’, Fabrice Lom explains: “It is vital to use our resources with care. The game is still to 

go fast, but to go fast spending less – less money and less energy…In future, the best car in 

Formula One will be the most efficient. This is what the new power unit regulations are designed 

to promote.”  (FIA, 2014). 

4.3.2.2 An innovation opportunity for Renault  

Many manufacturers, including Renault, had a keen interest in pursuing hybrid or full electric 

systems in motorsport, as they are now looking closely at hybrid or battery electric vehicle for 

mainstream production, making the technologies application to motorsport highly relevant. Of 

the three major events that include hybrid or full electric drive; Formula 1 (hybrid), Le Mans P1 

(hybrid), and Formula E (full electric), Renault is active in two (Formula 1 and Formula E). Their 

dedication to hybrid was made clear by Renault who argued strongly in favour of the hybrid 

engines in Formula 1 for the 2014 season. As a Formula 1 engine manufacturer, Renault was 

required to produce a hybrid engine in order to remain in the Formula 1 engine field for the 

2014 season. The development path in the hybrid case study is reversed compared to the turbo 

case as the technology already existed in road cars for some years before. Renault had already 

been making electric cars and could see the benefit of enhancing this technology through 

Formula 1, for both the technical knowledge as well as the marketing benefits. Prior to the 

introduction of the hybrid engines, Renault had made it clear to the regulations committee 

several years ago that they would only remain in Formula 1 if the sport moved to the turbo 

hybrid rules that came into force at the start of 2014 (Motorsport.com, 2016). What this 

requirement did is to draw the sport toward road-relevancy, by controlling fuel use. In absence 

of this requirement the race can easily be seen as a horsepower competition, which was quickly 

becoming outdated in the modern automotive environment where most manufacturers were 

either developing or considering an electric or hybrid powertrain. The lazy attitude of Formula 

1 resulted in it now being surpassed in technology by road cars, which was a first for the industry. 

Prior to this time although many technologies were tested in a small scale in road going vehicles, 

it was through Formula 1 that it was perfected. This is the result that was hoped for with the 

inclusion of hybrid engines into Formula 1. 
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4.4 Motorsport TOE Analysis  

The analysis of the two case studies has identified findings that impact the processes of 

innovation in a competition environment. The Technology – Organisation – Environment (TOE) 

Framework has been used to assess the impact of various factors on the processes of innovation 

within the motorsport competition environment. 

4.4.1 Innovation (Technology) 

The following TOE criteria have been identified as important for the technical aspects of the 

processes of technological innovation in the competition environment: Technological Readiness, 

Compatibility, Observability, Trialability, Relative Advantage, Relevance. 

Agile competition rules enable innovation 

TOE factors:  Opportunity, Technological Readiness, Compatibility 

The generation and prototyping of innovation often occurs ahead of a compliance period to 

prove the compatibility of the innovation with the parent industry regulations. Technological 

readiness is a not a guarantee for immediate adoption due to the extended amount of time that 

is required prior to adoption. Such a process can lead to many years of development and 

compliance as is evident in industries such as pharmaceuticals and others that use advanced 

technology. As is clear from the turbo case and hybrid case study, the staged competition 

environment provides both an opportunity to test an innovation and demonstrate its 

compatibility with existing technology in an environment that has increased observability. As is 

seen on the turbo case study regulation changes, it is a lack of regulation related to forced 

induction that allowed the initial use, and then frequent rule changes further redirected the 

development of the technology. A need can also be created by the organiser of the competition 

by introducing rules that require a particular innovation, as is evident form the hybrid engine 

case study, where despite the challenges presented the competition environment has been 

directed by the organiser.  

Therefore, agile regulations are of key importance to the ability of an innovation to be developed 

for later adoption. This opportunity is therefore attractive to manufacturers who wish to 

progress their innovations outside the parent industry in a controlled environment. 

Compatibility between the innovation and their current technology was found to be an 

important criterion for both case study technologies. At the firm level, compatibility represents 

the ability of the innovation to meet the performance needs of the technology, such as engine 

power, durability, and weight as well as organisational compatibility, such as prior experience 
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with the technology in other series. Although there was a degree of uncertainty, the turbo had 

high compatibility as a technology that had been used previously, compatibility from a 

technology perspective, and worked with the internal desire to maintain smaller engine 

displacements.  The turbo technology did not specifically represent any compatibility with the 

FIA, and consequently the technology was allowed alongside normally aspirated engines for 

many years. As the turbo technology began to compromise the goals of the FIA, the technology 

was banned or restricted, so that the FIA’s own interests were protected. In some cases, the lack 

of compatibility with the FIA goals at the industry level was at odds with the compatibility of the 

technology at the Firm level. 

As described, the FIA has made it clear that relevance to road cars, such as fuel efficiency, is now 

a key goal of Formula 1, as is reflected in the hybrid engine requirements of all Formula 1 teams 

and the hybrid category in the prototype class of Le Mans racing. In regulating hybrid 

technology, the FIA considered the key benefits of the technology for the race series and 

considers the readiness and compatibility of the technology with the team’s current technology. 

The technological benefits of hybrid innovation for Renault are relatively clear – it is well 

connected to the innovation pathway for their road cars and represents an opportunity to 

progress the already existing knowledge inhouse. The results of Renault’s involvement with 

hybrid Formula 1 will be compatible with the R&D aspects of their production cars. The 

opportunity for the teams to influence the rules to their advantage was evident when Renault 

made it clear that they would cease to be involved in Formula 1 unless the hybrid engine rule 

came into effect shows both Renaults belief in the technology and the power of Formula 1 

experimentation for its own innovation benefits, as well as the influence individual teams have 

over the direction of the regulations (representing co-dependence). 

Focussed rules for a defined outcome 

TOE Factors: Relative Advantage 

The staged competition environment of motorsport in the turbo era provides a clear goal for 

each team to target, overall car speed and reliability. Such a defined target within the 

competition environment emphasises even a small relative advantage for the team. In order to 

take advantage of this opportunity, Renault used their past experience with the turbo from 

other race series and made the decision to implement the turbo innovation in Formula 1. Once 

a number of technical difficulties were resolved, the benefits of a smaller turbocharged engine 

provided a relative advantage to Renault leading to pole positions and eventually race wins.  

Following this decision, the competition environment provides a high degree of trialability and 

observability which allows for the necessary testing to occur with continual feedback on 
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performance. This eventually led to the diffusion and adoption of the turbo across the entire 

competition field. As the rules tightened up over time it was more difficult for teams to gain a 

relative advantage from the reducing solution space available and this led to more competitive 

racing. In contrast as seen in the hybrid engine case study, the FIA provides very prescriptive 

rules for Formula 1 competition such that the teams are very limited in opportunity to 

experiment with technology. The focussed rules represent the setting of a specific direction for 

innovation by the organiser. The primary objective of the introduction of the hybrid technology 

is to demonstrate relevance to fuel efficiency requirements of production cars that were already 

experimenting with the technology.  Rather than providing very strict rules and a small solution 

space, the organiser could also have targeted fuel efficiency of the race cars with open rules and 

a large solution space by limiting the total fuel use of the cars for the race, and the freedom of 

the teams to experiment with technology they were familiar with. Regardless, the FIA 

determined that there was a level of technological readiness and compatibility in the 

introduction of the hybrid technology, which was influenced by the parent industry. The ability 

of the regulator to make such a large decision so quickly is an attribute of the competition 

environment that is unseen in the normal market. 

Rapid progress through competition frequency 

TOE Factors: Observability, Trialability 

There is no opportunity for trialability and observability in the parent environment beyond 

internal R&D and testing processes. The staged competition environment provides an 

opportunity for a team to test a prototype and make continual improvements at a faster rate 

due to the frequency of events within the competition series. Ongoing testing of innovation in 

the cars are then fully trialled at the next event against the competitor teams allowing the 

necessary testing to occur with continual feedback on performance. Such repetition of 

competition is a clear benefit of the competition environment in both the turbo and hybrid case 

studies. Renault Sport was experienced with the turbo technology and based on the repetition 

of events, this provided the ability for Renault to counter their uncertainty about the 

performance ability of the innovation.  The repetition of events therefore represents a 

significant difference from the processes of technological innovation that occur in the normal 

industry, where an innovation undergoes internal testing prior to approval for sale. 

The trialability benefits of the staged competition environment are evidently beneficial to 

Renault including the alternating period of experimentation and competition, which accelerate 

the innovation process. It would be possible for Renault to invest in and develop the hybrid 

technology in the competition environment and then adopt it into production vehicles outside 
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of the competition environment. The competition environment also provides the opportunity 

of observability between teams, allowing more opportunity for diffusion of technology between 

teams. The result of the observability and trialability that results from a high frequency of 

competitions is likely to increase the rate of innovation development and diffusion within the 

competition environment. 

Innovation adoption from competition 

TOE Factor: Relevance 

The perceived relevance of innovation to the parent industry is critical to its final adoption for 

use. Although a prototype competition like Formula 1 is unlikely to provide an opportunity for 

direct adoption between the prototype Formula 1 cars and production cars, innovation is 

diffused to other teams, to other racing series such as rally and Le Mans and is then indirectly 

adopted into production cars. This process is evident in Renault, as a company that is involved 

in different levels of motorsport and proudly proclaims its use of Formula 1 technology in its 

high-end road vehicles. 

Beyond the basic need for compatibility, the relevance of the innovations is dictated by the 

strictness of the rules, which dictates the size of the solution space and therefore impacts the 

potential for adoption of innovation at the industry level – Renault does not sell Formula 1 cars. 

The displacement penalty of a turbo engine made most teams believe that a smaller 

turbocharged engine would not be competitive, especially for teams such as Ferrari that were 

invested in a larger displacement engine. The turbo example is an early example where the 

innovation occurred from open rules and a large solution space with a disruptive outcome that 

had unknown relevance to the industry. The hybrid example illustrates the importance of 

relevance as a targeted outcome and required strict rules and a smaller solution space. 

4.4.2 Firm (Organisation) 

The following TOE criteria have been identified as important for the organisational aspects of 

the processes of technological innovation in the competition environment: Leadership, Top 

Management Support, Prior Experience, Collaboration, Financial Resources, Innovativeness, and 

Size. 

Independent decision making 

TOE Factors: Leadership, Top Management Support 

The FIA as an organisation does not report to any other body, such as a government agency. 

Although its structure requires accountability, the regulations are determined by the regulation 
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committee in conjunction with the race team representatives. The FIA is independently 

responsible for the regulation changes, which includes ongoing monitoring. All of these changes 

impact the performance of the car, financial decisions for teams, and race procedures. 

Compared to the rigidity of the parent industry, such agile regulations can also be used to 

improve competitive balance between the teams (Mastromarco and Runkel 2009).  

Seasonal rule changes are more likely to be introduced and be comprehensive when a team has 

been dominant in the previous season. Mastromarco and Runkel (2004) have shown that a unit 

increase in the standard deviation of points scored by the teams in a Formula 1 season 

significantly raises the expected number of rule changes in the next season by about 3%. There 

are many different reasons to modify the rules each for the benefit of the teams (cost, safety, 

fairness) or of the racing (close racing, excitement etc). The response of the FIA to the dominance 

of the team is usually to attempt to create competitive balance, as close competition increases 

race excitement and viewer interest. However, regulation changes do not occur in isolation, it is 

the result of the collaboration of the teams and the FIA and amending the rules to ensure 

competitiveness. The collaborative approach of the teams and the desire for close racing results 

in continual regulatory evolution drives innovation, in contrast to the static nature of regulations 

in the parent industry. Such a role in directing the competition environment therefore 

represents leadership in innovation by the organiser in conjunction with the support role of the 

teams.  The Hybrid engine innovation in Formula 1 united the teams’ efforts in accordance with 

the new direction, which represents a planned directed innovation, in contrast to the disruptive 

innovation by a new entrant into the field with the turbo.  The hybrid mandate reduced number 

of engine suppliers resulted in multiple teams using the same engine, pushing industry level 

innovation away from engines and towards chassis and aerodynamics, and was at the risk of 

teams walking away. However, the decision was a demonstration of the leadership and 

decisiveness of the organiser in response to market pressure from the parent industry, both 

internally (by Renault) and externally by the prevalence of the hybrid technology as an emissions 

reduction solution. The unique position of the FIA to make agile decisions without any external 

or higher-level approvals is unique to the Competition Environment and is unseen in the normal 

industry, which would undergo extensive consultation and years before such a mandatory 

introduction could be made. 

The flexibility of such agile regulations requires an equally adaptable approach from teams, 

specifically the commitment of the top management. If a manufacturer perceived its continued 

involvement in the competition to risk its reputation through continual poor performance, this 

is likely to result in the team withdrawing. For these reasons, the top management support of 
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the race team, in conjunction with the confidence in the organiser to maintain equity is critical 

to the competition. This suggests that in addition to a confident and expert organiser, teams 

must be committed and work in conjunction with the organiser to produce a mutually beneficial 

outcome. 

Demonstration of mutual benefit 

TOE Factors: Collaboration 

An important goal for FIA as the governing body of Formula 1 is to sustain a high level of 

competition so that audience interest is kept high (Mastromarco and Runkel 2009). This has two 

goals, a short and a long term one: (i) no team should dominate Formula 1 completely in the 

short term, and (ii) the cost of competing in Formula 1 should be kept manageable in the long 

term so that new teams are drawn to the sport and those already competing are not driven out.  

These goals are conflicting with individual team goals that aim to win as many races as possible 

and are prepared to go to any length to achieve that (Papachristos 2014), but the regulations 

are determined with the input of the teams. This has led in some cases to sudden changes (e.g. 

allowing the Audi quattro to Rally) as a result of lobbying (including Renault requesting hybrid 

engines). These regulation changes bring forth a response from teams that can potentially 

manifest in three levels – component, firm and industry (Jenkins and Floyd, 2001). The example 

of ground effect in the 1970s is characteristic. Teams quickly adapted to the major potential 

performance benefits that could be gained and the FIA and regulatory input teams quickly 

agreed on what was acceptable for competition.  

From an organisational perspective, the FIA demonstrates exceptional flexibility which is 

enabled through its autonomy and independence. This dynamic flexibility is unique to the 

competition environment. However, the co-dependent need for competitive balance is a self-

managing driver of innovation, as a result of the regulation changes. The co-dependency of the 

organiser and teams leads to a degree of collaboration that is unseen in the parent industry, 

although firms also pursue their own individual success (e.g. financial), the Regulator of the 

industry has no role in ensuring equity of the regulations to maintain the industry. The 

equivalent of the competition environment co-dependency being applied to the parent industry 

would be for the regulator to make regular changes to the regulations to ensure a competitive, 

innovative and mutually beneficial outcome.  

The benefit of co-dependency to innovation is through the communication between the two 

parties regarding the changes and the opportunity for the teams to impact the decisions made 

by the organiser. This is a unique feature of competitions with a continuity between the events, 
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teams and Organiser. The co-dependency results in confidence of the teams that innovation will 

be able to be used to benefit the teams.  However, the turbo example is one that demonstrates 

the potential for abrupt changes to the loss of the teams. 

Encourage radicalness through a large solution space  

TOE Factors: Innovativeness, Prior Experience 

The analysis of the relative advantage of an innovation generated showed that a large solution 

space impacts the radicalness of an innovation which may provide teams a relative advantage. 

The size of the solution space is determined the organiser in determination of the goals of the 

competition which should be a clear target by the teams based on the rules of the competition. 

A small solution space will provide incremental innovation as opportunities are limited, and 

adoption of technology will converge between teams. If the goal of a competition is to generate 

radical innovation, the rulemaking should be limited to overall targets resulting in a large 

solution space. This does not mean that there can be very few rules; it requires that there is 

minimal limitation regarding the idea’s generation and prototyping. The more recent hybrid case 

study represents a very small solution space with regards the capability of the cars, given all of 

the specific parameters that are required to be complied with.  

Resources of teams in competition 

TOE Factors: Financial Resources 

Irrespective of the modes and rules of a competition, adoption of innovation into the parent 

industry is the key measure of success of innovation from competition. The analysis of the two 

motorsport case studies shows that for adoption to occur back to the parent industry, there 

needs to be a pathway in place and willingness of firms for this to occur.  

Renault was well prepared for the introduction of the turbo into the Formula 1 competition 

environment due to their innovative culture and prior experience with the technology, and 

external financial support from Elf Aquitaine (Smith 2008). Elf Aquitaine was a French owned oil 

company that saw major benefits in sponsoring motorsport. For a period, Elf Aquitaine and 

Renault were co-owned by the French Government, and a long-term partnership was 

developed. Despite the close association, Elf Aquitaine acted as the funding client of Renault 

and paid Renault to develop engines and cars to win races. Without these external financial 

resources, Renault quite likely would not have been involved in motorsport. The financial 

resources of a team represent their potential for involvement and capability to innovation within 

the competition environment. 
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This client led desire provided resources to the engineers to develop engines that could beat the 

competition, which included utilising the best engineers, money for the materials and 

equipment. There was a reliance on external providers, such as KKK and Garrett turbo 

manufacturers, who also innovated to achieve Renaults goals. The internal structure of Renault, 

and the substantial support of a Financier led provided Renault with the resources required to 

pursue the development of the innovation. In this regard, the same arrangement could also 

occur in the normal industry and therefore the organisational factors are not considered as 

significant in the development of the innovation (it could have also occurred in the normal 

industry). 

4.4.3 Industry (Environment) 

The following TOE criteria have been identified as important for the environmental aspects of 

the processes of technological innovation in the competition environment: Industry structure, 

Competitive Pressure, Supplier Support, Repetition, Agile Regulation, Innovation Opportunity, 

Large Solution Space, Market Pressure 

Designing the agile regulation 

TOE Factors: Industry Structure, Innovation Opportunity, Agile Regulations 

The stakeholders of the competition environment are a subset of the industry environment, with 

its own unique environment and operating conditions. As has been described, there are several 

key features of this environment, and the agile regulations are critically important to attracting 

firms to form teams to participate. This compact environment creates a unique environment 

within which innovation can be pursued by teams within the scope of the rules that are defined 

by the control of the organiser. The motorsport competition environment has now grown large 

enough that it is described as its own industry where firms exist within the competition 

environment, however, the size of the competition environment is not important if it is self-

sustaining and providing beneficial innovation (amongst other possible goals).  

The motorsport competition environment matured into an industry between the turbo era and 

the modern hybrid era, however the stakeholders, goals of the competition and interest by 

teams has not changed significantly. This suggests that the competition environment is 

perceived as beneficial to each stakeholder and the format is retained independently from the 

parent industry. As Formula 1 viewers are now in the millions as a result of globalised television, 

the teams now benefit more from marketing than team led exploratory innovation which was 

more characteristic of the earlier Formula 1 days. For a competition to be successful there must 

be a mutually beneficial outcome for both the teams and the organiser, and within this 
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environment there is considerable scope for the direction of innovation that is subject to the 

competition goals, leadership of the organiser, innovativeness of the teams, and the size of the 

solution space. The influence of the competition environment on the parent industry is a result 

of the careful direction of the organiser, which has more recently addressed the importance of 

an adoption pathway to respond to a market need for the innovation that is closely aligned to 

the parent industry regulations. 

A staged competition is subject to significant regulatory change year by year but otherwise is 

required to be a stable environment to provide confidence to teams to continue. There should 

be a similar number of competitors and events year on year, at the same tracks with similar 

goals and outcomes. Mansfield (1968) suggests that peaks and troughs of markets are perceived 

as uncertain and firms prefer to invest in new technology in intermediate points which are 

perceived to be more stable. This therefore means that the process of innovation is slowed at 

sometimes significantly by market uncertainty which is less of a concern in a staged competition, 

which is concerned with stability of the competition environment but willingness to accept 

agility in rule changes. 

Stimulating the teams to perform 

TOE Factors: Competitive Pressure 

Competitive pressure occurs as a result of a large number of teams innovating to achieve the 

same outcome within a given timeframe and leads to faster innovation. In addition to 

competitive pressure under competitive conditions, the repetition of the competition also drive 

innovation across multiple events, therefore leading to an ongoing increased innovation 

process. Effectively, competitive pressure increases the rate of innovation. Modern Formula 1 

rules are specifically designed to increase competitive pressure through the control of the 

focussed task targeted by a number of teams in an ongoing series (Mastromarco & Runkel, 

2009). Competitive pressure would also have driven the innovation in the turbo case study, 

albeit without the input of the organiser. In this example it was not until the turbo was 

introduced and shown to be successful that competitive pressure was felt by the other teams. 

Conversely, Renault would have experienced competitive pressure from its rival teams to prove 

the technology. The effect of this environment would also have contributed to the increased 

rate of innovation by Renault.  

Control of the rules 

TOE Factors: Large Solution Space 
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During the turbo era, the FIA provided a large solution space which was a benefit to teams when 

compared to the constrained parent industry environment, a strategy which allows radical 

innovation and a measured pace of adoption to occur (Baker, 2012).  Tushman and Anderson 

(1986) described innovations as being competence enhancing or competence destroying, and 

the actions of the FIA across the turbo period were mostly competence destroying innovations 

(e.g. banning technology) as a result of progressively tightening the rules and thus reducing the 

solution space., resulting in a new direction being required of the teams. Although the bans were 

due to safety, costs, or for competitive balance (Hill & Rothaermel, 2003)the lost technological 

development also comes at price previously ignored, as banned technology is not further 

developed in motorsport and therefore less likely to be adopted by the main industry. In the 

case of the turbo, there was enough traction in the main industry that it continued to be used 

despite the Formula 1 ban. 

Provide competition frequency 

 TOE Factors: Repetition 

The unique competition series with multiple events results in alternation between R&D periods 

and race events, the latter acting as the testing phase. This is in contrast to a normal market-

based industry where R&D is continuous, and testing is held as required without any visibility by 

other firms or the public. The benefit of the high repetition of events is to accelerate both the 

R&D process (to be ready for the next event), and to increase the trialability and observability 

of the innovation, which leads to a higher rate of innovation. To illustrate this, Renault Sport 

developed approximately 1 new engine per calendar year, significantly more than the number 

developed for the production vehicles that were produced in much greater numbers. 

Other considerations 

The motorsport case study defines how the staged competition environment contributes to the 

innovation potential and potential financial benefits of teams that participate. Benefits to firms 

from motorsport is therefore described in two ways: 

1. Direct R&D benefit to firm, where innovations are tested and brought to market for 

financial gain through use in production cars. The direct R&D benefits are the main focus 

of this research, for potential application to the Australian construction industry. 

2. Marketing benefits, where motorsport success (through innovation) can be utilised as a 

marketing tool for Renault as a whole. Indirect benefits such as marketing has proven 

to be a powerful strategy for firms to market their product based on the success of their 

prototypes in a competition environment. This strategy is so powerful that Formula 1 
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has race teams that are not associated with a vehicle manufacturer (and consequently 

only benefit from the indirect marketing benefits). 

The turbocharging innovation is a good example of where Renault benefited both directly and 

indirectly. Internally, the Renault engineers developed knowledge and reliability in 

turbocharging and applied it to the production models. Externally, the success in motorsport 

demonstrated the technical superiority of Renaults engines which can be capitalised on as a 

marketing benefit. In addition to the above primary drivers of a firm’s participation, the teams 

clearly enjoy the challenge of competition, which is exciting to be involved with.   
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4.5 Motorsport Case Study Analysis 

The motorsport case study research demonstrates some important findings using the TOE 

framework analysis which identifies the key differences between motorsport staged 

competition environment and the parent industry environment. The turbocharger and the 

hybrid engine cases demonstrate several similarities in the competition environment that 

contribute to the processes of technological innovation. In some cases, factors were absent in 

one case study however the absence highlighted deficiencies in the context of the case.  

4.5.1 Impact of the Organiser on Innovation  

Innovation can occur quickly in the motorsport competition environment, such as with rapid 

engine development in the prototype racing classes. Prototype classes are relatively free to 

develop and apply technology for trialling in their race cars, and this results in purpose-built 

engines for developmental benefits that are not intended for the road. The rapid innovation in 

the prototype class is directly related to the freedom of regulations, fast rule changes, R&D 

budget allocations, and demonstrable marketing benefits (i.e. the benefit of motorsport). The 

prototype classes such as Formula 1 filter technology into the production race classes through 

knowledge sharing (within a company), particularly where the company is involved in a range of 

different motorsport classes. This process is enabled largely by the agile regulations and 

freedom within the rules of the competition. In the case of the innovation impacting the broader 

goals of the competition (such as safety), the organiser can make rule changes to provide a 

competitive race environment, thus controlling the innovation efforts for the benefit of the 

organiser and/or the parent industry. The case studies show the independence of the organiser 

to make regulatory changes, but as a closed environment also illustrates the importance of the 

co-dependency between the organiser and the participating teams. 

The flexibility of the rules which are under the control of the organiser define the freedom teams 

have in exploring the solution space for innovation. In the turbo case, the FIA had limited 

involvement in the direction of the innovation (providing a large solution space). In the hybrid 

case, the FIA was directive and required teams to use and develop this innovation (providing a 

small solution space). A small solution space reduces the opportunity for teams to achieve a 

relative advantage, which is a driver of innovation. A unique feature of a competition 

environment is the need to for both competitive pressure and competitive balance. This is a 

requirement of the success of the competition in the long term and should provide some 

equality between teams. The scale of rule changes year on year in Formula 1 is shown to 

correlate with the closeness of the racing (Papachristos, 2014) 
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Despite the benefits of close competition, one of the methods to achieve this is through 

rulemaking that favours the poorer performing teams. This may drive or retard innovation but 

either way it is less likely to result in fewer radical innovations due to the uniformity of the 

requirement. 

4.5.2 Impact of Teams on Innovation 

Renault was a new entrant that introduced a disruptive innovation to Formula 1 in 1977 that 

exploited a forgotten rule in the FIA regulations and was compatible with the companies 

experience and existing technology (based on their prior experience with small displacement 

engines and success in other race series with turbocharging). This was in response to flexibility 

in the rules. The diffusion of the new innovation (turbocharger) to the other competitors in the 

competition was fast compared to the diffusion rates in the parent industry despite a lack of 

technological readiness of the other competitors. The competition frequency creates trialability 

and observability which is not seen in the parent industry. This was evident in the uptake of the 

new technology by Ferrari (and eventually other teams) following the introduction by Renault, 

demonstrating the fast diffusion of the technology and agility and recognition of relative 

advantage from the new technology. This example illustrates how teams are more willing to 

take a risk on the introduction of a radical innovation within a competition environment due to 

the emphasis of the relative advantage that is provided, and the minimal downside compared 

with a similar risk in the parent industry market. Relative advantage, technological compatibility 

and trialability all drive such innovations.  

Similar factors impacted the innovation of the hybrid technology however the key difference 

being the way the innovation was introduced into the competition environment. Hybrid 

technology was a requirement set by the organiser as a function of rule changes. This industry 

led innovation process originated from the need of the motorsport competition to demonstrate 

relevance to the parent industry. Due to the previously established technology within the parent 

industry, the teams in Formula 1 were allowed a smaller solution space within which to innovate. 

Although this resulted in the development of hybrid engines, the result was incremental 

improvements to the technology. In contrast, the organiser could have addressed the ‘need’, 

which was to reduce fuel use in the competition. The need to maintain relevance was driven by 

marketing and financial needs of both the organiser and the teams. 

4.5.3 Industry Adoption  

Adoption by industry represents a key interaction between the competition environment and 

the parent industry. Adoption from the competition environment to the parent industry is 
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critical to the success of the innovation. Adoption can occur due to the successful alignment of 

the innovation to an already established market ‘need’ subject to industry constraints such as 

production and cost. Adoption can also occur as a requirement of participation in the 

competition through the homologation requirements that exist as part of the production 

classes. Under such requirements manufacturers are required to demonstrate similarity 

between the road going versions and their race cars. The homologation requirement effectively 

forces the adoption of a motorsport technological innovation into the parent industry for it to 

be used in competition. Due to the close relationship between the teams with motorsport and 

the parent industry firm (Such as Renault and Renault Sport) the parent industry also values the 

innovation for their production models, initially in the high-end performance vehicles. The 

adopted innovations in the high-end production cars then filters down to the standard models 

for sale. The hybrid case study also illustrated the use of the competition environment as an 

opportunity to develop technology. Renault was active in influencing the rules of the Formula 1 

series to maximise the benefit of the competition for their use to develop their hybrid 

technology. 

4.5.4 Summary of the TOE Analysis 

The relevant TOE factors from both motorsport case studies are shown below. 

TOE Factor Shared features Turbo only Hybrid only 

Technology  
Technological Readiness 

Compatibility 
Observability 

Trialability 

Relative Advantage Relevance 

Organisation 

Leadership 
Top Management Support 

Prior Experience 
Collaboration 

Financial Resources 

Innovativeness Size 

Environment 
Industry Structure 

 Competitive Pressure  
Repetition 

 Supplier Support 

Large Solution Space  
Agile Regulation  

Innovation Opportunity 
 

Market Pressure 

Table 12: Application of TOE Factors in motorsport case study 

Table 12 shows the TOE factors that are responsible for an increase in the rate and radicalness 

of innovation in the competition environment. These factors primarily relate to the internal 

application of the innovation to the team developing the innovation and the teams within the 

competition that observe the innovation in use. The organisational criteria highlight the 

properties of the team developing the innovation that contribute to its increased rate or 

radicalness. These factors primarily relate to the ability and commitment of the team and its 

resources to pursue the innovation within the competition. A small, poorly funded team is less 
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likely to innovate as a well-funded larger team can. The environment criteria illustrate the 

importance of the competitive pressure of the environment as well as the industry structure. 

There is a balance between the relevance of the competition to the parent industry which 

requires stricter rules and a smaller solution space, resulting in less radical innovation. More 

radical innovation is a result of flexible rules providing a larger solution space and the rate of 

innovation is a function of the observability and trialability which is related to the repetition of 

events, continuity of the organiser and teams.  

4.6 Summary 

Chapter 4 presents two technological case studies from the motorsport staged competition 

environment for the purposes of building theory to explain the processes of innovation in staged 

competitions. The case studies identify several TOE factors that influence the progression of the 

two case study innovations through the competition environment. Both innovations 

demonstrated the benefits of competition as a new mechanism for innovation, the agility of the 

competition environment to direct the innovation efforts and the importance of a pathway back 

to the parent industry for adoption into production cars. These findings provide the basis for the 

development of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory that is used to describe the 

processes of innovation in a competition environment.  
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5 The Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) Theory 

“In the long run, competition makes us better…it drives innovation” – Dennis Muilenburg 

This chapter introduces the new Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory which has been 

developed from the analysis of two motorsport case studies, with each representing radical 

innovations at different points in time in a documented successful competition series. Where 

the DOI and TOE theories can explain the processes of innovation under competitive market 

forces, the SCI theory explains the processes of innovation in the unique staged competition 

environment and its role in increasing innovation activity and radicalness through the stages of 

generation, diffusion and adoption. Normal industry innovation processes are already explained 

by the existing theories as presented by Tornatzky et al. (1990) and Rogers (2003), and there are 

numerous existing studies that confirm these theories in a normal industry environment; 

however none in a competition environment. The SCI theory describes the staged competition 

environment as a new mechanism for innovation that is an agile, adaptable environment that 

drives innovation, and provides an adoption pathway back to the parent industry. Essentially, a 

staged competition environment replicates the innovation process with an environment that is 

custom designed for specific innovation outcomes, fewer barriers and increased organisational 

motivation, with trialability and observability that provides additional information for the parent 

industry to consider its adoption. The SCI theory fills a gap in the knowledge of innovation to 

explain the processes of innovation in a competition environment which can be in isolation of 

industry goals such as is the case with prize incentive challenges, or for ongoing development of 

innovation to achieve industry goals such as in motorsport.  Figure 15 shows the context within 

which the SCI theory fits into existing theory and where it can be applied, as well as its relevance 

to existing theories and application to innovation within industry.  
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A key finding in the research is the ability of the competition environment to be modified to 

address different innovation needs or outcomes, and this can be exploited to the benefit of the 

parent industry.  For example, if modular construction was determined to be an innovation that 

requires development for the benefit of the industry as a whole, a custom-made competition 

could be designed to address gaps and barriers in the market to the use of such technology. This 

could be as broad as technological performance issues or as specific as supply-chain barriers. 

Such competitions for innovation within an industry have a wide possible application, as a 

customisable mechanism to achieve a particular innovation outcome. The most likely 

application of an industry competition is for ideas generation or prototype development, as 

there can be barriers to adoption by the main industry based on the challenges of compliance 

and approvals. Ideas generation and prototype competitions are the most commonly used 

industry competitions as evident in the literature. However, as seen in the motorsport example, 

adoption specific criteria can be used to overcome barriers. A strength of the SCI theory is that 

competitions can dynamically target innovation outcomes, direct innovation efforts and 

influence adoption into the main industry. Such outcomes that may be simply unachievable in 

the parent industry. A successful competition can ‘shift the goal posts’ as the teams address the 

innovation need or challenge, to continually progress the innovation over time. 

The SCI theory of the processes of innovation in a competition environment are unique from the 

‘market competition’ that occurs in the parent industry. ‘Market competition’, describes free 

market economies where firms are required to compete for customers, which is a function of 

quality, price, reputation, amongst other variables. The staged competition environment also 

motivates teams, but due to the provision of a clear focussed task within a custom designed 

competition environment, traditional market forces (such as cost) are no longer the dominant 

driver of innovation.  

5.1 Development of a New Theory 

Development of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory required mapping the TOE 

criteria factors determined to be relevant to the processes of innovation in the motorsport case 

studies with three principles that describe the benefit of the competition environment to the 

processes of innovation; a new mechanism, a unique environment, and a pathway to adoption. 
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Figure 16: The SCI theory with existing theories of innovation 

 

5.1.1 Principle 1 – A new Innovation Mechanism  

The analysis of the motorsport competition environment, competition types, and roles of the 

FIA and Renault in representation of the industry and firm level stakeholders illustrate the 

unique benefits of a staged competition environment. The existence of the competition 

environment outside the main industry allows dynamic agility and flexibility in the rules, which 

act as the regulation within the competition environment under the control of on overarching 

body with minimal accountability. The purpose of this new environment is to address an 

innovation need or challenge that cannot be addressed in industry. Where the main industry 

regulations are constrained by many factors, the competition environment allows a flexible 

structure that is specifically designed to allow innovation, including the ability for the 

competition to be designed and defined around a specific innovation path. In the case of 

motorsport, the ‘need’ or ‘challenge’ presented to the teams is based on speed and/or 

endurance of the cars. In its simplest terms, the motorsport competition environment 

encourages and enables innovation development that has limited benefits when considered 

within the main industry regulatory structure. 

When an innovation need is recognised by a firm in the parent industry, the progress of the 

innovation is often slowed or halted by inherent barriers within the main industry, such as 

regulation, time or cost pressures. In contrast when an innovation need is identified by the 
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industry, there is a limited ability to influence firms to address the innovation need. This problem 

is well established in the literature for the construction industries contribution to the ‘low rate’ 

of innovations. A competition allows the innovation process to side step these inherent barriers 

and innovate in response to a need or challenge, that provides an alternate pathway for the 

ideas generation and prototyping phase, and potential future adoption by the main industry. 

The key aspects to this are that the competition environment is free from the restrictive 

industry-based constraints and can be tailored to suit the specific needs of the innovation. The 

motorsport example of this is to target innovation for outright vehicle speed, which is indirectly 

regulated against in the main industry (by speed limits, reducing any benefit in innovation 

activity for outright speed). There is simply no point in investing in innovation to produce high 

speed cars for the mass market. The competition environment can be custom made to 

encourage and enable innovation which provides incentive and urgency to the process of 

innovation. 

The introduction of a competition platform into an industry environment allows a development 

pathway that is not constrained by the main industry, and instead can be designed to be of 

benefit to the main industry. When considering the automotive staged competition examples, 

the Le Mans series is of much greater direct benefit due to the relevance of endurance to 

production vehicles. The motorsport environment is structured as a part of the linear evolution 

of the innovation from idea generation through to adoption (i.e. it exists as a part of the parent 

industry). This is also illustrated in the example of architectural design competitions, where the 

competition structure is used as a well-established part of the design process for large scale 

public projects. In this case, the competition process provides transparency to the public and 

allows smaller firms (new entrants) to compete directly with large well-established firms 

(incumbents). In both examples the competition is a step that increases innovation in a 

beneficial way to the industry overall.  The X-Prize competition structure exists externally to the 

main industry and acts as an independent competition organiser. This acts as an innovation 

disruptor by a third party to the host industry of the competition, but also is more difficult to 

achieve buy in due to its external nature. 

To create a new innovation mechanism, leadership from an industry organisation is required to 

start a competition. The competition should be designed to address a need or challenge that is 

perceived to be in a state of market failure. Generation of an innovation is achieved by creating 

a need or challenge that is not currently addressed. The need or challenge must be of relevance 

to the potential teams who will participate in the competition.  A competition can provide a 

‘need’ that is not relevant to the parent industry – such challenges represents innovation targets 
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in place of industry needs (e.g. super-fast car). In highly repetitive competitions, innovation 

generation is maintained by varying the rules of the competition, resulting in new challenges. In 

contrast to a competition for ideas generation, a prototyping competition is required in the 

event of an innovation generation idea not making it to production, representing a problem with 

the way the innovation is valued by the market.  A prototype competition is of most benefit to 

the teams in advancing the innovation through the R&D, testing and trailing. Prototyping 

competitions are often aligned to technological readiness level (TRL) scale that is consistent with 

industry, although this is not a requirement (Kay, 2012b). An adoption competition is the least 

common in both practice and the literature. Goals of an adoption focussed competition have 

the intention of assisting innovation development in the commercialisation phase, and can 

include commercialisation support, awareness raising or simply the actual implementation of 

the innovation. Adoption by the industry is the critical step that represents the true final 

adoption of the innovation, representing the commercial viability of the innovation in the main 

industry market forces. Adoption by the industry is a result of the perceived relevance of the 

innovation to industry or client needs, including factors such as the scale of production, 

promotion and price.  Adoption by the mainstream industry is the weakest step in the innovation 

transfer process. In the case of motorsport, homologation is an essential requirement in making 

this step occur. Homologation requires entrants / manufacturers to satisfy an entry criterion by 

producing a minimum number of the entry examples. 

 

5.1.2 Principle 2 -The Unique Competition Environment 

Once an innovation need is established, the competition environment becomes of critical 

importance to the successful development of an innovation outcome and requires careful 

design. For example, an overly complex task which has little reward will be unlikely to attract 

entrants, resulting in little or no innovation effort. The competition environment must enable 

innovation to address a ‘need or challenge’ where it would normally be constrained in the parent 

industry. The competition environment specifically requires co-dependence, relative advantage, 

a large solution space, and increased repetition. 

a) Co-dependence 

Co-dependence between the firm and industry organiser is a requirement of the ongoing 

success of industry competition to drive mutually beneficial outcomes in innovation, ultimately 

leading to ongoing participation. The FIA originally existed to facilitate the racing without 

providing specific innovation direction, creating an environment where teams benefited from 

participation through Principle 1 – a new mechanism for innovation. Over time, the FIA took on 
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the role of deciding the direction and scope of innovations introduced by teams, such as safety 

and fuel targets. This approach impacted the team’s exploratory innovation, and reassess the 

value of their participation, which threatened the continuity of the whole competition. As a 

result, the FIA and Formula 1 teams now engage in discussions about rule changes which must 

be agreed for mutually beneficial outcomes. This co-dependency is in contrast to the main 

industry where the two equivalent groups (industry regulator and firms) are independent of 

each other with no direct connection, instead firms are in direct connection with clients, who 

are not interested in pursuing industry wide innovation goals. Co-dependency leads to 

collaboration which is a beneficial outcome for a public good innovation. Continuity of teams 

and organiser in the competition also results in advancement of innovation knowledge across 

time which is missing from one-off innovation contests and prize incentive challenges in the 

literature and is a requirement of a staged competition. 

b) Relative advantage 

Relative advantage is defined by Rogers (2003) as the degree to which an innovation is perceived 

as being better than the idea it supersedes. Innovations within the Formula 1 competition 

environment provide a greater relative advantage than the same innovation in the parent 

industry because of the benefit that the new technology contributes clearly to the single 

focussed goal of the competition. Additionally, innovation in competitions is often visible during 

the competition, (such as improving car outright speed). In addition to the emphasis created by 

such a focussed goal of the competition, competitive pressure forces competitors to compare 

their own innovations, which results in even a slight relative advantage being magnified. This 

encourages teams to make and benefit from even small innovations to achieve a relative 

advantage. Relative advantage is therefore an important factor to be enabled in the competition 

environment, and this can be achieved by creating a clear focussed task that all competitors are 

striving to win. 

c) Solution space size 

The motorsport case studies identified the impact of the strictness of the rules and the potential 

radicalness of the innovation. If a competition has minimal rules but requires the achievement 

of a single goal (e.g. first to finish), the team has an innovation environment which is 

characterised by a large solution space within which to innovate. Conversely a competition 

defined by very prescriptive requirements, often including particular criteria of the solutions, 

the innovation environment is described as a small solution space, with likely a specific outcome 

to be targeted. Previous research has shown there is a positive correlation between the size of 

the solution space, and innovation radicalness. A small solution space is a natural feature of 

industries due to the restrictive regulations and cost constraints which act in the same ways to 
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restrictive rules that reduce innovation radicalness. In contrast, a competition has the flexibility 

to define large or small solution spaces, and therefore can be designed to target radical or 

incremental solutions, so the competition design can exploit this to achieve certain outcomes. 

The Formula 1 case studies show how that the organiser is responsible for determining the 

solution space size, which is directly related to the number and strictness of the rules.  

d) Competition frequency 

Competition repetition provides increased trialability and observability. The formal definition of 

trialability according to the DOI theory is “the degree to which an innovation may be 

experimented with on a limited basis.” The impact of a competition environment on trialability 

is that it is possible to increase experimentation, increasing the rate at which innovation occurs. 

Observability is increased as a result of higher competition frequency, which due to the visibility 

of the innovation results in increased diffusion of innovation between teams (and therefore 

faster innovation). As an example, Formula 1 consists of 21 events across the year, nearly one 

event every two weeks. This repetition allows a high level of trialability and observability by the 

teams and their competitors, both of which impact decisions related to ongoing research and 

development. Event repetition also influences the competitions marketability and attraction of 

sponsorship and public viewers. 

These four fundamental criteria, co-dependence, relative advantage, solution space size, and 

repetition are the key ways the competition environment increases innovation, with faster 

innovation progression and more radical outcomes. 

 

5.1.3 Principle 3 - Competition as a pathway to Mainstream Adoption 

The normal pathway for an innovation to adoption is already well defined by the Diffusion of 

Innovations Theory (DOI) Innovation Decision Model. An adoption pathway from a competition 

environment can be made a requirement of the competition, such as is the case with the 

homologation requirements in some motorsport series. Adoption can also be encouraged 

indirectly by modifying the competition rules such that the innovation outcome is more relevant 

to the industry for adoption. The case study research on the homologation requirements of the 

Rally and Le Mans motorsport competition series shows what a powerful adoption driver such 

a homologation requirement is. However, in the motorsport case, innovation is not always 

transferred from the prototype series to the production vehicles. Instead the prototype series 

innovations make their way into the production car series, which, through homologation or 

other means are then implemented in production cars for sale. This staged process results in an 
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opportunity for a radical innovation like car aerodynamics to go through an additional stage of 

development to effectively bridge the gap between the prototype developmental series and a 

product that is relevant to industry. A competition environment that is encouraging of radical 

innovation is unlikely to be immediately relevant to the parent industry. It is for these reasons 

that we see the production race classes having less radical but more relevant innovation 

compared to the prototype classes.  Irrespective of the degree of relevance of the innovation, a 

competition does provide some prequalification of an innovation through the process of winning 

the competition, as it is demonstrated to be the best out of a group of similar innovations under 

the conditions of the competition. Winning a competition, subject to the quality and reputation 

of the competition, indicates to the market that this innovation has demonstrated a relative 

advantage against other similar innovations when assessed against very specific criteria. Thus, 

the winning innovation in the competition demonstrates being the ‘best on field’, but that does 

not necessarily translate into ‘industry relevance’. As industry relevance as a criterion of a 

competition is restrictive to the solution space and radicalness of the competition, the staged 

competition nature of the motorsport environment proves to be a potentially valuable process 

to the progress of an innovation into the parent industry 

The three principles outlined above have been defined to explain the beneficial mechanism, 

environment and pathway for innovation to occur that enables a higher rate and more radical 

innovation. These components together create the Stage Competition Innovation (SCI) theory 

(Table 13). 
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5.1.4 TOE Analysis to create the Staged Competition Innovation Theory 

Principle 1 - Incentive to innovate 

  

Principle 2 - The Competition Environment   Principle 3 - Adoption 
Pathway 

  1)  Agile 
Regulations 

2a) Co-
dependence 

2b) Relative 
Advantage 

2c) Solution 
space 

2d) 
Competition 

frequency  
 3) Adoption) 

Factor       

 

 

Technology  

Technological 
Readiness 

Compatibility  
  

 

 - Relative 
Advantage -   Observability  

Trialability  Relevance 

Organisational  

Leadership  
Top M’ment 

Support   
Size 

Collaboration   - 

Prior 
Experience 
Innovative-

ness 

-  Financial Resources  

Environmental  

Industry 
Structure 

Innovation 
Opportunity 

Dynamic 
Regulatory 

Environment  

 - Competitive 
Pressure  

Large Solution 
Space  

Repetition Market Pressure 
Supplier Support  

Table 13: TOE and DOI as relevant to the development of SCI theory 
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5.1.5 Combined Principles of the Staged Competition Innovation Theory 

The Staged Competition Innovation theory is structured as follows: 

Principles of the Staged Competition Innovation Theory 

PRINCIPLE 1 - Competition provides an incentive to innovate 

1) Agile rules provide an opportunity for firms to compete in a unique environment to test and prove 
their innovations 

• Reduced barriers to innovate through independent agile regulations enable continual and 
more radical innovation by teams competing 

• Industry leadership by the organiser and motivated firms result in a willing engagement into 
an innovation intensive environment for both parties 
 

PRINCIPLE 2 - Competition provides a unique innovation environment 

2a)   Co-dependency between teams and organisers drives mutually beneficial outcomes in innovation, 
with both parties pushing for innovation success  

• The co-dependency of the organiser and teams is critical to the level of confidence and 
therefore commitment 

• Collaboration on both sides leads to confidence in the competition environment resulting in 
ongoing participation 
 

2b)   Increased relative advantage for teams through a focussed task and competitive pressure drives 
innovation 

• The organiser must balance competitive pressure with individual potential for relative 
advantage  

• Specialised competition focus increases relative advantage when combined with 
competitive pressure, which is influenced by the specificity of the target, competition 
duration and number of teams 
 

2c)    A large solution space allows creative innovation leading to radical outcomes 
• Competition design can exploit the solution space size to achieve certain targets with the 

rules of the competition 
• The solution space size is related to the degree of radicalness of the innovations 
• The solution space size is controlled 

 

2d)    Trialability and observability are increased by a higher competition frequency 
• This encourages a faster rate of innovation through testing and observation of innovation in 

repeated events 
• The frequency of events is closely linked to the rate of innovation development 

 

PRINCIPLE 3 – Competition provides an adoption pathway 

3)     Relevance is critical for the innovation to be adopted by the parent industry  

• Homologation forces adoption of the innovation by making it a condition of entry  
• Relevance, industry financial resources and market pressures can increase adoption  

 

Figure 17: Principles of the SCI theory 
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5.2  Addressing Research Question 1 

Do existing theories of innovation apply in the competition environment? 

Research question 1 addresses the lack of theories in innovation processes for the competition 

environment and sets the scene for a new theory to be developed to complement the existing 

theories and explain innovation in competition environments. This is in response to the fact that 

innovation in the competition environment is not addressed in the literature, instead existing 

theories are focussed on explaining innovation in an industry (market) setting. This gap 

therefore requires an explanation for the increased innovation rate and more radical 

innovations found in a competition environment. Rather than a standalone theory, the SCI 

theory overlays the DOI and TOE theories using 3 Principles and 6 innovation enabling factors to 

explain the required modification to the existing well understood processes of technological 

innovation in the unique competition environment, with DOI providing a competition 

environment specific longitudinal view of the decision-making processes by organisers and 

teams, and the TOE Framework providing a contextual explanation of the technological, 

organisational, and environmental factors that were unique to the competition environment. As 

a result, it has been demonstrated that the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory provides 

new knowledge that can explain the processes of innovation in the unique competition 

environment. This consists of 3 Principles as follows: 

1. A new mechanism for innovation, an opportunity for teams to pursue bold ideas 

2. A unique environment that is detached from the parent industry constraints such as 

regulation and financial outcomes 

3. A pathway for adoption back to the parent industry 

Previous research of this competition environment is focussed on the outputs of competitions 

and issues that surround this unique environment from an industry perspective and do not 

capture these three innovation process components. This research is therefore unique in its 

internal industry perspective of the competition environment and its influence on innovation 

efforts. Although some aspects of the competition environment have been explored previously, 

the opportunity a competition presents, the dynamic ability of the competition to drive 

innovation and the requirement of a pathway for adoption has not been identified and explained 

as a complete theory. The opportunity of a competition to be used as an innovation mechanism 

for public good issues has not previously been identified. 
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6 Theory Testing – Existing Construction Competitions 

“The electric light bulb did not come from the continuous improvement of candles.” - Oren Harari 

6.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter describes the development of the new Staged Competition Innovation 

(SCI) theory, which was developed from innovation case study research from the motorsport 

competition environment. This chapter profiles two existing industry-based competition series 

at the industry level that are the most relevant for testing the accuracy and relevance of the SCI 

theory to the construction industry. The benefits and disadvantages of each case study 

competition platform are also used later to develop a Competition Decision Model (CDM) for 

the Australian construction industry to design competitions to increase the generation and 

testing of innovation, and ultimate adoption for widespread use within the industry. The two 

competition case studies used for testing the SCI theory are: 

• Architectural Design Competitions (ADC’s) - an established ideas generation 

competition 

• The Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC) - an innovative construction 

prototype competition 

Together these competitions are described as Existing Construction Competitions (ECC). These 

two case studies have been selected for their relevance to construction innovation and ease of 

readily available data collection. The case study analysis of the competitions is conducted at the 

industry level due to the relevance of the SCI theory to industry level future organisers of 

competitions, although, where relevant to the findings, team level analysis is used to inform the 

suitability of the SCI theory to the Australian construction industry. Although the SCI theory is 

relevant to both the industry and firm level of a competition, this research is focused on the 

industry level (Organisers) in keeping with the objective of this research to promote the 

theoretical development and use of competitions within the construction industry at industry 

level. As has been used for theory development, the TOE factors determined to be relevant to 

the SCI theory are applied to the two cases. This results in the identification of the specific 

technological, organisational and environmental factors that are relevant to the increase in rate 

and radicalness of innovation resulting from or absent from the ECC’s.  Specifically, the intention 

is for the case study analysis using the TOE factors to highlight the successes and weaknesses of 

the ECC’s, leading to the ability to identify how these competitions could be improved to 

increase innovation outcomes. This is relevant to the improvement of the ECC’s and also the 

future development of a new competition in the Australian construction industry.  
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6.2 Architectural Design Competitions (ADC’s) 

6.2.1 Background 

Section 2.2.4 addresses the knowledge on ADC’s to date, which is focused on the history of their 

use (Andersson, 2013), the jury, judging, rules and responsibilities of the organising body 

(Kazemian & Rönn, 2009). Architectural design competitions (ADC’s) are many and diverse and 

most developed countries have a government or industry body that provides guidance or 

administers competitions on behalf of the client, which may be developers or government. This 

provides consistency in the administrative aspects of the competition and reduces the challenge 

of the task to the competition host. In Australia, the Architects Institute of Australia (AIA) and 

the newly released guidelines by the Office of the Victorian Government Architect (OVGA) 

provide guidance and model conditions for competitions (AIA, 2015; OVGA, 2018). In addition, 

the Australian Institute of Landscape Architects (AILA) also produced their own guidelines for 

promotion and conduct of competitions (AILA, 2009). Although the AILA guidelines do not 

specifically relate to buildings, it is a valuable reference to the third-party management of 

construction related competitions in Australia. ADC’s are often beneficial to smaller firms as an 

opportunity to gain exposure on a project that’s scale and budget would normally exclude them. 

However, the nature of the submission process results in countless hours of work that may never 

result in a successful submission. Such time spent on competitions therefore present a risk to a 

firm of any size but are particularly risky as a strategy to smaller firms. Competitions may be 

organised by clients, or clients in association with a competition advisor. 

6.2.1.1 Competition Structure 

ADC’s have a staged structure to their process. Lipstadt (2006) defined two main competition 

structures (open and invited); and two main competition populations (national and 

international). Within the two identified competition structures, the Royal Institute of British 

Architects (RIBA) guidelines for competitors (RIBA, 2016) further describes their characteristics: 

• Open Design and Open Ideas Competitions: These are often anonymous in order to 

best evaluate the idea but have no firm commitment to award a commission. These 

competitions provide excellent publicity for competitors with between 30 and 250 

entries. 

• Invited Design Competitions are the next step towards achieving a more developed 

proposal, and are by invitation only, with a small honoraria payment made to each 

shortlisted competitor. This format offers a lower risk to the competitors due to the 

smaller number of firms, and small honoraria in consideration of the time spent. 
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For the benefit of procurement options for clients, RIBA also defines an additional pathway:  

• Competitive Interviews, which is again a reduced risk approach for both clients and 

competitors, as the structure approaches the normal tender process, but with an 

early interview to determine the approach taken. 

When categorised within the SCI theory, all three of the competition structures identified fall 

within the early stages of innovation as ‘ideas generation’, each with a differing degree of 

involvement and commitment. The different structures represent a risk management trade-off 

between number of entrants and consequently the potential variety (radicalness) in the 

outcomes. The flexibility in the competition structure as an innovation mechanism that exists 

outside the parent industry provides an alternate method of procurement of a design project 

that presents a potential win-win outcome and is closely aligned with principle 1 of the SCI 

theory, which is the competition as a new mechanism that is mutually beneficial to organisers 

and teams. In contrast the procurement option within the parent industry is based on the tender 

process which does not allow the client to get an understanding of a wider group of firms design 

solutions and ideas before selecting a firm for the work. This locks the client in to the single 

designer from the early stages, resulting in a potential lost opportunity for clients and other 

firms.  

6.2.2 Stakeholders 

The key stakeholders in an ADC consist of the organiser, teams, judges, stakeholders and end 

users as identified from the motorsport analysis. Clients are an important group that are aligned 

with one of the five groups listed. ADC’s exhibit a co-dependent relationship between the teams 

and the organiser as both parties are required for the competition to go ahead. In the case of 

open design and open ideas competition, the organiser has no involvement with which teams 

enter the competition, however, in the case of invited design competitions or competitive 

interviews, the organiser has a key role in determining participation, which is a unique feature 

of the platform that is aligned with industry practices of invited tenders.  In theory, this selective 

participation makes the competition biased towards the organiser, however there is no research 

to confirm this. Irrespective, the range of competition structures in the ADC’s illustrates the 

blurring of the lines between the industry tender process and potential competition structures. 

One of the key differences between the two is the requirement within the competition 

environment to submit a resolved design solution without any commitment from the client. 
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Organiser  

Despite the existing of industry bodies that provide guidance for architectural design 

competitions, there is no central authority with regards to their governance, and this presents a 

significant issue with regards to continuity of the competitions and of innovation. Organisers 

range from Governments to private developers and are predominantly used as a method to 

select a project team, especially for the purpose of providing transparency in projects that have 

an increased public interest. For such projects, competitions allow a degree of transparency 

between the organisers and the public that is not possible with a standard procurement process. 

Often major competitions are international with a strong overseas contingent submitting.  

Competition Advisor 

A subset of the organiser category is the competition advisor, who informs or runs the 

competitions on behalf of the organiser. As specifically listed in the AILA guidelines, the 

competition advisor should be an independent built environment design professional who has 

(AILA, 2009):  

• Experience with similar competitions and therefore technical knowledge of the 

competition processes.  

• Sensitivity to the client’s goals and the ability to translate the client’s objectives into 

appropriate competition procedures.  

Generally, the advisor should be paid for advice and service, although is some cases advisors are 

responsible for guidelines only, although have a role in endorsing individual competitions to 

provide credibility, which is the most common scenario in Australia.  

AIA Guidelines 

As an indicator of the magnitude of architectural competitions in Australia, The Australian 

Institute of Architects (AIA) has produce the following relevant documents related to 

architectural design competitions: 

• Architectural Competition Policy. 

• Architectural Prizes and Honours Policy. 

• Architectural Competition Guidelines. 

• Architectural Competition Model Conditions. 

The Competition Guidelines state in the opening pages under the heading ‘deciding to 

undertake a competition”, that “An architectural competition can generate a wide range of 

innovative design solutions” (AIA, 2016). However, innovation is not always a specific 
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requirement for a competition and is included in the judging criteria on a project by project 

basis. 

OVGA 

Locally, the Office of the Victorian Government Architect (OVGA) has produced a guideline titled 

“Architectural Design Competitions”, which is designed to provide guidance and advice to 

government organisations on how to enable high-quality design outcomes through architecture 

design competitions. It helps government organisations get the most out of using a competition 

as a procurement method (OVGA, 2018). 

The guideline references two key documents, the competition brief, and the competition 

conditions both of which are recommended to be developed to ensure a smooth competition. 

The competition brief contains all of the criteria related to the design of the project, including 

the design intent and functional details such as the space requirements, budget and planning 

constraints. The competition conditions outline the governance requirements, such as format, 

timelines, and other details of the competition process. The OVGA guideline recommends 

seeking endorsement by the AIA, which ensures the quality of the competition for the benefit 

of the participants and to increase marketability. 

AILA 

The AILA guidelines act as a detailed set of instructions for the parties involved in organising the 

competition, including the requirements for endorsement, professional standards and some 

detail regarding the financial and legal arrangements. AILA recommends the use of a 

competition advisor, provides minimum requirements for the jury, and details of the prizes and 

intellectual property. The IP arrangements in the AILA guidelines are of specific relevance and 

indicate the requirement that the intellectual property rights remain with the competitors which 

are licenced to the organiser. Generally, the AILA guidelines act to protect the teams in the 

competition. The AILA process for endorsement approval is quite straightforward for the benefit 

of organisers. 

Both guidelines emphasise the critical role of the organiser in the origins and success of the 

competition; both overall and in the generation of innovation outcomes. ADC’s are a truly 

organiser led competition, which are designed to address a better procurement process, and 

thus the organiser has their clients’ interests at the forefront of mind and looks to run the 

competition to provide the maximum benefit to the end result of the project, which is often 

financially motivated. This competition need is not well aligned with the goal of increasing 

innovation in the construction industry, however as the competitions are ideas generation or 

design focus, the competition specification, or rules, have a large potential for simple 
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modification to drive innovation. This therefore indicates how the ADC case is highly valuable 

from the purposes of an industry led, established platform from which innovation in competition 

can develop. However, unlike motorsport, a unique aspect to the ADC’s is the fact that both the 

organiser and the teams are not consistent between competitions, leading to a lack of repetition 

for both parties which reduces trialability. Also, the rules are often varied between individual 

competition events. This constant change of rules and participants disrupts the competitive 

balance leading to the lack of ongoing innovation development. This lack of repetition is despite 

the fact that the industry body that develops guidelines and the competition advisors are a 

consistent influence on the competition. As the ADC’s are also independent events with a 

financial outcome in mind, there is less diffusion of innovation to the wider industry, in order to 

generate interest for team entries and public interest.  

Teams  

ADC teams are critical to the outcomes of the competitions due to the co-dependent 

relationship, as teams are also the source of the innovations that are submitted. However, in 

ADC’s, teams are not the interface between the competition and the industry, that role instead 

being held by the client. Because ADC’s are an idea generation competition, there is less reliance 

on the teams to work with suppliers through their existing networks and relationships, and to 

negotiate with sponsors. However, teams do act as the public face of the competition outcomes 

from the public’s perception as they are responsible for the submission. For these reasons 

having highly motivated teams is of great importance to the success of the competitions. The 

team’s motivation to enter the competition is related to the prize, which are usually a 

combination of monetary and non-monetary winnings. In the case of ADC’s, the monetary prize 

is often the contract to continue the project, and the non-monetary prize is the esteem of 

winning the competition which provides a significant marketing benefit in the construction 

industry.  ADC’s are often considered to be quite prestigious, and therefore teams value the 

opportunity provided by the competitions. Winning an ADC, or even being a recognised finalist, 

is a well understood, possibly career defining strategy for a younger emerging firm to 

demonstrate their skills. However, this means competing with other priorities such as existing 

work load, other marketing strategies, and likely many other reasons not to get involved. 

Committing to enter an ADC, teams require top management support, compatibility (between 

the competition and with their own goals and skills), and a perceived relative advantage of their 

entry. As ADC’s are an ideas generation competition, firm size and resources, market scope and 

prior technological experience are not specifically required in the entry of an ADC. ADC’s provide 
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enough incentive for new and experienced teams to compete for the marketing benefits and 

prestige of winning, and therefore represent a successful model of competition within industry. 

Sponsorship 

Although common in motorsport, sponsorship of a team to enter an architectural design 

competition is effectively non-existent, instead a small fee is often provided by the organiser to 

cover some of the time costs of preparing the submission. This structure is very similar to that 

seen in the Solar Decathlon, but completely unlike that seen in Formula 1, where sponsorship is 

critical. 

Judges 

The importance of judging of an ADC is significantly more important than in motorsport as 

competitions are likely to consist of multiple criteria some or all of which will be subjectively 

judged. Judges are required to be of high standing in the industry to promote the competition 

and completely independent of the outcome. As the judging is subjective, independence and 

lack of bias is of high importance. In this way, judges could be made up of Government officials, 

or other respected design experts who are already in an independent industry role. 

End User / Public interest 

Public interest in the event(s) is an important tool in the decision to use the ADC format, and 

this is closely linked to projects of a public nature, where the public is often involved in the 

judging, and is certainly representing the end user. This impacts the marketing and coverage of 

the competition, in some cases with public expos and involvement, such as public choice judging. 
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6.3 ADC TOE Analysis 

The Architectural Design Competition (ADC) platform is one of two case studies that are used to 

test the applicability of the SCI theory to existing construction competitions (ECC). This analysis 

is completed determining the applicability of the SCI principles and relevant TOE factors in 

explaining the strengths and weaknesses of the ECC’s. ADC’s are analysed as a series of 

competitions whilst acknowledging they are in fact a collection of individual events. The case 

study analysis does utilise knowledge taken from individual competition events accessed in the 

literature. 

6.3.1 SCI Principle 1 – A new Mechanism for Innovation 

Agile rules provide an opportunity for Firms to compete in a unique environment to test and 

prove their innovations 

TOE Factors: Opportunity, Technological Readiness, Compatibility  

The SCI theory states that the existence of a competition outside of the parent industry provides 

an opportunity for teams to participate in solving needs or challenges they may normally never 

be exposed to; and for clients to benefit from the opportunity to see a range of concepts prior 

to committing to one. There are several consistencies between SCI Principle 1 and the ADC’s 

value as an external mechanism, primarily around the initial motivation for the competition to 

work outside the industry constraints and encourage radical innovations. Specifically, the 

opportunity provided to innovate and demonstrate compatibility and technological readiness is 

very clear in the ADC’s. This opportunity has resulted in a mutual benefit to the organiser and 

teams. The ADC’s are already well embedded into the parent industry, and despite some bias in 

the competitions towards a benefit for the organiser, this has led to a valued relationship in 

competition between the organisers and the participants. Although organisers and participants 

are not co-dependent on each other due to a lack of repetition, specifically of the organisers and 

teams, the relationship is well supported by the competition to which both parties are 

connected. The strength of this relationship provides confidence to the teams to repeatedly 

enter, and confidence to the organisers that competition is a good mechanism for procurement. 

The low investment required for teams to participate is also a strength of the platform and this 

is consistent with other ideas generation type competitions. The success of the competition 

platform also demonstrates that the market is technologically ready for the design innovations 

from the competition; however, a barrier still remains between the innovations generated in 

the competition and what is adopted by the industry in the end result. There is no requirement 

of the client to adopt completely the innovation from the competition and the built outcome in 
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some cases loses much of what was included in the winning design. This gap is due to the 

difference between the competition rules and the parent market barriers, such as cost.  

Compatibility is an important feature as the intention from a competition is for the client to 

continue with the design and construct it. For the client, compatibility requires the innovation 

to meet the targeted outcomes of the competition, such as innovative design and compatibility 

with current industry building practices. Depending on the variance of the rules from the 

industry requirements, the compatibility of the design innovation from an industry 

organisational perspective is largely achieved by simply complying with the rules of the 

competition, and it is therefore at the discretion of the organiser as to how much flexibility is 

assigned in the competition rules in contrast to parent industry regulations. 

TOE Factors: Leadership, Top Management Support  

As the use of ADC’s is already widespread throughout the construction industry, there is no 

overarching leadership within the industry, instead leadership comes from the individual 

competition organisers, with competition specific guidance from industry bodies. The 

competition advisor provides consistency and is a key component of the competition platforms 

continuity from an innovation perspective, as they are well placed to advise on rules. The 

competition adviser therefore is important in the provision of innovation leadership, which must 

be balanced with the more pragmatic standardisation of rules to guide the innovations 

developed to meet other competition criteria. Top management support is a feature of 

participating teams purely through the decision of an architectural firm to form a team and enter 

the competition. The decision to enter represents a decision to allocate resources to the 

competition which is based on an assigned value of the competition to the firm in the face of 

the potential waste of time. As an idea’s generation competition, an ADC is a substantially lower 

commitment from teams compared with a prototype competition such as motorsport, and 

therefore is a lower risk opportunity for entrants. The low risk of an ideas or design ADC 

translates directly into the perceived value of the competition to teams and support form 

management. 

TOE Factors: Industry Structure, Regulatory Environment 

Because the ADC’s originated from within the parent construction industry as an alternate 

procurement process, certain rules are usually applied by default such as building codes, 

procurement standards and existing market conditions. This results in close links between the 

competition environment and the parent industry environment providing a smaller solution 

space which limits radicalness but provides the potential for a higher rate of adoption. The 

spectrum between radicalness and adoptability that is captured in the SCI theory is addressed 
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in ADC’s by having staged competitions, starting with ideas and concept and a well resolved, 

compliant outcome (higher adoptability). The ability of the ADC’s to vary the competition in this 

way is captured in SCI Principle 2c and is a strength of the platform.  Despite the well understood 

regulatory influence of the parent industry, ADC’s have very little regulation imposed on them 

by the parent industry, instead the rules are indirect such as the relevance of parent industry 

construction codes on a building aimed to one day be built.  

6.3.2 SCI Principle 2a –  Co-dependency 

Co-dependency between teams and organisers drives mutually beneficial outcomes in 
innovation, with both parties pushing for innovation success  

TOE Factors: Collaboration, Confidence 

Like any innovation outcome those developed in the ADC competition environment must target 

the organisers intended outcomes via interpretation of the rules. Because there is a large 

variation in the competition scope amongst the competitions, it is more likely for there to be a 

mismatch between the objectives of the organiser and the teams.  The competition rules in 

ADC’s are not subject to feedback from the competing teams, and the resultant lack of 

consistency between competitions, teams and organisers means that there is very little 

collaboration to maximise innovation outcomes. However, due to their long history, teams 

generally have confidence in the ADC’s due to the established format and the large number of 

the events; but low expectations for the repetition of individual events or even organisers due 

to the project nature of the competitions. This reduces collaboration between the organiser and 

the teams.  

6.3.3 SCI Principle 2b – Relative Advantage 

Increased relative advantage for teams through a focussed task and competitive pressure 
drives innovation.  

TOE Factors: Relative Advantage, Competitive Pressure 

Relative advantage that is provided by competitive pressure is a key factor that separates the 

competition environment from the parent industry. The SCI theory states in Principle 2b that 

competitive pressure is achieved by providing a focussed task, a defined group of competitors 

and a limited timeframe to create an environment where relative advantage is emphasised, and 

consequently small innovations lead to large benefits in the competition outcomes. Any 

competition, including ADC’s that do not provide observability between teams in the 

competition do not create this competitive pressure and therefore the relative advantage of a 

single innovation are not pronounced. Competitive pressure increases the rate of innovation 

according the SCI theory as a result of the desire to win the competition, with a clear focus and 
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time pressure. Competitive pressure is successful in emphasising relative advantage in ADC’s for 

individual competitions. However, the absence of repetition of competitions (i.e. a competition 

series) results in innovation efforts occurring as one-offs and unless the next competition that is 

entered by a team extends the relevance of the innovation, the relative advantage is lost, and 

innovation progress is slowed. The potential exists for an overarching body such as the 

Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) to provide the ongoing repetition of innovation targets in 

otherwise separate competitions in the ADC environment.  Such repetition would maximise the 

benefit of the competitive pressure that is achieved in individual ADC’s and result in a high rate 

of innovation as a result, as is the case with the FIA in motorsport.   

6.3.4 SCI Principle 2c – Solution Space 

A large solution space allows creative innovation leading to radical outcomes 

TOE Factors: Large Solution Space, Innovativeness, Prior Experience 

It is unlikely for a team to enter an ADC without a prior existing tendency towards design 

innovation as it is often a criterion in judging. Many teams enter multiple ADC’s; however, such 

prior experience is not a pre-requisite, which is one of the strengths of this competition format. 

Due to the lack of the repetition in ADC’s due to the inherent variability in geographic location, 

client, scale, competition criteria and target outcomes, it is unusual for a team to enter a 

competition that could be described as a repetition of a competition that has been entered 

previously. The variation in competition briefs creates, amongst other variables, different sized 

solution spaces. The solution space size is often relative to the competition stage, with an ideas 

or concept design competition likely to have a larger solution space than a competition with a 

detailed brief, strict rules and a well-defined target outcome. In order to achieve more radical 

innovation, a larger solution space is required according to the SCI theory Principle 2c. ADC’s are 

successful in achieving this as a result of the wide scope of the competitions. The flexibility of 

the rules within ADC’s is attributed to the variation between clients, competition advisors and 

projects.  Although this flexibility is a benefit to innovation outcomes, it represents an external 

influence on the solution space and therefore reduces radical innovations. In order to maximise 

the chance of innovation and adoption, it is most effective to ensure that the competition rules 

incorporate the parent industry regulations and some flexibility in the solution space to be 

creative. 

6.3.5 SCI Principle 2d – Competition Frequency 

Trialability and observability are increased by a higher competition frequency.  

TOE Factors: Observability, Trialability, Repetition 
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ADC’s only provide observability at limited points during a competition, at which point teams 

can view each other’s entries. This lack of inter-team observability of the innovation 

development through the developmental stages reduces diffusion of innovation in its 

developmental stages. ADC’s lack observability as the team’s only first view the other teams’ 

submission at, or after completion at which point their public observation is also possible. This 

is in contrast to the motorsport example where the innovation has significant opportunity for 

inter team observability, but little direct relevance to the public. Similarly, ADC’s are very limited 

in trialability also due to the lack of repetition and continuity between events, and the time 

constraints of construction. This is an important consideration moving forward, as increasing 

both the frequency and the continuity between events is a difficult task. Observability is required 

for teams to benefit and learn from each other, providing diffusion of the innovations. The 

hidden nature of the entries in ADC competitions reduces the diffusion of innovations 

significantly, and thus is a significant weakness of the ADC’s. 

6.3.6 SCI Principle 3 – Adoption 

Relevance is critical for the innovation to be adopted by the parent industry  

TOE Factor: Relevance, Financial Resources, Market Pressure 

The willingness of the industry as a whole to embrace the competition environment as a source 

of innovation beyond design concepts is a key factor missing from the ADC’s. This is unfortunate 

as the ADC’s are designed for their relevance to the parent industry. However, the close 

alignment of the ADC’s and the parent industry requirements is a strength of the series for 

adoption of competition sourced innovation. The use of a competition for procurement cleverly 

puts the cost and risk of the innovation onto the teams, in this case architects and consultants, 

and optimises the use of the organisers budget. The ADC format is an excellent use of a small 

amount of funding to generate and test design innovations for public display. The limitations, 

costs and timeframes that are required in construction limit the opportunity for ADC’s to 

consider a prototype competition, and the financial resources of the teams would limit entry to 

such a competition if it was proposed.  

The construction industry lags behind other industries in the uptake of innovation; as a result, 

the adoption of the innovations from ADC’s are primarily adopted on an economic assessment 

of value. This cost focused market pressure represents more of a barrier to adoption than issues 

related to the competition and requires relevance of the innovations to be clear to result in 

adoption. Fortunately, the ADC’s are already highly relevant to the industry, where the subject 

of an ADC closely resembles the product in the parent industry. This is in contrast to motorsport 

where the relevance of a Formula 1 car to a production car is questionable. However, 
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motorsport has strong demonstrable links to the parent industry and the value equation for 

innovation from motorsport is different.  

6.3.7 Factors unique to ADC at the Industry Level  

The case study analysis of the Architectural Design Competitions (ADC’s) highlighted some 

factors that impact innovation that are not previously described by the SCI theory. These factors 

are: Consumer Readiness, Market Uncertainty, and a Prerequisite for Adoption. 

TOE Factor:  Consumer Readiness 

Unlike the automotive industry, the construction industry has a wide range of end-users, from 

Government and developers through to the individual home-builder. Although ADC’s are 

primarily utilised for larger projects, the home-builder category presents an opportunity to 

utilise competition for the ‘early-adopter’, as this group has the ability to adopt innovation at 

the component level, for features such as high-performance windows. This pathway could 

provide an alternate pathway to adoption than that which is described by the SCI theory and is 

a potential pathway for innovation adoption in this context. 

TOE Factor: Market Uncertainty 

The construction industry is large, slow moving, and risk adverse. It is also project based, and 

unlike the automotive industry, market conditions can affect the adoption of innovation into 

individual projects. This occurs through cost cutting during down-turns and impacts on 

valuations, with a flow on effect of reduced R&D and investment in innovation. However, market 

uncertainty only affects the parent industry, as the competition environment is shielded by the 

competition rules. Market uncertainty in the parent industry therefore represents an 

opportunity to utilise the competition environment as a stable source of innovation 

development.   

TOE Factor: Prerequisite for Adoption 

The ADC has no specific expectation for adoption by industry of the competition innovations, 

however, ADC’s have a default target outcome of resulting in a built outcome. This is therefore 

a default setting that the best entry, based on the judging criteria, will be adopted by industry. 

This prerequisite for adoption represents a strength of the project-based nature of the parent 

construction industry. Despite the fact that only one example of the building may be built, it 

could represent significant diffusion trough the industry. 
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6.3.8 TOE Analysis summary from ADC 

The ADC analysis highlighted six SCI theory factors that are absent from the format, which all 

relate to the lack of repetition and continuity of the ADC series. Repetition of events has been 

shown to be critical to the rate of innovation, suggesting that the rate of innovation form the 

ADC’s is lacking. Market pressure and supplier support are both environmental factors that 

impact the relevance of the competition and impact the ability of the competition to operate 

independently from the parent industry in order to pursue radical innovation. 

TOE Context TOE Factor relevant to SCI  Observed 
Technology Innovation Opportunity Y 

Technological Readiness Y 
Compatibility Y 

Large Solution Space Y 
Relative Advantage Y 

Relevance Y 
Confidence Y 
Trialability - 

Observability - 
Organisation   

Leadership Y 
Financial Resources - 

Top Management Support Y 
Innovativeness Y 

Prior Experience Y 
Collaboration - 

  
Environment Competitive Pressure Y 

Industry Structure / Regulatory 
Environment 

Y 

Repetition - 
Market Pressure  - 
Supplier Support - 

Market Uncertainty  Unique 
Consumer Readiness  Unique 

Prerequisite for Adoption Unique 

Table 14: ADC TOE factor summary 

The ADC competition demonstrated three innovation factors that were unique to this 

competition (market uncertainty, consumer readiness, prerequisite for adoption). Consumer 

readiness captures the range of end-users of innovation from competition, highlighting the fact 

that individual home-builder is able to adopt innovation at a different scale to the rest of the 

industry, and this is not captured in the current ADC format. This represents adoption of the 

innovation at the individual level. Market uncertainty is a feature of the construction industry 

and its cyclical, project-based nature. Although the market uncertainty represents a weakness 

of the parent industry, this can be translated into a strength of the competition environment 

which is isolated from the economic fluctuations, therefore representing stability for innovation 

goals. In contrast the automotive industry is also subject to economic cycles however the 
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product is isolated from these fluctuations due to production cycles, where innovation is more 

consistently applied through the industry. Also industry specific, prerequisite for adoption refers 

to the fact that an ADC is held in the pursuit of a parent industry ready outcome, which means 

that the competition is designed for adoption. Although there are cases where this would be 

limiting for innovation radicalness, it is an important attribute of this competition format. 
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6.4 The Solar Decathlon  

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Solar Decathlon is an international competition that 

challenges 20 collegiate teams to design, build, and operate the most attractive, effective, and 

energy-efficient solar-powered house. In addition to be amongst only few construction 

competitions, it is also the largest and most expensive student competition in the USA, and 

therefore the world (Marriage, 2012). The winner of the competition is the team that best 

blends affordability, consumer appeal, and design excellence with optimal energy production 

and efficiency. The first Solar Decathlon was held in 2002, and has since occurred biennially from 

2005 – 2017, making the Solar Decathlon the longest running single series construction 

competition.  There is also a Solar Decathlon Europe, which was established under a 2007 

agreement between the United States and Spain. The Solar Decathlon China was established 

with the signing of a memorandum of understanding between the United States and China’s 

National Energy Administration in 2011. The first Solar Decathlon China was held in 2013.  

The main competition of the Solar Decathlon is called the Solar Decathlon Build Challenge 

Competition (SDBCC). Open to the public and free of charge, the SDBCC allows visitors to tour 

ultra-efficient houses, gather ideas to use in their own homes, and learn how energy-saving 

features can help reduce power bills. The decathlon by name consists of ten contests governed 

by detailed rules which are directly measured or juried.  For the 2017 contest, Innovation was a 

new category that joined other contests such as: Architecture, Market Potential, Engineering, 

Communications, Innovation, Water, Health and Comfort,  Appliances, Home life  (DOE, 2016b). 

Despite the built nature of the competition entries, construction is not a focus but rather energy 

and emissions the main focus, representing the primary interest of the organising body, the DOE. 

Teams can earn points three ways: 1) Task completion - teams complete tasks that simulate 

modern living. They perform household chores such as cooking and doing laundry. They host 

dinner parties and game nights for fellow competitors. And, they are required to log miles 

driving an electric vehicle charged by the house's solar electric system; 2) Monitored 

performance - team houses and appliances perform to specified criteria, such as maintaining 

indoor temperature and humidity within a tight range, ensuring refrigerators maintain 

appropriate temperatures, and carefully controlling the flow of electricity between the house 

and the utility; and 3) Jury evaluation - jurors who are experts in fields, such as architecture, 

engineering, homebuilding, water use and reuse, and communications, award points for 

features that cannot be measured, such as aesthetics, design inspiration and innovation (DOE, 

2016b). 
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Although the competition is not focused on construction, the energy and emissions focus of the 

competition includes numerous construction specific criteria and requirements within the 

contests. In order to demonstrate relevance, each team is required to comply with the 

competitions international building code, which covers structural performance, as well as other 

performance measures including fire and disassembly. In addition, each team is required to 

provide all drawings and project manual including construction specifications, and three 

iterations of the Building Information Modelling (BIM) model used for the project (design 

development, construction documentation, and just prior to completion). These requirements 

highlight the role of the DOE as the overarching organising body and their impact on the transfer 

of innovation through storage and record keeping of a repetitive event. Although the series is 

only small in impact on the parent industry, the Solar Decathlon (SD) displays a number of traits 

of the SCI theory through its design and operation. In order to specifically address innovation, 

contest nine includes an innovation category, with the following assessment criteria (DOE, 

2019): 

• To what extent did the team take towards integrating innovations into the design?  

• To what extent does the design use innovations or innovative approaches to satisfy an 

existing market need or desire?  

• How successfully did the team use discovery, research, prototyping, analysis, and 

collaboration? 

• What is the validation of the innovation potential through the as-built design and 

implementation? 

• To what extent do the design and innovative features address the interests and needs 

of target buyers and users (e.g., not only in terms of providing a comfortable living 

environment but also one with attractive and desirable elements that meet the target 

users’ needs)? 

• To what extent does the team’s approach to innovation relate to the team intent, 

mission, strategies, or goals? 

• To what extent will the innovations endure relative to the anticipated life cycle of the 

house? 

• To what extent do the innovations improve or maintain the safety of occupants of the 

house? 

 

The criteria listed above indicate the importance with which the DOE considers the use of 

innovation in the competition. The criteria also demonstrate the depth of understanding the 
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DOE (as Organiser) has with regards to the need to address the different stages of innovation in 

a construction project, with ideas generation through to market adoption addressed. In addition 

to the SDBCC, a new competition has been added the Solar Decathlon Design Challenge (SDDC). 

The recent decision by the DOE to establish a design challenge in addition to the build challenge 

is of great relevance to this research due to the challenges faced by the build challenge’s length 

timeframes and associated costs in completion, transport and staffing of a prototype building. 

Instead, the design challenge represents the understanding for the need for a more accessible 

competition to build capacity and bridge the significant gap for a university to commit to 

participate in a valuable innovation mechanism outside the parent industry; the build 

competition. Instead, teams have the ability to participate in a ‘lead in’ competition to the build 

challenge, with a reduced initial investment. The design challenge is specifically targeted at 

university students with a stated duration of one or two semesters, and addresses a much wider 

range of building typologies, beyond the build challenge single detached dwelling. Each category 

has minimum targets, and by way of example the single detached residential category is 

required to meet the DOE Zero Energy Ready Home National Program Requirements (DOE, 

2017). Despite the value of the Design Challenge to the overall opportunity provided by the Solar 

Decathlon, this research is specifically interested in the Build Challenge competition, due to its 

unique role as a prototype construction competition. 

6.4.1 Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC) 

The Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (hereafter SDBCC) is the most substantial form 

of existing prototype competition with relevance to construction and innovation. It is repetitive, 

competitive, well organised and attended. The competitions are comprehensive, and both 

quantitatively and qualitatively judged. The competition allows predominantly team led 

innovation, with a large variety in the final built solutions with demonstrable radical innovation 

generation. The projects are also often sponsored well by industry, providing engagement. In 

many ways, the solar decathlon is the Formula 1 of construction due to the high-performance 

prototype criteria. 

However, upon analysis, when compared with the theoretical ideal provided by the SCI theory, 

there are some deficiencies related to the diffusion and adoption to the main industry from the 

SDBCC. This can be traced back to the following differences to the SCI theory. 

• Timeframe of repetition – Formula 1 repeats monthly whilst SDBCC is biennial (2 years). 

This difference is difficult to resolve although technically could be resolved by having 

the competitions that are running concurrently linked up as a single series, resulting in 

a multi-annual competition. 
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• Exposure – Formula 1 achieves a global audience of hundreds of millions, whereas the 

SDBCC is hundreds of thousands. This is an issue only resolved by increased time and 

money, and a competition structure that encourages the industry to invest in the 

competition. 

• Industry involvement – Formula 1 is heavily supported by automotive manufacturers 

and suppliers, as well as outside sponsors. The solar decathlon teams are supported by 

suppliers but ultimately teams are Universities with no commercial entity that will 

finance or benefit from the competition (unlike Renault in Formula 1). 

6.4.2 SDBCC Stakeholders 

Organisers - Department of Energy 

The Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for setting the rules, and like the FIA in the 

motorsport example this guides the innovation directions. In the case of the SDBCC, as indicated 

by the name, there is a strong emphasis on the solar technology in the competition, providing 

clear focus for teams.  However, unlike the motorsport example, the lack of short-term 

repetition makes it more difficult for the DOE to change the rules rapidly and have the same 

innovation generating effect as found in motorsport. The DOE instead has a stronger role in the 

diffusion of innovation, citing education and the speed of ‘deployment’ (adoption) as the driving 

forces for the competition. Like Formula 1, however, the organisers have the ability to direct 

innovation by adjusting the competition categories and scoring weighting, which happens 

periodically. 

Participants - University  

University teams are formed incorporating the students and staff of a University. Teams 

commonly incorporate 20 or more members, each with specific tasks, and in some cases across 

university faculties/ disciplines. Teams proposing to enter the SDBCC prepare a submission, with 

a maximum of 20 teams per decathlon. SDBCC teams enter the competition for the challenge 

and the experience more than for the prizemoney or commercial exposure, which bears 

similarity to the early days of motorsport. This challenge to design and construct a real project 

provides the excitement, drive and motivation for the students to want to participate. 

Innovation is primarily team led within the solution space provided by the rules, which have 

demonstrated consistency across the 15 years of the competition. The SDBCC is specifically 

designed to combine research, education, and community engagement. Consequently, 

innovation is a part of the solution but not the sole intended outcome. 
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Judges 

Like ADC’s, judges for the SDBCC are sourced form industry experts with an appropriate 

background knowledge. Multiple judges are used for each contest, except where the contest is 

measured. As the SDBCC is a competition between universities, there is limited conflict of 

interest between the judges and the teams. 

Sponsors 

The SDBCC is sponsored by industry and teams are independently sponsored, usually by 

suppliers to the project, but in some cases, sponsorship is purely a financial contribution, often 

based on existing relationships held by the University. Although the financial sponsorship is a 

critical contribution, the amounts received are usually a fraction of the total build cost which 

ranges from 1 – 2 million U.S. dollars. The New Zealand ‘first light’ entry received offers of help 

from practices based in Wellington, to assist with the project design, planning, and costing. 

Professional and governmental groups such as BRANZ, EECA, and NZIA also took an active part. 

The industry was also supportive, with Meridian Energy joining as principle sponsor and an 

additional total of 27 Gold sponsors, 19 Silver sponsors and 58 Bronze sponsors overall. In many 

or most of these cases, professional expertise was offered voluntarily, and many of the sponsors 

donated their products, as well as time, advice and energy, rather than strictly monetary 

donations (Marriage, 2011). 

End User 

During the first open house of the New Zealand ‘first light’ entry, there was a constant stream 

of interested public during construction, disassembly, and the public display period, where 

between 15-20,000 visitors toured through the house  
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6.5 SDBCC TOE Analysis 

The SDBCC is assessed using the TOE framework in the same way as for the motorsport case 

study, and together with the ADC case study it is used to test the SCI theory. The relevant factors 

in the industry level TOE analysis for the SDBCC case study are outlined below. 

6.5.1 SCI Principle 1 –  A new mechanism for innovation 

Agile rules provide an opportunity for Firms to compete in a unique environment to test and 
prove their innovations 

TOE Factor: Opportunity, Technological Readiness, Compatibility  

The SDBCC provides a new mechanism to drive innovation opportunity for teams in the 

construction industry. Like ADC, the direction of innovation is achieved by the setting of the 

competition scope and rules, for the teams to design and innovate for relative advantage. 

Despite the opportunity provided, the SDBCC has minimised scope and rule changes over time 

in an attempt to remain relevant to the parent industry and provide consistency to teams but 

this has limited the innovation opportunity in favour of relevance and participation. This lack of 

agility has restricted the opportunity of the competition to explore innovation. As a prototype 

competition, there is some value for repeat entrants in this strategy, however, benefits to the 

end user are reduced. Although sections of the market are technologically ready for innovations 

from the competition, specifically the bespoke homebuilder, the market is still limited by 

financial and regulatory barriers to adopt the innovations from the competition. Lack of 

adaption of the competition through agile rules to address, for example, affordability, have 

limited the competition to the technological innovations which are not a high priority for the 

parent industry.  

TOE Factor: Leadership Top Management Support 

As SDBCC represents one of very few construction related competitions, it highlights the 

leadership of the DOE in the organisation of the competition. In this way, both the FIA and the 

DOE showed leadership in the decision making about staging a competition and driving the 

direction of innovation. Despite the lack of agility in the rules, innovation leadership through the 

rules guides the direction of the innovations. Likewise, the top management support of the 

university teams is evident based on the significant commitment required to participate in the 

competition. In the case of the SDBCC, the primary benefit to teams is identified as the 

opportunity for students and public engagement, neither of which are financially driven. The 

SDBCC is a 2-year minimum commitment from the point of entering the competition through to 

the showcase event. This represents a substantial commitment form the universities involved, 
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more comparable to the commitment required in motorsport than required by participants in 

ADC’s. 

TOE Factor: Industry Structure, Agile Regulations 

As is consistent with other competitions, the SDBCC organiser is in complete control of the 

regulatory environment via the rules, and efforts are made to drive consistency with the parent 

industry regulations, such as compliance with international building codes. The SDBCC 

competition is unique in its scope; there is only a very small market for an 80m2 technologically 

advanced zero energy home. Despite the clear alignment of the competition with the parent 

industry regarding the regulatory environment, there is a misalignment with the firms within 

industries main product. Although this is consistent with the Formula 1 example, where 

production cars are unlike the prototype Formula 1 cars, the motorsport industry has the benefit 

of the combination of prototype and production race series which allow the innovation to filter 

from the prototype series to the production car series and ultimately into production cars in the 

market. The inclusion of a production home competition might prove successful in linking the 

innovation in the SDBCC competition to the product for sale in the market. 

6.5.2 SCI Principle 2a –   Co-dependency 

Co-dependency between teams and organisers drives mutually beneficial outcomes in 
innovation, with both parties pushing for innovation success 

TOE Factors: Collaboration, Confidence 

The SDBCC has a directive hierarchical parent-child structure when compared to the other 

competitions studied. This includes financial support of the teams through the competition in 

place of a final prize purse that is used in ADC’s, motorsport and other industry innovation 

competitions such as the X-Prize. Irrespective of this, there is only minimal collaboration 

between the teams that enter the SDBCC and the organisers with regards for the direction of 

the rules, frequency, scope or other specifications such as duration and location. This lack of 

collaboration reduces the co-dependence of the teams and organiser which is SCI theory 

Principle 2a for mutually beneficial participation which leads to confidence and continued 

participation. The SDBCC is the only competition that has been studied where the teams are not 

active members of the parent industry (i.e. firms in industry), and likely drives the organiser to 

be more directive and less collaborative. The lack of the involvement of firms form the parent 

industry is a departure from the SCI theory that reduces relevance and consequently the 

adoption of the innovation from the competition. It is a general criticism of the SDBCC that the 

firms of the parent industry are not involved as this leads to a lack of collaboration and relevance 

of the competition to the parent industry. 
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6.5.3 SCI Principle 2b –  Relative Advantage 

Increased relative advantage for teams through a focussed task and competitive pressure 
drives innovation 

TOE Factors: Relative Advantage, Competitive Pressure 

As demonstrated in the SCI theory, relative advantage is a driver of innovation, and results from 

competitive pressure and trialability. The benefit of a small advantage is emphasised in a 

competition environment with a focussed task, and the observability of each innovation is a 

driver for competitor teams. Competitive pressure in the SDBCC competition occurs through the 

time pressure of the task at hand, but as there is no observable testing or observability of the 

different team’s approaches, competitive pressure is reduced. The long timeframe that is a 

requirement of the task also reduces the competitive pressure, so urgency for task completion 

is removed. To address this issue a finish-line criterion could be utilised to maintain the 

competitive pressure, as is typical of the X-Prize competition platform including delivery of major 

prototypes like private space ships. The combination of ten challenges in the SDBCC results in 

an unfocussed task, and with low repetition, the combination reduces the trialability and 

observability of the innovations by both the teams and industry.  

6.5.4 SCI Principle 2c – Solution Space 

A large solution space allows creative innovation leading to radical outcomes 

TOE Factors: Large Solution Space, Innovativeness, Prior Experience 

A large solutions space increases the potential radicalness of an innovation. It is unlikely for a 

team to enter a construction competition without a tendency towards innovation, as it is a 

criterion in most cases for the judging. For these reasons it is evident that the teams entering 

come from an innovative starting point. There are some examples of prior experience in the 

teams entering the SDBCC, but this is the exception not the rule. In many cases, the teams 

entering the construction competitions are new to each event. However, the newness of the 

construction competition formats led to lack of prior experience and confidence of the team’s 

leading to a reduced innovation output. The SCI shows the benefits of the size and experience 

of the team, which allowed a greater amount of resource to draw upon and potentially be more 

radical with new innovations. The lack of prior experience of the teams that enter SDBCC is 

therefore a weakness of the competition for innovation. 

6.5.5 SCI Principle 2d – Competition Frequency 

Trialability and observability are increased by a higher competition frequency  

TOE Factors: Observability, Trialability, Repetition 
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The SDBCC provides observability during competition time which is at the end of a two-year 

development and building process to the interested public members who wish to view the 

entries. However, intra-team observability of the innovation development through the testing 

stages provided by repetition of events is not provided by the SDBCC competition. Nor are the 

benefits of innovation advancement through the inter-teams observability. Therefore, primary 

observability benefits of the SDBCC (and also in ADC’s) are at the end of the competition. This is 

in contrast to Formula 1 example where the innovation has little direct relevance to the public 

(except for the excitement), but significant intra and inter team observability opportunity. An 

example of a method to address this issue would be for the competition to include some 

intermediate challenges, such as design competitions (as has been now introduced) where 

competitors are able to observe each other’s designs. The negative of this strategy would be in 

the sharing of ideas which might reduce the radicalness and variety of innovations, so a balance 

would need to be achieved. In addition to events within a single competition, the SDBCC is very 

infrequent, and this leads to a lack of innovation continuity, team engagement and relevance to 

the parent industry and end user. The competition cannot be used to address current industry 

issues due to the timeframe involved. 

6.5.6 SCI Principle 3 – Adoption  

Relevance is critical for the innovation to be adopted by the parent industry  

TOE Factor: Relevance, Financial Resources  

The relevance of innovation developed for a Formula 1 car to a production car is questionable. 

However, the innovation pathway from Formula 1 through other motorsport classes provides 

the necessary connection, and motorsport has strong demonstrable links including the active 

use of the motorsport competitions for development of innovation. More importantly, the 

competition is relevant to the manufacturers within the parent industry, who make up the teams 

in the competition. Because the manufacturers use the various automotive competitions for 

ongoing innovation and development of innovation, the competition remains relevant to the 

parent industry. Motorsport also provides additional benefits through marketing and publicity 

for the manufacturers who celebrate their successes publicly and are often transferred into 

sales. The evidence from the motorsport competition series is that the competitions progress 

from radical towards industry relevance, as opposed to the single SDBCC with no opportunity 

for innovation progression. Relevance, as defined by the SCI theory is critical to adoption of 

innovation by the industry, so whilst the SDBCC attempts to be demonstrate relevance through 

the use of international building codes (amongst other strategies), the relevance is lost due to 

the lack of involvement of the industry in the competition. Understandably, the project nature 
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and financial constraints that are inherent to building projects, and the lack of leadership from 

the industry are barriers to the industry involvement in the competition. A solution to this lack 

of relevance would be to require a team to combine an academic – industry partnership. From 

a functional perspective, the existing construction competitions are limited by the lack of 

interconnected competitions, specifically, to allow the transfer of innovation from the more 

radical prototype competitions to a production class of competition, which is a competition of 

innovation that is progressively more relevant and adoptable by the industry for production. The 

SDBCC event is very small when compared with motorsport. The use of a competition cleverly 

puts the cost of the innovation onto the teams, in this case universities, and makes the most of 

the organisers budget. The SDBCC is an excellent use of a small amount of funding to generate 

and test innovations for public display. Despite this both the organiser and the teams are 

severely financially constrained.  

6.5.7 Factors absent from the Solar Decathlon 

TOE Factor: Supplier Support 

In addition to the lack of industry involvement in the competition, the SDBCC competition also 

lacks supplier support at the industry level. Each team does form partnerships with industry 

suppliers which is a positive sign of collaboration with industry. Despite this, the competition as 

a whole is underrepresented by supplier support, such as through sponsorship of the events. 

Such support would provide beneficial ties between the teams and the industry and support 

relevance and adoption from the competition. 

6.5.8 Factors unique to Solar Decathlon  

TOE Factor: Consumer Readiness, Market Uncertainty 

As well as operating on the large scale, the construction industry also consists of small-scale 

builders including individual owner builders. This market is often characterised by educated and 

interested members of the public who actively embrace new innovations as early adopters. Such 

consumer readiness of this group presents an opportunity for the industry to adopt innovation 

on the small scale. In terms of addressing the weaknesses of the SDBCC, the individual 

represents an excellent opportunity to pursue adoption from competition, as at the SDBCC, the 

visitor is able to visit and experience the innovations in the dwellings and talk to the team 

members involved in its development. Such involvement is less realistic with motorsport teams 

where the end user is less able to take away the innovation ideas and concepts for individual 

application. This opportunity represents adoption of the innovation at the individual level. 
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The construction industry is large, slow moving and risk adverse. As indicated in the 

development of the SCI theory, the industry environment is not conducive of innovation.  

However, the DOE has created an industry structure within the competition that is more 

conducive to innovation, despite the market uncertainty within the main industry that restricts 

innovation efforts. Market uncertainty is more of a factor in the construction industry and this 

affects the competition environment. The construction industry goes through cycles and focus 

can shift from residential to commercial as well as other industry trends. In contrast the 

automotive industry is more stable, and innovation is more consistently applied through the 

industry. 

6.5.9 TOE Analysis summary from SDBCC 

Like the ADC’s, the SDBCC demonstrates the benefit of the competition as a new innovation 

mechanism that exists outside the parent industry, and the competition is responsible for 

generation of ideas. The case study analysis of the SDBCC also highlights the following 

differences from the SCI theory principles.: 

• The co-dependence of the organiser and teams is limited and therefore the confidence 

each has in the ongoing occurrence of the competition and therefore commitment is 

reduced. 

• The infrequency of the events and lack of repeat teams means that the benefits of the 

agility are lost between competitions. The infrequency of events also significantly 

restricts trialability which limits the pace of innovation development and testing.  

• The competitive pressure in the SDBCC does increase relative advantage, but the lack of 

observability decreases the rate of innovation development, which is also impacted by 

the long competition duration and relatively low number of teams. 

• The inability of the SDBCC to vary the solution space or have a large solution space 

significantly restricts the ability of the competition to develop radical innovations, 

however the teams do produce radical innovation within the ten contests where a larger 

solution space exists; this can be attributed to the innovativeness of the teams.  

• Adoption of innovation from the SDBCC to the parent industry is limited due to the lack 

of an adoption mechanism in the competition design, and a lack of industry 

involvement. The SDBCC case highlights how involvement of industry members as part 

of the teams that participate in the competition is critical, bringing prior experience and 

relevance to the competition. The dissociation of the SDBCC from the parent industry 

reduces the relevance, collaboration, compatibility and supplier support. 
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Despite the issues in the competition design, the SDBCC presents a unique opportunity to 

connect directly with early adopters such as the individual home builder who is well placed to 

trial innovations at a small scale, thus creating a staged adoption into industry. This factor should 

be exploited in the SDBCC competition, through increased targeted marketing and public 

engagement, or incentives for individual adoption. 

TOE Context TOE Factor relevant to 
SCI  

ADC SDBCC 

Technology    
Innovation Opportunity Y Y 
Technological Readiness Y Y 

Compatibility Y - 
Large Solution Space Y Y 
Relative Advantage Y Y 

Relevance Y - 
Confidence Y Y 
Trialability - - 

Observability - - 
Organisation    

Leadership, Y Y 
Financial Resources, -  - 

Top Management Support, Y Y 
Innovativeness, Y Y 
Prior Experience Y - 

Collaboration - - 
   

Environment    
Competitive Pressure, Y Y 

Industry Structure / Regulatory 
Environment 

Y Y 

Repetition - - 
Market Pressure  - - 
Supplier Support - - 

Market Uncertainty  Unique Unique 
Consumer Readiness,  Unique Unique 

Prerequisite for Adoption Unique - 

Table 15: Existing Construction Competition (ADC + SDBCC) TOE Analysis 

6.6 Lessons from the Existing Construction Competitions 

The case study TOE analysis of the Architectural Design Competitions (ADC’s) and the Solar 

Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC) provided a practical test of the Staged 

Competition Innovation (SCI) theory, demonstrating that the theory can accurately explain the 

unique processes of innovation in a competition environment, including strengths and 

weaknesses of the platforms. Each of the SCI principles influence could be easily identified in the 

two case studies and used to highlight relevant TOE factors that were present or absent from 

the competition.  Additionally, the analysis identified the strengths and weaknesses of each 
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competition series, starting with the demonstration of both the SDBCC and ADC’s clearly provide 

a new mechanism for innovation outside the industry.  

Both competitions display a similar incentive to innovative (Principle 1) through the 

demonstration of industry leadership, and top management support within firms to provide an 

innovation opportunity through the existence of the competition environment. However, a lack 

of prior experience within teams reduces their ability to make the most of the competition 

environment as the team’s skills are not always aligned with the competition targets. This is in 

contrast with the motorsport environment where there is a close alignment between the goals 

of the organiser and teams. Agility of the competition environment is limited for the SDBCC due 

to the low repetition of the event. The infrequency of the competitions means that the agility of 

the regulations through rule changes are somewhat lost between competitions. The recent 

introduction of the Design Challenge as part of the solar decathlon is an excellent approach to 

increasing the repetition of the event, despite it being a design challenge without a prototype 

component. The design challenge allows a greater use of the rules to vary the solution space 

size and appeal to a wider audience. The design challenge also represents the potential for 

transition between the design challenge and the build challenge for teams. The design challenge 

does not address the lack of repetition in the build challenge.  The ADC’s agility is limited by the 

project specific goals within a competition structure that is restricted by industry regulation. 

These limitations are combined with the fact that repeat participation in both events is 

uncommon, which results in discontinuity in the innovation process for teams and reduced 

confidence in the competition platform for delivering innovation outcomes. Similarly, the 

variability in participation results in the organiser having less co-dependence and consequently 

focusses on the benefits to the organiser instead of seeking a mutually beneficial outcome. This 

contrasts with the motorsport example, where teams are committed to multiple events across 

a year and in most cases committed to multiple years, and this drives confidence in the 

competition as an innovation mechanism and encourages the organiser to advance the rules 

between seasons.  

The Existing Construction Competitions (ECC) are both effective in creating competitive 

pressure, leading to the increase of the relative advantage of each team’s innovation efforts. 

The relative advantage in the SDBCC is limited due to the lack of competition focus resulting 

from the combination of ten competitions in place of a single focussed task, which reduces the 

ability to compare innovation with other teams. Lack of competition focus is also a negative 

factor in providing a relative advantage in the ADC’s as despite the clear rules of the competition, 

judging is subjective and therefore there is less clarity about what will define a winning entry. 
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Relative advantage in both competitions is further reduced by the lack of observability as it is 

only at competition judgement time that the team designs and innovations are comparable, and 

teams learn from the other teams.  

Both competitions include some flexibility in the rules that lead to a varied solution space to 

encourage radical innovation. However, the infrequency of the SDBCC events restricts the ability 

and value of the organiser varying the solutions space between competitions, and this is evident 

from the lack of rule changes across the years. The SDBCC does have the ability to provide a 

large solution space due to the inclusion of ten individual competitions, although this is at the 

expense of providing a focussed task. Radicalness is constrained in both competitions by the use 

of industry-based building regulations and safety requirements. ADC’s in some cases have 

specific industry-based competition rules such as local planning restrictions, thus limiting 

solution space size. However, both competitions manage to maintain a large solution space for 

certain criteria, specifically design and implementation of new technology.  

Lack of repetition of events was identified from the case study analysis as a key factor that is 

leading to reduced innovation activity and output compared to the motorsport benchmark. Low 

repetition of events reduces both the rate of innovation and ongoing innovation from reduced 

trialability, observability, relative advantage and repetition. Neither structure is conducive to 

the ongoing development of innovations. This could be improved for the ADC’s through the 

establishment of an over-arching body that has a role to link the innovation activity between the 

competitions and influence the rules to ensure innovation is ongoing. The infrequence of the 

SDBCC also restricts the value of the event for trialability of innovation which is critical to a 

prototype competition. The increase of event frequency for the SDBCC could be achieved by 

allowing competitions that are geographically diverse, changing the competition format to a 

‘finish line’ criteria, or simplifying the built outcome in size and or scope.  

6.7 Summary 

The Existing Construction Competition (ECC) case study analysis confirms that the explanation 

given by the SCI theory regarding adoption from competition is related to the relevance of the 

innovation to the parent industry. Like motorsport, ADC’s are already relevant to the parent 

industry and in result adoption of competition innovation is clear. The ‘one-off’ nature of most 

building projects reduces the diffusion of innovation from a single competition into a larger 

number of built projects, which is in contrast to the automotive industry that produces large 

numbers of a few models. Targeting ongoing innovation at the component level in the 

construction industry could address the issues related to discontinuity that results from the one-

off nature of projects, resulting in greater diffusion and adoption of innovation.  An over-arching 
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organising body that targets diffusion of the outcomes, is a potential strategy for increased 

adoption. This case study analysis confirms the ability of the SCI theory and its principles to be 

used to analyse case studies to explain the processes of innovation, and to identify strengths 

and weaknesses of individual industry competitions for their ability to drive innovation. 

6.8 Addressing Research Question 2 

Can a new theory describe innovation from existing construction competitions that are 
already existing in industry?   

The SCI theory is able to accurately describe the processes of technological innovation in the 

case study construction competitions. In addition to confirming the accuracy, the theory was 

able to be used to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each competition series, which 

provided the ability to define potential solutions to improve the competition for targeting of 

innovation outcomes. It was also established that there were some unique factors in the 

construction competition cases that affected innovation but were absent from the motorsport 

cases. This included the variation to the potential end user which ranges from the individual 

home builder to the large-scale developer or Government; a feature which is not present in the 

automotive industry which is characterised by a large number of few models produced by large 

scale manufacturers. This small-scale builder has the potential for adoption to occur from the 

competitions directly and therefore represents an alternate pathway. Although this may 

represent only a small part of the total building market, it is a unique feature of the construction 

industry. All of the similarities and differences between competitions in different industries has 

been able to be explained using the SCI theory.  

6.9 Addressing Research Question 3 

How do the existing construction competitions drive innovation? 

The case study of Existing Construction Competitions (ECC’s) shows that innovation can occur at 

a high rate and be more radical with the right competition design in the construction industry. 

The examples that have been studied demonstrate different mechanisms, competition 

environments and pathways for adoption back to the parent industry when compared with the 

motorsport example that was used to develop the SCI theory. Despite the comparably imperfect 

competition environments of the two series, the competitions still provide an innovation benefit 

outside the parent industry. 

Neither the Architectural Design Competition’s (ADC’s) or the Solar Decathlon Build Challenge 

Competition (SDBCC) were intended to be a major source of construction innovation, and this 

research establishes that there are certain changes to the platforms that are required for this to 
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occur. The fact that it appears to be possible is an excellent outcome for the research. This is 

consistent with the origins of motorsport many decades before, which originated from the 

individual desire to compete. So, where motorsport originated from a natural desire to compete 

at the team level with no specific interest in advancing innovation, the construction 

competitions and other industry competitions are an industry led initiative with specific 

innovation goals. In contrast, the motorsport competitions were built ‘around’ the existing 

desire of individuals or teams to compete, whereas construction competitions were a result of 

an industry level organisational knowledge that a competition was a good mechanism to achieve 

innovation. Architectural Design Competitions (ADC) demonstrate a strong industry led 

competition format that provides a mutually beneficial outcome for organiser and teams, 

therefore providing a sustainable competition structure. From the perspective of competition, 

the ADC’s are already a success, but only for the process of awarding tenders, - less so for the 

generation, prototyping, diffusion or adoption of innovation. It is in the lack of innovation 

development and transfer that there is weakness in this competition. Each ‘event’ is 

independent of the next resulting in lack of ongoing innovation progress. A radical approach to 

future competitions in construction would be to have them originate from the team who are 

interested in participating, likely with their own needs or challenges. This concept may result in 

a very different type of competition, depending on the nature of the teams – home buildings, 

product manufacturers, facility managers could all be responsible to lead a different type of 

competition. 
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7 The Competition Decision Model (CDM) 

“Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower.” — Steve Jobs  

Part 1 of this thesis addressed the development and testing of a new theory that explains the 

processes of innovation in a competition environment. This chapter begins Part 2 of the 

research, the application of the SCI theory in the Australian construction industry and potentially 

more widely. This is the practical contribution of this research. The application of the SCI theory 

into practice combines:  

1) The principles of the SCI Theory 

2) Lessons from the construction competition case studies 

3) The unique characteristics of the Australian construction industry 

This model provides guidance and advice to potential organisers about how to achieve a high-

quality innovation outcome in a competition. Additional issues related to the design and 

specification requirements of the competition environment and stakeholders including teams, 

organisers, judges, sponsors and end users, are addressed. 

7.1 The Role of the SCI Theory in the CDM 

The SCI theory developed from this research explains the processes of innovation in a 

competition environment and how this environment differs from the parent industry. The 

resultant SCI theory innovation principles outlined in chapter 5 form the backbone of the CDM. 

For example, the practical application of Principle 1 to a construction competition requires the 

establishment of a relevant competition, requiring leadership from the relevant industry body 

to identify and address industry needs or challenges in an environment that provides for 

innovation opportunity through a dynamic regulatory environment. Top management support 

from firms is required for teams to participate in the competition, selected on the relevance of 

technology and compatibility with current practices. The construction competition case study 

analysis demonstrates that Principle 1 is already achievable in a construction context with vision 

from the organiser and relevance to the firms who will form the teams.  

The practical application of SCI theory Principle 2 requires a competition environment that 

demonstrates: co-dependency of the organiser and teams through collaboration for mutually 

beneficial outcomes; that emphasises an innovations advantage through competitive pressure; 

appropriate rules that allow a large solution space to capitalise on a team’s experience and 

innovativeness; and observability and trialability through repetition. Practical achievement of 

these outcomes in a new competition requires careful design due to the large number of 
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potential combinations. For the same reasons it is within the competition environment design 

that there is the most opportunity and scope for targeting particular innovation outcomes; and 

the competition environment is the most customisable and consequently decision intensive part 

of the CDM.  

Principle 3 requires the creation of a pathway to adoption, which requires relevance, financial 

resources, market pressure and supplier support. Practical application to industry of an adoption 

pathway requires addressing pre-existing industry barriers, and therefore represents the most 

challenging part of the CDM to implement. It may be required to have early iterations of a 

competition for construction exclude adoption criteria in order to increase participation. As the 

reputation and momentum in the competition grows, adoption criteria can be added later. 

7.1.1 Demonstrate the Value of the Competition 

An industry competition represents an opportunity for innovation development. Following the 

establishment of a mutually beneficial competition, co-dependency requires the organising 

body and the teams to perceive confidence in the competition through consistency, reliability 

of the competition and equity, cost control, fairness and trust within the rules.  This is achieved 

through collaboration between the teams and the organiser to provide alignment of common 

goals. In the application of the competition concept to a new competition in the construction 

industry, the teams involved will be able to have more influence over the competition design 

during the early stages but that may decrease over time as rules/criteria becomes established. 

For example, competition duration could be influenced by the teams in the early iterations. For 

the industry to accept competition as a legitimate external mechanism for innovation, the 

competition must be credible and demonstrate value to both the teams and the organiser who 

is responsible for organising the competition. For example, the interest of the industry body to 

progress innovation may be met with scepticism by the potential teams as to the value of the 

competition. The teams have to enter the event with the intention of winning, and relevance to 

their interests and experience (for example, marketing benefits, R&D benefits). There must be 

a clear benefit to the organiser and teams for the competition to be successful. In the example 

of the architectural design competitions, the architecture firms are already familiar with the 

system and its potential benefits.   

The organising body needs to be proactively addressing the needs of the teams, viewers, 

sponsors and drive advancement of innovation. The Organiser shall also govern the rules in such 

a way that there is agility within the rules which leads to a dynamic environment, a large solution 

space, to ensure the teams are driven towards radical innovation. The right combination of these 
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factors will provide confidence to potential teams that the external mechanism will be of value 

to them. 

7.1.2 Determine the Rules 

Targeted innovation is a result of the right competition rules, which must provide competitive 

pressure and a focussed task to the teams to emphasise any small relative advantages and give 

them the opportunity to test and compare their innovation against the other teams to prove it 

as the best. The specific nature of the innovation ‘need’ or challenge combined with competitive 

pressure will focus the innovation efforts. High competitive pressure results from rules that give 

different teams an equal chance of winning, resulting in an equal playing field. Freedom within 

the rules is critical to afford teams the ability to draw on their own innovativeness and prior 

experience in developing radical solutions to the need or challenge that is specific to the 

competition. Where there is a target of a specific innovation outcome, a small solution space is 

required resulting in specific innovation efforts that are more likely to have a similar, 

incremental nature. The solution space size can be manipulated in the competition by adjusting 

the rules, for example, open rules (maximum litres of fuel per race) provide a larger solution 

space and closed rules (such as all cars must use hybrid technology) provide a small solution 

space. In general, early stage competitions like ideas generation competitions are better suited 

to open rules, and competitions targeting adoption are more suited to closed rules. It should be 

noted that a competition’s solution space size at different stages, or in relation to different rules. 

For example, where motorsport has tight controls over the basic characteristics of the car, there 

is free reign over the design of the individual components like the turbocharger. This is also the 

case in the Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC), where the houses must be of 

a certain size and meet international building code criteria but are completely flexible with 

components such as insulation products and energy systems. Therefore, the design of the 

solution space to target radical innovations can still occur within a prescriptive scope for the 

competition.  

Competition repetition is shown to be important to achieve ongoing innovation, and results 

from the creation of a competition series rather than individual, disconnected events. In the 

case of Formula 1, 21 events across a calendar year result in a very intense innovation cycle. The 

high repetition rate of this competition creates frequent trialability time for the teams, and 

provides observability for viewers and sponsors, and results in the diffusion of innovation 

between teams. Repetition is achieved as a result of a commitment and investment from the 

organiser, which provides confidence to teams. The competition must also have demonstrated 
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value to the teams to create interest to participate and should also have relevance back to the 

parent industry. 

7.1.3 Demonstrate Relevance to Industry 

The adoption of the innovation by industry represents a significant challenge in the design of a 

new competition. Based on the case studies, the only clear example of a successful adoption in 

competition is through the homologation requirement in the production classes of motorsport. 

This finding demonstrates that industry adoption requires compatibility between the 

competition innovation and what is relevant in the parent industry, most likely a marketable 

product or service. In addition to the commercial aspects, any adopted innovation will be 

required to comply with regulations and therefore industry regulations act as an important 

benchmark. This requirement to comply creates new financial pressures and triggers other 

issues related to commercialisation such as IP protection, from which the innovation process 

has been shielded in the competition environment. Principle 1 of the SCI theory promotes 

competition as an opportunity to innovate outside the industry constraints, and within a 

sheltered competition environment; Principle 3 requires the demonstration of relevance 

through compliance with industry standards which represents a return of the innovation to the 

industry. To increase adoption, innovations should be encouraged to share some similarities 

with the currently available market products and be capable of future compliance with relevant 

regulations. For these reasons an adoption focussed competition should address key industry 

issues of cost and compliance, as well as commercially important attributes like house size to 

maximise adoption by industry and the consumer. 

7.2 Knowledge from the Case Studies 

The existing case study competitions analysed are relevant practical examples of a competition 

in the construction industry and allow a critical evaluation of the application of the SCI theory 

principles. The case studies showed that neither of the existing competitions share all of the 

best-case scenario principles of the SCI theory for the benefit of innovation outcomes. Despite 

the shortcomings of the case study competitions, the lessons learned from the practical 

application of the competition environment can be used to benefit the CDM. Architectural 

design competitions (ADC’s) demonstrate the importance of industry links by demonstrating 

relevance of the innovation output to the parent industry, and the relative simplicity of the 

logistical requirements of running an online ideas generation / design competition. The lack of 

continuity in ADC’s (and innovation competitions in general) are evidently a barrier to ongoing 

innovation development and adoption, notwithstanding the fact that these competitions 
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originated as an alternate procurement model within a pre-existing industry, as opposed to 

targeting an innovation need.  The solar decathlon build challenge competition (SDBCC) case 

study demonstrates the value of a competition environment to innovative firms (including 

Universities), and the more practical logistical issues of a prototype competition including the 

timeframes, costs, and difficulty in demonstrating relevance. In addition, the SDBCC is a valuable 

example of the need for the organiser and teams to be an active member of the parent industry 

for the benefit of innovation adoption. In contrast to ADC’s, the SDBCC (and motorsport) are a 

competition series with repeated events for prototyping technological innovation, have an 

overarching governing body that is independent but connected to industry, and come from an 

industry identified challenge that is not being addressed by the parent industry. These two 

competitions demonstrate how the identification of an innovation need from an established 

industry body is the ideal starting point. To maximise innovation adoption through the industry, 

adoption as a requirement must be addressed in the competition structure which is currently 

only a feature of motorsport.  Due to adoption criteria creating a significant burden on the 

competition environment and teams, most competitions are established without adoption 

criteria. Potential exists to add adoption criteria once the competition is established and the 

benefits are clear to firms. Consideration must also be given to the indirect benefits of a 

construction competition such as design process transparency and public engagement (ADC’s), 

and experimentation, education and promotion (SDBCC). 

7.3 The unique Characteristics of the Construction Industry 

The following table presents the strengths and weaknesses of the construction industry 

identified by Tatum (1986) aligned to the SCI theory principles and relevant TOE competition 

factors. 

Industry Strengths Relevant Competition TOE Factor SCI Principle 
Project organization Top Management Support Principle 1 
Necessity and challenge Innovation Opportunity Principle 1 
Low capital investment Technological Readiness Principle 1 
Engineering and construction integration Collaboration Principle 2 
Capability and experience of personnel Prior Experience Principle 2 
Process emphasis Repetition Principle 2  
Variation in methods Innovativeness Principle 2 
   
Industry Weaknesses Relevant Competition TOE Factor SCI Principle 
Institutional framework Industry Structure Principle 1 
Seasonal and economic cycles Industry Structure Principle 1 
Competitive market conditions Pre-existing Competitive Pressure Principle 2 
Investment reluctance Low Financial Resources Principle 3 -  
Role of suppliers Lack of Supplier Support Principle 3 

Table 16: Construction Industry strengths and weaknesses with SCI theory Principles 

Table 16 demonstrates how the strengths and weaknesses of the parent industry environment 

identified from the literature can be explained by the SCI theory, citing competition innovation 
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relevant TOE factors. Industry strengths align well with Principle 1 and 2 of the SCI theory, which 

highlights the relevance of a competition to industry and firms as a new innovation mechanism, 

and for the application of a competition environment to increase innovation. This alignment is 

most associated with the organisational innovation readiness in construction firms combined 

with opportunity. This alignment between industry strengths and innovation competition 

presents a strong opportunity for a competition that aligns the relevance of the competition 

outcomes with the needs of the organisations. For example, the competition should be designed 

to be closely aligned with current industry regulation and practices. Industry weaknesses are 

relevant to all three SCI principles but most closely associated with the environmental context 

of the SCI theory, specifically financial resources, time and industry barriers. This alignment 

highlights an opportunity to utilise a competition to create a modified competition environment 

that avoids the barriers of the parent industry, specifically; financial constraints, pre-existing 

competition pressure, supplier support, static regulations and industry structure. Opportunities 

for adoption from a competition are particularly impacted by the industry weaknesses. 

The practical application of this is achieved by providing firms the opportunity to develop 

innovations in the way they already know how to do but with the freedom of a competition 

environment that is not held back by inherent barriers, involves the suppliers, and has financial 

value. Financial value is less likely to be from marketing benefits in the short term, however as 

the competition reputation develops the monetary and non-monetary value assigned to 

participating and winning the competition will shift in value. Attributes to be avoided would 

include onerous upfront financial commitments, and omission of the suppliers and 

subcontractors in the tasks. The competition must address the negative aspect of the 

institutional framework in the parent industry and economic conditions that might prevent an 

entrant from participating in the competition. Such issues could be addressed by minimising the 

financial and resource commitment by creating a stage by stage competition that allowed ‘opt-

out’.  
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7.4 Combination of Knowledge to form the Competition Decision Model 

The combination of the SCI theory, practical knowledge from the existing construction 

competition case studies and the construction industry characteristics create the Competition 

Decision Model (CDM) for use by industry. The CDM criteria resulting from the combination of 

the three sources is shown below. 

 TOE Factor Construction 
Competitions 

Construction 
Industry 

 
Criteria for  

Competition Decision Model  TOE 
Context SCI Theory  ADC  SDBCC  Strengths  Weak-

nesses 

Te
ch

no
lo

gy
 

Innovation 
opportunity    -  Industry Leadership to hold a relevant 

competition to address a market failure 
Technological 

readiness    -  Relevance of competition to innovation 

Compatibility  - - -  Relevance of competition to industry 
Large solution 

space   - -  Rules that provide direction without 
restriction 

Relative 
advantage   - -  Determination of a clear focussed task as 

the competition goal 
Relevance  - - -  Relevance of competition 

Confidence   - -  Professional and reliable organiser with 
track record 

Trialability - - - -  Frequent repetition of a competition 
Observability - - - -  Frequent repetition of a competition 

       

O
rg

an
isa

tio
n 

Leadership,   - -  Encourage organisational leadership 
Financial 

Resources,      Appropriate scope for teams 

Top 
management 

support 
   -  Clear value provided to top management 

Innovativeness,    -  Target relevant firms for involvement 
Prior 

experience  -  -  Target relevant firms for involvement 

Collaboration - -  -  Demonstrate mutual benefit for organiser 
and teams 

       

En
vi

ro
nm

en
t 

Competitive 
Pressure,      Appropriate number of competitors and 

inter team visibility 
Industry 

Structure / 
Regulatory 

Environment 

     Flexibility in the rules, with and between 
competition 

Repetition - -  -  Frequent repetition of a competition 
Market 

pressure - - - -  Value for industry in outcomes 

Supplier 
Support - - -   Value for suppliers in outcomes 

Market 
uncertainty Unique Unique - -  Demonstrate consistency from 

competition platform 
Consumer 
readiness, Unique Unique - -  Target relevance to individuals in the 

outcomes 
prerequisite for 

adoption Unique - - -  Tie the outcome back to an industry need 

   indicates that the factor contributes to innovation in that category (ADC, SDBCC, Construction Strength or Weakness) 

Table 17: Industry alignment with SCI theory and key competition criteria 
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7.5 The Actions from the Competition Decision Model  

The competition decision model (CDM) has been created as a result of this research to guide the 

creation of competitions in construction without being prescriptive or limiting. Rather than 

define a specific outcome, the CDM instructs a potential organiser how competition can address 

the strengths and overcome the weaknesses of the Australian construction industry. By 

remaining non-prescriptive, the CDM provides the benefit of flexibility for designing the 

competition to encourage innovation. The CDM is a structure to make decisions about the 

important aspects of a competition that drive innovation outcomes. A competition design will 

also require consideration of the stakeholders and specifications of the construction 

competition. The criteria from Table 17 are used to define the Actions within the Competition 

Decision Model (CDM). 

Competition Decision Model 

ACTION 1: Demonstrate Competition Value 

1. What is the innovation ‘need’ and can it be addressed in a competition environment? 
2. Who will be the organiser of the competition and direct innovation targets? 
3. How does the competition provide mutual benefit to both organiser and teams? 

 

The organiser must determine what is the gap that needs to be addressed, and if this can be 
achieved with a competition. The organiser must determine if the competition is mutually 
beneficial to the organiser and teams 

ACTION 2: Determine Competition Rules 

1. Does the innovation need require flexible rules for new radical ideas, or a focussed 
improvement on existing knowledge or prototypes? 

2. Does the innovation require ongoing refinement, or is it a one-off outcome? 
3. How will the competition design maximise competitive pressure during the competition? 

 

The organiser must decide the scope of the innovation in order to design the rules. This must include 
a decision about the frequency of repetition, the number of competitors, radicalness, competition 
duration, and inter-team observability during the competition to maximise innovation outcomes 

ACTION 3: Demonstrate Industry Relevance 

1. How is the outcome relevant to meeting the parent industry needs including compliance 
with regulations?  

2. How can this outcome be made more relevant to firms for commercialisation? 

 

The organiser must assess the competition outputs for relevance to the parent industry and seek 
to increase this as much as possible 

  Figure 18: The Competition Decision Model (CDM) 
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7.6 Stakeholders and Specifications 

The stakeholders involved in a competition have important and specific roles, including the 

organiser, teams, client, sponsors, judges and end user, and are outlined below. The 

stakeholders addressed below are a hybrid of the existing case studies and the existing 

knowledge of Bullinger and Moeslein (2010), who studied 57 innovation competitions. 

Organiser 

The organiser has the industry interests in mind and decides to run the competition to provide 

the maximum benefit to the need, gap or challenge that the competition is intended to address. 

With regards to achieving innovation outcomes, rule changes provide the stimulus for constant 

innovation by the teams, essentially by changing rules on a regular basis. This ongoing rule 

change provided by the organiser is intended to provide competitive balance as well as 

progressive innovation. The competition organiser is required to act independently of the 

industry regulator and of the teams. This independence allows freedom from the parent 

industry to make dynamic rule changes only possible due to reduced attachment to industry 

barriers. In some cases, the role of the organiser may be partly or fully outsourced to a 

competition advisor. The benefit of this approach is to take advantage of the experience of the 

competition advisor, however, for the benefit of ongoing innovation it is more suitable for the 

competition organisation to be handled directly by the organiser. 

Teams  

The teams are critical to the success of both the competition and the outcome, they make the 

innovation happen, and are also the interface between the industry needs that originated the 

competition and the innovation outcomes that will ultimately return back to the industry. The 

teams also dictate the supplier’s involvement through their existing networks and relationships, 

negotiate with sponsors and are the visible public face of the competition. For these reasons 

having highly motivated teams is of great importance to the success of a competition in 

construction and should be sought from potential teams in the competition, along with the 

demonstration of relevance to the teams to encourage participation. Such motivation to enter 

the competition can be the prize offered, the marketing benefits of participation or winning the 

competition, or both. This means competing with other priorities such as existing work load, 

other marketing strategies, company culture and likely many other reasons not to get involved. 

In the motorsport competition, the original benefits were non-financial such as prestige, as there 

was minimal sponsorship and entrants raced purely to win. In the current era, winning in 

Formula 1 is an important marketing strategy, which therefore includes important relationships 
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within the manufacturers, external suppliers, sponsors and supporters. When considering the 

construction industry, a combination of motivating factors must be considered, as it is unlikely 

that the established firms will be motivated to compete only for prestige and therefore other 

benefits must be demonstrated, such as financial or marketing benefits. For an event to be 

successful on a large scale with repetition, teams require commitment, compatibility (with their 

own goals and technology), and relevance to their work within industry.  

Sponsors 

Motorsport is a target for sponsorship of automotive products, with the audience being a key 

determining factor for sponsorship placement. In the case of a construction competition, 

sponsorship can be for the event as well as of the individual teams or equipment, depending on 

the competition. As sponsorship contributes significantly to a motorsport team, sponsorship is 

also seen to be potentially important in a construction competition. Fortunately, there is a 

number of individual sponsor opportunities that would result in competing products amongst 

different teams that could be used to further promote the competition, compare products, 

which would result in increased innovation. 

Judges 

The judging of a construction competition is significantly more important than in motorsport as 

it is likely to consist of multiple criteria some or all of which will be subjectively judged. This is 

consistent with the experience of the SDBCC and ADC’s, the latter of which has received 

considerable research in the literature. Judges would be required to be of high standing in the 

industry to promote the competition and based on the motorsport example they must operate 

within the overarching competition regulator structure. As the competition judging is subjective, 

independence and lack of bias would be of high importance. Judges could be made up of 

Government officials who are already in an independent role. 

End User / Public interest 

Public interest in the event(s) is not critical to the success of the competition, including the 

future of competition as a pathway for innovation in the construction industry. On this basis the 

competition needs to be interesting and exciting, with patronage occurring both in person, 

online and or on TV, as opposed to the TV based viewing of motorsport. The level of patronage 

results in sponsors being keen to support the competition so their products are visible, as well 

as potentially builders who most likely are keen to display their products for potential future 

sale.  
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Specifications 

The Specifications represent the finer details of the competition. The motorsport format will be 

considered for a construction competition, however the motorsport format of competition, 

although successful, is fairly one dimensional and also very specific to that particular application. 

For example, a motorsport event is limited by practicality of cars on the track, whereas other 

forms of competition could include significantly more. Motorsport is also restricted to a physical 

competition, whereas a construction competition could include online components. In order to 

further develop the format of a construction competition beyond that used in motorsport, other 

industry innovation competitions like the X-Prize provide an additional range of possibilities to 

be considered which are explored. The specification of design elements for an innovation 

contest has previously been established by Bullinger and Moeslein (2010) who studied 57 

innovation competitions (refer section 2.2.3 for the 10 original criteria). Additional criteria 

specific to construction competitions based on the case study research are shown below. 

Additional Design Criteria for Staged Competition based on research 
11 Category / model Ideas Prototype  Ready for adoption 

12 # teams  Duel Shortlist 
Public with 

criteria Public - open 

14 Homologation Required None Partial Full 

15 Geographical Scale Site specific Local / State National International 

16 Funding Sponsors / Teams Industry Government Private 

17 Repetition Monthly Annually 

Table 18: Additional criteria for a construction innovation competition 

7.7 Summary 

Chapter 7 introduces the Competition Decision Model (CDM) that is the practical interpretation 

of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory and represents the practical contribution of 

this research for use by the Australian construction industry.  The CDM is a combination of the 

SCI theory principles, the knowledge from the existing construction competition case studies, 

and the integration of the strengths and weaknesses of the construction industry based on 

existing research. The CDM establishes the need for industry to: 1) Demonstrate the value of 

the Competition, 2) Determine the competition rules, and 3) Demonstrate the relevance of the 

competition to Industry. The CDM also considers the stakeholders and specifications of the 

competition, although these items are specific to individual competitions and are not intended 

to be prescriptive.  
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8 Delphi Study Results based on Competition Decision Model 

 “Necessity is the mother of invention.” – Anonymous 

8.1 Overview 

The Delphi Study has been used to determine expert consensus on the accuracy and relevance 

of the CDM model that has been developed in section 7. The Delphi Method utilised numerous 

rounds with each round incorporating a feedback loop to the expects, a process that is only 

complete when a consensus is reached. 

The Delphi study invites were sent in mid-December 2017 to the 16 invited participants. As the 

participants are anonymous, it is not possible to describe their background or field of knowledge 

in detail, except to say that 16 experts were chosen based on their background knowledge of:  

• Construction, 

• Innovation, 

• Competitions or  

• Where possible, a combination of above 

A follow up invitation was sent to those who did not reply by early January, noting the holiday 

period as being difficult to expect a response quickly. The email (provided in Appendix 1) 

outlined the commitment including a timetable of rounds and responses, with an estimated time 

commitment which was a total of 1.5 hours.  15 of the 16 invited participants responded 

positively. 

The Delphi Survey was prepared in the Qualtrics online survey software (Qualtrics XM 

www.qualtrics.com). Qualtrics is a flexible online survey platform that allows for anonymous 

repeated surveys, as is required by the Delphi method. Following an introduction, participants 

are invited to review the plain language statement and then provide consent for participation. 

The survey is available only to the participants and can be completed at a time convenient to 

the participant, within a one-week timeframe. An email reminder was sent on day five of the 

timeframe, urging participants to complete the survey on time. The survey protected the 

anonymity of the participants however includes a question dividing them into the following 

groups, which is consistent with the expert identification and assessment process:  

• Experience as Competition Participants (4) 

• Experience as Competition Organisers (4) 

• Potential Organisers (3) 

• Potential Competitors (4) 

http://www.qualtrics.com/
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This distinction of groups allowed analysis of the preferences of key groups, such as for example 

what prize type would be most suitable is particularly relevant to the ‘potential competitors’ 

group. Concerns about anonymity were discarded on the basis that participants selected for the 

study could not be identified purely on the basis of the category they perceive themselves to be 

most relevant to, just as by identifying their occupation. Beyond this identifier of the participants 

every other question is answered without additional knowledge of the participant.  

8.2 Delphi Round 1 

The first round of a Delphi study is considered critical to the overall success of the research 

(Dawson & Brucker, 2001). The purpose of Round 1 is to provide a common understanding 

pursuit of consensus about the use of competition in construction to drive innovation, and it is 

important that the panel members clearly understand this purpose and the research method as 

well. For these reasons a substantial amount of background information was provided to the 

panel members, both as part of the introductory email and then also as part of the survey 

introduction itself.  The introduction to the survey for Round 1 also addressed the administrative 

and ethical issues associated with the participation in the study. This included provision of 

consent by participants prior to continuing to the questions. The aims, and goals of the study 

were clearly defined as a reminder to participants as to the purpose of the research. Definitions 

of “Construction Industry”, “Industry Competition”, and “Innovation” were provided. Finally, the 

purpose of the different Delphi rounds was explained, to provide the context of the current step 

(round 1) that was being completed. At multiple stages the participants were reminded that 

they were not expected to be knowledgeable in all aspects of the study, and they were advised 

to, “Please answer each question with the perspective of your expertise in mind”, as this was a 

specific concern of a number of participants prior to agreeing to participate. This addressed the 

fact that, for example, some international participants were not able to comment on issues 

pertaining to the Australian construction industry. 

Part one of Round 1 addressed the panel members knowledge of innovation in general. The 

expert panel members responded as moderately (43%) or very (57%) familiar with Innovation 

processes, research or application. The expert panel members responded as moderately (28%) 

or very (43%) familiar with construction innovation, with a breakdown of the construction 

innovation aspects to ‘Design’, ‘Product’, Process’, On-site’, ‘Environmental Innovation’, ‘Cost 

Innovation’, and a blank self-entry category if the panel members had ideas of their own. The 

responses were in Likert scale form, with ‘non-existent’, ‘poor’, average’, ‘good’, very good’, 

‘excellent’, and ‘don’t know enough’. The response to this question was overwhelmingly ‘poor’ 
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or ‘average’, which provided confirmation from the panel members that there was a lack of 

innovation in the Australian construction industry. 

The final analysis of the responses can be found in Appendix 1, and a summary of the responses 

is provided here.  

What they thought about innovation in Australia 

Most expert panel members felt that innovation overall was average or poor in Australia, and 

closely tied to short term commercial outcomes. In construction, design was perceived to be 

innovative in some cases, but industry barriers reduced innovation to incremental examples. 

The comments tended to agree with the position taken regarding construction industry globally, 

which is that it is not a priority in the face of commercial pressures, the cyclical nature of the 

construction industry and the project nature of the industry. 

What they thought about Industry competitions as a strategy for innovation or advancement 

There was strong agreement amongst the expert panel members that competitions are well 

suited as a mechanism to drive innovation, providing support for CDM Action 1, but with 

emphasis on pushing boundaries and thinking outside the box (i.e. radical innovation). Benefits 

listed included profile raising, and emphasis was given to competition design and rule structure 

as a priority (Action 2). Given the findings of the case study research, the agreement of the 

expert panel regarding the relevance of industry competitions to advancing innovation was very 

well supported. Multiple justifications of this view were provided by the panellists which varied 

only according to the background of the panellists. Responses (to Round 1 generally) could be 

divided to some degree into the panellists from industry, and the panellists with other 

backgrounds, such as past competition organisers or entrants. Of course, as the responses are 

anonymous it is not possible to confirm this view. 

What they thought about the concept of construction competitions 

The survey questions related to the potential use of competition in construction was the 

dominant of the three sections in Round 1. The expert panel members supported the concept 

of competitions for advancing construction innovation, but highlighted multiple barriers related 

to cost, intellectual property (IP), time and incentives. There was a general consensus that 

‘products’ and ‘whole buildings’ were appropriate scales of competition, with concepts and 

prototypes stages favoured. The panel members were able to suggest the benefits of ‘other’ 

industry competitions would likely occur within construction but were unable to determine how 

construction industry barriers would be addressed in the actual implementation of a 
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construction competition. The panel members could see the benefits of the concept but could 

not provide much insight into how it would work in the face of industry barriers. 

This is established by first addressing innovation drivers, followed by the value of innovation 

competitions in other sectors. Although the case study competitions are not mentioned in the 

survey, the background of the participants meant that these competitions were extensively 

discussed. This will require provision of background information on the research showing that 

competition has been identified as a good opportunity for the construction industry. 

8.3 Delphi Round 2 

Where Round 1 provided an introduction and background to the lack of innovation problems 

and potential solutions (for which there was a strong consensus in the use of competitions), 

Round 2 focussed on the validation of the Competition Decision Model (CDM). The CDM 

provided to the expert panel as a flowchart that represented the process from identification of 

a need through to the decision about the detailed specification. The model is shown below, 

represented as a flowchart, an easily digested format by the expert panel, to avoid the need for 

additional background information review.
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Figure 19: Competition Decision Model for Delphi participants 
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The Round 2 survey followed closely along the eight points of reference found along the left-hand side 

of the flowchart. This structure of the survey ensured that the expert panel stayed focussed on the 

topic in their responses. At each point (excluding the final, point 8), the panel members were 

questioned about the accuracy of the flowchart compared to the knowledge of the existing 

construction competitions, for which many of the group are familiar (Architectural design 

competitions, the Solar Decathlon as well as Formula 1 to a lesser extent and the X-Prize series).  The 

accuracy question was immediately followed by a question relating to the relevance of the flowchart 

to the potential application in the Australian construction industry, again a topic for which many of 

the participants are highly familiar. This structure therefore formed the bridge between the existing 

construction competitions and the future application to the Australian construction industry, and 

therefore the validation of the model. 

The downside of this approach is that the expert panel was automatically separated into those who 

know about existing construction competitions and those who know about the Australian construction 

industry. This was not considered to be a problem as the number of potential participants who are 

knowledgeable in both categories is low and thus this separation would occur naturally. Irrespective, 

the flowchart was reviewed from the perspective of accuracy based on current competitions and 

relevance to the Australian construction industry, thus acting as the bridge it was intended to form. 

Round 2 feedback showed there was a good level of support for the model in its current form. The 

strong support from Round 1 for the concept of competitions in the Australian construction industry 

was also present in the perceived likelihood of success of the model, with comments such as “looking 

good – on the right track”, and “Competition in construction is a great initiative” in response to the 

final question which sought further or final comments based on existing construction competitions or 

the future application to the Australian construction industry.  

Areas that received specific feedback in Round 2 

There were some interesting key themes in responses that re-occurred throughout the responses to 

Round 2, the first of which is the challenge of the notion that innovation always comes from a “need”. 

The expert panel responded that in some cases “innovation just emerges from suddenly realising an 

opportunity for something”. Others cited that the innovation may occur out of creativity, or “dreaming 

of a different way of life”. It was also raised that sometimes the “problem” or “need” is raised as part 

of the tender process, where the successful applicant had to deliver on something that is not readily 

available in the market. For these reasons the use of the word “need” which reflects the academic 

literature on the sources of innovation is amended to “need or challenge” (as used by the X-Prize 

foundation) to represent the different sources of innovation driver. 
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Another theme highlighted by the comments related to the fact that the demonstration of relevance 

(Action 3) was a complex process and required significantly different treatment to the other two 

principles. This perspective highlighted how the demonstration of relevance to the firms and industry 

is the only is external requirement of the model, unlike the other two categories (which are in contrast 

inwardly focussing on the development of the competition and innovation) and has a direct 

interaction with the Australian construction industry to a competition to increase innovation. This is 

an important division as the innovation process is already high segmented across this boundary. The 

relevance component therefore tackles industry issues and barriers such as marketing, public 

awareness, regulations and cost. Industry relevance is consequently quite unique in its issues and 

requires the most careful thought when being applied to increase innovation adoption. 

The issues of relevance identified in the model were mirrored in the expert panel responses regarding 

difficulties found in general in the Australian construction industry, particularly with the intention of 

driving radical innovation. There was a general view that suggested that the Australian construction 

industry was severely limited by the need to comply with minimum building codes, traditional 

materials and techniques, issues of safety and ‘safe to fail’ implementation strategies. These 

challenges, along with the view that the adoption phase of an innovation was not only the least 

common in existing construction competitions, but also the phase that required the most time and 

was most susceptible to the Australian construction industry barriers such as market uncertainty. The 

issues of industry relevance from competition and its interaction with the Australian construction 

industry was determined to be a topic of further investigation in Round 3. 

The subtle differences between ‘solution space’ and the ‘rules’ of the competition was raised as an 

area for further research. The expert panel members agreed that the two are not the same thing but 

do interact closely, and the large vs small solution space is more of a spectrum than a large or small 

situation. It was noted that a small solution space was important to keep teams on track and that a 

small solution space was still “plenty big enough”. Other comments generally supported the idea that 

a large solution space was more likely to encourage radical innovation, but that it needed to be careful 

that the solution space was not so large that innovations were no longer relevant to the scope of the 

competition. The expert panel did agree that the solution space was a variable that could be controlled 

by the organiser and would be relevant to the innovation outcomes of the competition. In addition to 

the discussions about the solution space and its relevance to the innovation, there was also discussion 

about the interaction between the solution space and the rules. Some of the expert panel members 

were particularly opinionated about the need for the rules to be tight purely on the basis of external 

requirements, such as building codes, to ensure fair judging and safety issues (for constructed 
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outcomes), which returns to the issue of industry relevance. The issues of solution space and rules 

was determined to be a topic of further investigation in Round 3. 

Other comments from round 2 related to the makeup and role of the organising body. Where in the 

flow chart this was described as the ‘regulator’, there was more support for the word ‘organiser’ which 

has been subsequently adopted into the research terminology. Expert panel members also highlighted 

the lack of feedback loops in the flowchart, suggesting a need to be a representation of the “process” 

feedback, as well as a “research” feedback loop required. The experience of the panel was 

demonstrated by the regular highlighting  of numerous potential situations where the simple model 

did not adequately address other  potential competition situations, such as the benefits of the 

competition extending to the educational and or student benefits (a key aspect of the solar decathlon), 

and the important aspect of actually researching the competition in action and providing research 

findings in order to both benefit the innovation that is the subject of the competition but to also 

improve the concept of competitions used for innovation. 

Other comments highlighted that there was an absence of other competition categories, and it was 

suggested that there would be competitions with specific outcomes such as: industry leading, existing 

challenges, awareness or educational, entertainment etc. Although these competitions simply require 

a different emphasis on competition decisions and variables already identified in the model, it is noted 

that there was likely to be considerable variation to the very systematic and simplified model provided 

to the panel members. 

8.4 Delphi Round 3 

Round 3 of the Delphi study received only 11 responses out of the 15 participants, likely due to natural 

attrition that is common in a Delphi study. The Round 3 Delphi study questions was kept open-ended 

to promote discussion for the explicit purpose of exploring the unresolved or contentious issues raised 

in round 2. Round 2 addressed the structure and content of the model and was the first time the 

expert panel were presented with the model. Not surprisingly there were some questions raised that 

require further consideration. A topic was considered worthy of further consideration if two criteria 

were met. 1) It was raised by more than one expert panel member, and 2) it was left unresolved, in 

the form of a question or statement that had no conclusion drawn. 

The topics for further consideration in Round 3 are: 

• The requirement of the model to demonstrate relevance in pursuit of innovation adoption 

(Action 3) 

• The unclear relationship between rules, the solution space and degree of radicalness 
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• The critical role of the organiser as the Industry champion of innovation development 

• The critical role of the teams as promoters of both innovations and the competition 

Each of these topics for further inquiry is in part related to the challenges of demonstrating the 

relevance of the innovation outputs from the competition environment into the Australian 

construction industry. In addition, Round 3 specifically included quantitative questions for the purpose 

of validating both the Delphi process and the model. 

For the purpose of validating the feedback provided to participants, Round 3 question 1 asked if the 

response summaries that contained the feedback between Rounds 1 and 2 were satisfactorily 

including of the participants comments, including revisions made to the model that was issued in 

Round 2. 71% of participants answered ‘probably yes’ with a further 29% answering definitively yes. 

No other options were chosen indicating that the participants who answered the round 3 survey were 

satisfied that their comments had been addressed. A text entry question on the same topic yielded 

answers suggesting that the model made sense and was well laid out with one suggestion that the 

flow chart represented the ‘ideal’ scenario and the reality was that competitions did not follow such 

a linear process. This was not taken to mean that the flow chart was incorrect, rather that it was a 

simplified version of what would occur in reality. 

In response to the further inquiry to the unresolved topics, demonstration of relevance to industry 

was addressed from the perspective of identifying the critical elements of a competition to maximise 

the adoption of innovation. In hindsight, as a result of further independent development of the 

research, it was determined that adoption was not really a competition type but rather a function of 

the industry interaction with the competition environment which was two sided, and that industry 

ownership of the competition was also required. Irrespective, all respondents cited the involvement 

of the industry and the way the industry barriers were addressed by the competition, such as cost and 

relevance as key issues. An interesting comment was that the need to address the industry barriers 

really does translate into the competition being country specific as some of the main barriers are local 

regulations and cost related issues. The proposed solutions that the Australian construction industry 

could adopt included the inclusion of the whole industry in the competition platform (somewhat like 

how architectural design competitions require buy in by the whole industry), as well as ‘gaps’ in the 

regulations which can be achieved through allowances for specific sectors (e.g. housing, government) 

to adopt innovation and allow spread to other sectors. Other comments related to a ‘safe to fail’ 

environment, which is best described as a way for innovations to be trialled without being directly 

exposed to the market as the first step. This is really a suggestion for improved trialability where 

manufacturers have the opportunity to trial an innovation prior to adoption in the main industry. 
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Further comments to enhance adoption related to the general misunderstanding of the industry of 

the benefits of competitions, as well as further support for the involvement of the industry in the 

competition. 

The second topic covered in Round 3 related to the competition design enabling a solution space that 

led to radical innovation. The responses were more supportive of the concept in this question than 

previously, suggesting that they had come to understand how rules, solution space and radicalness 

interact as a result of the Round 2 feedback. Comments tended to focus on the interaction between 

the teams, the rules and the way they were judged, suggesting that the judging could allow for some 

rule changes made by the teams to encourage radicalness, although it was also noted this would 

create a more difficult judging outcome. Other comments related to the use of a small solution space 

but with rules that were outside the normal industry and therefore created a very different approach 

and outcome, most likely in order to generate a specific response. With regards to ways to improve 

the model to encourage radical innovation, one suggestion was to create a competition within the 

constraints of the normal industry rules (e.g. building regulations) but to allow specific exclusions to 

those rules. This approach therefore required not only the generation and prototyping of radical 

innovations, but also identification of which current industry constraint needed to change for the 

innovation to be allowed to be adopted. The issues of building regulations and their integration into 

the competition rules was a common topic.  Another suggestion was to have a competition with a 

grander overall target, within which was a special innovation prize. This concept could entice industry 

into the competition by creating goals that are more relevant to their operations. 

Topic three for further investigation was focussed on the role of the organiser. The organiser and 

teams have been identified in the SCI theory as having a co-dependent relationship, which leads to 

the success of a competition. The organiser role is thus quite unique compared the equivalent role of 

an industry body or regulator in the parent industry, who has no dependency on firms. The 

competition organiser is the leader of a competition initiative, demonstrating the value of the 

innovation goals, determining the competition rules, for creating the competition environment, and 

providing the prize. Regarding the suitability of organisers, generally the expert panel members 

preferred a National level organiser, although many noted that it is highly dependent on the scale and 

scope of the competition. The importance of the role of the organiser as the champion of the 

innovation dissemination (i.e. after the competition) was reinforced in the comments from Round 3 

(having been suggested by the panel members in Round 2), and succinctly put by one panel member 

as ‘contributing to the knowledge base’. Other comments referenced the use of books, reports and 

websites with relevant information available as the methods to achieve this role. A reference to the 
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America’s Cup sailing race was used to demonstrate the importance of the durability and ongoing role 

of a single organiser in the competition becoming an international force in innovation development. 

A subset of topic three relates to the structure of the ownership of intellectual property (IP) between 

the teams and the organiser that is generated from the competition. The full spectrum of possibilities 

has been identified in the literature as outlined in chapter 2. The expert panel all agreed on the 

importance of defining the ownership of IP upfront, but with mixed solutions suggested. The 

consistent theme in the responses was that open source IP was the most desirable outcome from a 

“innovation diffusion” perspective, but there would need to be limitations on the use of technological 

innovation in order that the competition was worthwhile for the teams to enter and benefit from. As 

per IP in industry, teams are most likely to prefer to retain IP of innovations. What was not discussed 

at this point is the use of a prize as a trade-off for the IP licencing, where IP is either open source or 

owned by the organiser in exchange for the prize, which would be a substantial financial prize.  

Topic four that was identified for further exploration related to the role of the teams, a topic that was 

discussed in the previous rounds had not addressed the unique role of the teams in diffusing their 

innovations and championing their progress. Basically, it was identified that if firms from industry 

found they had a relative advantage that could be exploited in the competition, it was likely that they 

would be keen to participate to turn the relative advantage into a commercial success. 

With regards to the teams owning the IP, expert panel members again referred to the need for the 

competition to be worthwhile and this would be unlikely if IP was given away, also noting that 

companies not specifically involved might be reluctant to work with teams. However, in the spirit of 

the competition, it was also suggested that teams could operate in a way that their IP was hidden or 

protected. In the case of Solar Decathlon, where the prize is small compared to the cost for teams to 

be participate, the floor plans of the team’s houses are open source, but the specific details and 

technology is retained by the teams which creates a benefit to both teams and competition organisers. 

Validation of innovation, fame, promotion, include communication in the competition, and people’s 

choice awards were all ideas cited to maximise team-based promotion of their innovations and the 

competition. An insightful comment from one expert panel member was that it is not necessarily the 

winner that receives the most benefit in the long run, and this is commonly seen in other non-

construction competitions.  The ‘people’s choice’ award both drives the teams to be relevant to the 

end user and also attracts the end user to be part of the competition. A future piece of research would 

be interesting to look at the entries that were successful in the judging criteria compared to the entries 

that were successful in the people’s choice category. In addressing the Competition Decision Model’s 

relevance to the Australian construction industry from a team perspective, the expert panel 
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comments were primarily concerned with aligning the teams with the industry organisations, with the 

expectation that this would lead to a close alignment and therefore support the relevant outputs. 

The final section of the Round 3 Delphi study was the validation of the model, which asked direct 

questions about the Delphi process and the relevance and accuracy of the model. The first specific 

question designed to provide validation of the Delphi study related to the quality and accuracy of the 

response summaries that were provided between Rounds 1 and 2, and the process of amending the 

model based on the comments (which only occurred between Round 2 and 3). Respondents mostly 

reported that these two functions of the Delphi process were rated as “Very Good” with four specific 

categories as listed below. 

• Accurately captured your knowledge of existing construction competitions (Very Good 75%) 

• Closely reflected the processes used in existing construction competitions to the best of your 

knowledge (Very Good 62.5%, Excellent 12.5%) 

• Accurately captured your knowledge of the application of a competition to the Australian 

construction industry (Very Good 50%, Don’t Know 25%) 

• Represented the optimised outcome for application of a competition to the Australian 
construction industry to the best of your knowledge (Very Good 75%) 

 

The responses to this question suggest that the expert panel were in consensus that the Delphi process 

was successful from the point of feedback summaries and amendments made to the model flowchart 

as a result of the expert panel members input. 

The second validation seeking question related to the quality of the outcome which was the modified 

model for competitions for construction innovation, as follows: “Please rank the success of the model 

in defining each of the following…”. The responses suggested that the expert panel members felt that 

the model was ‘good’, ‘very good’ or ‘excellent’ in the criteria, origins of a competition, decision to 

hold a competition, competition scopes, radicalness and solution space, range and types of 

stakeholders, range and type of competition specification. ‘origins of a competition’ and “decision to 

hold a competition”, each received one ‘poor’ rating, suggesting that one expert panel member felt 

that the early stage decision making of the model was not adequately resolved. Despite this, both 

categories were considered as “good” or better by the other expert panel members. The ranking of 

‘don’t know enough’ was given once to each category. Although this is unusual entry, it is consistent 

with the fact that one expert panel member noted in the comments that there was no pdf document 

(the model) provided. This was not a concern for the other expert panel members and suggests that 

one respondent did not manage to find the pdf that was attached to both the email sent with the 
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survey link. This perhaps represents a failure of the survey administration in providing a clear 

instruction for participants once they had begun the survey rather than at the point of sending the 

survey out (e.g. the pdf should have also been linked through the survey website). 

 

 

Figure 20: Delphi expert panel final ranking of the Competition Decision Model (CDM) 

8.5 Addressing Research Question 4 

What other key information is required for staged competition to work successfully in the 
Australian construction industry? 

Through the development of the SCI theory, analysis of the case study competitions, and the 

consideration of the strengths and weaknesses in the construction industry, a model for decision 

making for new construction competitions was developed, then reviewed and validated by 15 experts 

through a Delphi study. With the aid of the experts, the model was developed that can be used to 

guide potential competition organisers to create a successful competition, beginning with the initial 

decision to hold a competition based on a need or challenge, to the consideration of the final 

competition The model allows for the potential outcome where competitions and/or  organisers make 

only partial use of the model, such as where a competition is held without any specific adoption 

outcomes. Irrespective of these limited examples, any potential competition organiser will be better 

informed through use of the CDM. To date, there is no other competition decision model available 

providing guidance for innovation focussed construction competition design. 

As the CDM provides overarching assistance with competition decisions, it can be used in conjunction 

with more competition specific guidelines such as those available for architecture or landscape 

architecture design guidelines, and possibly in other industries that utilise competitions such as 
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information technology. Instead the CDM deals with the demonstration of competition value, the 

determination of the competition rules to maximise innovation, and the demonstration of industry 

relevance. It is an innovation focussed model that can be used in isolation or in conjunction with pre-

existing competition guidelines for a range of construction industry innovation competitions.  
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9 Discussion  

“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.” — Alan Kay 

This thesis addresses gaps in the knowledge relating to the use of competition to drive innovation 

within industry, specifically the Australian construction industry. Innovation has been shown to be 

important to the economic growth and development of an industry. Through case study analysis a 

new theory and model have been developed that explain the processes of innovation within a 

competition environment and how this can be applied to the Australian construction industry. A 

Delphi study of leading experts within the industry were surveyed in three rounds to achieve both 

consensus and validation of the proposed theory and model. 

This section discusses the findings and new knowledge in retrospect as well as the future relevance to 

the Australian construction industry. The new knowledge from this thesis fills gaps in the existing 

theoretical knowledge of the processes of innovation and provides a practical model that can be 

adopted by industry for the use of competitions for innovation, representing both a theoretical and 

practical contribution. 

The discussion is in three parts: 

1) The understanding, interpretation and gap analysis of the existing knowledge and theories on 

innovation in industry, and the benefits of competitions to increase innovation. The discussion 

that follows addresses the new knowledge in context of these gaps (the past). 

 

2) The understanding, interpretation and gap analysis of knowledge of innovation in the 

construction industry in comparison to other industries for the potential to benefit from 

competitions to increase innovation. The discussion that follows is in the context of the role 

of competitions in the industry, unseen benefits, existing barriers and necessary changes 

(the present). 

 

3) A look at the future, with the key items from the discussion related to practical challenges and 

potential benefit of implementing staged competitions in the Australian construction 

industry. Specifically, the lack of leadership, lack of competition continuity and importance of 

the relevance to industry firms all impact the final adoption of innovation. Adoption of 

innovation from competition represents the ultimate success of the concept. The discussion 

that follows brings together the knowledge and results of the thesis (the future). 
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9.1 PAST - Knowledge Gaps  

Gaps were identified in the existing theoretical understanding of the processes of technological 

innovation and in the applied research relating to innovation from industry-based competitions. 

9.1.1 The need for new Theory 

The existing literature does not attempt to overlap theories of innovation such as the well-established 

DOI theory (Rogers, 2003) and TOE framework (Tornatzky et al., 1990) with the unique competition 

environment, thus creating a need for knowledge of how a competition environment in an industry 

setting can drive innovation. Extensive research already explains the processes of technological 

innovation in industry, with the subsequent development of many supporting theories. However the 

application of these theories, specifically the DOI theory and TOE Framework have limited application 

to the construction industry, instead focussing on information technology (IT) innovation (Baker, 

2012). Research on the theory of innovation in a competition environment is basically non-existent, 

which is a function of the fact that competition is a relatively niche source of innovation within 

industry, and the mechanisms that drive the processes of innovation are overwhelming a product of 

the industry environment. Strategic Niche Management (SNM) provides new knowledge of the 

developmental needs of innovation within complex industries, however this approach is focussed on 

the improved adoption of innovations rather than the complete development of an innovation and 

encourages collaboration of different levels within industry. The new Staged Competition Innovation 

(SCI) theory defined in this research adds to the knowledge of the processes of innovation in industry 

from a new perspective, providing a new understanding of the mechanism for innovation through 

competition. Importantly, the SCI theory defines the competition environment as a modified version 

of the parent industry environment, and with the right competition design, a staged competition is 

purpose built to increase innovation in the parent industry.  Figure 21 illustrates how the SCI theory 

is a subset of the existing theories of innovation, corresponding with the competition environment as 

a subset of the parent industry environment. The identification of this gap and subsequent SCI theory 

development allows a detailed understanding of the processes of innovation from the competition 

environment, and more importantly, how this environment can be designed to achieve an increased 

rate and radicalness of targeted innovation.  
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9.1.2 Application to Applied Research  

There are several gaps in the literature that explain the processes of innovation from industry 

competitions. Aside from the limited literature on innovation from motorsport, applied research on 

prize incentivised innovation challenges is limited to one-off prize incentivised competition 

mechanism and the crowd-sourcing opportunities provided by the internet. These competitions 

operate at the ideas generation and prototype stage with very few examples of competitions and 

research that address adoption and the public good challenges and needs of the industry. Additionally, 

despite the scale and prestige of some of the prize series (such as the X-Prize series), none of the 

existing research attempts to address the potential benefits that accrue from serial competitions that 

progress innovation from ideas to prototypes to adoption over a number of competitions held across 

time. The existing research on such competitions does not acknowledge the significant value of the 

competition environment and its ability to address industry level needs and challenges such as safety, 

productivity or greenhouse gas emissions, despite clear benefits of this type. Fortunately, the available 

literature in motorsport provides a clear illustration of the strength of the relationship and innovation 

exchange between the motorsport environment and the parent automotive industry, which is a 

universally accepted feature of the relationship (Wright & Matthews, 2001). The consistency of an 

independent overarching organiser and a repetitive competition series that targets focussed 

innovation that has high relevance to the firms from industry that participate is seen to be a winning 

formula. For these reasons the motorsport case study has been instrumental in the development of 

both the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory and the Competition Decision Model (CDM).  

The existing research on industry competitions beyond motorsport focusses on the macroeconomic 

impacts (Stine, 2009). Such research also  highlights the impact of competitions on firm’s innovation 

activity and responses to the prize incentives (Kay, 2011b). Despite these shortcomings, existing 

Figure 21: Revisiting the context of the SCI Theory 
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applied research literature such as the online ideas based innovation competitions research by 

Bullinger and Moeslein (2010) contributed to the competition non-specific structural concepts that 

have been adopted in the Competition Decision Model, and research on lucrative innovation 

competitions in aerospace have provided a valuable confirmation that the competition mechanism 

does drive innovation beyond what would have been achieved within the parent industry mechanisms 

(Kay, 2012b), which lends additional value to the theories and concepts developed. These defining 

studies support the direct and indirect benefits provided by Principle 1 of the SCI theory by 

demonstrating the potential to mobilise human capital, attract investment, induce focused problem-

solving activities, raise industry and public awareness and more generally spur innovation.  

So where existing applied research is focussed on the value and drivers of industry competition 

primarily at the individual or team level, this research is unique in its focus on the benefit of 

competition environment to the parent industry, and demonstrates how an innovation focussed 

competition can benefit the parent industry by providing an alternate pathway for innovation, starting 

with leadership from a single industry based organisation to address a need or challenge that is 

relevant to potential teams who receive a benefit from participation. This research is also unique in 

the focus on a competition as part of a competition series, where the innovation efforts are 

continuous and under the direction of the organiser. The importance of competition at the industry 

level is to assist with industry ‘wicked’ problems that primarily address public good outcomes that are 

beyond the scope of individual firms such as safety, productivity or environmental issues. This thesis 

therefore provides new knowledge built on existing theories and research for industry leaders to use 

competitions to address these industry wide issues, rather than relying on more traditional drivers 

such as regulation and financial incentives. This approach provides a new type of inquiry into industry 

benefits that are not seen in the literature of existing competitions such as the aerospace incentivised 

prize, where external sponsors select and drive innovation goals from their own point of interest, as 

opposed to representing the interests of the aerospace industry. Despite the unique viewpoint 

(ongoing competition for industry level benefits), this research was able to draw on themes in the 

existing research that provide support for Principle 2 of the SCI theory by expanding on the properties 

of the competition environment and its ability to drive innovation towards a specific outcome. 

Numerous parallels of existing construction industry competitions have been identified in this 

research through the comparison between motorsport, architectural design competitions (ADC’s), and 

Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC) series. This comparison was instrumental in 

forming the Principles of the SCI theory, including: a new innovation mechanism, a need for co-

dependency between organisers and teams, relative advantage and competitive pressure, a flexible 

solution space, competition repetition, and a return pathway for adoption. Many deficiencies of the 
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competition formats were also identified, and these were used to reinforce the actions in the CDM. 

Both the ADC’s and SDBCC competition environments highlight the significance of the current 

structural constraints and barriers to construction innovation that has been well explained in the 

literature. Of particular importance is the fragmentation of the industry, and a lack of an overarching 

body that addresses innovation goals and unmet needs at the industry level. The analysis of these 

cases also provides a clear discrepancy between the comparatively large solution space of competition 

and the comparatively small solution space provided within industry. This difference is a direct result 

of the barriers identified in industry that do not necessarily apply in competition. 

Of relevance to industry policy makers, the research presented here confirmed that the modified 

competition environment is able to progress innovation that is in a state of market failure due to well 

established industry barriers, such as inability to recognise a need, barriers to production of a 

prototype, and barriers to adoption of the innovation by industry. An example of the potential for 

cross-over is seen in the prototype Solar Decathlon Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC), which 

shares some criteria with the parent industry (such as use of standard building regulations) and some 

modified criteria specific to the competition (no reliance on market-based cost expectations). This 

flexible environment allows the competition to explore innovative solutions in housing that would not 

be economically feasible in the main industry and provide feedback into the existing regulation based 

on the specific demands of the competition. The flexibility in the competition environment as a 

mechanism for innovation can be applied in industry like other drivers (such as financial incentives or 

regulation) to direct innovation efforts.  This finding is directly related to the Technology - Organisation 

- Environment (TOE) Framework, but with the benefit of demonstrating how a competition 

environment can vary the innovation factors to focus the innovation efforts.  

9.2 PRESENT – Industry Benefits of Competitions for Innovation 

Safety and environmental concerns are good examples of industry challenges that require co-

ordination across projects, governments, policies and firms, and are unlikely to be comprehensively 

addressed at the firm level in the absence of an incentive. As construction competitions for innovation 

outcomes are still in their infancy, advocacy is required for the beneficial use of competition in industry 

to drive Government or industry bodies to act as organisers and champion these issues. The current 

industry response to such challenges is to cautiously implement regulation to address such issues 

without harming the financial viability of the firms within the industry. Such cautious regulatory 

response is evident in the parent automotive industry (Banbury & Mitchell, 1995), but in contrast 

motorsport, specifically Formula 1 has been used as a platform for many years to rapidly respond to 

safety issues from the perspective of drivers, cars and road environments (Jenkins, 2010). The 
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innovations from within the Formula 1 competition environment to address these issues are resulting 

in outcomes that are mutually beneficial and highly relevant to the industry and the firms and are 

therefore readily adopted, consequently identified in this research as Principle 2a - Co-dependence, 

and Principle 3 - Adoption. Such leadership to acknowledge the potential of the competition 

mechanism as a valuable pathway for innovation in the Australian construction industry will establish 

a co-dependence and result in a greater uptake of the mechanism to drive innovation. A structured 

approach to the design and implementation of a series of competitions as is provided in motorsport 

and outlined in the Competition Decision Model (CDM) will assist in improving this perception.  

The example of safety innovation in the context of the new SCI theory as outlined in chapter 5 

demonstrate the value of the flexible competition environment (Principle 2) which can operate 

independently of the parent industry to achieve innovation goals. This outcome represents the desired 

outcome for the Australian construction industry that innovation goals can be targeted and achieved 

independently of the needs and barriers of the parent industry and firms. Competition targets are 

most likely to stretch beyond the needs of the parent industry, for example, passenger vehicle safety 

requirements created by industry are not applicable to Formula 1 race cars, yet competition specific 

safety criteria address the more demanding safety issues in the higher performance environment. The 

competition rules are therefore important, with the primary aim to create a focussed task (e.g. high-

speed cars) in the Formula 1 competition environment has through competition rule changes resulting 

in the by-product requirement of teams to address driver safety at high speed. Further rule changes 

were implemented to further innovate for safety. As a result, safety innovations from the focussed 

Formula 1 task have been adopted by the parent industry into the production vehicles, such as the 

use of Formula 1 derived safety innovations such as body shell construction, which is then advertised 

for its leading safety features to consumers – providing a clear demonstration of relevance to the 

parent industry. 

This is how the competition environment encourages innovation with a rate and radicalness of 

innovation beyond what is possible in the parent industry. Competition creates a demand for 

innovation that does not exist in the parent industry. Competition to achieve such innovation is only 

possible if the competition rules are structured to bypass the same barriers that originally prevented 

the innovation. Although the key barriers to innovation within the Australian construction industry of 

time and cost (Manley, 2006) are not avoided completely in a competition environment, the 

competition environment can be designed to work around these barriers. The right competition 

environment can result in assembly of special teams, and can encourage the provision of time and 

financial resources to the competition; the mechanics at Renault do not have the time to dedicate 
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towards high performance lightweight engines as it is not required in the automotive industry; yet a 

demand is created and such innovation is achieved by the creation and resourcing of the Renault Sport 

Formula 1 team.   

The success of the incentive to team participation is based on how the teams perceive the value of 

the competition outcomes, such as innovation commercialisation, recognition, or prize money. The 

Formula 1 competition has evolved to the point that the marketing benefits of participation outweigh 

the value of the technological innovation development opportunity. The Delphi expert panel was quite 

divided on the value of prize money and recognition,  and this is related to the reputation and value 

assigned by participant to the competition, a result also found by Kay (2012b) in prize incentive 

challenges. A competition that is valued by industry is more likely to be provide non-monetary value 

to teams and consequently be valued more highly by teams. A competition that is highly valued by 

firms within industry is one that has significant industry support, as is evident in the Formula 1 

example, where the parent industry recognises the value of the original need or challenge identified 

by the organiser.  From the team’s perspective, the perceived value of the competition will initially 

relate to the potential for commercialisation and sales (assuming they are also a firm from the parent 

industry). This perceived value of a competition is also evident in the use of the Formula 1 competition 

by road car manufacturers as a platform for innovation development and marketability (Renault does 

not sell Formula 1 cars). 

The lack of perceived value in participation by industry-based firms in the Solar Decathlon series 

identified in this research is a function of low industry participation, which is due to a lack of relevance 

of the competition outputs to firms within the parent industry. However, the same lack of relevance 

could be described of Formula 1, where the prototype cars bear little relevance to the road going cars 

of the same manufacturer. The difference between the two is attributed to the long-standing history 

of motorsport racing as well as the excitement generated by fans. The strong following of Formula 1 

now provides momentum to the competition such that the marketing benefits outweigh this lack of 

direct relevance.   

9.2.1 Addressing Barriers to Competition at Industry Level 

Based on the strong case that can be made for industry-based competitions, at the surface it is unclear 

why they are not in more widespread use in construction. However, when considered at a closer 

resolution, the lack of knowledge of the industry of the competition environment as an innovation 

mechanism is a clear issue. The construction industry instead favours industry-based awards programs 

which retrospectively award projects at competition. The benefits to firms of awards programs 

includes the lack of a modified competition environment - the environment is same as the parent 
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industry and the normal rules apply. There is minimal additional time or cost involved outside of 

compiling the submission in an awards program but the potential for marketing benefits exist even 

without much challenge. Awards programs are not easily able to address the more challenging 

industry needs or challenges, and there is no collaboration for innovation outcomes required between 

teams and the organiser. Consequently, awards programs are beneficial to teams but provide minimal 

motivation for innovation development or advancement of industry needs. The popular use of awards 

rather than competitions in the construction industry indicates that there is a lack of leadership in 

addressing industry wide challenges, and in contrast to motorsport, this is also supported by the lack 

of a well-funded overarching body that is taking the lead role of innovation co-ordinator and organiser 

of construction competitions.  

As can be imagined from a team’s perspective of a new cost-prohibitive motorsport competition, the 

scope of the Solar Decathlon competition presents a time and cost barrier to industry that is 

insurmountable for many industry firms. Given the importance of retaining the full-scale building 

format, other solutions to address the time and cost barriers are required. For example, the 

competition could include concept buildings that are built on sites that are more relevant to the 

builders, such as in display villages, or a condition of entry could be partnering a university teams with 

an industry firm. Alternatively, the competition could be structured to avoid the need to transport 

buildings overseas. Such a modification to the geographical barriers would no doubt impact 

participation and end user benefits of visiting multiple entries on the one site, and this needs to be 

considered against the costs and logistics of transporting buildings. An additional solution could be to 

include modularity or transportability as part of the judging criteria to offset the challenges of 

transport, or a televised or virtual tour of each building. Cost issues could also be addressed by 

requiring or providing additional sponsorship or partnering with industry firms that already have prior 

experience with dwelling construction. In contrast to the misalignment of the Solar Decathlon series, 

architectural design competitions (ADC’s) closely align the competition outcome of a concept building 

design for a site with the real potential for the architects to win the tender for the project. ADC’s are 

also already based within the parent construction industry and teams predominantly consist of firms 

from the industry. The ADC example demonstrates the industry and team benefits of a competition 

that is closely aligned with the parent industry and demonstrates relevance. However, as yet ADC’s do 

not proactively target increased innovation in the industry as innovation is not a required part of the 

competition brief. It is a fortunate outcome that it is a combination of ADC’s and the Solar Decathlon 

Build Challenge Competition (SDBCC) strengths that, with some other macro changes such as an 

overarching organiser and frequent repetition, could result in a theoretically ‘ideal’ construction 

competition, where the SDBCC is aligned with the Formula 1 model and the ADC’s are aligned with 
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production car race series. The visibility of this outcome further strengthens the SCI theory’s ability to 

explain innovation benefits form a competition. 

9.2.2 Establishing A New Competition in Construction 

A realistic criticism of this study is the relevance of the SCI theory given its foundation on motorsport 

competition research and the fundamental differences in the industries. The most significant issue 

identified is the long timeframes for most construction projects, which can have an impact on the 

interest level for viewers.  It is also unlikely that a construction competition will generate fans and 

team loyalties, such as is common in motorsport. However, these issues can be addressed by 

optimising the competition design, as is evident in the case study competitions in construction. As an 

example of the required modifications to address the long timeframes involved, a construction 

competition may be better suited to being televised to an audience rather than being a ‘live’ format 

that encourages public attendance. Another potential solution is to run a construction competition in 

association with another event, such as an expo to increase exposure. Or, alternatively, a team could 

be required to continually improve a single building, rather than start construction from scratch for 

every competition as is done now for the SDBCC. 

Other industry specific differences that require a unique approach include the fragmentation of the 

construction industry, the lack of global scale construction firms (unlike automotive, which are almost 

all global companies) and the bespoke nature of most buildings, which is unlike the automotive 

industry where few models are produced in large numbers in a factory. However, the bespoke and 

fragmented nature of the construction industry allows the potential for innovation adoption to occur 

at the individual (home-builder) scale, and this unique attribute has been identified by this research 

as an opportunity in the construction industry. Irrespective, many of the key principles of the SCI 

theory (such as relative advantage) will apply with good design in a construction industry competition, 

which may need to be restructured to emphasise these issues rather than to minimise them. For 

example, although the case study competitions all relate to a whole building, the construction industry 

is also readily suited to competitions at the component or product level to be developed in isolation 

before being adopted by the parent industry and for sale to the market – this can address timeframes 

and fragmentation. Examples of component level innovation benefits include performance of 

individual building products that are utilised across geographic boundaries and building typologies 

which represents the potential for global benefits, such as air-conditioning units. As previously 

identified issues that are described as challenging to a competition in the construction industry are 

mostly related to adoption by industry, but this should not undermine the value of competitions as a 

mechanism for innovation development. For these reasons it is less important to ask, “is a construction 
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competition relevant?”, and more important to ask, “what type of competition environment will drive 

relevant construction innovation outcomes?”. 

Despite the clear differences and challenges, motorsport and construction also share some relevant 

similarities in industry structure, where major manufacturers utilise and rely on a series of 

subcontractors and suppliers. Both industries produce a single major product in terms of the financial 

scale of the operation and each share key elements important to the end user, including design 

features, functionality and pride of ownership. Both industries also show opportunity for competitions 

to be used for awareness or educational benefit to the end user. When considering the scale of the 

competition, motorsport competition scope is always based on the whole product scale (e.g. the 

outright speed of a car), yet the innovations usually occur at the component level, for example, as part 

of the chassis (chassis design, aerodynamics) or mechanical components (with a heavy emphasis on 

the performance of the engine). In the context of construction components, there is a similar 

architecture of structural components (frame / facade) and systems components (services / controls). 

Although this is a very simplistic comparison it is a useful one from the perspective of a starting point 

for a new construction competition, such as the opportunity to target component level innovation 

through the rules and solution space, rather than the whole building scale. Further similarities lie in 

the prototype / production nature of the respective products, with both having a ‘concept’ or 

prototype product in addition to the production versions. As is found in Formula 1, it is the prototype 

nature of the Formula 1 cars that makes the competition more exciting to fans compared to 

production car racing, based on the number of viewers. It is therefore important to consider the role 

of the concept / prototype building in its ability to advance innovation in construction, and this 

strategy is evident in both the ADC and SDBCC series. For these reasons, it is unlikely that early 

competitions in construction will achieve successful repetition by following a similar format as the 

motorsport example. Instead, new construction competitions will need to be designed from scratch 

using the SCI principles, CDM and experience of the existing construction competitions.  

Once the demonstration of value of the competition is clear to industry and teams, the design of the 

competition environment and the rules become critical in directing the innovation outcomes. The 

Competition Decision Model (CDM) instructs the organiser to define a competition environment that 

optimises the rate and radicalness of the innovations to be relevant to the parent industry. The SCI 

theory highlights a range of TOE derived factors that describe the important attributes of the 

competition environment. An important aspect in the design of a competition environment that 

contrasts with the parent industry environment is the flexibility of the competition environment 

factors to allow the organiser to modify the competition to achieve specific goals. The flexibility allows 
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the competition to address the innovation need or challenge that is being targeted, as well as allowing 

its adaption to fit within the industry requirements. Such flexibility also allows the opportunity for the 

competition to incorrectly address innovation or allow solutions that are not consistent with the 

industry need if the competition environment is designed incorrectly. However, as the motorsport 

example shows, the constant refinement of the competition environment through the competition 

rules resulted in a competition specification that provided a focussed task that was relevant to all 

parties. Testing of the theory by systematically modifying a single competition variable will be 

important to the long-term validity of the theory. Although a significant task, the scale of the 

competition, its duration and repetition could be simplified to individually test the principles of the 

theory. The most appropriate competition format for this purpose would be a simple competition with 

an idea’s generation focus, such as a student architectural design competition. Although the entrants 

of the competition would vary competition to competition, it would be possible to make small 

modification to the structure of the competition and measure the result over time to further validate 

the theory.  

9.2.3 What Really is Needed is a Competition ‘Series’ 

The business case, or decision to hold a competition is not an assurance of innovation success, 

especially when held as a one-off. The repetition and stability of the motorsport environment that 

leads to its ultimate success is primarily due to the repetition, single organiser, and repeated 

participation by teams provides the formula for ongoing innovation success. These ingredients 

together describe a ‘competition series’ that is most evident in the motorsport example. In addition 

to the competition series, motorsport also combines several individual series into the wider 

motorsport competition ecosystem. Renault is an example of a firm that has teams in multiple 

motorsport series (Rally, Le Mans, Formula 1) all of which are under the control of a single organiser, 

and, to the benefit of Renault, result in sharing of innovation and technology across the firm. Transfer 

of innovation between competitions specifically from a prototype class to a production class requires 

the innovations to be progressively refined to match the industry needs, a feature proudly proclaimed 

by Renault in their advertising of their higher performance production cars (Renault, 2006). The 

transition between racing prototypes and the high-end production vehicles is also replicated in the 

transition between a manufacturer’s own high performance and standard production models, which 

is a typical feature of a manufacturers model range. To utilise this multi-staged competition approach 

to innovation in the construction industry will require a comprehensive competition strategy that 

addresses the needs of both prototype and production innovation through competition, and the 

participation of the larger firms in all levels of the competition series. The participation of the firms in 
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a multi-level structure represents a ‘chicken and egg’ situation between the organiser’s foresight and 

the firm’s participation. Pointing again towards the need for substantial commitment by firms to 

multiple levels of competition, and leadership from an overarching organiser. To simplify this to the 

practical requirements, to replicate what has been achieved in motorsport in the construction industry 

with a building competition, would require a competition ecosystem that incorporated a high-

performance building class of competition and a production building class, with industry firm’s 

competing as teams at both levels.  The combination of the ADC and SDBCC strengths is evidently not 

too far away from such an outcome. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most likely barrier to the success of this multi-stage strategy would be in the difficulty in achieving 

the required repetition in the application of innovation into experimental buildings, which impacts the 

timeframe the technology filters from the high-performance prototype buildings through to the 

production buildings. It is for these reasons that a competition structure that exists within the parent 

construction industry has the most relevance to the firms and chance of success, as the substantial 

participation commitment would be reduced if the competition activities overlapped the industry 

activities of the firm. As defined in the SCI theory, top management level commitment to the overall 

competition ecosystem, as is evident in the business strategy of Renault with the foundation of its 

motorsport subsidiary Renault Sport, is required. The Solar Decathlon is easily identifiable as a 

prototype competition series that is not followed by a more industry relevant production competition, 

and consequently there is an absence of an adoption pathway back towards the parent industry 

environment. This is a key challenge for innovation adoption from this competition into the industry, 

however it must be restated that adoption was not a pre-existing criterion of the competition in its 

original design. Although it would appear to be a backwards step to modify the SDBCC competition to 

Figure 22: Motorsport vs construction competition innovation transfer 

Prototype Competitions Production Competitions Production  

Construction Chain of innovation transfer 

Prototype Competitions Production Competitions Production  

Motorsport Chain of innovation transfer 
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be more closely aligned with the parent industry, this could generate industry buy-in, and better 

alignment of the innovation outputs with the parent industry needs. The optimal outcome would be 

to have a ‘prototype’ Solar Decathlon event preceding or concurrent to a “production’ Solar Decathlon 

with the same teams (with industry members) operating in both competitions. This structure, if 

preceded by a connected ideas generation or design competition, would most closely replicate the 

motorsport ecosystem that provides an increase likelihood of adoption. 

9.2.4 Perceived Value of Competitions by Organiser and Teams 

 The existing literature of prize competitions and motorsport is primarily focussed on the issues related 

to the teams in a competition. Although the focus of this present research is on the Industry level 

issues and benefits, it is the relevance of the competition design to teams that is critical for success. 

Other barriers in new or existing competition formats also prevent willing participation by teams. In 

contrast to grants or funding programs which represent comparative certainty, participants in 

competitions are cautious about the relative unpredictability of when and to who prizes will be 

awarded (Leonhardt, 2007). Another significant barrier to competition entry is the potential for a 

negative outcome for the team. This can occur in two ways, firstly by the inadvertent sharing of the 

intellectual property (IP) to the other competitors - this of course is most relevant when the 

competition is within the parent industry and the teams are firms from the industry. Secondly, the 

potential negative outcome of poor performance or losing the competition.   

The first barrier, which is best defined as the loss of IP, is addressed in the parent industry through the 

use of the patent system, which protects inventions by firms and is intended to stimulate R&D, 

although this belief is under scrutiny (Davis, 2002). From an industry perspective in pursuit of 

widespread use of an innovation, the patent system is a barrier to diffusion and adoption, due to the 

restrictions it creates for use by other firms, thus the strength of this system is the commercial 

protection to firms that innovate, rather than to industry goals. This suggests that the benefits of the 

patent system are primarily for the commercial protection of a firm, and not in the best interests of 

the industry and widespread adoption of innovation. Innovation from competition cannot be easily 

protected using the patent system as the competition process specifically results in the sharing of the 

design or idea through the competition display, if not judging criteria. Competitions are often 

deliberately an open-source format of innovation (Kay, 2012b), therefore, alternate IP protection 

strategies are required to maintain the commercial relevance of the competition. In some innovation 

competition examples, the IP is owned by the organiser. Under this arrangement, it is the competition 

prize that forms the ‘payment’ for the IP, and the organiser takes the risk as to what will be received. 

This arrangement favours competitions that address ideas generation, where teams are less likely to 
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have well resolved design that could be commercialised but can still benefit from financial 

compensation through the prize money for their effort.  

In the case of competitions that address the later stages of innovation from which teams have greater 

potential to commercialise, the competition organiser can choose to allow IP to be retained by the 

teams. This approach means that the competition is a platform for innovation development, testing 

and publicity, with potential future commercial benefits. This approach requires the teams to accept 

the risk of the potential for sharing of IP during the competition as a result of the inherent 

observability. In the case of Formula 1, such sharing is difficult to avoid for the development of visible 

features such as aerodynamic components, but less likely for the hidden componentry such as engine 

internals, given that there are 21 races and countless practice sessions where innovations are on 

display. 

The second barrier to participation by teams is the negative impact from poor performance can be 

addressed by awarding the top three entries, and not ranking the remaining entries. Under this 

arrangement, poor performing teams are not individually highlighted, they are simply one of the 

entries that did not win, as is the case in architectural design competitions. The Solar Decathlon Build 

Challenge Competition (SDBCC) and Formula 1 are both difficult to avoid the publicly available ranking 

from first to last. However, in the SDBCC competition there are 10 individual competitions that are 

combined to determine the final winner, so it is possible for even an overall poor performing entry to 

rank high in an individual category and benefit from good performance. Being a University 

competition, the downside of poor performance is less important than the benefit of participation and 

feedback from the judging process. Further research into the impact of the ranking options from 

judging would provide some insight into the impact it has on the decision of teams to enter a 

competition and would assist with future competition design. 

The barriers that prevent innovation in the parent industry are also represented in the competition 

environment, although careful competition design can work around these barriers, they are not well 

understood by industry or firms due to lack of experience with competitions, representing a need for 

advocacy at all levels for the benefits of competitions. This lack of understanding is in contrast with 

the views of the Delphi expert panel, who’s responses showed support for competition in industry, 

but also were also united about the challenges of adoption. Further empirical research that trialled a 

two-tiered (prototype and production) competition could test for innovation transfer between 

competitions. This would lead to a quantifiable assessment of competition conditions aligned with the 

parent industry environment to achieve adoption.  
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Despite the opportunities and solutions proposed, adoption to the parent construction industry is 

likely to remain a key challenge for innovation competitions to demonstrate their value. The 

construction industry is potentially one of the most difficult industries to address the barriers of 

adoption from competition given the scale and cost of a building project which limits repetition, and 

inherent parent industry barriers that reduce industry leadership and support of the competition 

series.  For these reasons simpler competitions that demonstrate relevant outcomes are better suited 

to the construction industry in the short term until the value of the competition platform is 

demonstrated, with a period of finetuning of a competition design to achieve the best outcomes. This 

finetuning process is visible through the long history of motorsport where the engine displacement 

rules were modified annually for many years. However, this finetuning has now evolved to a well-

defined competition with clarity and a close interaction between organisers and teams, including a 

formal structure for addressing rule changes. Even in the absence of repetition and co-dependency, 

architectural design competitions have also already found a valuable place in the parent industry for 

pursuing design innovation with a competition structure that is consistent between competitions 

locally and globally for a range of building types. This successful, interesting, ideas generation 

structure could easily be refocussed on technological innovation outcomes with modification only to 

the judging criteria. So, where the SDBCC presents an opportunity to improve on innovation transfer 

opportunities from a prototype competition to a production competition, the established ADC format 

provides the benefit of an already established competition. The combination of the two competitions 

therefore present a strong, yet varied base for the development of a successful construction industry 

competition ecosystem that can be used to progressively increase innovation. 

9.2.5 Issues related to Innovation Adoption 

A competition that does not result in adoption by the parent industry has only limited benefit if the 

intention is to increase innovation to address needs, challenges or goals in the parent industry, and 

this issue is a common thread between the existing theories, case studies and independently raised 

by the Delphi expert panel. Adoption, as explained in the SCI theory, is the final step of the innovation 

competition process, representing the key decision point that represents the success or otherwise of 

the innovation. 

Previous research on adoption of innovation from competition into the parent industry is scarce, 

largely because it not a requirement or consideration of the competition design. This research, 

through case studies and supported by the comments from the Delphi study suggests the process of 

adoption into industry of innovation from competition is the single most challenging aspect of 

achieving increased innovation outcomes from a competition. This research identified 1) the 
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importance of industry commitment to the competition and its pursuit of innovation goals, and 2) the 

relevance of the innovation goals to team’s commercial values as the most important factors that 

determine the successful adoption of innovation by industry from competition. Identification of these 

two factors through this research represents a significant advancement in the understanding of the 

motivation for industry adoption, and potential advancement of innovations beyond existing research.  

From a practical perspective, demonstrating the direct application of radical innovations to industry 

may not always be possible, just as the demonstration of the relevance of a Formula 1 car to 

production cars is difficult. However, the pathway from radical innovation to industry relevance in 

motorsport is managed through a series of competitions starting with the radical prototypes of 

Formula 1, through to the industry relevant production car categories where the relevance of 

innovations are clearly visible to the industry for application in the production car on the market. This 

connection between the motorsport competitions and the products in market is strengthened by the 

homologation requirement of production classes such as the sports-car and rally series. Such ‘forced 

adoption’ creates an extra burden for teams who simple wish to participate in the competition, but 

equally drives innovation into the industry regulations. This therefore introduces a decision for the 

competition organiser to determine how aggressively to target adoption at the risk of excluding 

participants, as this would result in a substantial amount of work for the teams prior to the 

competition to ensure a high performing product that is also marketable in the parent industry is ready 

for competition. As a potential solution to make this more workable for a construction competition, 

homologation could occur on a smaller scale, such as a small number of production models, or even 

homologation at the product level or through smaller scale specialty projects. Given the scale of most 

building products, homologation from competition will need to be carefully considered for its 

potential use as it comes with a potentially substantial financial burden. 

9.3 FUTURE - A new Model for Industry 

There are no existing models that assist organisers to design the innovation outcome from 

competitions in any industry. Architectural design competition guidelines provide guidance for the 

administrative requirements of the competitions such as submission requirements, equity, judging 

and timing. These guidelines are deliberately generic, intended to provide consistency to industry and 

do not address specific details such as solution space size. This creates substantial gaps in the practical 

knowledge of how competition design can drive innovation outcomes for industry. The Competition 

Decision Model (CDM) and associated information on competition design that has been defined from 

this research is the first of its kind in addressing high level competition design for innovation outcomes 

through competition. As the SCI theory is potentially applicable across other industries, it is also 
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anticipated that the CDM could be universally applied and therefore has a large potential for 

application in any industry that seeks to drive innovation. The unique feature of the CDM is in its ability 

to assist in; 1) the identification of market failures and how to deal with those failures that are not 

addressed by the parent industry; 2) determining the specific competition environment structure to 

target a particular innovation outcome; and 3) explaining the importance in providing a relevant 

outcome that provides a pathway to addressing the market failure within the competition 

environment that has potential to be commercially viable. The CDM is designed to address 

competition design from the industry organiser perspective, with the expectation that a successfully 

designed competition will automatically interest firms from industry for teams to participate. The 

issues related to the participation of the teams is not addressed from their perspective, and although 

this can be seen as a weakness, it was determined to be more important to focus on the organiser’s 

role which to date has not been addressed. Notwithstanding, the mutually beneficial relationship 

between the two, is a foundational requirement of a successful outcome. For long term industry 

success, the creation of an overarching industry competition body beyond the competition specific 

organiser (which the CDM addresses), such as a Government or industry body that has resources to 

oversee the running of a competition and be responsible for the IP arrangements is critical. Further 

research is required to understand the respective roles of the overarching competition body, the 

competition organiser and the role of the team’s contribution to innovation.  

Beyond the review and validation of the proposed model, the Delphi expert panel was most interested 

in the practical application of the theory and model to the Australian construction industry. 

Specifically, they addressed the issues of the teams and of industry adoption, all of which has already 

been discussed. However, of particular interest was the relationship and pathway of innovation from 

a team within the competition to a firm within industry. In some cases, it was assumed that the team 

was a subset of the firm, however this is not always the case, such as in the SDBCC, where teams are 

formed by Universities and firms are not involved beyond a supplier role. Of particular interest was 

the discovery that there were very few participants that were active in both competitions and in the 

industry – none of the Expert panel members from industry had participated in a competition and 

vice-versa. This lack of cross-over of knowledge amongst the experts in both competition and 

construction confirmed the infancy of both construction competitions and in the research in what is a 

niche part of the construction industry.  

Despite the different backgrounds the Delphi expert panel uniformly saw the benefits of competition 

in the Australian construction industry. This consistency was reassuring as it indicated that a) the 

construction competition concept was well supported by industry, and b) the Staged Competition 
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Innovation (SCI) theory and Competition Decision Model (CDM) were comprehensive and complete. 

Education of industry is likely to be more complicated than simply promoting the CDM to give the 

infinite variations to innovation targets, organisers, teams and competition variants. It was noted 

more than once by the expert panel that it is not a ‘one size fits all’ solution. This feedback was a result 

of individual participation experience of the panel members in the limited range of existing 

competitions. This information highlights that the required education requirements of industry needs, 

flexibility and supporting guidelines such as competition parameters and case study examples, from 

within construction and externally. In the short term, the first action to increase the use of 

competitions for innovation in the construction industry is for industry to take ownership and invest 

in the development of the existing competitions that are already in use, starting with simple but 

practical changes such as to include more specific innovation criteria in the judging. Subsequently, 

more substantial changes might include the resourcing of an overarching body to co-ordinate the 

multitude of architectural design competitions, and support of new competition in certain areas of 

key interest. A specific example of an easy starting point (although not specific to the Australian 

construction industry) would be for a new requirement for teams to partner with an industry firm 

before they could enter the SDBCC, as this would be an easy way to address the lack of relevance that 

is an issue in this competition. 

Irrespective of the efforts made to introduce the concept of competition into the Australian 

construction industry, the demonstration of relevance and value of the competition to the industry 

and firms is required. Where this research exploits the knowledge from the motorsport and innovation 

contests, such examples are likely to be met with resistance based on the unique barriers of the 

Australian construction industry. On the basis that the relevance of the competition to firms is the 

most powerful driver, this is the most important criteria to address. The solution proposed and further 

addressed in the CDM is that a competition intended for adoption into the parent industry should 

have the flexibility to integrate the rules with the parent industry constraints (such as cost), but also 

allows for the rules to be modified to specifically encourage the innovation process (such as having 

specific output targets, like a focus on building energy targets). This need for balance between 

innovation targets and industry relevance is well suited (and purpose designed) to the agility of the 

competition environment. Further work to survey firms within industry to determine what defines 

‘relevance’ of a competition and what would be a suitable incentive (including a prize) are therefore 

important next steps. Outside of the competition design, other practical challenges must be 

addressed, many of which are related to the prototype competitions, where a physical submission is 

required. The Solar Decathlon illustrates these issues, which include the transportation challenges of 

international teams, and the site and safety constraints of a publicly attended exhibition, requiring 
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amenities such as public toilets and lighting. Such public displays require a significant effort on behalf 

of the organisers that are quite separate to the organisation of the actual competition. The Solar 

Decathlon is held every two years and increasing the frequency of the event (to increase repetition) 

may be practically unachievable due to the timeframes of design, construction and transportation. 

However, an increase to the frequency of the event may result in reduced repeat participation of 

teams.  
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10 Conclusion 

“If you always do what you always did, you will always get what you always got.” Albert Einstein  

This research defined a gap in the knowledge of innovation processes and addressed the potential for 

staged competitions within the Australian construction industry as an effective new pathway for 

innovation. Unmet needs or challenges often result from industry barriers and are in relation to 

‘wicked’ problems that cannot easily be addressed by individual firms on a project basis and require 

leadership from industry to overcome. The Australian construction industry is currently facing such 

challenges, such as productivity, safety or greenhouse gas emissions. This research established that 

staged competitions are a valuable tool for industry to address needs or challenges, which, with the 

right competition design can contribute to the economic growth of an industry and consequently a 

society. Where possible, competitions should be repetitive, to allow ongoing innovation development. 

This research was used to develop a Competition Decision Model (CDM), which is designed to assist 

industry in making decisions to hold a staged competition for the benefit of innovation. 

10.1 Thesis Aims and Objectives 

The overarching aim of this study, as set out in section 1.2, was to demonstrate how staged 

competition can act as a pathway to increase the rate and radicalness of an innovation within the 

Australian construction industry. This aim has been achieved through the development and testing of 

the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory through chapters 4 – 6 and is in direct response to the 

gaps in existing theories that are reviewed in chapter 2. Chapter 4 was a critical case study analysis 

which used the Technology – Organisation – Environment (TOE) framework to identify the structure 

and processes that drive innovation within the successful Formula 1 industry-based competition. 

These factors are structured into three principles of the SCI theory that describe the relevant stages 

of innovation through the competition process (chapter 5). The application of the new SCI theory to 

two existing construction competitions in the construction industry again used the TOE Framework to 

test the SCI theory’s ability to explain how competition acts as a pathway for an increased rate and 

radicalness of innovation (chapter 6), and importantly where the deficiencies are in each case. The SCI 

theory was able to comprehensively demonstrate why competition is a pathway for increased rate 

and radicalness of innovation from this analysis. 

The potential for widespread use of competition for innovation outcomes inspired the development 

of the Competition Decision Model (CDM), which is the practical application of the theory, providing 

guidance in decision making for the use of staged competitions in the Australian construction industry 

(Chapter 7). The newly developed model was validated for its accuracy and relevance of the CDM for 
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use in industry using the Delphi method which surveyed 15 industry experts (Chapter 8).  The practical 

application of the theory into a decision model addresses the how question in the aim.  

10.2 Implications  

10.2.1 Theory 

This research has contributed new theory to the existing knowledge on the processes of technological 

innovation. This contribution relates specifically to generation, diffusion and adoption of innovation 

from a competition environment. In contrast, the theoretical framework on which this research is 

based is taken from a parent industry market environment, based on well understood processes and 

barrier that drive and restrict innovation, with a focus on economic development as an end goal. The 

Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory explains how innovation in the competition environment 

can occur faster and be more radical, which therefore represents a new and important mechanism for 

industry leaders to use to address a public good ‘need’ that is currently unmet. Existing research in 

the field of industry competitions is scarce, and therefore this new theory is highly important to a 

poorly understood, emerging field of research. Although the SCI theory is designed for the Australian 

construction industry, it is in fact highly applicable to any industry (like the foundation theories). 

10.2.2 Industry 

The construction industry is widely regarded to be low in innovation which can be attributed to a 

number of industry specific barriers. Despite there being many innovative ideas, materials, 

technologies and design solutions, often originating at the coal face, innovation is not advancing 

primarily due to time and cost constraints. Other industries are at a significant advantage due to the 

use of staged competitions which can be used to remove a ‘need’ from the constraints of the industry 

into a custom designed environment which encourages and rewards targeted innovation. This 

research shows that although there are a number of unique barriers to the construction industry, all 

of these are able to be addressed through careful competition design. These findings are supported 

by 15 industry experts who strongly agreed with the concept of staged competition for increasing the 

rate and radicalness of innovations. ‘Careful design’ is of course the operative word, and it is 

acknowledged that finding the right design may take years through further research and trial and error 

in practice. To assist in this process, the industry focussed Competition Decision Model (CDM) provides 

a clear set of actions to fast-track the competition design process. The model is targeted at a high 

level, with competition specific stakeholders and specification requiring more detailed, customised 

attention. The findings also point towards the need for leadership and a more comprehensive focus 

on competitions as a strategic method to direct innovation throughout the industry. Such leadership 
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is most likely to come from an overarching industry body or government that is involved with policy 

and regulation, and emphasis has been placed on the consistency of the leadership for ongoing 

confidence and stability which ultimately leads to continued team participation. With such a structure, 

staged competition could sit alongside or indeed replace other innovation policy measures that 

address intellectual property such as patent laws, R&D funding, tax incentives; with regulation 

providing industry minimum performance. If policy is considered as the roadmap for an industry, and 

regulation is the rules that set the minimum standards, competition can be inserted neatly as an 

industry innovation accelerator, targeted to address needs and challenges of the industry. 

Despite these industry specific barriers, the Australian construction industry is already benefiting from 

the use of competitions that contribute to innovation, demonstrating that competitions are already 

successfully providing a new mechanism for innovation outside the parent industry. The existing case 

study competitions both demonstrate attributes of the Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) theory 

that provide a level of assurance that the theory and decision model have accuracy and relevance to 

the Australian construction industry, for which they were developed. 

10.3 Limitations 

The outcomes of an exploratory research project often result in more questions unanswered than 

originally asked, and that is proven to be the case here. Limitations of this research include the lack of 

quantitative data from innovation processes within competitions, and the lack of practical application 

primarily related to the lack of applied research, specifically in the Australian construction industry, 

and the repeated use of the Competition Decision Model. Industry trials may expose further 

limitations to the SCI theory and the CDM, however, as this is exploratory research, further limitations 

and developments are welcomed. Further practical research would benefit the detailed development 

of the theory and model, specifically the key Principles and Actions that define the processes of 

innovation in a competition environment. The role of teams in a competition environment is also 

clearly an area that more detailed research is required. Finally, further research is required in 

measuring the impact of a competition on the rate and radicalness of innovation, neither of which has 

been qualified in this research. 

10.4 Further Research 

All of the research presented in this thesis points towards the potential for increased innovation in the 

Australian construction industry from staged competition. The research has laid the ground work for 

the actual implementation of construction industry competitions that could test and extend the SCI 

theory and CDM into practice. It is not proposed that the SCI theory is complete and ongoing research 
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on the SCI theory and CDM that has been developed would strengthen the findings presented. Both 

the DOI and TOE theories can be used to further develop the theory in directions not addressed in this 

research. An important quantitative outcome is to determine the rate and radicalness of innovation 

that occurs from a competition compared with the normal processes of innovation that are well 

established in industry would provide a deeper understanding of the research presented here. Finally, 

although the research has been conducted primarily for the Australian construction industry, and 

whilst it is expected that the same theory and model could apply to other industries and in other 

countries, this also requires further research. Additionally, from a practical perspective further applied 

research to confirm the CDM as a robust method to design competitions is required. A more detailed 

understanding of the innovation outcomes of ideas and prototype competitions and how these two 

can interact to promote industry adoption. This would require research that spans multiple 

competitions to record the successes and failures and make continuous small modification to the 

structure of the competition to provide feedback and finetune the CDM.  

The largest portion of further work relates to the practical industry level challenges to the use of 

competitions for innovation. This includes the establishment of an overarching competitions 

organisation that has a specific focus on innovation, issues related to policy and existing legislation, 

and lobbying for the industry to comprehend the benefits of the concept; both activities will require 

advocacy and financial support at a high level. This work must also extend to survey firms in industry 

to determine what defines ‘relevance’ of a competition and what would be a suitable incentive or 

prize to ensure participation at that level, perhaps including an influence on the judging process and 

criteria. The combination of these activities will result in the development of comprehensive business 

case for competitions. Further research must also address external factors such as the educational 

benefits of competitions in the public realm, as well as industry wide benefits such as alignment with 

other voluntary industry activities. 

Final Words 

It is the belief of the author that the use of competitions in the Australian construction industry has 

significant potential to transform the industry from one considered to be poor in innovation to a 

leader. Although competitions already are in use in different parts of the construction industry, it is 

through industry leadership, identification of public good challenges to direct and encourage 

participation for a mutual benefit that change will occur. Although a transformation will not be 

without challenges and is likely to require a significant timeframe, it is hoped that the industry will 

value this new mechanism for innovation and adopt it into a business as usual scenario. After all, who 

doesn’t love a bit of competition?  
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Ethics Application 

 

 

HUMAN RESEARCH ETHICS 

PROJECT APPLICATION FORM 

 

How To Use This Form 
1. Consider and refer to relevant guidelines and regulations. 

References to specific guidelines are provided, with hyperlinks, throughout this form. The primary guide for human research ethics in 

Australia is the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research (2007) - Updated May 2015. Human research ethics 

applications at the University of Melbourne are reviewed and approved under the warrant of the National Statement. References to the 

National Statement are abbreviated (e.g. NS §2.1.) 

2. Use plain English. 

Use clear, non-technical language in your application. Be concise. Spell out the first instances of acronyms and abbreviations. Avoid 

jargon. Do not repeat information. Following these directions ensures effective review of your application. It will avoid unnecessary 

delays which result if applications are not clear and concise. 

3. Consider ethical principles. 

Your application will be reviewed according to the principles of ethical research outlined in the National Statement, namely: 

• Research Merit and Integrity (NS §1.1 - §1.3) 
• Justice (NS §1.4 - §1.5) 
• Beneficence (NS §1.6 - §1.9) 
• Respect (NS §1.10 - §1.13) 

4. Use the current version of the application form. 

Ensure that you are using the current version by downloading this form each time you prepare a new application. 

5. Detailed instructions for specific questions are available online. 

If you are unsure about how best to answer a particular question, consult the Human Research Ethics Guidance Document. That 

document provides detailed guidance on how to answer specific questions in this form.  

6. Where possible, avoid printing this form. 

Consult your HEAG to find out if they still require hard copies of your application. If you must print this form, consider printing double-

sided and in grayscale (black and white). 

7. Save your completed application as a PDF and upload it to Themis. 

Refer to your local Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG) for detailed instructions on how and when to submit your application. 

 

ANSWER ALL OF THE QUESTIONS IN THIS FORM 

 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
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Ethics ID number:  

(assigned by Themis) 
 1749319.1 

Project Title:  

(as recorded in Themis) 
 Staged Competition as a driver of Construction Innovation 

Responsible Researcher:  

(as recorded in Themis) 
 Christopher Jensen 

Application Type: 

(mark with an “X”) 

X Minimal Risk 

 Standard Project 

 

1. Project Details 

1.1 Project Summary 
Summarise your research project in plain language.  

[Limit: 300 words] 

A) Aims and Objectives 
The project seeks to create a framework that identifies how competition can increase innovation in the construction industry for the benefit of 
reducing emissions. This is based on the market failure of the industry to drive innovation itself. Competition is seen to encourage generation 
diffusion and adoption in other industries and the intention is to describe how it can be replicated in construction.  

 

B) Key Question(s) 
1. How do the different staged competition formats drive innovation? 

2. Why does staged competition in the automotive industry (motorsport) increase adoption of innovations and benefit the main industry? 

3. Can the Australian construction industry benefit from staged competition? 

4. What structure and format modifications are required for the staged competition to work successfully in the Australian construction 
industry? 

5. Is there an obvious part of the Australian Construction industry that appears to be well suited to a Stage Competition in the first 
instance? 

C) Research Design 
1. Review, understand and compare the construction and automotive industries to understand the differences – part of the literature 
review 
2. Review, understand and compare the motorsport industry with the mainstream automotive industry - part of the literature review. 
3. Develop a theory, Staged Competition Innovation (SCI) Theory that can be used to explain the beneficial relationship between 
motorsport and the mainstream automotive industry. 
4. Test the theory using two cases studies, turbocharging and electric hybrid propulsion, both of which are radical innovations that have 
moved from motorsport into the main industry and already contribute to reduced emissions in mass market vehicles.  
5. Based on the developed theory, a series of questionnaires will be developed and used in a Delphi Study with relevant stakeholders 
in the construction industry to determine how staged competition needs to be modified to adapt to the construction industry. 
6. The data from the Delphi study step will be used to create the innovation framework, based on the consensus of the experts. 
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Specific Guidelines Checklist 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. Linked sections of the National Statement contain 

relevant guidelines and requirements that you need to address when completing your application.  

 Children and/or young people (< 18 years old) will be recruited as participants.  Refer to NS §4.2. 

 

People in dependent or unequal relationships will be recruited as participants. 

(There are pre-existing relationships between participants and researchers, or between 

participants and others involved in facilitating or implementing the research. E.g. 

student/teacher, patient/doctor, employee/employer.) 

 Refer to NS §4.3. 

X People in countries other than Australia will be recruited as participants.  Refer to NS §4.8. 

 

One or more of the following describes the research project: 

• it will be about Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals or peoples, 
their health, or their culture(s), language(s) or histories; 

• it will be about the impact(s) or effect(s) of some phenomenon or phenomena on 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander individuals or peoples; 

• it will specifically target Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander people to be 
recruited as participants; 

• it will be conducted in a geographic location where a significant number of the 
population are likely to be Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander. 

 Refer to NS §4.7. 

 Refer to Values and Ethics. 

 Refer to GERAIS. 

 This application is ineligible for 

minimal risk review. 

 

One or both of the following describes the research project: 

• it will specifically target women who are pregnant to be recruited as participants; 
• it will be focused on women who are pregnant and/or the human foetus 

(including human foetal tissue or human embryos). 

 Refer to NS §4.1.  

 This application is ineligible for 

minimal risk review. 

 
People who may be involved in illegal activities will be recruited as participants, and the 

research project could potentially expose such activities. 

 Refer to NS §4.6. 

 This application is likely ineligible for 

minimal risk review. 

 
People with cognitive impairment, intellectual disability, or mental illness will be recruited 

as participants. 

 Refer to NS §4.5.  

 This application is ineligible for 

minimal risk review. 

 People who are highly dependent on medical care will be recruited as participants. 

 Refer to NS §4.4.  

 This application is ineligible for 

minimal risk review. 

 None of the above applies to this research project.  
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http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines-publications/e52
http://aiatsis.gov.au/research/ethical-research/guidelines-ethical-research-australian-indigenous-studies
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-4-1-women-who-are-pregnant-and-human-foetus
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Additional Modules Checklist 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. This checklist will help you determine if you need to 

complete any other modules in addition to this application form. Linked sections of the National Statement contain relevant guidelines and 

requirements that you need to address when completing this form and any applicable additional modules. 

 

This research project will involve the creation of a databank 

(i.e. your stored data will be made available to other parties 

for secondary use in future research projects). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 

 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 

This research project will involve the collection of information 

for a databank (i.e. your stored data will be made available to 

other parties for secondary use in future research projects). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 

 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 

This research project will involve accessing information from 

an existing databank (i.e. you will be accessing and making use 

of stored data that was previously collected – not for this 

specific project – by other parties). 

 Refer to NS §3.2. 

 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 

This research project will involve obtaining identifiable (or 

potentially identifiable) personal information (including 

health information) about individuals without their consent. 

 Complete and attach the Privacy and Databanks Module. 

 

This research project will involve the collection and/or use of 

human tissue/biological samples or materials (e.g. blood, 

saliva, cheek swabs, hair, human embryonic or foetal tissue). 

Refer to NS §3.4. 

 Complete and attach the Body Tissue and Genetic Research Module. 

 This research project will involve human genetics. 

 Refer to NS §3.5.  

 This application is ineligible for minimal risk review. 

 Complete and attach the Body Tissue and Genetic Research Module. 

 
This research project will involve medical interventions, 

therapies or trials. 

 Refer to NS §3.3.  

 This application is ineligible for minimal risk review.  

 Complete and attach the Interventions, Therapies and Trials Module. 

 
This research project will involve administration of ionising 

radiation. 
 Complete and attach the Ionising Radiation Module. 

X None of the above applies to this research project.  

 

2. Background and Method 

2.1 Background and 
Significance 

Provide a summary of background information. Explain the significance of the proposed 
research in the context of this background. Refer to NS §5.2.5.  
[Limit: 500 words] 

A) Background: 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-2-databanks
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0006/1977540/PrivacyDatabanksModule.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-2-databanks
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0006/1977540/PrivacyDatabanksModule.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-2-databanks
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0006/1977540/PrivacyDatabanksModule.docx
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0006/1977540/PrivacyDatabanksModule.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-4-human-biospecimens-laboratory-based-research
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0012/1977537/BodyTissueGeneticResearchModule.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-5-human-genetics
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0012/1977537/BodyTissueGeneticResearchModule.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-3-3-interventions-and-therapies-including-clinical-and-non-clinical-trials-and
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0004/1977538/InterventionsTherapiesTrialsModule.docx
https://staff.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0005/1977539/IonisingRadiationModule.docx
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Globally building operation contributes 30-40% of the primary energy demand in most developed economies. At the same time the 
construction industry is repeatedly found to have lower rates of adoption of innovation than other industries, despite being described as “a 
lively source of new ideas”. A general conclusion is that the rate of innovation lags behind most other sectors. A new mechanism for 
innovation generation, diffusion and adoption is required. The automotive industry provides a benchmark for innovation, and has a distinct 
advantage with regards to generation, implementation and adoption of innovation. Automotive ‘staged competitions’ (e.g. motorsport), occur 
within the industry between manufacturers, and rely heavily on the involvement of suppliers within the industry. Such competition provides an 
excellent platform for marketing, testing, and development of innovation within and beyond the parent industry.  Although rare and fleeting, 
construction competitions already exist in the construction industry. However, they are not as advanced as motorsport is for the purposes of 
generating, diffusing or adopting innovations. 
 

B) Significance of This Research: 
1. The Innovation framework will provide a mechanism for the Australian Construction Industry to hold construction staged competitions, 
which provide a dynamic environment for generating and trialling new innovations. 
2. As is evident in the motorsport - automotive industry, the mainstream construction industry will benefit from the construction staged 
competition. Through support and involvement. The construction industry will be able to be able to direct the innovation development through 
this path. 
3. Finally, the mainstream construction industry will benefit from the construction staged competitions by increased generation of 
innovations and trialling of innovations, ready for adoption by the mainstream construction industry to reduce emissions. 

 

2.2 Research Design 
and Method 

Provide details of your research design and your proposed method. Refer to NS §5.2.5 - 
§5.2.6.  
Attach a copy of any measures, scales, questionnaires, survey instruments (including 
online surveys), interview questions/themes, and/or focus group topics/questions to 
be used. 

Research Method 
The research method is the Delphi method, which requests participants to anonymously complete a series of three questionnaires online by 
providing short answers to questions related to the topic. The Delphi method is an iterative process used to collect and distil the judgments of 
experts using a series of questionnaires interspersed with feedback. The questionnaires are designed to focus on problems, opportunities, 
solutions, or forecasts. Each subsequent questionnaire is developed based on the results of the previous questionnaire, with the intention of 
ultimately reaching consensus between the participants on the outcome. Each questionnaire will take no longer than one hour to complete 

A) Participants (or Recruitment Targets, such as medical records): 
The participants (10 – 15 people) of the Delphi Study will be recruited based on the expert status in the field of competitions, government 
agencies or industry representatives for their knowledge of competitions, innovation or construction 
 

B) Recruitment: 
Recruitment will be conducted personally by the researcher via phone and or email based on existing contacts in the industry as well as select 
targeting of particular expertise. 
 

C) Participant Incentives: 
Due to the requirement for multiple rounds of input a gift up to $50AUD per participant will be offered to incentivise and / or reward their 
participation 
 

D) Participant Task(s): 
Participants will be asked to anonymously complete a questionnaire, with two follow up questionnaires that will be based on the opinions of 
the entire group. This method allows for the consensus of the group as a final result 
 

E) Data/Material Collection Technique(s): 
The data will be all completed on via webform 
 

F) Data Analysis:  
According to NS chapter 3.1 the data collection will be online Research 
 

 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-5-2-responsibilities-hrecs-other-ethical-review-bodies-and-researchers
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-5-2-responsibilities-hrecs-other-ethical-review-bodies-and-researchers
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3. Risks, Benefits and Monitoring 

3.1 Potential Risks to 
Participants 

Does your research project pose any potential risks to participants? What are those risks? 
How will they be negated, minimised or managed?  
Refer to NS §2.1.  
Note that the risks you identify here should also be described in your Plain Language 
Statement (PLS). Attach a copy of any distress protocol or adverse event protocol (if 
applicable). 

A) Potential Risks 
There are very few risks as the participants are not required to do any face to face meetings or interviews and all of the research is conducted 
online for anonymity. 
 

B) Risk Management Strategy 
No personal data will be gathered, and the surveys will bel anonymous and ID coded. All data will be kept confidential 
 

 

3.2 Potential Risks to 
Non-Participants 

Does your research project pose any potential risks to non-participants? (This could possibly 
include risks to researchers or independent contractors.) If so, how will these risks be 
minimised? Refer to NS §2.1. 

N/a 

 

 

3.3 Risks, Benefits 
and Justification 

In light of the risks and expected benefits of the research project, explain how the expected 
benefits of the research justify any risks it may pose. Refer to NS §1.6 - §1.7 and NS §2.1. 

A) Expected Benefits 
The application of a construction competition format to the industry is intended to result in significant improvements to innovation within the 
industry. This innovation, although it can be applied universally, is intended to reduce emissions and resource use 
 

B) Justification of Risks by Expected Benefits 
The very minimal risks of the study are easily outweighed by the potential benefits 
 

 

3.4 Management and 
Monitoring 

How will researchers manage and monitor conduct of the research project? Refer to  
NS §5.5. 

A) Management 
The project will be managed by the PhD student with input from the supervisors, who will assist with questions, recruitment and data analysis 

 

B) Monitoring 
The online nature of the research will mean there is no remote monitoring required 

 

C) Independent Contractors  
n/a 

 

 

4. Consent 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-1-risk-and-benefit
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-1-risk-and-benefit
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-conduct
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-1-risk-and-benefit
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-5-5-monitoring-approved-research
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4.1 Obtaining Informed 

Consent 

Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside as many of the following options as apply 
to your research project. Use the space provided below to explain how you will obtain 
informed consent from participants. If you seek a waiver of consent, or the use of opt-out 
consent, use the space provided to justify your request. Refer to NS §2.2, NS §2.3. 

X 
Written consent will be sought from (or on behalf of) 

participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.6.  

 Attach a copy of your consent form(s). 

 
Verbal consent will be sought from (or on behalf of) 

participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.5 - §2.2.6.  

 Explain why you have chosen this form of consent, and how an 

individual’s consent to participate will be recorded. 

 Attach a copy of your consent script(s). 

 Consent will be implied, rather than explicitly obtained. 
 Refer to NS §2.2.5 - §2.2.6.  

 Explain why you have chosen this form of consent. 

 
Third parties (e.g. parents/guardians of minors) will provide 

consent on behalf of participants. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.12. 

 Explain who will be providing consent on behalf of participants 

and why. 

 
Third parties (e.g. community elders, school boards) will be 

involved in whole of community participation decisions. 

 Refer to NS §2.2.13. 

 Provide details of which third parties will be involved, why they 

will be involved, and how this will be accomplished. 

 This application seeks a waiver of consent.  

 Explain why you are seeking this option. Justify your request 

by referring to the conditions described in  

NS §2.3.10 - §2.3.11. 

 This application proposes to use opt-out consent. 

 Explain why you are seeking this option. Justify your request 

by referring to the conditions described in  

NS §2.3.6. 

Written consent is an appropriate expectation for risk and for the approval of the participants 

 

 

4.2 Limited Disclosure  

Do you propose to use limited disclosure, concealment or deception for this research 
project? (Answer Yes or No. If Yes, use the space below to explain.) Refer to NS §2.3.  

YES or NO: NO 

[If NO, you may leave this space blank. If YES, provide a justification for the limited disclosure, concealment or deception. 
Comment on the special considerations discussed in NS §2.3. Indicate whether you intend to debrief participants, and justify that 
position. If you are seeking a waiver of consent for all participants, select NO.] 

 

 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/national-statement-ethical-conduct-human-research-2007-updated-december-2013/chapter-2-3-qualif
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/national-statement-ethical-conduct-human-research-2007-updated-december-2013/chapter-2-3-qualif
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/national-statement-ethical-conduct-human-research-2007-updated-december-2013/chapter-2-3-qualif
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/national-statement-ethical-conduct-human-research-2007-updated-december-2013/chapter-2-3-qualif
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4.3 Future Use of Data, 

Materials, or Tissues 

Do you intend for the data and/or materials and/or tissues collected for this research project 
to be reused in future research? Type an “X” in the left-hand column beside as many of 
the following options as apply to your research. Use the space provided to specify which 
data/materials/tissues will be reused, if any. Refer to NS §2.2.14. 

 Consent (or waiver of consent) will be specific. 
 Data/materials/tissues will be used only for this research project 

(i.e. no future use). 

X Consent (or waiver of consent) will be extended.  

 Data/materials/tissues used in this research project may also be 

used in future projects that are closely related to this project, or in 

the same general area of research as this project. 

 Consent (or waiver of consent) will be unspecified.  
 Data/materials/tissues used in this project may also be used in 

any future research. 

The data may be used for future publications 

 

 

4.4 Conflict of Interest 

Does your research present or involve any conflict of interest, whether potential, real, or 
perceived; or will the researcher(s) have dual roles in relation to the participants? (Answer 
Yes or No. If Yes, use the space below to explain.) Refer to NS §5.4, University of 
Melbourne Code of Conduct for Research §2.5, and Australian Code for the Responsible 
Conduct of Research §7.2. 

YES or NO: NO 

 
 

4.5 Information for 
Participants 

How will relevant information about the research project be provided to potential 
participants? Attach a copy of any advertisement (print or online), Plain Language 
Statement (PLS), consent form, letter, email, telephone script, and/or debriefing 
statement to be used. Refer to NS §5.2.23. 

A plain language statement will be provided 

Information will be provided primarily over email, with a plain language statement and a consent form being sent. 
In some cases, telephone contact may be made. 

 

Plain Language Statement (PLS): Your PLS must satisfy the requirements set out in the National Statement (NS §2.2.1 - §2.2.3, 
§2.2.6). The Research Ethics and Integrity’s website has guidance on composing your plain language statement, as well as an 
example PLS template. A list of PLS requirements is also provided at the end of this form. Ensure that your PLS is written in plain 
language. Ensure that the information contained in your PLS is consistent with the information in your application. 

Consent Form: Your consent form must satisfy the requirements set out in the National Statement (NS §2.2). The Research Ethics 
and Integrity’s website has guidance on composing your consent form, as well as an example consent form. A list of consent form 
requirements is also provided at the end of this form. Ensure that your consent form is written in plain language. Ensure that 
the information contained in your consent form is consistent with the information in your application. 

 

5. Dissemination and Data Management 

5.1 Providing Results 
to Participants 

How will the results of the research project be provided to participants in an accessible 
format? Refer to NS §1.5. 

Participants will be provided with the final thesis chapter which describes the results of the research 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-5-4-conflicts-interest
http://www.unimelb.edu.au/Statutes/r171r8.html
http://www.unimelb.edu.au/Statutes/r171r8.html
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines-publications/r39
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines-publications/r39
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-5-2-responsibilities-hrecs-other-ethical-review-bodies-and-researchers
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/faq/how-do-i-write-a-plain-language-statement
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0004/1977574/PLS-Template.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/chapter-2-2-general-requirements-consent
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/faq/how-do-i-write-a-consent-form
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0011/1977572/Consent_Template_Dec-2015.docx
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-conduct
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5.2 Reporting Project 
Outcomes 

How will outcomes of the research project be made public? Refer to NS §1.3. 

National repository as per PhD standard archiving, journal articles and conference papers 

 

 

5.3 Data Management 

How do you propose to manage the data collected in this research project? Specify what 
types of data will be collected, how they will be stored and in what format. How will access to 
the data be controlled and by whom? Discuss retention, security, and data sharing plans. 
What measures will be taken to protect participants’ privacy, and their data?  

Refer to NS §1.11, the Australian Code for Responsible Conduct of Research §2, and the 
University of Melbourne Code of Conduct for Research §2.1.  

A) Privacy and Confidentiality 
The only person with access to the data and list of participants will be the primary research and supervisor, ensuring privacy is maintained. 
The questionnaire responses will be held digitally with access only available to the primary research and supervisor 
 

B) Security and Storage of Digital Data 
Short term data storage will be on the University of Melbourne system, using the primary researchers private file which is only accessible by 
the researcher, and backed up in accordance with Melbourne University protocols. This is the same way student data and marks are held. 
Long term data will be managed in the same way, all of which will be the responsibility of the primary researcher 
 

C) Retention 
Data will be kept for minimum 5 years after the last publication 
 

 

6. Other Issues 

6.1 Other Ethical Issues 
Are there any other issues, not addressed above or in additional modules, which are 
relevant to the ethical review of your research project? Refer to the relevant sections of 
the National Statement identified in the Specific Guidelines Checklist, if applicable. 

None 

 

 

 

 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-conduct
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-conduct
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/guidelines-publications/r39
http://www.unimelb.edu.au/Statutes/r171r8.html
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Attachments Checklist 

Review your answers above to determine which attachments (if any) are required for your application. Type an “X” in the left-

hand column beside all items that apply to your research project. Attach a copy of the items you have selected. 

X Plain Language Statement (PLS) for Participants 

X Consent Form for Participants 

 Additional PLS(s) (e.g. for parents, teachers, schools) 

 Additional Consent Form(s) (e.g. for parents, teachers, schools; or assent forms for children) 

X Recruitment Materials (e.g. advertisement(s), posters, letter(s) or email(s) of invitation) 

X Questionnaire(s) and/or Survey Instrument(s) 

 Measure(s) and/or Scale(s) 

 List of Interview Questions and/or Themes 

 List of Focus Group Questions and/or Themes 

 Participant Distress Protocol 

 Adverse Event Protocol 

 Debriefing Statement 

 Approval(s) of research by an HREC external to the University of Melbourne 

 Other External Approval(s) (e.g. schools, communities) 

 Full Protocol (for Medical Research) 

 Translations and/or Back-Translations (where languages other than English used) 

 Privacy and Databanks Module 

 Body Tissue and Genetic Research Module 

 Ionising Radiation Module 

 Interventions, Therapies and Trials Module 

 Other Documents (e.g. contracts, agreements) – specify which: 

 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
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Plain Language Statement (PLS) Requirements: 

1. Clearly identify the University of Melbourne (i.e. by prominent placement of the University’s logo) and the 
department(s)/ school(s)/faculty(-ies) involved. If printed, the PLS should be on University of Melbourne 
letterhead. 

2. Clearly identify the title of the project, and the name(s) and contact details of the Principal Researcher and 
Other Researchers. For student projects, specify the student’s level of study. 

3. Clearly explain the purpose of the research project. 

4. Clearly explain what participants will be asked to do, and provide an estimated time commitment. 

5. If participants will be photographed, audio- or video-recorded, clearly state as much. 

6. Clearly explain any risks arising from participation, as well as any procedures or measures in place to minimise 
such risks. 

7. Describe any expected benefits to the wider community. If applicable, also describe any expected benefits to 
participants. 

8. List any payments, incentives or reimbursements to be made to participants. 

9. State that involvement in the project is voluntary and that participants are free to withdraw from participation 
at any time. Explain any implications of withdrawal, including whether it will be possible for participants to 
withdraw any data already collected from or about them. 

10. Describe the likelihood and form of dissemination of the research results, including publication. 

11. Describe the arrangements in place to protect the confidentiality of participants’ data, and advise participants 
of any legal limitations to such confidentiality. If the sample size for the project is small, advise participants 
that this may make them identifiable. 

12. The project HREC number (which is the ethics ID number assigned by Themis) and the date and version 
number of the PLS must appear on the PLS. If the PLS is printed, put this information in the footer. 

13. Explain what will happen to participants’ data after the research project ends (i.e. how long it will be retained, 
whether it might be used again for future research and if so who would have access.) 

14. Include the following statement: “This research project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics 
Committee of The University of Melbourne. If you have any concerns or complaints about the conduct of this 
research project, which you do not wish to discuss with the research team, you should contact the Manager, 
Human Research Ethics, Research Ethics and Integrity, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010. Tel: +61 3 8344 
2073 or Email: humanethics-complaints@unimelb.edu.au All complaints will be treated confidentially. In 
any correspondence please provide the name of the research team or the name or ethics ID number of the 
research project.” 

15. If the research is externally funded, state the amount(s) and source(s) of funding for the research. 

16. If there are any potential conflicts of interest for any of the researchers, sponsors (if applicable) or institutions, 
disclose these potential conflicts of interest. 

17. If any participants will be in a dependent relationship with any of the researchers, state that decisions about 
participation will not affect the dependent relationship. (E.g. students’ grades will not be affected if they decline 
to participate or withdraw from the project at any stage). 

 

Consent Form Requirements: 

1. Clearly identify the University of Melbourne (i.e. by prominent placement of the University’s logo) and the 
department(s)/ school(s)/faculty(-ies) involved. If printed, the consent form should be on University of 
Melbourne letterhead. 

2. Clearly identify the title of the project, the name(s) and contact details of the Principal Researcher and Other 
Researchers. For student projects, specify the student’s level of study. 

3. If participants will be photographed, audio- or video-recorded, clearly state as much. 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
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4. State that involvement in the project is voluntary and that participants are free to withdraw consent at any time, 
and to withdraw any unprocessed data previously supplied. Also state that the purpose of the project is 
research. 

5. Describe the arrangements in place to protect the confidentiality of participants’ data, and advise participants 
of any legal limitations to such confidentiality. If the sample size for the project is small, advise participants 
that this may make them identifiable.   

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
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Declaration by the Responsible Researcher 
The information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, accurate.  

I have read the University’s current human ethics guidelines. I accept responsibility for the conduct of the procedures set 

out in the attached application in accordance with: those guidelines, with the University’s Code of Conduct for Research, and 

with any other condition laid down by the University of Melbourne’s Central Human Research Ethics Committee (CHREC), 

its Human Ethics Sub-Committees (HESCs), or by the Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG) which will review this application. 

I have attempted to identify all risks related to the research that may arise in conducting this research. I acknowledge our 

obligations as researchers and the rights of the participants stipulated in the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in 

Human Research (2007) - Updated May 2015. I certify that the research team has the appropriate qualifications, experience 

and facilities to conduct the research described in the attached application, and to deal with any emergencies and 

contingencies related to research that may arise throughout the life of the project. 

If approval is granted, the project will be undertaken in strict accordance with the approved protocol and relevant laws, 

regulations and guidelines. 

I, the Responsible Researcher, agree to: 

• start this research project only after obtaining final approval from the HESC (if this is a standard project), or the HEAG (if 
this is a minimal risk project); 

• carry out this research only where adequate funding is available to enable the research to be carried out according to 
good research practice and in an ethical manner; 

• provide additional information as requested by the CHREC, HESC, or HEAG; 

• provide progress reports to the CHREC, HESC, or HEAG as requested, including annual and final reports; 

• maintain the confidentiality of all data collected from, or about, research participants and maintain security procedures 
for the protection of their privacy; 

• submit an amendment if any modification to the research design or protocol is proposed (including any change of 
researchers) and to proceed with the research only after the amendment has been approved by the HESC (if this is a 
standard project) or by the HEAG (if this is a minimal risk project); 

• notify the HESC (if this is a standard project) or the HEAG (if this is a minimal risk project) in writing immediately if any 
adverse event occurs during the course of the research;  

• notify the HESC (if this is a standard project) or the HEAG (if this is a minimal risk project) in writing immediately if any 
complaints are received about the research;  

• comply with an audit of the research undertaken, if requested by the CHREC, HESC, or HEAG; 

• use only the data/tissue samples collected for this research, and for which HESC/HEAG approval has been given. 

 

I certify that all members of the research team have read this application and the National Statement on Ethical Conduct in 

Human Research (2007) - Updated May 2015 and that they have agreed to comply with the provisions of the latter. 

 

Responsible Researcher Name Signature Date 
Chris Jensen 

 

04/05/17 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
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Declaration by Human Ethics Advisory Group (HEAG) 

For HEAG use only.  

Enter the date the application was received, then type an “X” in the left-hand column beside each item as applicable. 

Date Application Received:  

 Technical review has been completed by the HEAG. 

The merit of the proposed research project set out in this application 

has been reviewed on technical grounds.  

Refer to NS §1.1. 

 Ethical review has been completed by the HEAG. 

The HEAG has reviewed the proposed research project set out in this 

application for compliance with the principles of Human Research 

Ethics. 

 
The Minimal Risk review process is appropriate for the 

proposed research project set out in this application. 
 Complete Declaration A (below) 

 
The Standard Project review process is appropriate for the 

proposed research project set out in this application 
 Complete Declaration B (below) 

 

Declaration A 

(Minimal Risk): 

The HEAG has reviewed this project. The HEAG considers the 
methodological/technical and ethical aspects of the proposal to be appropriate 
to the tasks proposed. The HEAG grants approval for this research project 
to commence. The HEAG considers that the researcher(s) has/have the 
necessary qualifications, experience and facilities to conduct the research 
described in the attached application in a manner that complies with the 
University’s policy on the management of research data and records, and to 
deal with any emergencies and contingencies that may arise. [Note: If the 
HEAG Chair is also a researcher in this project, the declaration should be 
signed by another authorised member of the HEAG.] 

Name of HEAG Chair/Authorised 
Member Signature Date 

   

 

Declaration B 

(Standard Project): 

The HEAG has reviewed this project and considers the 
methodological/technical and ethical aspects of the proposal to be appropriate 
to the tasks proposed. The HEAG regards this project as ready to submit to 
the HESC. The HEAG considers that the researcher(s) has/have the necessary 
qualifications, experience and facilities to conduct the research described in the 
attached application in a manner that complies with the University’s policy on 
the management of research data and records, and to deal with any 
emergencies and contingencies that may arise. [Note: If the HEAG Chair is also 
a researcher in this project, the declaration should be signed by another 
authorised member of the HEAG.] 

Name of HEAG Chair/Authorised 
Member Signature Date 

http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://research.unimelb.edu.au/office-for-research-ethics-and-integrity/human-ethics/contacts/contact-your-heag
http://www.nhmrc.gov.au/book/section-1-values-and-principles-ethical-conduct


 

Plain Language Statement  

Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning 

 

Project: Staged competition as a driver of construction innovation 

 

Dr Toong-Khuan Chan (Responsible Researcher) 

Tel: +61 3 90358680   Email: tchan@unimelb.edu.au  

Mr Christopher Jensen (PhD student)   Email: cjensen@unimelb.edu.au  

 

Introduction 

Thank you for your interest in participating in this research project. The following few pages will 

provide you with further information about the project, so that you can decide if you would like to 

take part in this research.  

Please take the time to read this information carefully. You may ask questions about anything you 

don’t understand or want to know more about. 

Your participation is voluntary. If you don’t wish to take part, you don’t have to. If you begin 

participating, you can also stop at any time. 

What is this research about? 

The Australian construction industry is widely regarded to be poor at innovation due barriers built into 

the industry. 

This research is looking at how a staged competition (where teams compete for a prize) can be used 

in the construction industry to generate, diffuse and adopt innovation for the primary purpose of 

emissions reductions. As an example, motorsport can be seen to be providing an equivalent role in 

the automotive industry. 

What will I be asked to do? 

Should you agree to participate, you will be asked to anonymously complete a series of three 

questionnaires online by providing short answers to questions related to the topic. This method is 

called the Delphi method, which is an iterative process used to collect and distil the judgments of 

experts using a series of questionnaires interspersed with feedback. The questionnaires are designed 



 

to focus on problems, opportunities, solutions, or forecasts. Each subsequent questionnaire is 

developed based on the results of the previous questionnaire.  The total time commitment is 

estimated to be 4 hours, which includes responding to 3 questionnaires as well as reviewing responses 

between the first and second, and second and third responses feedback. 

A gift to the value of $50 is provided, in the form of a gift voucher in thanks for your time. 

What are the possible benefits? 

The application of a construction competition format to the industry is intended to result in significant 

improvements to innovation within the industry. This innovation, although it can be applied 

universally, is intended to reduce emissions and resource use 

What are the possible risks? 

The risks are minimal or non-existent due to the anonymous online participation 

Do I have to take part? 

No. Participation is completely voluntary. You are able to withdraw (quit) at any time without 

prejudice.  

Will I hear about the results of this project? 

The final PhD will be available to you at completion on request 

What will happen to information about me? 

Participants will be treated as anonymous for the entire study.  

Where can I get further information? 

If you would like more information about the project, please contact the researchers; Dr Toong-

Khuan Chan (Responsible Researcher) 

Tel: +61 3 90358680   Email: tchan@unimelb.edu.au  

Mr Christopher Jensen (PhD student)   Email: cjensen@unimelb.edu.au  

Who can I contact if I have any concerns about the project? 

This research project has been approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of The University 

of Melbourne. If you have any concerns or complaints about the conduct of this research project, 

which you do not wish to discuss with the research team, you should contact the Manager, Human 

Research Ethics, Research Ethics and Integrity, University of Melbourne, VIC 3010. Tel: +61 3 8344 

2073 or Email: HumanEthics-complaints@unimelb.edu.au. All complaints will be treated 

mailto:HumanEthics-complaints@unimelb.edu.au?subject=Complaint%20about%20a%20human%20research%20project&body=Ethics%20ID%20number%20or%20project%20name%3A%0AName%20of%20researcher%2Fs%3A%0ADetails%3A
mailto:HumanEthics-complaints@unimelb.edu.au?subject=Complaints%20about%20human%20research%20ethics%20project&body=Ethics%20ID%20number%20of%20name%20of%20project%3A%0AName%20of%20researchers%3A


 

confidentially. In any correspondence please provide the name of the research team or the name or 

ethics ID number of the research project. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delphi Participant Email Invitation 

  



 

Delphi Email invitation 

13 December 2017 

Dear  ____________ 

 

We have spoken previously on the topic of construction and sustainability. I am also currently 

completing my PhD on “Staged Competitions as a driver of Construction Innovation”. I am hoping to 

have your input into the research as an expert in the field of Construction, Innovation, Competition or 

Sustainability (or a combination of above). 

Commitment 

I am asking for your involvement in 3 sequential online surveys as part of a Delphi Study (details 

below). Total time commitment is 1.5 hours over 6 weeks. Participation is voluntary, and you are one 

of 16 participants contacted. There is a gift of appreciation provided for entrants. 

Request of Participants 

The research is conducted as a Delphi study, which uses sequential online surveys to draw experts to 

form a consensus / conclusion on a new field or projection of the future (in this study, to determine 

an appropriate framework for a construction innovation competition). The study consists of 3 rounds 

of online surveys, which are progressively refined and focussed in order to reach a consensus. Your 

time commitment is no more than 15 minutes per survey (total of 45 minutes), and some additional 

time reading background materials, reviewing feedback and making comments (additional 45 

minutes). 

Research plan and Timing   Jan-18 Feb-18 

Activity 
Time 
commitment 

Week 
4 

Week 
1 

Week 
2 

Week 
3 

Week 
4 

Survey 1 15 minutes           
   Review Feedback and 
Comment 10 minutes           

Survey 2 + Background reading 20 minutes           
   Review Feedback and 
Comment 10 minutes           

Survey 3 15 minutes           

              

General communication 20 minutes           
 

  



 

Background to Research 

My research on Staged Competitions as a driver of Construction Innovation considers the use of staged 

competitions (where teams compete for a prize, i.e. a competition) as opposed to market / economic 

competition (where firms tender for a project) to drive innovation. The word ‘Staged’ refers to fact 

that the competition exists outside the normal market mechanisms. The evidence suggests that a 

staged competition provides a unique environment within which innovation is greater than is found 

in the main industry (think motorsport as compared to the auto industry). The motorsport => 

automotive example is a classic case where the automotive industry benefits greatly from motorsport 

and this is widely acknowledged. 

If you are willing to be part of the study, please let me know. You will be contacted again in January 

2018 with the first online survey to complete. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any queries about the study and your involvement. 

Regards, 

 

 

Chris Jensen 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delphi Round 1 Questions and Reponses 

  



 

Staged Competition Delphi - Default Report 

Staged Competition Delphi R1 - Sent 300118 

February 6th 2018, 5:01 pm MST 

 

Q35 - How familiar are you with Innovation processes, research or application? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Not familiar at all 0.00% 0 

2 Slightly familiar 0.00% 0 

3 Moderately familiar 42.86% 6 

4 Very familiar 57.14% 8 

5 Extremely familiar 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 14 

 

Q51 - How familiar are you with Construction Innovation processes, research 

or application? 

 

 



 

# Answer % Count 

1 Not familiar at all 14.29% 2 

2 Slightly familiar 14.29% 2 

3 Moderately familiar 28.57% 4 

4 Very familiar 42.86% 6 

5 Extremely familiar 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 14 

 

 

Q29 - What is your opinion of current application of innovation in the 

Australian Construction Industry? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

7 I don't know enough about it 42.86% 6 

1 Non existent 0.00% 0 

2 Poor 35.71% 5 

3 Average 21.43% 3 

4 Good 0.00% 0 

5 Very Good 0.00% 0 

6 Excellent 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 14 



 

Q6 - When considering the following aspects of Construction Innovation, how 

would you describe the current  amount of innovation activity? 

 

 

# Question 
Non 

existe
nt 

 Poor  Avera
ge  Good  

Ver
y 

Goo
d 

 Excell
ent  

Don't 
know 

enoug
h 

 Tot
al 

3 Design 
innovation 

0.00
% 0 21.4

3% 3 35.71
% 5 21.4

3% 3 7.14
% 1 7.14% 1 7.14% 1 14 

1 Product 
innovation 

0.00
% 0 21.4

3% 3 35.71
% 5 21.4

3% 3 7.14
% 1 7.14% 1 7.14% 1 14 

2 Process 
innovation 

0.00
% 0 28.5

7% 4 42.86
% 6 7.14

% 1 0.00
% 0 0.00% 0 21.43

% 3 14 

8 On site 
innovation 

0.00
% 0 50.0

0% 7 21.43
% 3 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 0.00% 0 28.57

% 4 14 

4 

Innovation 
leading to 
favorable 

Environme
ntal 

outcomes 

7.14
% 1 35.7

1% 5 28.57
% 4 14.2

9% 2 0.00
% 0 7.14% 1 7.14% 1 14 

5 

Innovation 
leading to 
favorable 

Cost 
outcomes 

0.00
% 0 14.2

9% 2 50.00
% 7 14.2

9% 2 7.14
% 1 0.00% 0 14.29

% 2 14 

6 
Other - 
please 
enter 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 0.00% 0 100.0

0% 3 3 

 

 



 

Q27 - Could you please elaborate on your perspective of innovation for the  3 

most important categories listed above? 

Architects seem to be aspirational about pushing boundaries Building policy/regs don't allow for 
innovation On site builders are hopeless generally.  Everything done to minimal standards if that. 

Don't know enough 

I don't believe there is much incentive or pressure to be innovative other than potential cost savings.  
In such case, it is not so much "innovation" as doing something different in order to save money. 
There is clearly very little 'innovation leading to favorable environmental outcomes'  by the major 
players in the construction sector, particularly in the residential sector. Air tightness of buildings is 
one example of an important parameter that has a very significant impact on the energy efficiency 
of homes and other buildings. Yet there is nothing mandated in the NCC in respect of the 
quantitative target for air tightness.  The level of innovation in products seen in Australia is low. 
Although there some small companies developing new products in the energy efficiency space for 
example, they have little by way of resources to bring ideas to the larger market. Partnerships with 
larger companies might be the answer.  One the barriers to 'design and process innovation' at least 
in the commercial building sector is the long-standing lack of an integrated process by which 
architects and other consultants develop concept designs. This should be a full cross-disciplinary 
and integrated design process with all the key disciplines (architecture, structural, ESD, mechanical, 
etc) involved and actively contributing from the start. Incorporating environmental LCA (life cycle 
analysis) from the start is also rarely done, but is vitally important. 
I would not state that there are 3 most important categories but all of these are equally important. 
Design Innovation: Design at the moment is still not that innovative especially from an 
environmental standpoint. The construction industry is finally catching up to the heavy 
manufacturing industry in the use of CAD and Information Modelling but is still in its infancy and 
needs a lot of work. Product Innovation: Is probably the most advanced and has the most 
competition Process Innovation: Small innovations but would not class this as strong at the 
moment. Environmental: This is going backwards in my opinion with the current construction boom. 
This is seeing a large amount of project homes being built with low quality labour.  Cost Favorable: 
Probably the most important from the industry perspective with the most common question to me 
being what is the $/m2 or payback period. 
Familiar with examples of product and design innovation in pockets of industry, eg CSR's 
prefab/foldpack housing innovations aiming towards sustainable, and efficient, outcomes. 
Innovation tends to be justified only with a favorable ROI. Overall, the construction industry has 
largely remained the same. The Building Code of Australia drives gradual incremental quality 
improvements, while other top end market factors (i.e. rating tools) attempt to incentivise the 
implementation of efficiency measures. 
no 1: building design innovation is crucial, in particular the isometric view and scale of a high 
performance home,passive solar and cross flow  no2; favorable outcomes in regards to 
Environmental outcomes.  focus on material selection focus on amount of  Carbon produced 
throughout manufacturing process Waste produced throughout construction % of building 
materials of recycled materials and  % with the ability to be upcycled in future  no3: innovation 
leading to favorable cost outcomes throughout the building phase of the house, through to the 
running cost of the future home. 
Cost innovation is driven by competitive market forces.  Environmental innovation is generally 
driven by government regulation, and secondarily by a market for new voluntary environmental 
performance standards. Innovation in the construction industry is hampered overall, compared to 
other industries, by fragmentation and lack of fluidity within jobs and companies.  I could go on...it 
is a BIG problem. 



 

I work with an Energy Education & Technology center so through workshops and industry exposure 
and very familiar with certain aspects of Green building design and technology. (Most notably: 
lighting, solar, construction and energy efficiency retrofits.) 
Design innovation is probably the most important.  In the United States, there is little incentive for 
home builders to innovate if anything increases first cost or uses too much labor, as they are very 
focused on selling the next house, not innovating.  This is related to process innovation and product 
innovation too. 
Designers are lately risk-averse and do not see financial incentives to innovate The huge momentum 
at all levels and by all players built into in construction processes mitigates against innovation 
Product innovation seems limited to incremental improvements that fit within the overall status 
quo, again as a way to avoid risk. 
I perceive that Australian designers are outward looking and incorporate design innovation from 
overseas.  Onsite innovation is hampered by the intransigence of unions.  This is leading to offsite 
construction solutions being developed.  In process innovation, there are many pockets of 
excellence e.g. advanced use of BIM.  However, the uptake is slower than that internationally. 
Design innovation is significantly lacking as we are product 'takers' in many cases and follow the 
trends from overseas. At best we should be rapid adopters but we dont even do that well. There 
are attempts at design innovation yet they get stifled by conservative, cost-driven clients who see 
new approaches as risk and therefore a potential cost. Where innovation does occur it is primarily 
driven to reduce cost and time (cost) - unless there are other drivers for better environmental 
outcomes (e.g. legislation, sophisticated clients) there will be minimal innovation in this space in 
Australia. 

  



 

Q4 - How familiar are you with Industry competitions - e.g. IT, Aviation etc 

(excluding Construction) ? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Not familiar at all 7.14% 1 

2 Slightly familiar 28.57% 4 

3 Moderately familiar 28.57% 4 

4 Very familiar 14.29% 2 

5 Extremely familiar 21.43% 3 

 Total 100% 14 

 

 

Q45 - What is your opinion overall of Industry based competitions as a strategy 

for innovation or advancement in an industry context (products, services etc), 

? 

Hackathons are the way to go here....  Competitions are difficult because of the framing and M&V 
of results. 
Competition pairs beautifully with innovation. However, the quality of your prize design and the 
quality of the competitor's technology is paramount.   Sometimes the innovation is not simply the 
technology that is developed during the course of the competition, but rather the flame that the 
competition ignites in the industry. i.e. Jobs created, money spent etc. 
It tends to work for the more complex, more cutting edge works, such as space technology or 
aeronautical technology. 
Extremely useful.  The Solar Decathlon competitions are exemplars in terms of bringing industry, 
academics and highly motivated students together to integrate new technologies, and designs, into 
outstanding packages of innovation - and then also demonstrating the benefits (and costs) of these 
packages in the real world. 



 

Competitions are great to push people to the limits and force them to think outside of the box. It 
enables restrictions to be placed that forces innovation. 
Good at raising profile of R&D and innovation in, or across industries. Also good for pushing the 
boundaries of what is possible, eg xprize. Success of an translation through to commercialised 
outcome depends on many factors, including system within which the competition is happening - 
eg Formula 1 has the system, end to end industry built around it and is more likely to capture new 
ideas and embed them in too future models and designs. This is less likely to be the case in 
construction. 
I am very favorable of competitions.  In the field of Architecture, design competitions inspire 
innovative designs and out-of-the-box thinking. It is important that there are financial incentives 
associated with competitions to allow organisations to allocate/justify resources. 
I think it is a pro-active approach to improving the building industry. Guidelines or criteria of 
competition can really help steer the industry professionals down the right path. innovation is born 
through necessity, i think it is a great initiative to introduce competition into our industry.  car 
racing, yacht racing to name a few use cutting edge innovation to research and develop products 
which filter down into mainstream 
I have seen competitions in action primarily in energy efficiency products--for refrigerators, LEDs--
where I think they have been extraordinarily effective. 
Not necessarily industry competitions but I have had experience with student competitions:  The 
Department of Energy's Solar Decathlon, SMUD's Tiny House Competition and SMUD's Solar Car 
race and SMUD's California Solar Regatta.  I have designed and operate the SMUD competitions 
because in learning science and engineering.  Design/build competitions offer a showcase to 
educate the public on current energy conservation and efficiency and green building techniques. 
They also offer the opportunity for educational and research facilities to push the limit and explore 
new methods and techniques.  For young people who haven't had exposure to the industry, 
competitions provide a way to learn about a topic without the preexisting constraints on what has 
been done in the past. 
I am most familiar with Solar Decathlon and other U.S. Government-supported renewable energy-
related competitions.  They are mostly focused on workforce development, although Solar 
Decathlon also has innovation as its focus.  The key is creating the right rules to get the 
behavior/results you want.  In Solar Decathlon, by adding innovation as one of ten contests, we got 
student teams to design that way. 
in principle in seems a good idea. I suspect there are a number of hurdles, including IP disclosures, 
incentives for manufacturers, fear of losing face to competitors, etc. 
Industry competitions help to focus the competitor organisations and their people on striving for 
excellence.  The desire to win forces competitors to go beyond the standard commercial solution.  
An average entry will not win.  To go beyond average, the participants must innovate.  Many 
competitions have a special category of judging relating to innovation.  The Solar Decathlon Middle 
East 2018 has a special prize for innovation in addition to innovation being one of the ten sub-
contests. The competition imposes constraints on the entrants.  You must be able to do what is 
required to deliver a successful entry.  The Solar Decathlon has exposed gaps in our engineering 
curriculum.  There were things that we did not know how to do for the Solar Decathlon China 
contest in 2013.  This caused my school to rethink parts of its curriculum and introduce BIM and 
more construction management. 
I am not familiar with this area but could see the merit if it was created in a way that had an incentive 
to participate. 

 



 

Q5 - Please write down any Industry competitions you are familiar with,  and 

comment on the strengths and weaknesses of these competitions with respect 

to innovation 

Have participated, and won, two energy hackathons...one at RMIT and one at UoM.  They were 
"competitions" as there were judges and prize money, but it was more about collaboration at the 
end of the day. 
All XPRIZE's Again, sometimes the innovation is not simply the technology that is developed during 
the course of the competition, but rather the flame that the competition ignites in the industry. i.e. 
Jobs created, money spent etc. 

X Prize - been successful in generating some innovations in space technology. Solar Decathalon - 

Solar Decathlon  Building Research Establishment Innovation Parks - although not strictly a 
competition as such, these centres demonstrate innovative buildings alongside one another.  The 
Rocky Mountains Institute is currently running an 'Extreme Efficiency Air Conditioning Prize'. 
Motorsport industry as you mentioned. Very big driver of innovation, it has some benefits in 
changing technology but also has the weakness of creating a persona of people driving fuel intensity 
cars. The University equivalent Formula SAE has proven o be very good for innovation and the 
training of graduates. They now also have an electric vehicle competition.   Darpa has had some 
interesting competitions in the past challenging drones to do some interesting things. This is a high 
end competition with large steps in innovation but also high level to gain entry.  There are several 
robot competitions that range from professional level to high schools and all of these seem to 
challenge the moving mechanisms but more importantly the machine learning and control systems. 
Many for awarding excellence in particular industries... eg products (steel, auto etc industries), 
services (insurance, banking, super, real estate, transport, education), Formula 1, Solar decathalon 
Sustainable architecture etc  specific examples:  xprize: High profile competition, high profile judges, 
attractive out of the  box challenges which catches the public's imagination. Somewhat limited prize 
money for the scale of the challenges and unclear how translation to market/impact of ideas occurs.   
Talent Unleashed tech awards: High profile (judges include Steve Wozniak and Richard Branson), 
focus on and raise the profile of those actively "disrupting", from social through to tech startups 
through to business leaders. Awards excellence in innovation/disruption, prize is small (visit to 
Sillicon Valley and meets and greets) so similar to traditional industry excellence awards.    
Pitchfests: eg CSIRO-ON pitchfest with accelerators attached to help researchers validate a fit 
between their work and real world problems, bringing researchers, entrepreneurs and mentors 
together in tailored programs. Participation is funded and given players involved (eg CSIRO) more 
likely to find a sustainable home for the idea after the program. 
I didn't know about these, but there are a lot of competitions in the aviation space: 
http://www.aiaa.org/designcompetitions/#Design_Competitions 
formula 1 car racing strengths are the  fierce competition to be no 1: research and development 
filtering down into mainstream vehicles economic benefits to wear these events are held spectators 
appreciation a sense of pride merchandise sold creating culture and identity  A weak point  of 
industry competition is when major sponsors of awards have a bearing on the outcome or an 
agenda which discredits and manipulates the outcome. 
See above.  Non profits and government agencies offered a major cash prize, like $1M USA, and 
even more importantly publicity, to any manufacturer who could meet certain performance 
standards, and a sufficiently long lead time to generate interest and allow for serious research and 
product development.  Performance tests were well defined, and sufficiently beyond current 
practice to be considered a big 'stretch', or maybe even unachievable.  In my field, energy efficiency, 



 

these prizes were widely discussed, for over a year's time, and the winner ultimately received a lot 
of market attention.  Within a year, all other manufacturers had comparable products. 

sorry not familiar with actual industry competitions. 

As above, it's all about the rules of competitions.  For the most recent Solar Decathlon, we used for 
the first time an innovation contest as one of the ten contests.  Prior to that, there was an 
affordability contest. While there was still innovation in prior contests, student teams really had to 
push the level of innovation.  In any case, rules matter.  In addition, for student competitions at the 
university level, professors are more interested in innovation, so it's important to have this in mind 
when structuring competitions, or otherwise they will not have the incentive to take time away 
from research to work on a student-driven competition.  Teams are most successful that have 
strong faculty and administrative support. 
vaguely familiar with space X, unmanned vehicle races, hyperloop competition. i believe most teams 
included industry and university partnerships. overall, it seems to push the development of the 
technology and price/performance at a faster pace than would be otherwise seen. 
I am extremely familiar with the Solar Decathlon contests.  SDME2018 really encourages innovation.  
Possibly the weakness of the contest is that there are so many hard things to do - that are not 
necessarily "innovative" per se that a lot of effort is required for the mundane logistics.  This is both 
a weakness and a strength.  While it may not be innovative to ship a large object across the world - 
shipping companies do it all the time - if it is your first time doing it, you are forced to personally 
innovate even if you sub-contract most of the actual shipping.  Solar Decathlon is a huge endeavour 
which makes it too expensive to enter regularly.  This makes the learning discontinuous.  A major 
strength of Solar Decathlon is that the topic of a sustainable house attracts a good diversity of 
students - male, female, international, domestic.  I am somewhat familiar with the Formula SEA 
contest.  Its strength lies in the continuity from one contest to another.  At our university, we build 
a car over two years - there are always at least two cars on the go with one being finished each year.  
The weakness with FSAE is that is is not as gender diverse as Solar Decathlon. 
I recall the 'golden carrot' approach in the USA that offerred a significant prize for the first 
manufacturer of a fridge that met an ambitious energy efficiency target.  This helped drive a certain 
technology to a specific goal - not sure how transferable this would be to a whole complex building. 

 

Q48 - When compared with normal market innovation, do you think a 

competition environment is suited to progressing the following types of 

innovation? 



 

 

 

# Question 

Not 
suite
d at 

all 

 Poorly 
suited  Neutr

al  well 
suited  

Very 
well 

suited 
 

Don't 
know 

enoug
h 

 Tota
l 

6 
Concepts 

and 
portotypes 

0.00
% 0 7.14% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 92.86

% 
1
3 0.00% 0 14 

1 
Increment

al 
Innovation 

7.14
% 1 21.43

% 3 7.14% 1 35.71
% 5 28.57

% 4 0.00% 0 14 

2 
Ideas 

Generatio
n 

7.14
% 1 0.00% 0 14.29

% 2 7.14% 1 64.29
% 9 7.14% 1 14 

3 
Prototype 
creation / 

testing 

0.00
% 0 7.14% 1 7.14% 1 14.29

% 2 64.29
% 9 7.14% 1 14 

4 
Market 

Ready 
solutions 

0.00
% 0 14.29

% 2 28.57
% 4 28.57

% 4 21.43
% 3 7.14% 1 14 

 

 

 

  



 

Q2 - How familiar are you with any Construction competitions (including 

awards and design competitions)? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Not familiar at all 21.43% 3 

2 Slightly familiar 28.57% 4 

3 Moderately familiar 14.29% 2 

4 Very familiar 21.43% 3 

5 Extremely familiar 14.29% 2 

 Total 100% 14 

 

 

Q3 - Please write down any Construction competitions you know of, and 

comment on the strengths and weaknesses of these competitions with respect 

to innovation 

N/A 

N/A 

Lafarge Holcim Awards for Sustainable Construction - the weakness is that every project is unique 
and only provides some sense of replicability. 
Solar Decathlon Pros: - Great for getting new groups of people (or companies),  without the 
hindrance of having worked in a conservative industry for many years, to brainstorm entirely new 
concepts.  - Can be a life-changing experience (in a positive way) for participants.  - A truly 
international 'meeting of minds'   Cons: - Very expensive in time and money.  - Logistically very 
challenging. - Difficult for universities to find sufficient resources to compete. 



 

The Solar Decathlon is a competition that challenges teams to design, build and operate a solar 
powered home. This has a long history with over 40 countries participating with over 200 teams. 
The technology in the houses is found to be typically 5 years ahead of the market and 10 years 
ahead of the US building codes. This has a lot of strengths in that it is held in different climates 
across the globe, it sets different challenges each time and continues to drive innovation. The 
weakness is that it is very costly competition to run and it is difficult for universities to participate 
in due to cost, time constraints and staff availability. 
Sustainable architecture - don't know enough about the innovation aspects of the competition, but 
global so assuming encourages excellence in the field 
Build Sydney Live (2013) AECOM BIM practice lead and BIM Academy team member Steve Appleby 
said events like Build Sydney Live reflected the rapid advances in technology that are improving 
project delivery. 
HIA , MBA & BDAV awards. you have to be a member to enter these awards. HIA and MBA are 
construction awards which the percent of these awards go to the volume builder. there is no 
guidelines to these awards outlining carbon produced, waste, recyable, and cost  BDAV awards are 
design awards, do consider design details, material selection process, costs and renewable features. 
the winner is performance based 
I have been a juror on AIA COTE awards.  The primary benefit was publicity for the winning 
architectural firms.  Judging actual performance was difficult, and results varied year to year, as a 
function of who was on the jury.   Similarly Solar Decathlon and similar student based competitions 
are highly variable based on jury composition.  I do think that these student competitions help focus 
student attention onto real world challenges, change expectations for building performance, and 
likely support greater innovation later in their careers.   Product based competitions, such as for 
refrigerators and LEDs, have had rapid and dramatic impact on products available in the market.  
however, they do seem to require a huge amount of political will and financial investment.   The 
current challenge in the US to build ZNE buildings is not actually a sponsored competition, but it has 
had an energizing effect on the whole construction industry, as people discuss what it means, 
various ways to meet the objectives, and how ZNE performance should be evaluated. I think the 
concept that ZNE performance can be quantified and thus objectively compared is a key feature 
(even if we don't all agree on what that means). 
Because my daughter majored in architecture and construction management I am familiar with the 
competitions in which she has participated: the Solar Decathlon and the Construction Management 
competition.  personally because of my interest in solar and energy efficiency, I have followed the 
DOE Solar Decathlon for the past 12 years. 
Race to Zero student competition that US Department of Energy's Buildings Technology Office puts 
on.  It's a design competition focused on improving building science instruction at universities and 
community colleges.  It's more focused on getting universities to adopt the latest in building science 
technology than innovation per se.  Solar Decathlon is a design/build competition that US 
Department of ENergy puts on.  As it's Director, I'm very familiar.  We're very focused on innovation. 
i'm not aware of any construction competitions. i'm familiar with architecture magazine having 
recently started an R&D awards program for design and prototyping. 
Solar Decathlon - see the previous answer about industry competitions.  My school entered the 8th 
Inter-University Invitational Civil Engineering Competition held at Monash in 2014.  This challenged 
student teams to design the lightest balsa bridge that had to withstand a range of different static 
and dynamic loads.  It promoted innovation for the conceptual design and innovation in how to 
analyse the structure.  Weakness: The ultimate winners designed by multiple prototypes without 
much advanced analysis.  The strength was that it was a low cost competition - travel being the 
major cost.  It also forced my school to be innovative in designing a special subject to deliver the 
learning outcomes of a traditional subject and still meet the competition requirements.  We also 
designed a subject for the first time to incorporate senior and junior students in the same unit. 



 

I am familiar with the design competition process as often used by government for large and 
significant projects. The success of such competitions will always rely on the assessment criteria and 
design brief being constructed to drive innovation, and then recognise this in the final assessment 
(rather than just reverting back to typical low-cost risk analysis). 

 

Q47 - When considering the Construction Industry, how do you perceive 

innovation competitions providing benefits? 

Not likely... 

Spark new ideas and bring together diverse thinkers (both young and old) inside and outside of the 
industry. 
If they provide a clear response to a particular issue, then I think they can provide pathways to 
innovation and transformation. 
- Development of: products; skilled workforce; international links with other innovators - 
Engagement with the general public and making them aware of new products, etc - and the fact 
that it is really not that difficult to build a high performance building. 
The solar decathlon has shown that it provides technological advancement. Most participants are 
students who think outside of the box, often because they have not spent time in industry and thus 
do not even know what the confounds of the box is.  The competition is used as a platform for 
industry partners to try out and show off their R&D prototypes. A lot of houses continue to be living 
labs concluding the competition with continued data fed back to the industry partners.  The other 
benefit is that trains innovative leaders that carry on into industry having a lasting effect across their 
careers. 

Sustainability outcomes come most readily to mind 

- They provide a platform for the exposure and application for new technologies and processes.  - 
They provide an intense environment for progressive thinking to flourish - They send a signal to the 
market that there is an appetite for innovation and new ideas/applications - They allow ideas to be 
fast tracked into real world projects (on ground examples) 
good performance based competition provides a platform for members  within the industry to test 
themselves and raise the bar in all aspects of innovation within the building industry.  good 
performance based competition provides a media platform for individuals to showcase there works, 
obtain valuable networks and open doors to further education and opportunities 
1. Students learn new technologies, and bring integration and new ideas into the industry. 2. 
Architectural firms vie for market attention based on recognition for performance, rather than 
pretty photographs or fanciful narratives. 3. Standard developers and program evaluators debate 
proper performance standards, and verification methods.  4. Contractors and developers strive to 
integrate performance across multiple disciplines 5. Product manufacturers try to figure out how 
their product can gain a market leadership roll via innovation. 6. Building owners want bragging 
rights that they have an exemplary building. 
New technology design and innovation using state of the art materials and methods. For example 
in the 2016 Decathlon, several teams used 3D printing technology.  Competitions can take 
advantage of current culture and economic factors.  For example, several Decathlon teams focused 
on homes which could survive sever weather conditions or homes which could effectively meet the 
need of lower housing costs in urban in-fill areas. 
If you can entice the part of the industry to be involved or some how participate, it's very beneficial.  
There is a good feeling when it is students (esp at university level) involved.  Enticing the general 



 

public to come is beneficial if it's about changing behavior or about changing attitudes about what 
the public wants.  What's key is designing competition and rules to align with end goals. 
may serve to shake up a staid "business as usual" approach. people may begin to recognize that 
change can have benefits (SAFETY, COST, SPEED, ECOLOGICAL RESPONSE, ETC). Some technologies 
may be commercialized and cause disruption. 
The graduates who have taken part in high stakes competitions will have experienced the hothouse 
atmosphere of a highly motivated group.  The industry gets new graduates who have developed 
multiple life skills, will have coped with defeat and will have pushed themselves to constantly not 
accept average outcomes.  They have pushed themselves to excel in their role in the team.  The 
graduates from such competitions learn how to innovate and to question the status quo.  
Competitions reward a range of skills - not just academic excellence.  They enhance the learning 
experience and help to motivate average student to elite levels. 
They tend to operate at the 'high end' and therefore are the select ground for only a few firms who 
have the time, capacity, and risk appetite to put work into a competition where they may not get 
any return. Attractive to designers but not something a builder would typically be involved in.  Some 
builders/developers try to win projects by providing an alternative 'value add' bid where they put 
forward different/innovative approaches to the project.  As these are fully costed-up bids they 
potentially can be built - though once again mostly driven by cost savings rather than improved 
environmental outcomes. Exploting this option further would be valuable. 

 

 

Q46 - What do you see to be the most significant barriers to the use of 

innovation competitions for the Construction Industry? 

Independent, unbiased judging... M&V methodology being accepted by all participants. The 
landscape is that the industry is hyper competitive by nature.  Sharing/exposing of IP/systems is not 
likely prior to going to market with an innovation. 

In an old-school industry, you need access to competitors who are able to think outside of the box 

The fact that most building projects are unique and have very specific issues and conditions.  An 
innovation competition for a car or space craft can be iterative and innovation driven because it is 
the same type of object and issue for everyone.  Building and construction projects tend to have 
very distinct and unique conditions. 
- cost to the participants - cost to the organizer - difficult in a relatively small market such as Australia 
to get a critical mass of participants and companies. 
Very costly to organise and run a competition. It requires a large amount of room and good backing 
from government. It is costly and time consuming for universities to participate and is a large 
reluctance from many across Australia. 
fragmented workforce and supply chain could make it difficult to capture benefits, and translate 
good ideas in to widespread practice, and best practice. 
Design: - Lack of innovative thinking/design processes due to minimal industry 
appetite/opportunities  - Support to convince organisations to allocate resources to competitions  
Technologies: - Hesitation to apply unproven technologies or applications - Cost in holding the 
competition - Assessment of the competition - Achievement of Standards Australia approvals prior 
to application  Construction processes: - Hesitation from the construction industry that has largely 
remained the same  - Resistance from unions - Skills shortage in the construction workforce 
regulations restricting innovative buildings from being constructed.  Actually judging innovative 
anecdotal evidence. 



 

1. It is hard to develop a compellingly clear goal; one that can be objectively evaluated, and yet is 
holistic enough to engender real innovation and avoid unintended consequences.  "Be careful what 
you ask for."  2. per discussion above, each play in the industry has different motivations.  It is hard 
to unit them all, and reward them appropriately.  3. timing is difficult.  When the economy is roaring 
ahead, no one has time for competitions.  When the economy is slack, many people leave the 
industry, projects may not get built.  There needs to be enough time in the competition to get 
snowballing market attention, and allow deep challenge to percolate for awhile, but short enough 
to keep interest and attention.   3. Should a competition be a one-off event, like the golden carrot 
refrigerator program?  yes, because of market fatigue.   Or, should it be a continuing event, so 
people can plan to play, and hope to win next time?  yes, especially for students, and those vying 
more for PR than performance. 
It's difficult to encourage innovation while maintaining a budget.  Teams which ignored the budget 
scored very high in innovation and teams which stayed within the confines of the budget scored 
low in innovation. 
Biggest barrier is getting construction industry to take time out of current work/sales environment 
to pay attention to competition and results of competition.  It's good to design the competition to 
involve industry players so that they feel a responsibility to pay attention, and get the trade press 
to cover the competition and innovations. 
-feeling it is "not worth our time" -potential loss of face if perform poorly -consider themselves the 
experts, and no outsider is qualified to judge them -is a speculative cost with intangible benefits, 
and money may want to be allocated elsewhere -competition parameters may not ideally fit their 
current or anticipated main markets -may intrude into current R&D and risk premature disclosures 
of IP 
Cost is a major barrier.  It is much cheaper to deliver a learning experience in a classroom that on a 
building site or a race track. The workload is a major barrier.   Students need to become devoted to 
the project and the team.  The competition becomes the subject, the hobby and for many their life 
for a while.  The same is true for the supervising staff.  There is a huge extra workload which is both 
stimulating and exhausting.  It is very difficult to get colleagues to join and share the load.  This is a 
shame, because they are missing out on the opportunity for a real teacher-learner experience. 
lack of willingness by repondents to spend the time and money on a competition Lack of defined 
sustainability goals and outcomes in projects that can be strived for. Too much focus focus on short 
term, up front dollars rather than long term benefits Percerption of innovation as a risk that connot 
be effectively managed and easier just to avoid 
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Q49 - What do you believe determines  suitability of a building class is for 

innovation competitions? 

Schools where there should a learning/engagement strategy would be good.  Also, they are long 
term assets where tracking of data would be consistent and valuable. Can carry the concept through 
and set up an energy efficiency competition between schools. 

Not sure I understand the question? 

Replicability.  There needs to be some common conditions to be able to compare and iterate. 

The suitability is primarily driven off size and cost to create a prototype. The larger buildings can be 
used in the competitions but only if it is say 1 apartment of a block. But even in this case it is not a 
true representation as they always use the top level which has the greatest access to solar. No one 
ever considers the apartments that have poor solar and ventilation access and the result of living in 
one of those sections of the building. 
Receptiveness to new ideas and where financial risk is limited (ie at conceptual or protype stage 
versus residential building projects) 
- Appetite of the end user - tenants, residences, etc. - Complexity - detached houses are perfect due 
to their simplicity - Risk in failure - higher for healthcare - Stringency of applicable codes and 
standards 
design and case study of finished product to get an accurate indication of building performance 
blower test thermal imaging report e-tool assesment building materials used thermal rating 
affordability to mainstream 
Institutional buildings have too many other constraints, tend to be more unique/one-off, and would 
be less motivated by public recognition. 
The project has to be scalable.  For example a multi residential  or commercial competition would 
have to be limited to a design / concept competition.  A residential competition could be 
accomplished as a true design/build although very expensive. in my experience a Tiny House on 
wheels Competition was affordable in labor, cost and time. 
Key is whether competition is focused on design only or on build too.  If design only, it's easy to 
focus on any of the building classes.  If it includes build, you need to have a way to enable judges 
and the public to see the buildings, which is tough if they are dispersed.  That's why we have Solar 
Decathlon focus on single family homes (or one floor of a multi-family building) that can compete 
head to head in one location.  You can have them dispersed but it discourages a public event. 
commercial and educational buildings often have complex typologies, form, and unique building 
systems, whereas housing is more easily defined by clear parameters and can be more easily 
replicated. 
The time taken to implement is an important factor.  The Solar Decathlon takes 2 years which is at 
the limit of what works in a university curriculum.  Similarly, FSAE is a two-year project. Staged 
achievement:  The competition needs to have regular milestones where significant achievements 
are completed.  These need to align with academic calendars. The university bridge competition 
almost fitted within one semester (the final was held in the winter break). A building that people 
can relate to but it needs an extra edge.  An average house will not promote innovation.  A net zero 
energy house will.  A dementia friendly house will . Building a hospital is a very complex activity with 
many regulations requiring specialist knowledge. 
The scale of the project being big enough to warrant the additional investment The type of client 
(eg govt or institutional) who are typically more likely to invest 

 



 

 

Q59 - In your opinion, what sector of the construction industry is best suited 

to the use of competitions for innovation? 
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Q36 - Can you please elaborate on why certain industry sectors are better 

suited? 

Have to keep the personalities out of it.  Stick with Products or simple systems. 

I would foresee a construction competition being more about products and NOT sector/trades 

being able to identify the particular aspect/component allows for comparison. 

Note - this question is ambiguous.  I have taken the broad view that being involved in such 
competitions brings huge benefits for any of the groups above; either as a participant, or even just 
attending or reading about such competitions. 
Individual Product: Very well suited as it is a testing bed for new and innovative products and the 
competition boundaries can generate new products. Components: All of the same reasons as above. 
Whole Building: Very well suited when using a small building such as a detached dwelling. Difficult 
if you want to show off a large building though. The trades, services, contractors, builders etc. It is 
only suitable if you can get them to attend the competition, see what can be done and take that 
back into their industry practices. 
products and components would lend themselves more easily to the parallel of the innovation 
pitchfest in the tech etc sector. 
These aren't really  sectors, more professions.  Some professions like consultancy have the skill sets 
to really take advantage of innovation and competitions. They also have more resources to throw 
at them. Individual trades/contractors are less likely to take part of reap the benefits of them.  As 
far as ownership is concerned, those that retain ownership of an asset are more likely to gain value. 
Therefore, HC's or developers  can really launch off the competitive edge they gain from a 
competition. 
often one decision whilst going through the building design process can have a bearing on three or 
four different issues which it is so important to elvaluate the performance of a whole building in its 
entirety. 
1. the more market driven a sector, the better suited. 2. the more single control, i.e. one 
owner/decision maker, the better suited. 3. the easier it is to isolate the relevant performance 
metrics, the better suited.  4. the more integrated the system, i.e. dependent on many other parts 
and players, the WORSE suited. 
individual products or sectors would be the easiest. For example a lighting competition is portable, 
and not expensive and could be supported by the industry.  The more complex the sector then the 
more complex the competition.  A whole house competition would be very costly in money, 
management and labor commitment. 
Those that take direction (trades/contractors and consultants) are not suited to competitions.  
Individual products or designers/architects are best suited because they influence how to 
systematically incorporate innovations.  I'm not sure how a client/owner or developer is involved, 
unless the point is to focus the competition on them, and they then find the designers/architects to 
do the innovation.  I'm not sure how to create the incentive for their involvement. 
i believe that the best applications of competitions would be to develop construction 
elements/assemblies and construction processes. Business, finance, legal, and administrative 
processes are likely more difficult to place within this format. 
Individual products and components are best suited because you can have competitions at many 
levels and involve many people.  They can be done in a shorter timeframe. Trades and contractors 
are hard to convince to change.  They have to see it before they will believe it.  They are unlikely to 
promote a competition.  We can find tradies who wish to innovate but most seem to want to do 
the same thing every day- they know how to do it and how long and how much to charge.  



 

Consultants are more open to innovation and to encourage it.  They are more likely to take on jobs 
that they are not 100% sure how to complete - they will do the research that is necessary. 

The ability to have a wholistic view and control/influence on the project is needed 

  



 

Q55 - What do you see as the best suited incentive for participation in a 

Construction innovation competition? 
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Q41 - Can you please elaborate on why certain incentives would be most 

suitable? 

Money always wins. Recognition checks boxes for some Enviro only comes into it if they care and 
caring is not a core value in most building groups. 
I think all of the above cover the reasons why teams would compete. We find that often times it's 
not the money that incentives teams but the possibility of launching a new company/industries.  
Often times the media platform and post prize commitments outweigh the actual prize purse. 
Money: As the competitions are expensive and this helps offset costs Prize/Prestige: From a PR 
perspective this will have a value attached to it and makes it worthwhile Recognition: Same as above 
Opportunity for challenge: There is not much prestige if there is not much of a challenge. 
Environmental credentials: This again can be tied in with the prestige if it is tied to an existing section 
within the university or organisation. Product sales: Possible product sales helps to draw in industry 
partners but most of the time it is at a prototype stage so some will not see this until further in the 
future. 

Just based on generic experience of other competitions outside the construction industry 

ROI is critical. This may be simple income, or social, or reputational benefits.   SROI is have an ever 
greater impact on decisions made in our industry. 
environmental credentials helps build a more generational approach to sustainability, if a 
competition can be held in such a high regard that acknowledges only  individuals that are of the 
highest calibre in there perspective field. You will have people or businesses apply for the right 
reason. Improving the way we design and build homes. 

It all depends on the motivations of the target players.  See discussion above. 

All of these are beneficial incentives although I believe that prestige is the most valuable commodity 
for college students. 
Be careful about designing the rules.  We found in the latest Solar Decathlon, which is the first time 
we used a prize approach, that cash prizes are not that interesting to the students, since they do 
not see the money.  Only the university receives the money. Therefore, we will likely go back to a 
structure of providing the same amount of money to the teams, but provide some upfront funding 
(not available in a prize) to help with start up costs.  Teams care most about bragging rights.  For a 
technology oriented prize not focused on students, prize money is an excellent incentive.  Prestige 
via bragging rights and publicity is also valuable. 
The university contestants are not so driven by product sales.  They like the challenge and the 
recognition.  My university like the cash prize for Solar Decathlon Middle East because it will help 
to offset the cost.  The winner will receive approx 4 times the cash of the lowest finalist.  All finalists 
receive some cash.The Solar Decathlon China did not have any special cash prize for the winner - all 
finalists got the same money.  We got the trophy!  The media publicity is part of the Solar Decathlon 
contest - so everybody was working for publicity. Environmental sustainability is a big draw for the 
younger generation and also is an incentive for women to be involved. 
In the end it will generally boil down to money - how will it generate more business/$$ for 
participants. 

 

Q53 - What end user do you see a construction competition being most 

relevant to? 
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Q42 - Can you please elaborate on why certain end users would benefit the 

most? 

Owners care...the rest of ecosystem fundamentally does not. 

I think those employed in the industry would benefit the most at first, but ultimately it would be 
homeowners and tenants once the technology was put into play. 

Those who can use the knowledge and advances for the next project. 

Home Owners: The competitions are used as an educational tool to show them what is possible 
with the hopes they ask their builder for this next time. Manufacturers: opportunity to try and 
showcase new products. Government: Can be used to drive innovations relevant to their 
country/location through tweaking of competition requirements.  Industry Associations: Can be 
used to help drive policy relevant to associations such as indoor environment quality through the 
tweaking of competition rules. 
Those with a good end to end control over their supply chain or project, particularly in a fragmented 
sector, would be best placed to engage in or be receptive to innovation competitions. 

Ownership of the asset is critical to generate interest and long term benefits. 

everyone role is equally important, the same mindset has to apply right accross the board to envoke  
change. 
Tenants have little choice in their locations, and little market power.  Governments often sponsor 
competitions, but get left with 'lemons' that did not maintain performance over time. 
industry sectors featured in the  competition would benefit most. For example, a lighting product 
would receive recognition and marketing value from participating in a contest entry. 
It really depends if this is design and build competition that results in a public event or just a design 
event focused that results in displays at an industry conference.  If a public event, you are impacting 
visitors -- whether home owners or industry players.  If the event takes place at an industry 
conference, you are mostly influencing industry players that attend that conference and read the 
press that may result from it. 
manufacturers would achieve product innovation developers would find time and cost savings 
associations would promote innovation and leadership in their industry 
The competition provides a vehicle for across the board innovation and improvement.  Everybody 
benefits from the outcomes. 

They need to be able to extract direct value for their involvement 

  



 

Q40 - Is there anything else you would like to add about the concept of  using 

competitions for innovation, specifically in the construction industry ? 

Hackathon.... 

Not at this time. 

I think the scope needs clear definition and being able to compare responses and results. 

We could see a greater level of innovation in the construction industry if more companies, 
universities and government support was given for these initiatives. 

No 

I think they are a great idea, there just has to be some thought put into their application to ensure 
they are successful. But as far as the the current industry is, something has to change. We lack 
innovation in Australia, and more importantly, lack the ethos for expecting innovation in all of our 
projects. 
I think this is a great iniative, we have some great minds in this country. it is crucial that we start 
refining our homes to suit the Australian climate. Past australian architects in the sixties and 
seventy's  design are our inspiration. the knowledge has been there for years, Economics, 
population growth and reliance on fossil fuels is forcing us to improve the way we design and look 
more closely at our industrial processes. Everything comes from the ground, everything ends up 
back in it. Goodluck with your Thesis Chris, I think competition is a great idea. 
BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR.  I think competitions can be hugely influential, especially when 
there is a strong consensus about current social needs.  Is it faster?  cheaper? healthier? low carbon? 
what are the goals of the competition?   Once there is a clear consensus on goals, marshalling as 
much attention as possible onto the competition can help generate discussion and innovation. 
I am a firm believer in the power of design/build competitions to advance innovation and design for 
students. A competition offers the freedom to learn, research and explore new ways to follow the 
constraint while still pushing the envelope.  I have experienced countless students remark that their 
experience in a competition was a significant factor in their future plans to become engineers, 
builders and architects. The students all benefit in one way or another. The general public benefits 
through the educational showcase and industry benefits from the marketing or promotion of their 
products and incentives to create new products to meet the changes in the economy and society. 
It's most important to figure out what the end result is in a competition.  Might be good to explore 
logic models to help one design a competition.  Is the competition to result in a new product or 
design, so the focus should be on industry players, or on workforce development, so focus on a 
student design competition.  Then, rules must be aligned with what one wants -- innovation?  public 
event?  affordability? 
overall, i find it an excellent idea with numerous potential benefits. at the same time, there are 
many challenges and barriers. The right questions are being asked to help find solutions to 
successful implementations of the idea. 
It would be good to have something between the international solar decathlon and a concept design 
competition.  A local solar decathlon similar to the Block TV show but to build, say an aged care 
facility. Competitions have a tangible outcome which can be a powerful motivator for students to 
learn.  The structure needs to foster internal competitiveness within the team in a good way with 
sub-prizes such as trips to China or Dubai etc. 
The construction industry is very diverse, thus the incentives and benefits for different participants 
will need to be addressed. A combination of benefits would have the best chance of attracting 
participants. 

  



 

 

 

Q57 - What is your occupation? 

Energy trading, efficiency, renewable power project originator 

Director, Prize Development and Execution 

Architect 

Professor 

Project Manager of Team UOW / PhD Candidate / Mechanical Engineer 

Public servant 

ESD Manager 

site manager cape paterson eco-village & designer beaumont concepts 

retired architect, energy consutant, human factors researcher, writer 

Energy Education for K- University 

Economist/policy maker in U.S. Government 

architect, professor, inventor 

Professor of Structural Engineering 

Public servant 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delphi Round 1 Feedback to Participants 

  



 

Participant Information 

About the Participants Response 

Familiarity with Innovation 
100% of the Expert Panel members responded as moderately 
(43%) or very (57%) familiar with Innovation processes, research 
or application 

Familiarity with Construction 
Innovation 

71% of the Expert Panel members responded as moderately (28%) 
or very (43%) familiar with construction innovation 

Current application of innovation 
in the Australian Construction 
Industry 

All of the Expert Panel members responded either ‘don’t know’, 
‘poor’ or ‘average’ to innovation application. None of the Expert 
Panel members had the opinion that current application of 
innovation in the Australian Construction Industry was ‘non-
existent’, ‘good’, ‘very good’, or ‘excellent’.  

Level of Activity in Construction 
Industry innovation 

All of the Expert Panel members ranked the innovation sub 
categories (e.g. products, trades) level of activity as ‘Average’ or 
below. ‘On-site’ innovation was considered ‘poor’ by 50%  

 
 
What you thought about Innovation in Australia… 
Summary 
Most Expert Panel members felt that innovation overall was average or poor in Australia, and closely tied to 
commercial outcomes. In construction, design was perceived to be innovative in some cases, but industry 
barriers reduced innovation to incremental examples. 

 

Key Theme  Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Australian 
Innovation 

Australian innovation is low, with a lack of resources and small market. Design innovation is 
outward looking and more active, but uptake is slow.  

“I perceive that Australian designers are outward looking and incorporate design 
innovation from overseas “ 

Design 
Innovation 

Design innovation is perceived generally to be crucial and strong, with Architects pushing 
boundaries; however other participants see design innovation as lacking, including lack of 
integrated design.  

“Design innovation is probably the most important “    

Cost and 
Clients 

Market driven innovation is closely tied to ROI, and market competition. Conservative cost 
driven clients are a significant barrier to innovation. Time and cost related innovation is more 
common than other types. These comments had very strong consensus.  

“Innovation tends to be justified only with a favourable ROI” 

Environment
al 
Innovation 

This was perceived to be lacking or going backwards and dependent on other factors. Design 
innovation was criticised for a lack of progress from an environmental standpoint.   

“Environmental: This is going backwards in my opinion with the current construction 
boom” 

Industry 
Barriers 

Current ‘Business as usual’ practice is to meet minimum standards, i.e. the building code, 
which only drives very basic incremental innovation. Fragmentation, lack of fluidity and 
project-based work constrains innovation. On site builders are ‘hopeless’ generally.  

“Everything is done to minimal standards if that.”    



 

 

 

What you thought about Industry competitions as a strategy for 
innovation or advancement …. 

Summary 
There was strong agreement amongst the Expert Panel members that competitions are well suited as a 
mechanism to drive innovation, with emphasis on pushing boundaries and thinking outside the box (ie. radical 
innovation). Benefits listed included profile raising, and emphasis was given to competition design and rule 
structure as a priority. 
 

Key 
Themes Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Well 
suited 

There was a very strong consensus among the Expert Panel members that Industry 
competitions are a well-suited mechanism for driving innovation in Industry.          

“Competition pairs beautifully with innovation.”           

“Extremely useful.”        

“I am very favourable of competitions.”          

“I firmly believe in the use of design/build competitions”       

“I think it is a pro-active approach to improving the building industry”         

“they have been extraordinarily effective”.     

Specific 
advantag
es 

Industry competitions are perceived to be advantageous for R&D and/or cutting-edge 
technology, provide focus on goals, pushing boundaries and raising profiles of industry 
challenges.      

“It tends to work for the more complex, more cutting edge”       

“Good at raising profile of R&D and innovation” 

Embedde
d in 
industry 

Competitions are perceived to allow industry to “think outside the box” and inspire innovation, 
as well as to mobilise industry. Formula 1 was identified as an example of an industry built 
around competition.     

“competition is the flame that ignites in the industry “   

Can be 
tailored 

Emphasis was put on the design of the competition and specifically the rules, which will 
determine the quality of the competitor’s technology, and help steer the industry 
professionals down the right path      

“The key is creating the right rules to get the behaviour/results you want” 

Barriers   

It was consistently agreed that there are a number of barriers that are well understood, but 
only limited experience or knowledge in how to work around these barriers.                      

“I suspect there are a number of hurdles, including IP disclosures, incentives for 
manufacturers, fear of losing face to competitors, etc.” 

Innovatio
n 
suitability 

The following innovation types were very well suited – “Concepts & prototypes”,  “Ideas 
generation”, “Prototype creation and testing”,  

The following innovation types had a mixed response – “Incremental Innovation”,  
“Market Ready Solutions” 

 

 



 

 
 
 
What you thought about the concept of Construction Competitions…. (1 of 
2) 
Summary 

The Expert Panel members supported the concept of competitions for advancing construction innovation, but 
highlighted multiple barriers related to cost, IP, time and incentives. There was a general consensus that 
‘products’ and ‘whole buildings’ were appropriate scales of competition, with concepts and prototypes stages 
favoured.  

Questions Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Benefits of 
competitio
ns to 
Constructi
on 

The responses to this question generally validated the concept of a construction competition, but 
provided no clear understanding of the benefits beyond those found in other industry 
competitions. The entrants and the rules received the most attention.       

“If they provide a clear response to a particular issue “ 

“good performance-based competition provides a platform for members … to test themselves 
and raise the bar in all aspects of innovation within the building industry”      

“They provide a platform for the exposure and application for new technologies”   

Barriers to 
competitio
ns in 
Constructi
on 

Generally, the typical industry barriers to innovation were raised as well as innovation 
competition specific issues like IP ownership, time, and cost to run a competition. Incentives 
were also addressed, along with the rules, as being critical to participation.  

“Sharing/exposing of IP/systems is not likely prior to going to market with an 
innovation.”      

“In an old-school industry, you need access to competitors who are able to think outside of the 
box”     

“The fact that most building projects are unique and have very specific issues and 
conditions”     

“Very costly to run a competition”      

“potential loss of face if perform poorly “      

“is a speculative cost with intangible benefits”    

“When the economy is roaring ahead, no one has time for competition”   

Suitability 
of Building 
Classes 

‘Concepts and prototype’ were highest ranked class for suitability for a competition, followed by 
detached residential. This was supported by the scale and replicability of the class, as well as 
the receptiveness of the organisations in the class.   

“Replicability” 

“size and cost to create a prototype”     

“Receptiveness to new ideas and where financial risk is limited”     

“The project has to be scalable” 

 

Other 
Thoughts 

 Change in industry, and support by government, industry and universities, as well as market 
demand were mentioned as additional requirements to support competitions in construction. 
Expert Panel members also commented that it will require careful consideration of the 
application, rules, structure, to achieve a good end result. An accessible scale of competition 
was also mentioned as a beneficial step (i.e. a stepping stone). 

 



 

 

 
 
What you thought about the concept of Construction Competitions…. (2 of 
2) 
Summary 

Motivated competitors in a market driven sector were favoured as most suited potential competitors, 
whilst trades and contractors were generally seen to be unsuitable.  Expert Panel members were 
divided over ‘Money’ vs ‘Prize / Prestige’ as the best incentive, which is likely to be related to the 
individual participants background. Benefits of the concept as a whole were seen to be to the asset 
owner or home owner. 

Questions Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Suitability 
of Sectors / 
groups 

There was a strong support amongst the Expert Panel members for ‘product’ focused competition, 
followed by ‘whole building’. There was agreement that human categories (trades, consultants, 
builders) would be the most unsuitable (excluding developers who ranked well).        

“products / components would lend themselves to the parallel of the innovation pitchfest”      

“Whole Buildings are well suited when using a small building such as a detached dwelling”      

“the more market driven a sector, the better suited”       

“Those that take direction (trades/contractors etc) aren’t suited to competitions” 

Best 
Incentives 

All of the suggested incentives were highly ranked as suitable by the Expert Panel members. 
‘Prize / Prestige’ ranked slightly ahead of ‘Money’ overall, and there appeared to be a division in 
the perceived benefit of these two incentives, likely based on the Expert Panel members 
background. 

“Often times the media platform and post prize commitments outweigh the actual prize 
purse”      

“Money always wins.”      

“ROI is critical”      

“Teams care most about bragging rights”       

“They like the challenge and the recognition”      

Who is the 
constructio
n 
competition 
relevant to 

Competitions are seen to be most relevant to ‘Product manufacturers’ followed by ‘Residential’ 
and ‘Commercial’ builders, with developers and government also ranking highly. Written 
responses identified the ‘end user’ and those who ‘own the product or outcome’ as most likely to 
benefit.  

“those employed in industry would benefit the most at first, but ultimately it would be 
homeowners / tenants”    

“Home Owner’s”     

“Asset ownership is critical”     

 

 

Summary 

The Expert Panel members agreed on the low levels of innovation in the Australian Construction 
Industry and supported the concept of a Construction Competition to drive innovation. Numerous 
barriers were identified, and relevant information was provided about the potential competition 
scope, incentive and suitable competitors. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delphi Round 2 Questions and Responses 

  



 

Default Report 

Staged Competition Delphi R2 -SENT 200218 

March 4th 2018, 9:57 pm MST 

 

Q38 - Plain Language Statement     The Plain Language Statement in 

unchanged from Round 1     Do you wish to see the Plain Language 

Statement? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 16.67% 2 

2 No 83.33% 10 

 Total 100% 12 

  



 

Q34 - Do you consent to participate in this Study 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 100.00% 12 

2 No 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 12 

  



 

Q29 - Based on your knowledge of innovation in Industry, do you think 

the Industry Innovation Process and Key Steps (1)  in the Flowchart 

accurately portray the innovation processes in the Australian 

Construction Industry? 

Yes, for the most part they seem on point. However, the use of the specific word "Production" 
is tricky. I may lean more towards "Development" for R&D and then "Production" for 
Commercialization. 
I'm not sure, not being from Australia.  It seems to me this flow chart makes sense for 
development of an intentional product in a highly organized corporate enviroenment, but 
maybe less so for informal networks and experimentation that may exist in more diffuse 
and/or individualistic construction markets.  To the extent that the Australian construction 
market is highly traditional, based on inherited skills, knowledge, and processes, or that it is 
improvisational, based on creative use of whatever is most readily available at the time, this 
intentional flow chart may not apply. 

Yes... 

In principle yes, however, it can be risky to assume the market will always identify a 'need'. 
For example, there is not real need to build commercial buildings out of CLT. Concrete and 
steel work just fine, the system is not broken so it doesn't need fixing. But CLT can provide a 
huge number of benefits. We didn't need the iPhone, or Pokemon GO! Some innovation can 
be borne out of creativity and dreaming of a different way of life. No always because there is 
a market failure. 
Not all innovation proceeds from "need".  Sometimes innovation just emerges from suddenly 
realizing an opportunity for something (object or process) to be altered to create a new 
opportunity or outcome.   Vulcanised rubber did not come out of a "need" but out a chance 
event of dropping natural rubber onto a hot plate.   The development then proceeded by 
testing what were the properties and then determining how the new material might fulfill 
certain industrial roles. 

Yes, in general.  Some feedback loop might be appropriate 

The flowchart looks accurate. Sometimes Innovation is driven by the specifications of a job. 
In that a problem from the market is presented as part of a tender process where the 
successful applicant has to deliver on something that is not readily in the market and has to 
innovate to meet the requirement. 
No, i feel the majority of residentual construction revolves around economics, to build bigger 
for less $$$.  Education is essential through marketing channels such as competitions, to 
highlight the basic sustainability fundamentals. 

Unfortunately, I am not family with the processes in the Australian Construction industry 

I'm not fully aware of the Australian construction industry. However, the milestones listed 
make sense and are in general acccord with those in other parts of the world. 

I am not familiar with the Australian construction industry. 

  



 

Q30 - Based on your knowledge of Existing Competitions, how accurately 

do the Market Failures (2) and Decision Points (3)  in the Flowchart 

reflect the decision to use competitions to progress innovation? 

Sometimes needs are being addressed, they are just not addressed in a manner we find to be 
the most efficient so we seek to fix that. For example, if only Governments are able to fix 
problems  it makes sense to find others who can potentially fix the problem faster and 
cheaper. 
I think the most difficult 'failure' to identify is 'the need is not met.' The 'need' may not even 
be recognized.  First it has to be imagined.  The 'need' is often only offered as a rationalization 
after the fact.  For example, did we all 'need' cell phones?  Only in hindsight can that market 
failure be described. Likewise, do we 'need' PV integration in our homes?  Not really.... I think 
more likely people are able to recognize vague inefficiencies, difficulties, or frustrations with 
the current situation, than they are able to identify a definable 'need' that can be addressed 
with a competition.  Or alternatively, they might be able to recognize a futuristic goal--
reduction in landfill--that might help identify new opportunities for innovation. I think I'm 
hung up on the word 'need', which seems very negative--an absence, a problem, a correction-
-rather than a new improvement.  Also, I'm not sure where system integration fits into this 
model.  Often the market barrier is not with the product per se, but rather it's relationship 
with other products and processes.  Let's say that natural ventilation is on everyone's wish 
list, but it makes other construction processes more difficult, so it gets dropped.  Especially, if 
the other construction process has regulatory backing, thus higher priority in decision making.    
I guess my point here is that the analysis in the flow chart will only work for certain kinds of 
challenges.  it would be useful, somewhere, to delineate which kinds of construction industry 
challenges are more applicable, and which are not. 

Very accurate.... 

Yes it does.  However... 'Does the solution exist?'. You may answer yes, but it can be improved, 
or the current solution breaches other critical metrics.  E.g. If my problem is in-situ concrete 
construction. Prefabrication is innovative and solves a number of time and wastage issues 
that occur on a construction site. So I could say yes. However,  it fails against quality control, 
jobs creation (social sustainability) and carbon emissions.  So while a solution exists, in my 
opinion, it is not good enough... 

These are fairly good descriptions reflecting the use of competitions to progress innovation. 

Existing competitions encourage innovation per se as trams strive for points of difference.  
The competitions themselves are aligned with market failures and aim to raise awareness of 
things such as renewable energy and energy efficiency. 

They reflect well. I cannot think of any changes required. 

A Solution does always exist Working examples do exist, only in small pockets collaboration 
and open sourcing is essential on a much larger scale in Australia. A platform for designers an 
builders with no barriers in regards to legislation or regulation is not currently available that i 
am aware of Competition can highlight benefits of sustainable building design, construction 
detail and integrating renewables into housing mainstream market. competition structure can 
educate competitors which flows into the industry.  Competition results can also educate 
mainstream through media channels to educate and drive demand. 
I think the illustration is the flow chart are accurate.  Considering the meaning of innovation, 
there does not have to be an immediate adaptation of the innovation.  Sometimes the 
adaptation is not a direct line in the immediate future (Market Failure #3) 



 

I believe they are accurate. However, the decision to use a competition may not come only 
from perceived failures, but simply a desire to attack a problem in a different way. A 
competition could be used to improve something that is already successful. 
This is good and likely reflects how the decision was made to initially hold the Solar Decathlon.  
The only thing missing is the notion of building up a workforce, which is a subset of market 
failure 3, I guess. 

  



 

Q41 - Based on your knowledge of the Australian Construction Industry, 

how well do the  Market Failures (2) in the Flowchart represent problems 

in innovation that may benefit from the use of a competition? 

See discussion above.    Plus, I think there may be another useful issue you can address:  does 
a solution exist elsewhere in the world?  What are the problems in adapting that solution to 
the Australian environment?  Might the resolution be to adapt the product, or adapt the 
Australian environment?  Which is the bigger opportunity? 

Very welll... 

I think the three categories outlined are good. They provide clear points for innovation to be 
introduced to provide a better outcome.  However, I do have the caveat, that for all of these 
'Yes' options, not any solution should short-circuit the need for further innovation. 
There is at least a 4th category, which is "tradition" (perhaps it is a subset of market failure 
#3).  In this instance, new products/processes are not taken on board - not because they don't 
work or cannot be made commercial, but simply because they are not the way things are 
currently done and therefore there is not impetus to bring them into play. This also sometimes 
as the consequence of employment practice - especially in highly unionized situations.  To 
bring in a new process or product might alter the employment structure of a workplace so 
innovation is resisted as part of maintaining employment rates. 
Yes.  The Australian construction industry is not pro-active and relies on regulation to promote 
energy efficiency.  Competitions provide a beacon or exemplar of innovation which can spur 
new product development and new businesses. 
They represent it well. The barriers to adoption is very broad and should cover most of the 
issues such as cost or education etc. that prevent innovations from being adopted. A great 
question here as well is why certain innovations overseas are not implemented here. An 
example is triple glazed glass in some countries being cheaper than double. Where here in 
Australia we almost cannot buy triple glazed due to its cost and yet we have a higher mortality 
rate attributed to climate conditions than many European countries. 
Competition may provide competitors with a creditable methods of testing there products, 
competition assessment methods could potentially  by competitors into the future to refine, 
develop and improve there products 

I am not familiar with the Australian Construction Industry 

I'm not an expert in marketing, but I suspect that competitions used to define need are rare. 
If they do occur, it seems they may be difficult to define. A failure in commercialization could 
result from many factors, only some of which may pertain to the actual robustness of the 
design. I would think competitions would however best suit finding robust design solutions. 
Again, failure of an innovation being adopted could result from many factors, including failed 
marketing, advertising, distribution, service, etc. It could also be that the innovation is ahead 
of it's time, and does not have a supporting infrastructure. 

It should help given that the framework is tested. 

  



 

Q31 - Three possible  outcomes are represented for Construction 

Competition Scope (generation, prototype, adoption) (4). How 

accurately do you think these three options represent Competition 

Scope in Existing Competitions based on your knowledge? 

Yes, I supposed these are suitable scopes. However, in my field at least, we focus on bringing 
all 3 into fruition. The one I am having issues wrapping my head around is innovation 
adoption. I'm not quite sure your example above sells the theory and I'm not currently 
thinking of any possible scenarios that fit this mold. I imagine, especially as it related to 
construction, this could be difficult to pull off. 
Yes, I think these three categories are pretty good.  My mention of systems integration, above, 
would most likely be addressed during an adoption drive competition. 

Pretty well... 

These are good categories to represent the scope options.  Note that the timeframes between 
'generation' and 'prototyping' can be quite close, they are both early phase innovation 
processes. Adoption can be long term following commercialization, standards approval. 
I think within known "innovation competitions" there is also a 4th reason why a competition 
might be initiated: specific product or material innovation. This is to say that competitions are 
proposed just in order to push interest and engagement with a specific material or product.  
Design competitions for new sanitary ware is not because existing toilets, basins, fixtures 
don't work or need innovation, but the desire to generate new market interest demands new 
models and altered products to keep up interest. 
The solar decathlon middle east competition includes "innovation" as one of the ten contests.  
This will be judged on how well innovations have been incorporated throughout the other 9 
contests and in non-assessed areas of the house design. There is also a separate prize for the 
most innovative idea.  These aspects of the competition, incentivise the competitors to 
constantly think of ways to incorporate innovation.  Our team has appointed an Innovation 
Coordinator to help steer the process. 
All three are represented in the Solar Decathlon. New technologies are created that did not 
exist. Many companies approach teams to assist with the prototyping of their existing 
technologies and many others provide their innovations to the teams to get them out into the 
public space. 

come up with an idea, build it, refine it and put it out there, makes perfect sense to me. 

I agree with the path of the flow chart. Competition which rely solely on design will  involve 
generation.  Design/Build competitions will  focus more on prototyping and innovation 
adoption. 
I believe competitions have been held to cover all three outcomes. However, my sense is that 
the main competitions have been in innovation generation. This category may include some 
degree of prototyping if the technologies are relatively simple and inexpensive. Otherwise 
there are barriers in time and resources to produce elaborate working prototypes. Adoption 
seems to be used in a number of industry-led competitions to promote new uses for existing 
materials/products. 

They are more specific than what we were going for in Solar Decathlon. 

  



 

Q43 - Three possible outcomes are represented for Construction 

Competition Scope (generation, prototype, adoption) (4). How relevant 

are these to the Australian Construction Industry based on your 

knowledge? 

Seems correct 

No new comment. 

Very relevant.... 

I come back to the market failure comment earlier. We have a low-standard Building Code, so 
we do not have many market failures. Sticks do not drive innovation in the ACI, it is more 
carrots. This is much slower, as it relies on a desire for aspirational outcomes and a point of 
difference.   Also, much of the innovation we see, is borne from other countries. So we are 
likely to see products skip generation and maybe even prototyping, straight to adoption, or in 
this case, adaption to the Australian context. 

Mostly as noted above. 

The Australian Construction Industry is not driven by the same incentives to incorporate 
innovation.  Possibly the most fruitful area is in business process innovation - rather than 
innovative products. 
These are represented well. Education of trades is a missing link in some of the adoption stage 
and is often not tackled by the competition unless trades institutes are also involved. 
these outcomes make perfect sense to me. It describes to me a pretty natural order to 
develop a core structure. 

I am not familiar with the Australian Construction Industry 

I am not qualified to judge this. 

I would assume they are relevant because you identified them, but I am unfamiliar with the 
Australian construction industry. 

  



 

Q44 - How accurately do the research findings in Formula 1  about 

solution space size and  Innovation Radicalness (5) apply to other 

industry competitions  based on your knowledge of Existing 

Competitions ? 

Yes, never thought about this literally but makes sense. However keep in mind that if you keep 
things too open/liberal teams may wonder too far off track. It's good to have some sense of 
rules/downselects/milestones, guidelines etc. to help keep them on track towards the 
ultimate goal. 

I think this is a useful description. 

No knowledge... 

I understand the 2 categories, but I would think that most innovation occurs within the large 
solution space category, blue-sky thinking. I am not sure how this score effects the outcomes.  
How 'out there' an innovation is, should not make its progressions through the flow chart any 
less valid. 

This seems accurate. 

Competitions create the environment for radicalness in part because the competitors are 
doing it for the first time.  Even if the competition has run a number of times, the competitors 
are new for each instance.  The competing teams always begin from scratch and are required 
to progress down a similar learning path.  The rules help the competitors to focus on a 
narrower solution space - a space which is plenty big enough to permit radicalness. 

I am not very familiar with this section but it sounds accurate. 

Totally new or innovative ideas require the reins to be taken off (radicalness). Once the idea 
is proven to have a good foundation or merit, the reins need to be  pulled in and idea needs 
to be refined to achieve best outcome.  A competition in stages developing over time creating 
a generational approach could be a good initiative. 
A large solution space is only appropriate when addressing a specific product or section of the 
building industry.  A small space is better for larger design/build competitions in which more 
constraints are needed due to building regulations. 
F1 tightly defines the solution space, as they need to juggle factors of encouraging innovation, 
keeping a lid on costs, and ensuring some degree of equity and competitiveness of all teams. 
Teams are typically in the sport for years and have developed a knowledge base and means 
to deal with the myriad of rules and how to adjust when the rules change. It appears difficult 
to recreate a competition environment similar to F1 in the construction industry. It would 
need to be sustained for years. Also, the criteria for evaluating a buildings are much more 
complex and nuanced than those for a F1 car (which just needs to be the fastest). 
I would disagree with this.  Rules are needed to define the competition so that 
judging/measuring are fair, which is necessary to get the best competitors to enter.  The best 
rules would allow innovation.  In a buildings competition, it's important to maintain safety, 
especially if the public gets to enter the product of the competition.  This is one reason rules 
need to be tight. 

  



 

Q46 - How relevant (and applicable) are the Formula 1 research findings 

about solution space size and its potential to affect Innovation 

Radicalness (5) to the Australian Construction Industry, based on your 

knowledge? 

"be careful what you wish for" 

Very relevant.... 

The ACI is very risk adverse. Therefore, most innovations are likely to be incremental 
innovation. Marginal gains in performance, etc.  Even if an innovation competition unearths 
a radical innovation, the industry is not likely to take is up for some time. The barriers for 
adoption will be great. There is a big piece that needs to happen around 'safe to fail' 
implementation strategies. For most applications within the ACI there is very little tolerance 
around prototyping. Even projects or technologies that were given a chance are ridiculed long 
after the fact (i.e. CH2). We promote reliability and 'safe pair of hands' attitudes.  There is not 
point in creating an innovation model unless we unlock the risk-adverse part of our industry 
that provides a safe place for testing implementation. 

Should be worthwhile to consider. 

Construction codes and building regulations can militate against innovation radicalness.  The 
difficulty in getting new construction systems approved as "complying" designs is also a 
negative draw on implementing innovative solutions. 
I disagree with your statement. By creating strict rules such as say limiting the solar PV array 
size, you force teams to make radical innovations in new directions to try and meet the tight 
rules. I understand the idea surrounding having loose rules to allow innovations, but the 
innovations need to be relevant to the industry and thus must include some of the building 
codes related to safety. But tough rules force teams to move in directions that loose rules may 
not. 
It is relevant for key person/s structuring competition have an awareness that what is adopted 
into the guidelines of competition has a influence on the outcome. 

I am not familiar with the Australian construction Industry 

Again, I'm not qualified to answer. Overall, I can imagine a competition could be set up 
(perhaps similar to the Solar Decathlon) that could be similar to F1. 
Again, I am not familiar with the Australian construction industry.  Defining what you hope to 
accomplish with the competition is needed before one develops the rules.  Expecting radical 
innovation can be part of the rules.  However, it's important that all rules help to accomplish 
this and other secondary results that you want. 

  



 

Q47 - How accurately does the list provided at (6)  capture all of the 

Stakeholders based on your knowledge of Existing Competitions? Are 

there any stakeholders not included on the list that should be? 

Good 

I would distinguish between 'users,' such as building occupants and owners, managers, 
maintenance staff; and 'collaborators', such as participants in the effected design and 
construction process that may be impacted indirectly, i.e. other product manufacturers, 
OEMs, engineers, testing labs, sales staff, tradesmen, unions, standards organizations....  
These collaborators would ideally be supportive of the competition, but they could also 
represent the problem that needs to be overcome. Ideally they would benefit from the 
innovation, but they might also be hurt.   Also, see below. 

Accurate 

Yes the list is good.  There may also be groups of external research bodies, this may form part 
of the overall 'Team'. 
I think you miss out on the category of "Interested Parties".  These are the groups/entities 
that have a particular "stake" in the success of the competition, but more importantly in the 
production of an innovative solution.  These are different to sponsors in that they are not 
interested in publicity so much as new products/processes that will offer a beneficial 
advancement in their line of work. 
The stakeholders must also include the internal funders.  Entry into these competitions 
requires the institutions to support imaginative ways to incorporate the students' activities in 
the curriculum.  The larger competitions require so much student and staff time that 
institutional backing is a key factor. 
This sounds good but not all industry partners will be sponsors so you still have your normal 
suppliers as well and sometimes we ask them to do things they never have. So even though 
they are not a sponsor they are paid to help innovate. 

no 

Government regulatory agencies may play a part as well.  Department of Water Resources for 
example could help out with water conservation measures and water efficiency. etc. 
I find the list generally accurate and comprehensive. The only possible addition would be any 
other individuals or entities that might support or constrain the Team, but not be officially 
part of the Team. These might be consultants, higher-level management or organizational 
structures, regulatory bodies, etc. 
This is a good list as long as "regulator" encompasses the organizer team.  It talks a lot of 
people to put this on.  In Solar Decathlon, we also have a host city, which in your model should 
mean "sponsor." 

  



 

Q48 - Of the list of Stakeholders provided at (6), how likely is each party 

to participate in future Australian Construction Industry  Competitions? 

Are any Stakeholders (6) more or less relevant to such future 

competitions? 

For me, the end user seems the most distant here. As it is related to architecture, I imagine 
most are dependent upon contractors and other companies to do the work. Therefore, you 
may need to aim at those individuals (contractors/companies) to participate - not the public 
necessarily. 
Maybe call the 'regulator' a 'convener' instead.  i.e. they are conceptualizing, strategizing and 
championing the event.  They should also be responsible for dissemination of the findings.  "If 
a competition occurred, and no one heard about it, did it really happen??"  Planning for 
enduring lessons-learned is essential.  Thus, there also needs to be a historian(s), who can 
observe, and perhaps even monitor, industry changes over time, both before and after the 
competition, and report back on successes and failures. This historian might be called an 
evaluator. 

Regulator may frame up and not participate further. End users may be less involved. 

It comes back to a 'Who will benefit from the innovation?' question.  Teams will not innovate 
if the only beneficiary is the end user. There is usually a financial funnel to the team, sponsors 
and then end user. But in the end, it is really the teams and sponsors that are most likely to 
get involved in competitions.  Regulators less likely, they govern minimum compliance. 
Sponsors are dependent on how much they can get out of a competition and may therefore 
be the most difficult to recruit. 
The teams develop as innovators through participation in the competitions.  As they move 
into roles in the Australian Construction Industry, they become agents for change.  The public 
sees new products and ultimately become the market for these. 
Teams and regulators are hard to find. Teams need to have the support and capital to throw 
their hat into the ring. Regulators will be the most difficult as it requires a large amount of 
capital to fund an event. The sponsors are very dependent on the current market. 
Competition drives us all to improve, better ourselves keep learning. Maybe some day we 
could replace the word competition with co-opertition. Competition creating an environment 
to open source and collaborate. 

I am not familiar with the Australian Construction Industry. 

I would imagine all stakeholders listed would be relevant and would participate. 

Public/end user is not required in a lot of competitions in the United States if the competition 
is focused strictly on participants or an industry.  for example, design competitions that do 
not involve a "build" element would not really need to engage the public/end user as there's 
nothing that compelling to attract them. 

  



 

Q49 - How accurate is the list of Specifications (7) based on your 

knowledge of Existing Competitions?  Are there any other key 

specifications required for a competition to run? 

I would change 'personal skill' to 'team qualifications', i.e. who you want to compete.  First 
year design students?  small businesses?  housing authorities?  registered architects? And 
rules for teams:  interdisciplinary?  no conflicts of interest? gender balanced?   Likewise, you 
need qualifications for judges and sponsors.    You obviously need a schedule, which should 
be not only from the perspective of the participants, but also the public...when does that 
historian weigh in?  When do we find out if the competition had the intended effect on the 
industry? 

Very Accurate 

Should it be called Specifications or Scope? Homologation? You are such an academic... 

none to think of. 

The list is pretty good. Reputation is probably the main driver.  A big prize is linked to 
reputation but is not essential.  Fairness is also important. The cost of the activity can be a big 
barrier to competition entry. 
These sound great. Geographical location of competition site is also relevant as it requires a 
large amount of space with great exposure and public access. 

specs are in order 

none 

I'm not sure if these are covered my the existing categories; however, some competitions are 
by invitation only, some require a pre-qualfication stage, and some are staged. 
I am not sure where "rules" would fit, but this is very important.  Note that the prize should 
encompass possible upfront funding to get started, bragging rights and not just a monetary 
prize at the end.  Note that monetary prize at the end is not necessarily enough of an 
incentive.  For example, in the latest US Solar Decathlon, which involved a prize of 100k-300k 
at the end, many teams were  not happy with this as they would prefer some up front funding 
and students do not necessarily benefit from the prize (which goes to the university), so 
bragging rights is more important to them.  Also, if there is a "build" element, you need to 
specify the "where" in your specifications.  This is a big deal if it's a large build like the Solar 
Decathlon. 

  



 

Q50 - How relevant is the list of  Specifications (7)  to future Australian 

Construction Industry Competitions? Are there any industry specific  

specifications that should be included? 

I'm confused by the "media" specification. When I think "media" I think news outlets, PR etc.. 
FOr me, in looking at your definition, I would phrase this as platform, entry, prototype etc. 
Maybe this is a category called 'market connections':  How/where/when will the awards be 
announced? Will the findings of this competition fit into union training programs?  will there 
be splashy articles in the trade press?  will the findings be used to inform code hearings? How 
will participants from one year learn from previous participants? 

Very relevant... 

Other suggestions: - Risk? - Duration? Is it a 1-day intensive competition, or a 3 month design 
competition. - Change Prize to Reward. Prize is tangible, but reward may be a reputation 
advantage. - Conditions? Who owns the IP of competition outcomes? With many architectural 
design competitions, the end client (e.g. a university) owns all entrant designs. 

none to think of. 

When the industry gets involved through sponsorship, it can lead to the sponsor developing 
new skills.  Homologation is a definite plus for the industry. 

Very relevant 

specs are the structure of the competition therefore a paprmount to the sucdcess of 
competition 

I am not familiar with the Australian Construction Industry. 

I'm not qualified to answer re the Australian context. However, the list appears to be generally 
applicable anywhere. 

I don't feel qualified to answer this. 

  



 

Q33 - In your opinion are there any additional steps or information 

missing from the Framework, when considering the intention of the 

Framework is to guide potential Organisers of a Construction Innovation 

Competition in Australia to correctly address the original need / point of 

market failure? 

How are you choosing what market failures to address? How is this done? Is there research 
or market study or product surveys or? 
Your flow diagram does not have any feedback loops.  It envisions a one-way direction of 
progress. In reality, there should be evaluation, learning, course correction, and evolution 
along the way.    In reality, any competition will begin with anticipated outcomes, which can 
be evaluated for success or failure, but there will also be many unanticipated outcomes, that 
should also be recognized, and resolved as positives or negatives, additional benefits or 
barriers. Capturing such ancillary benefits may be your biggest contribution.  Did a brilliant 
student have an aha moment?  Did the trade union finally start talking with the housing 
authority?  Did we uncover an obscure regulation that was holding everything back?  Did we 
borrow a metaphor or process from another discipline that opened up new possibilities?  Thus 
an evaluator/historian needs to look for both anticipated and unanticipated outcomes.   A 
competition is basically a giant experiment.  So it starts with a hypothesis:  "we can do better 
in this process" or "this can be more efficient".  There is a methodology, i.e.  the competition 
rules, are set into motion and carefully observed, to produce findings. The convener then 
reports on the findings, and makes suggestions for future investigations.... 

No.  Very well framed up. 

Nothing else to add other than what I have mentioned earlier. There is a risk in the language 
of 'Decide the need to be addressed". Sometimes competitions don't have a focused need, 
other than to see what happens...  When they ran the competition to name that ferry in the 
UK, it wasn't because there was a 'need' to name the boat, anyone could have done that. They 
just wanted to see what happened. Involve the community in a bit of fun. The outcome was 
a polarizing name, publicity, etc. 
Set the longevity of the competition: Announcing the repeatability of a competition is useful 
to give certainty and a sense of opportunity to participate into the future.  Knowing that a 
certain competition will take place every year at a certain time allows participants to prepare 
and be reminded that the competition is happening again, thereby increasing participation 
and interest. The more a competition has establish not just its reputation but its durability, 
the more likley it is to be undertaken by participants. 
Determining the needs is most important.  The need is on multiple levels:  awareness of a 
topic; rich educational experiences; promoting excellence.  The competition needs a 
promoter/champion with enough power and high reputation to get off the ground.  It 
probably needs to start small and grow with time.  A full life cycle incorporating multiple cycles 
needs to be worked through. 

Looks good, no more comments than my previous ones. 

I think the framework has been well thought out.  The best approach to is to start and learn 
from your experience,  allowing room to improve, to ensure that you reach desired outcome. 
Train the contestants.  Hold a workshop to review the topic being covered in the design/build 
competition. 
I find the framework to be clear and comprehensive and to serve well as a roadmap for 
competition organizers. One possible addition would be to get at competitions that address 



 

needs that are not yet known. Many truly radical and disruptive technologies created a new 
need. 
Again, for a "build" competition, an early activity is finding where the competition will occur 
and make sure that there is a lot of support to overcome building zone and permitting issues, 
etc.  As part of marketing, it's good to figure out if you also want to add an education 
component, as we do in the Solar Decathlon.  So, marketing involves getting the press involved 
to help you market, but also to market to specific local, national or international groups that 
you hope to attract to your competition. 

  



 

Q51 - Are there any specific comments you would like to make about the 

Framework's accuracy based on Existing Competitions OR future 

relevance and application to the Australian Construction Industry? 

Looking good - on the right track. Interested to see the actual Competition Implementation 
operations flowchart as this is where I think I can potentially be most helpful... 
Another issue to consider is if the competition is not so much to produce a new product or 
process, but rather to bring new players into the industry.    Is the industry sidelining certain 
types of players that might support innovation?  What if you could get high-tech to work with 
trades?  youngsters with old pros?  marketing people with researchers?  foreigners with 
locals? Can you create an environment where team members will have new opportunities to 
learn from unexpected quarters?    You might consider that the reward of the competition is 
working with professionals from another field...such as students get to work with professional 
marketing people.  We might call this the "Australia's got Talent" model, where the reward is 
being swept up into the real world, and creating new channels and cross fertillization for 
innovation.     Circling back to the issue of 'need' on the first page.  What you really need is a 
compelling 'problem statement' to motivate all the players, i.e. why the competition is being 
held, and what the anticipated outcomes might be; what will be considered a successful entry; 
and anticipated benefits to the entrants, sponsors and the society at large.  A compelling 
problem statement gets everyone on board and moving towards a common goal.   (Note that 
a truly excellent competition will also have any number of secondary goals, plus those 
unexpected outcomes, discussed above, that do not need to be included in this problem 
statement.) 

No... 

Covered earlier, but... The ACI is a funny beast. The application and ultimate success of 
competitions will depend on the appetite for progress, to see change, leadership, but within 
an environment that does not involve additional exposure to risk and regulatory scrutiny.   
ANZ docklands were dragged through a regulatory nightmare for inverter approvals for Quiet 
Revolution VAWT turbines. The market has seen that, and are unlikely to investigate that 
technology again.  On the other hand, PV's have straightforward applications with minimal 
risk, and their uptake has been expansive. In a gun-shy industry, the 'Prize' needs to be 
thoroughly worked through to ensure these competitions don't just produce a sweet of 
wonderful ideas, and only that. 

no 

The competitions need to be hard but not impossible.  The outcomes should be impressive.  
Competitions such as Solar Decathlon allow the industry to showcase innovations and provide 
good marketing opportunities. 

None. 

Competition in the construction industry is a great initiative. 

I would imagine that adding additional details and presenting models regarding how 
stakeholders are organized, or how specifications are assembled would be helpful. However, 
perhaps this is getting too granular at this point. 
The only comment is the need to find a team that has the proper credentials to put on a 
competition.  Again, if it's a "build" competition, there are a lot of folks that are needed. 
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Delphi Round 2 Feedback to Participants 

  



 

Round 2 questions were asked in response to review of the 
“Construction Innovation Competition Flowchart” 
 
What you thought about Competition Drivers and Decisions (Flowchart 
point 1,2,3) … 
Summary 
The Expert Panel agreed in general with the Flowchart (parts 1,2,3) regarding the current industry innovation 
process, market failures and decision points, although it was noted that it is fairly rigid and would not capture all 
variations of potential competitions. This rigidity centres on the “market failures” (2) with commentary on other 
sources of innovation. The known innovation barriers in the Australian Construction Industry (ACI) were 
highlighted as relevant to the adoption competition. 

 

Key Themes Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Need and 
Market 
Failures 

Despite support for the structure of the first 3 parts of the flowchart, there was a lot of push back 
on the word “need” as only one source of innovation.  

“Many truly radical and disruptive technologies created a new need” 

“It can be risky to assume the market will always identify a 'need'” 

“I think the most difficult 'failure' to identify is 'the need is not met.”  

“Only in hindsight can that market failure be described” 

My response to this is to use the word “challenge” (as per X-Prize) when addressing the origins 
of a competition, rather than “need” which is well defined as the primary source of innovation in 
the literature. 

Alternate 
Pathways 

The Expert Panel highlighted that product improvement, new ideas and market changes can 
also drive innovation. This raised questions over the typical pathways for market based 
innovation and competition based innovation. The adoption of an overseas innovation was also 
addressed as an innovation pathway. 

 “Some innovation can be borne out of creativity and dreaming of a different way of life” 

“Does a solution exist elsewhere in the world?  What are the problems in adapting that solution 
to the Australian environment?” 

“So, we are likely to see products skip generation and maybe even prototyping, straight 
to adoption, or in this case, adaption to the Australian context” 

My response to this is to recognised alternate innovation drivers, and reinforce the separation 
of the competition innovation from normal market innovation 

ACI 
constraints 

The overwhelming perspective of the Expert Panel is that the issues associated with the 
Australian Construction Industry (ACI) dominated the adoption competition categories chance 
of success. There was a number of comments that highlighted the uniqueness of the adoption 
competition category, due to the fact that it is is externally focussed towards the ACI, such as 
resistance to change, economics etc. There was support for the fact that the adoption category 
will most likely only incremental. 

 “The Australian construction market is highly traditional, based on inherited skills, 
knowledge, and processes,…., this intentional flow chart may not apply.” 

“Again, failure of an innovation being adopted could result from many factors, including failed 
marketing, advertising, distribution, service, etc.” 

“The ACI is very risk adverse. Therefore, most innovations are likely to be incremental 
innovation” 

“Even if an innovation competition unearths a radical innovation, the industry is not likely to take 
it up for some time” 



 

“For most applications within the ACI there is very little tolerance around prototyping. 
Even projects or technologies that were given a chance are ridiculed long after the fact 
(i.e. CH2)” 

My response to this is to separate the adoption competition category in the flowchart to address 
its unique challenges related to being externally facing towards the ACI. 

 

What you thought about the proposed Competition Scope (Flowchart 
point 4)…. 

Summary 
There was strong support for the 3 competition scopes identified and recognition that the division was not always 
clear. The suitability of the scopes with regards to the Solar Decathlon was discussed and concluded that the fit 
was reasonable. The adoption competition category was heavily discussed with a lack of resolution except that 
it was external facing, and was responsible for the bridging of the competition environment and the ACI. 
 

Key Themes Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Competition 
Scopes 

There was strong support for the 3 competition types (generation, prototype, adoption) 
representing the relevant stages of an innovation competition, with some participants noting 
the “flow” potential of competitions moving from one to the next, and in some cases the 
combination of two or more as a single competition, such as in the Solar Decathlon. 

“These are good categories to represent the scope options.”  

“These outcomes make perfect sense to me.”  

“Come up with an idea, build it, refine it and put it out there, makes perfect sense to 
me.” 

My response to this  is that this element is considered correct 

Adoption 
Competition 

The adoption competition was a key topic of discussion. A clear division was drawn 
between the adoption competition and the generation / prototype competitions, due to the 
internal nature of the latter and the external nature of the former. The adoption competition 
category was raised for its unique criteria with regards to stakeholders and specifications, 
with emphasis on the limitations.  

“The one I am having issues wrapping my head around is innovation adoption.” 

“Note that the timeframes between 'generation' and 'prototyping' can be quite close, they 
are both early phase innovation processes. Adoption can be long term following 
commercialization, standards approval.” 

“Adoption seems to be used in a number of industry-led competitions to promote 
new uses for existing materials/products.” 

My response to this is to separate the adoption competition category in the flowchart and to 
give it further attention in round 3 and in the research. 

Solar 
Decathlon 

The Solar Decathlon was identified by a number of Experts as an example of a competition 
addressing all 3 competition scopes, and dealing with market based issues such as 
building approvals. Although the success of the SD in the ‘adoption’ category could be 
challenged, the scope of the Solar Decathlon does have this goal in mind and in the 
competition criteria. 

“The solar decathlon middle east competition includes "innovation" as one of the 
ten contests.” 

“Design/Build competitions will focus more on prototyping and innovation 
adoption.” 

My response to this is to acknowledge that a competition may encompass more than one 
scope in parallel or in series. 



 

 

 
  



 

What you thought about the Competition Structure (Flowchart points 
5,6,7)…. 
Summary 

The Expert Panel members supported in principle the three sections (5,6,7) of the flowchart but with many 
tweaks recommended. The radicalness was linked closely with the rules and a large solution space was 
supported in principle but it was noted that a narrow solution space provided direction and was “plenty big 
enough”. It was identified that market limitations like building codes was an ‘inherited’ limit on solution space 
size – it is assume that this is  

Questions Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Radicalness / 
Solution 
Space 

The radicalness category within the Competition Structure was quite controversial in part due 
to the black and white nature of the options (as opposed to a spectrum) and in part the 
relevance to existing competitions and the ACI. 

“Most innovation occurs within the large solution space category, blue-sky thinking.”  

“The rules help the competitors to focus on a narrower solution space - a space which is 
plenty big enough to permit radicalness.”  

“Totally new or innovative ideas require the reins to be taken off (radicalness). Once 
the idea is proven to have a good foundation or merit, the reins need to be pulled in 
and idea needs to be refined to achieve best outcome.” 

“If you keep things too open/liberal teams may wonder too far off track.”  

“Don’t be too rigid in reducing the scope of possible solutions.” 

My response to this is to represent the need for a variable solution space size as a function of 
an individual competition decision. 

Solution 
space and 
rules 

The Expert Panel members identified that the solution space size (and therefore) rules were 
often restricted by market requirements, even if the competition was not intednde to provide 
‘market ready’ outcomes. 

 “I would disagree with this.  Rules are needed to define the competition so that 
judging/measuring are fair, which is necessary to get the best competitors to enter.” 

“In a buildings competition, it's important to maintain safety, especially if the public gets to 
enter the product of the competition.  This is one reason rules need to be tight.” 

“I disagree with your statement. By creating strict rules such as say limiting the solar 
PV array size, you force teams to make radical innovations in new directions to try 
and meet the tight rules.” 

“Construction codes and building regulations can militate against innovation radicalness.”   

My response to this is to represent the need for a variable solution space size as a function of 
an individual competition decision. 

Stakeholders 

Despite a general support for the list of stakeholders, there were numerous suggestions of 
other stakeholders that should be incorporated, as well as renaming of existing groups, with 
the most focus on external interested parties and collaborators. 

“I find the list generally accurate and comprehensive.” 

“I would distinguish between 'users,' ….. and 'collaborators'.” 

“There may also be groups of external research bodies.” 

“I think you miss out on the category of ‘Interested Parties’.”   

My response to this is to address the full range of stakeholders based on the Expert Panels 
recommendations 

 

 



 

What you thought about the Competition Structure (Flowchart points 
5,6,7)…. 
Continued… 

The 
Organiser 

The organiser received special attention due to the importance of the role, noting the 
complexity and variations to the role based on the size and scope of the competition.  

“This is a good list as long as "regulator" encompasses the organizer team.  It talks 
a lot of people to put this on.”   

“Maybe call the 'regulator' a 'convener' instead.  i.e. they are conceptualizing, 
strategizing and championing the event.  They should also be responsible for 
dissemination of the findings. “Regulator may frame up and not participate further.” 

My response to this is to address the full range of stakeholders based on the Expert Panels 
recommendations 

Teams 

Like the organiser, the teams received special attention due to their own unique role, and 
highly variable makeup, as well as their ongoing role in championing the innovations 

“In the end, it is the teams and sponsors that are most likely to get involved in 
competitions.” 

“The teams develop as innovators through participation in the competitions.  As 
they move into roles in the Australian Construction Industry, they become agents 
for change.”   

My response to this is to address the full range of potential teams, as well as their ongoing 
role in the innovations progress based on the Expert Panels recommendations 

 
Specification
s 

The comments of the Expert panel members highlighted the fact that the specifications 
were partly made up of the elements that made up the competition structure (such as 
prize), beyond the specific rules of the innovation. The importance of the outward facing 
elements such as “awards ceremonies, publicity” and ongoing IP ownership was also 
highlighted. 

“The list is pretty good. Reputation is probably the main driver.  A big prize is linked 
to reputation but is not essential.  Fairness is also important. The cost of the activity 
can be a big barrier to competition entry.” 

“I'm not sure if these are covered by the existing categories; however, some competitions 
are by invitation only, some require a pre-qualification stage, and some are staged.” 

“I'm confused by the ‘media’ specification. When I think ‘media’ I think news outlets, 
PR etc.. For me, in looking at your definition, I would phrase this as platform, entry, 
prototype etc.” 

“Maybe this is a category called 'market connections':  How/where/when will the awards 
be announced? Will the findings of this competition fit into union training programs?  will 
there be splashy articles in the trade press?  will the findings be used to inform code 
hearings? How will participants from one year learn from previous participants?” 

“Other suggestions: - Risk? - Duration?” 

“Who owns the IP of competition outcomes? With many architectural design competitions, 
the end client (e.g. a university) owns all entrant designs.” 

“Homologation is a definite plus for the industry.” 

My response to this is to do additional research to determine a more comprehensive range 
of competition specifications, including categorisation as appropriate. 

 

 
 
  



 

What else you had to say about the Framework and Flowchart….. 
Summary 

Comments were raised about the maintaining the value of the competitions over the long term, with 
considerations  the role of a historian, the organisers consistency amongst competitions (like RIBA) 
and feedback loops allowing lessons learned. 

Questions Notes + Quotes (Italics) 

Historian + 
Feedback 
loops 

A few members of the Expert Panel raised the importance of a historian or researcher 
who would take away the lessons from multiple competitions for the benefit of future 
competitions as well as to track innovation progress. Part of this role would be to 
provide feed back loops which was also raised. 

“Thus an evaluator/historian needs to look for both anticipated and 
unanticipated outcomes.   A competition is basically a giant experiment” 

“There also needs to be a historian(s), who can observe, and perhaps even monitor, 
industry changes over time.” 

“Your flow diagram does not have any feedback loops” 

My response to this is that this is an excellent suggestion and a critical part of the 
construction innovation competitions especially in the context of research. There is an 
example of this role in the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) who have a role 
of this type that can be researched. 

Reliable and 
repeated 

The ability for the teams and industry at large to rely on the regular repetition was 
highlighted. This was of great interest as the ongoing nature of Formula 1 has been 
illustrated as an important part of ongoing innovation development. 

“Knowing that a certain competition will take place every year at a certain 
time allows participants to prepare and be reminded that the competition is 
happening again, thereby increasing participation and interest.” 

“Announcing the repeatability of a competition is useful to give certainty and a sense 
of opportunity to participate into the future.”   

“It  needs a promoter / champion with enough power  and high reputation to 
get off the ground.” 

My response to this is that to achieve such a requirement would combine the 
importance of the role of the organiser and the above comments on the feedback 
loops and historian role into a single body. This is also in line with the role of RIBA in 
British architectural competitions. 

Other 
Factors 

Additional comments were made throughout the survey that are worthy of mention. 
These related to the degree of difficulty (which has not been specifically addressed), 
alternate competition outcomes beyond a technological innovation, the importance of 
the ultimate transfer to the ACI, and the degree of difficulty in the actual execution of 
a large scale competition. 

“Another issue to consider is if the competition is not so much to produce a 
new product or process, but rather to bring new players into the industry.”     

“We might call this the "Australia's got Talent" model, where the reward is 
being swept up into the real world, and creating new channels and cross 
fertillization for innovation.”      

“The ACI is a funny beast. The application and ultimate success of 
competitions will depend on the appetite for progress, to see change, 
leadership, but within an environment that does not involve additional 
exposure to risk and regulatory scrutiny.” 

“In a gun-shy industry, the 'Prize' needs to be thoroughly worked through to 
ensure these competitions don't just produce a sweet of wonderful ideas, and 
only that.” 



 

“The competitions need to be hard but not impossible.  The outcomes should 
be impressive.”   

“Find a team that has the proper credentials to put on a competition.  Again, 
if it's a "build" competition, there are a lot of folks that are needed.” 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Delphi Round 3 Questions and Responses 
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Q38 - Plain Language Statement Do you wish to see the Plain Language 

Statement? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 9.09% 1 

2 No 90.91% 10 

 Total 100% 11 

  



 

Q34 - Do you consent to participate in this Study 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Yes 100.00% 11 

2 No 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 11 

  



 

Q57 - Based on the revised Flowchart (Refer Attachment), and the 

response summaries provided after each Round, are you satisfied that 

your comments and suggestions have been adequately addressed / 

included? 

 

 

# Answer % Count 

1 Definitely yes 28.57% 2 

2 Probably yes 71.43% 5 

3 neutral 0.00% 0 

4 Probably not 0.00% 0 

5 Definitely not 0.00% 0 

 Total 100% 7 

  



 

Q60 - Please explain any dissatisfaction with the  way the Flowchart or 

Response summaries have addressed your comments here. 

flowchart is played out well, pretty straight forward steps. 

I can't really remember what I wrote, except for seeing my direct quotes in the summary.  
Thus, I'm not sure what got left out.... 

I am satisfied. 

i don't see a flow chart 

None. 

none 

Not really a dissatisfaction just an overall comment that these competitions will normally have 
products from every stage of your flowchart being generation, prototyping or adoption. In 
fact it is better to have all of these stages as you then have something for everyone to be able 
to come and see. 

  



 

Q56 - When considering Adoption competitions, which industry 

stakeholders are most important to the competitions success, from most 

important to least important?           (drag and drop to change order) 

 

 

# Question 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  Tota
l 

1 
End User 
(includes 

public) 
42.86% 3 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 28.57% 2 0.00% 0 7 

2 

Potential 
Entrants 

(ie 
Teams) 

14.29% 1 57.14% 4 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 7 



 

3 Organiser 28.57% 2 0.00% 0 28.57% 2 28.57% 2 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 7 

4 Sponsors 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 14.29% 1 42.86% 3 28.57% 2 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 7 

5 

external 
supporte

rs / 
Intereste
d parties 

(research 
groups 

etc) 

14.29% 1 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 28.57% 2 28.57% 2 0.00% 0 7 

6 Judges 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 14.29% 1 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 42.86% 3 14.29% 1 7 

7 Other 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 14.29% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 85.71% 6 7 

 

 

Other 

supply chain 

  



 

Q29 - What do you consider to be the most critical elements of a 

competition to maximise the adoption by industry for any given 

innovation? 

Competition can give merit to an idea, offering the innovator an opportunity a spring board 
to validate idea or process. independent assessment on findings to adopt into mainstream 
a fundamentally correct and clear-eyed assessment of the market barriers restricting 
adoption.  That, of course, requires experience and wisdom. There may be hidden conflicts or 
perverse incentives  preventing adoption.  Alternatively, a competition might be cleverly 
structured to help reveal those very conflicts, such that they can be addressed later on by 
policy, incentives, or other means. For example, close observation of the judges' discussion 
might help reveal other concerns or conflicts that were previously obscured. 

An interested champion of the innovation 

Addresses a problem in the industry, so that industry players care about the competition. 

A clear understanding of the market need, SWAT analysis, competitor landscape, ability to 
scale prototyped solution. 

Industry agreement beforehand to develop the innovation unless they can support why not. 

clear need and market potential acceptable capitalization costs and timeline free from major 
regulatory obstacles 
Cost benefit, cost benefit, cost benefit. This is the question I am consistently asked as to the 
adoption of items. Our problem is that people can only see short term gains rather than long 
term effects including improved health conditions, energy etc. But in the above section it is 
critical that the organisers are able to provide a great competition and one that is able to draw 
the attention of the end users and potential installers. The problem with the above is that an 
Adoption competition would more than likely mean that you could only have teams from that 
country competing as why would another country compete when their regulations and codes 
would be different? 

  



 

Q55 - What changes are required by the Australian Construction Industry 

to maximise the benefit of an innovation Adoption competition? 

that the industry as a whole,from designers, builders and material manufacturers are 
supported financially to develop innovation. 
In general, it is helpful if there are small market areas that are not as constrained by rules and 
industry controls as others.  These might be in rural areas, or semi-governmental reserves, or 
one segment of the housing stock (manufactured homes?  self-help housing? renovations?) 
where innovations can take root. 
To look for long term gains rather than immediate wins. Much of the construction industry 
cannot conceptualise processes they are not familiar with. This makes the industry want to 
continue doing what it does now- maybe faster or maybe cheaper. 

don't know 

There needs to be a greater focus on the end user. Often the idea that we are developing 
buildings/cities for PEOPLE gets lost. Decisions are made on what the immediate impacts are, 
not taking into consideration the entire life-cycle of an asset.   There needs to be a 'safe to 
fail' environment to allow innovation to be trialed and either adopted, or learn from and 
adapted. 

na 

not known 

The current state of the industry seems very reluctant to change, this in itself needs to change 
but I am unsure how this can be initiated. 

  



 

Q61 - Do you have any other comments that would improve the 

Adoption of innovation by Industry  from competitions? 

 

Competition may give the  building industry as a whole a  platform to further develop ideas 
to improve all aspects of building, from design, construction detail and manufacturing 
processes. 
Diversity and competition are good things.  Look for policy tools to encourage more diversity-
-type of firms-- and competition--size and number of firms--into each local market. 

Conscious investment in novel ventures 

no 

Greater interaction between entrants (i.e. developers and head contractors) and supporting 
parties (i.e. external research partners). This would increase the attractiveness of allowing 
research projects to become realised. 
it needs to generate interest and responsibility to make sure it gets "adopted" as a built 
example. 
Probably need to be practical and able to  be implemented quickly. Also, probably need to be 
highly resolved (IP and prototyping) so to avoid extensive additional R&D. 
The best thing to do would be to hold these competitions immediately after any NCC changes 
where the competition can showcase new innovations that meet the new code changes. 

  



 

Q30 - What type of rules or structure could address the need for the 

solution space to  account for radicalness in an Adoption focused 

competition?       (Feel free to also comment on the Ideas generation and 

Prototype competitions as relevant) 

categories could be defined as stated  Materials: suppliers manufacturing processes 
sustainability features, longevity, performance. Design: innovation, site suitability, 
proportional scale material selection suitability, structural detail. Commercial or Residential 
builders processes and procedures, delivering high performing product 
You could create a highly constrained rule set, say of 10 rules, and then allow entrants to 
select one or two of the rules that they want to modify in order to get a better solution.  While 
this approach might make a competition more difficult to judge, it could provide very 
interesting feedback on the constraints created by the rules.  If part of the request to modify 
a rule had to include a very compelling argument for why this was an important variable, you 
might get some pretty interesting feedback on industry constraints.... I could imagine a two 
part competition, that included a proposal with and without the loosing of the requested 
rule....to fully demonstrate the impact. 

Include a specific goal of innovation 

Key to this is how you define scores.  If it's for human jurors, you need to make sure you give 
them adequate information to make decisions.  Note that participants will want to maximize 
points in each category, so make sure that rules are carefully crafted for the intended effect.  
If there is money on the line, have a lawyer review the rules to prevent uncomfortable 
protests. 
I think there is a need for both competitions with a fairly tight solution space, and those with 
a less blinkered 'blue sky' approach.  Focused (tight) rules and structure will hopefully allow a 
more resolved/feasible  prototype to be generated.  For example:  A specific need may be to 
improve the interaction of office lighting with occupant needs/control. This would generate 
innovative control strategies and user interfaces that could be trialed.  A more open 
competition structure and set of rules may begin with the discussion around the optimal 
relationship between natural and artificial lighting in buildings - opening entrants up to 
devising strategies to maximise daylight into deep floor plates and glare minimisation. This 
may open up a game changing approach towards office lighting but be less resolved and 
actionable. Both are useful and valid. 
It should be the responsibility of the jury to determine if a project that steps beyond the 
"rules" nonetheless, provides an innovation that is more important than the rules.  This 
possibility needs to be made very clear and explicit in the competition literature so that no 
team or participant can claim bias or improper actions within the competition. 
rules should require convincing argument that proposals fit within specified industry and 
regulatory parameters 
I still believe you need to have rules that are strict and are outside of normal practice to force 
people to innovate into the space and direction that you are looking for. An example could be 
that you wanted people to build a more passively sustainable house. So you place a rule that 
the house has to be a net zero energy home but place a cap on how much solar they can place 
on their roof. This results in the teams having to find other ways to reduce their energy 
demands. 

  



 

Q41 - Aside from the rules, how else would you suggest the Framework 

be modified to encourage  radical innovation in an Adoption competition 

constrained by Industry requirements (such a building regulations)? 

A testing ground free from constraints such as building regulations be identified. Identify a 
suitable site that has the ability to expand creating a more generational approach suitable for 
both residential and commercial buildings. Competition outcomes could be implemented, 
create a gathering place to provide  examples of outcomes. Create an environment which 
gives our innovators a hub to gather, share ideas and progress. 
In general, I find that struggling with clear rules and constraints produces more creativity than 
a 'blue-sky' 'let's pretend everything is possible' type of process.  Dreamy 'what-if' scenarios 
are not as instructive as tangling with difficult current realities.    I like the format of:  here's 
your goal, here's your rules, and you're allowed to break one rule--which one do you want to 
break and why?   Then the logic presented for why a rule should be broken becomes part of 
the competition... 

Have a special prize just for innovation separate from the overall competition goal 

see above about instructions to jurors.  Also relates to selection of jurors, in that you want to 
be sure the jurors have the adequate background to make judgments about the innovations. 
I think it is important that compliance with building regulations always be a competition 
criteria. Non-compliance will delay implementation beyond usefulness. 
That the submission - if it "breaks" a rule(s) needs to define the intent behind this  and to 
justify why breaking the rule is more important than not. 

provide constraints in terms of means, and/or methods, and/or materials 

Prize money attributed to the most innovative solutions. R&D incubator support post 
competition. 

  



 

Q31 - When considering the 'historian / data collector' role, how should 

the organiser body be structured ? (local / national / international,  

private / public) ?  What might be a tangible goal, output or deliverable 

from this role? 

local could be a good start, start small, iron out the creases, expand with experience into 
national and ultimately connect with other countries. A combination of private and public 
organisations may be required. 
The most important characteristic should be durability...i.e. that the organizer will be around 
for the long term and have a steady and consistent vested interest in the outcome.    The 
America's Cup sailing competition might be an interesting example:  a very small, highly local, 
private club eventually created a durable international industry force.  Improbable at the 
outset, but clearly highly strategic in hindsight. 
The organiser needs to be an individual or group of international standing in the space and 
noted for promoting innovation 
It doesn't matter who the organizer is, but they need to think through what type of 
information can and should be made public, whether this advantages or disadvantages the 
participants, and think through the motivations of all sides.  For Solar Decathlon, we try to 
make sure a lot of information is on our website to help current and future teams see how 
teams have handled their project manuals.  However, we are careful about what we share to 
ensure that personal names are not made public.  Also, we do not want to provide so much 
information that we jeopardize the ownership rights of the teams. 

No real preference as to whether it is public or private., but it should have a national remit. 

A series of books/reports that are collated and edited by a panel of reviews, who are external 
to the members of the teams, the organiser and the sponsor. 
the organizer/historian could be local, national/international, private, public according to how 
appropriate is it for the nature of the competition and the desired outcomes.   deliverable: 
contributing to a knowledge base. perhaps an independent organization takes on this role and 
archives all competitions and data collected and offers open public access. 
It would have to be national ideally as the competition would require funding but this does 
not mean it cant have an international footprint like the Solar Decathlon. This role should be 
measuring long term changes into the industry and reporting on the innovations generated 
by the competitors. 

  



 

Q43 - The Issues of Intellectual Property (IP)     

Note to Expert Panel Members - I appreciate this presents as a new topic, but it is was raised in 
the responses and is closely linked to the penetration of the innovation into the normal market 
via an Adoption competition, and affects benefits of the competition to Teams).    The normal 
market (Australian Construction Industry) deals with commercialising Innovation primarily 
through Patents, whereas Existing Competitions vary between ownership of IP by the Organiser  
of the competition, to ownership maintained by Teams. Organiser ownership can result in public 
sharing of innovations IP and increase adoption of the innovation.     How could the Framework 
best address ownership issues of Intellectual Property (IP) in order to maximise innovation 
development and adoption? 

 

A step by step process could be layed out to competitors to ensure ownership or copyright of 
intellectual property is clearly defined and understood by competitors. This breakdown 
supplied by competition organisers is of great value to innovation in our industry in its own 
right. 
I don't know enough about IP in the Australian construction industry context to comment.  
Perhaps a specific example might be helpful... 
If the prize is big enough, the IP might be in the public domain or alternatively, the prize could 
include assistance with protecting the IP or a similar licensing deal - like the record contract 
in Australian idol. 
As indicated above, it's important to be true to the goals.  I would be very careful about 
protecting the rights of competitors for personal profit, so go as far as you can on inspiring 
the public but protecting the right of competitors to capitalize on their efforts. 
I would prefer to see an 'open-source' approach to competitions to allow for rapid uptake and 
proliferation/commercialisation. But I appreciate that this is unlikely, and some ownership or 
'first right of reply' structure will need to exist to encourage the funding and participation in 
these type of activities. 
In some design competitions, the IP is maintained by the team of designers, but the 
organiser/client is given a "license" to use the design/innovation for this one project, but any 
subsequent uses need to have the participation of the team/designers.    In the case of 
construction innovation, this might be a partial solution, but may need an additional defining 
attribute that separates out the general or generic innovative idea, versus the specific 
idea/innovation of a competition work. 
Loss of IP rights by teams may be a large disincentive to participate unless other tangible 
benefits are offered. Perhaps it is not always and either or choice. Perhaps organizers share 
patent costs and rights with the winners. 

Have basic items open source, technical sections worth money to be closed IP. 

 

  



 

Q31 - What argument could be made for IP to remain with the Teams for 

their own gain, or should it be owned by the Organiser for public use? 

IP i would presume remain with teams developing product or idea, partnerships with 
organisers and shareholders could be negotiated with a core structure played out to 
competitors which clearly states process before entering competition. 
The primary motive for entering a competition is competitive advantage.  Giving away IP to 
your competition would seem to be anathema.  I don't know why anyone would do that, other 
than perhaps poor naive students.... 

Clever teams can hide the best bits of IP. IP could be part of the prize. Ie move to incubator 

In Solar Decathlon, we give only a small amount of money relative to what the teams need to 
compete, so we have always been clear that the teams own their houses.  Also, because the 
organizer is the US Government, we do not want to take ownership. 

See above. 

see above. 

retaining IP rights gives teams the promise they may profit later from their inventions and 
offers additional incentive. Some solutions may ultimately unpatenable, or their development 
costs prohibitive. For the organizer to provide public use, it assumes the organizer is a not for 
profit organization. 
No company would work with the teams if the IP went to the organisers. The Solar Decathlon 
works that all the plans are open source, however details specific to the individual teams and 
their generated IP still remains with the teams or their relevant collaborators. Most of the IP 
is generated in collaboration with industry and so it is already in their best interest to 
distribute it to the greater public. 

  



 

Q44 - Beyond simply competing in a competition, what could be done to 

maximise Team based promotion of innovation and the event? 

Validation of an idea through relevant body brings the idea from anecdotal to verified fact. I f 
competition could provide links and support to competitors this would be a great asset and 
motivation to compete. 
The more fame a team can garner from a competition, the more likely they are to want to 
promote the competition. 

Make promotion and communication part of the competition. 

Again, think through the rules.  If the competition is a public event, you want the teams to be 
incentivized to help you publicize it.  In Solar Decathlon, we have a communications contest 
that ensures that teams must pay attention  to local communications, website/social media, 
tour information, etc.  Also, we had a facebook "People's CHoice" award, so the teams that 
had the best social media presence did the best. 
A clear and simple working model should be proposed to allow organisations to have an easy 
understanding of their expectations. Transparency is the key to participation.  Also, the 
promotion of the benefits of the generation of long term relationships with team member 
organisations will encourage participation. 
Exhibitions, forums, and specific publications of both the winning projects and the whole 
participating field.  Sometimes it is not the "winning" team/project that has the most impact 
in the long run.  Publishing all the qualified projects (regardless of competition result) can 
provide for a greater spread of the insights gained by different teams/projects. 
Perhaps -as in the case of motorsport- some competitions are not a "one-off" or only held 
periodically, but are ongoing series of closely spaced events. 

Add a communications component to the competition. 

  



 

Q46 - When considering the important role of the Teams, do you think 

there is any other specific considerations that should be included in the 

Framework based on your knowledge of the Australian Construction 

Industry? 

I think that each team members role should be very clearly defined. A clear timeline layed out 
by organisers so teams are aware of commitment they are making to participate. 
Ask members of the Australian Construction industry what forms of fame and glory would 
motivate them the most!  Ask them what awards and honors they most respect. 

Teams can be required to reflect on their own growth and learning. 

Look carefully at the  rules at the competitions that you want  to emulate or learn from.  These 
will help you think through what you're missing. 

Apportioning  and management of risk and reward. 

na 

unable to comment 

Their has to be a lot of support given to the teams where ever possible as it is no small task 
to compete. 

  



 

Q53 - Based on the revised Flowchart, please rank below the success of 

the Flowchart in defining each of the following..... 

 

 

# Question 
Non 
exist

ent 
 Poor  Avera

ge  Goo
d  

Very 
Goo

d 
 Excell

ent  

Don'
t 

Kno
w 

enou
gh 

 Tot
al 

1 

Origins of 
a 

competiti
on 

0.00
% 0 12.5

0% 1 0.00
% 0 12.5

0% 1 50.0
0% 4 12.50

% 1 12.5
0% 1 8 



 

2 

Decisions 
to hold a 

competiti
on 

0.00
% 0 12.5

0% 1 0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 37.5
0% 3 37.50

% 3 12.5
0% 1 8 

3 

Competiti
on 

Scopes 
(ideas / 

prototyp
es / 

adoption) 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 22.2

2% 2 44.4
4% 4 22.22

% 2 11.1
1% 1 9 

4 

Radicalne
ss and 

Solution 
Space 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 44.4

4% 4 11.1
1% 1 33.33

% 3 11.1
1% 1 9 

5 

Range 
and types 

of 
Stakehol

ders 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 25.0

0% 2 37.5
0% 3 25.00

% 2 12.5
0% 1 8 

6 

Range 
and types 

of 
competiti

on 
Specificat

ions 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 0.00
% 0 12.5

0% 1 50.0
0% 4 25.00

% 2 12.5
0% 1 8 

  



 

Q59 - Please rank below how well the Framework and Response 

summaries (provided between rounds) achieved the following..... 

 

 

# Question 
Non 

existe
nt 

 Poo
r  Avera

ge  Goo
d  

Very 
Goo

d 
 Excell

ent  

Don't 
Kno

w 
enou

gh 
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al 

1 

Accuratel
y 

captured 
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knowledg
e of 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 12.50
% 1 12.5

0% 1 75.0
0% 6 0.00% 0 0.00

% 0 8 



 

Existing 
Competiti

ons 

2 

Closely 
reflected 

the 
processes 

used in 
Existing 

Competiti
ons to 

the best 
of your 

knowledg
e 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 12.50
% 1 12.5

0% 1 62.5
0% 5 12.50

% 1 0.00
% 0 8 

3 

Accuratel
y 

captured 
your 

knowledg
e of the 

applicatio
n of a 

competiti
on to the 
Australia

n 
Construct

ion 
Industry 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 12.50
% 1 12.5

0% 1 50.0
0% 4 0.00% 0 25.0

0% 2 8 

4 

Represen
ted the 

outcome 
for 

applicatio
n of a 

competiti
on to the 
Australia

n 
Construct

ion 
Industry 

to the 
best of 

your 
knowledg

e 

0.00
% 0 0.00

% 0 12.50
% 1 0.00

% 0 75.0
0% 6 0.00% 0 12.5

0% 1 8 

  



 

Q47 - Do you have any further comments that would improve the 

Framework? 

Providing a gathering place through competition to gather our innovators and thinkers are a 
great idea in its own right.Ultimately if our industry benefits from this the people occupying 
the spaces do also. 
I would like to see more on determining WHEN and WHERE a competition might be 
useful/appropriate, and HOW to access the best type of competition, and HOW to identify 
and refine the goals of the competition. You have started to tap in the WHO question, with 
'who should the organizer be?'  Then you need to ask WHY, what is their motivation? What 
creates a compelling and durable motivation? Are some motivations better/more successful 
than others? Does the structure of motivations matter?  I.e. broadly shared v singular; broadly 
defined v narrowly focused; economic v social good...?  Some case studies might be 
illustrative, both some that were judged successful and unsuccessful, and why. Your language 
is often rather theoretical.  Tying your theoretical language to the narrative of specific case 
studies will help it to be more impactful. 

The framework seems complicated. 

no 

no 

  



 

Q62 - Do you have any other comments? 

Good luck 

Good luck!  I hope you figure this out and help spawn many successful competitions! 

Overall, very good. 

I didn't see the flow chart. 

no 
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